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three dimensional spatial discrete Fourier transform of the 
array's aperture function. The beam pattern is a function of 
frequency, and of both spherical angles of direction. It is 
strongly dependent on the aperture window, on the applied 
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A user-friendly micro-computer software program was created 
to study the actual array design and the degraded array. The 
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A ship-mounted SONAR system consists of an acoustic 
array and the accompanying electronic equipment. It is used 
to form beams and provides signal processing of the received 
signals to permit localization, speed evaluation, and, even-
tually, classification of sound sources in the ocean. 
An acoustic array is formed by an ensemble of hydro-
phones or projectors wh1ch are generally electroacoustic 
transducers. They transform or transduce acoustic energy 
into electric energy when used as receivers, or vice-versa 
if used as projectors. Such an array can be organized geome-
trically in order to provide directional projection or 
reception of sound in both the vertical (polar) and the 
horizontal (azimuthal) direction. 
One of the most important parts in the actual SONAR is 
the hydrophone. Its receiving (and transmitting) properties 
may change with time and operational ·conditions. This is 
especially true when hydrophones are mounted in a ship's 
SONAR array where they are exposed to the rough ocean envi-
ronment. Array theory predicts that a change in the proper-
ties of one or more transducers usually translates into a 
degradation of array performance. However, the amount of 
performance degradation is not easily predicted by using a 
back-of-the-envelope calculation. 
These SONAR systems usually perform very well within the 
limitations of their designs so long as no changes occur in 
the different components; i.e. decalibration, aging, loss of 
power, high internal noise, element degradation, 
breaking, etc. 
elements 
For the past three or four decades, 




mounted on submarines or ships have had to rely on a typical 
design :frequency response or dire'ctivity function provided 
for an ''undeg1:aded" or "perfect" array in order to estimate 
the bearing of any unde~ater object being listened to. 
A problem arises if some elements of the array break, 
degrade in performanc~, or are simply not performing prop-
erly; how can one determine the effects on the performance 
of the array and w;hat is the resulting directivity function? 
B. OBJECTIVES 
The 0purpose of this thesti.s is to address the problem of 
the degraded beam pat,tern or directivity filnct±otl-. Knowing 
the a.ctual up,..to-:date comp.lex sensitivity (or complex 
weights), i.e., botl;l normalized ampli·tude and phase' angle of 
the sensitivity of each hydrophone forming the conformal 
"array ,(hull-mounted acoustic. array).,,· ,wha.t is the. resulting 
degrad~d response of the· array a.s a function of ,frequency 
and angles of direction? 
The .following objectives are propdsed: 
1. Develop (or derive) the appropriate 
for computing the far-field beam 
conformal array using arrray theory; 
exact algorithms 
p~ttern of the 
2. :Des'ign and develop a· stand-alone user-friendly soft-
ware program, to be run on a micro-co~puter with 
graphics ca'.pability, whi.ch will simulate the perform-
ance of a given fixed-element conformal array mounted 
on the hull of a submari~e using the actual complex 
sensitivity of the elements; 
3. Produce both tabular and graphical representations of 
the normalized theoretical, i.e., design, and 
degraded far-field bea.m patterns showing the main and .. 
secondary lobes, relative amplitude,. changes in 
sensitivity (detection range), steering changes, and 
beam deformation; 
15 
4. Investigate some 
degradation due 
typical cases of array performance 
to typical hydrophone failures such 
as cracking, flooding, and 
padding of degraded hydrophones 
tors); and 
removal, along with 
(using added capaci-




used by the maintainer 
thesis. 
and relevant inf orma-
wi 11 be part of this 
It is important to mention that this thesis is part of a 
larger project about performance monitoring of the DT-276 
Hydrophone and BQR-7 array presently used by the US Navy. 
Several students at the US Naval Postgraduate School have 
developed an automated test and evaluation system using 
micro-computers as instrument controllers along with other 
measuring devices. Their results along with those from 
other teams will provide part of the data required for this 
thesis. More details will be provided in the following 
chapters. 
C. DEFINITIONS 
In order to help make clear the results of this thesis, 
some definitions are now given. An acoustic array is a 
directional receiver (or projector). It may reduce the 
effects of noise or interfering signals coming in some 
direction while enabling the estimation of the bearing of a 
sound source coming from another direction. [Ref. 1: Chap. 
9] 
Therefore, it is important to know the functional depen-
dence of the array's sensitivity on azimuth angle ~ , 
elevation angle 8 , frequency f, and speed of sound c. 
Generally, acousticians use relative amplitude of pressure 
as the unit of measurement of a signal. Here the general 
definition of a far-field beam pattern is the angular func-
tional dependence of the normalized sound pressure amplitude 
16 
at a large, fixed distance from the source, where ''large 
distance" will be ',ex:plained in t!he next chapter [Ref. l]. 
Other names for the far-field,,beam pattern are pattern 
function, directivity function, directivity pattern, and 
even radiation pattern (for an emitter). Typical features 
are its extrema (i.e., minima and maxima) angles, beamwidth, 
directivity (&directivity index), grating lobes, etc. 
~nowing the ex;pression of the directivity function , ft 
is possible to evaluate the acoustic pressune amplitude in 
the far field which is written as 
P (r ,0 ,'¢) - Pax' (r) D (0 .;'¢) (1.1) 
where D (0 ,'¢) - D (I ,o ,'¢) 
is the directivity function, and Pax(r) = on-axis pressure, 
i.e., far-field pressure on the main acoustic axis. 
Therefore, values of the acoustic pressure at other angles 
can be computed using the directivity function and the axial 
pressure. 
D. FORMAT OF THE THESIS 
In Chapter 2, the basic theory of beam patterns is 
developed, along with relevant assumptions and major 
features. Aspects such as time delay, sensitivity, physical 
location of the elements, symmetry, and diffraction are 
addressed. 
Chapter 3 provides the details of the first three phases 
of software development: analysis (planning), design, and 
implementation of the software program. It also provides 
details about the approach used, the prototype developed, 
the software requirements, the external and the detailed 
design, along with the coding style used and documentation 
procedures. 
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Chapter 4 is about the last phase of software develop-
ment, which is the system· testing. Only the verification 
testing will be done. No validation testing will be done 
since no data are available for comparison. Additionally, 
the last phase of the life-cycle of the software program, 
software maintenance, will not be covered. 
Finally, chapter 5 will provide an analysis of some of 
the results obtained with standard data due to degradation, 
and what to expect if an element is absent or partially 
degraded (changes in phase and in amplitude of its sensi-
tivity). The results are interpreted in context. A section 
will list recommendations for future improvements, along 
with a conclusion. 
Finally, throughout the text, the words "far-field beam 
pattern" and "directivity function" are used synonymously. 
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II. THEORY 
A. DESCRIPTION OF Tl!E TA~K 
Ail ensemble o.f hyc1rophones mpunted on the hull; o.f a ship 
forms a,n acoustic a,Tray which is .c;.allec1 a coI'l.~orma,l array , 
as opposed to cylindrical or spherical arrays. Usually, oniy 
a por~iQn of t~e to~al array is.used wheI'l. the ma,in lobe is 
s"teerec1 in a speci~i~ · dire.ct.:ioIJ. in qrder to 11J.inimizer the 
prob.le.11! of accqµp.ting for ciiffract,ioµ arounc1 .tP.e hull for 
hydrophones (also c:a:lled elemeIJ.tS) 11:01;' direc·tly e~posed ~o 
the incoming signa.i. . Th.is i.s the. case fqr the BQR""7 array 
and .f9r,. tnfil.P.Y similar ~Ys.t:em~. 
For a fi~ed conforqia,l "sub-ar·i;ay" .o~ t:he tptal arr;ay 
(shaPec1 :like a supmarine .orr sur,fa;9e vessel), i. e,., at .a 
given bearing selec"tion, t.he objective is to define the 
far-field beam pattern as a,. functiqp. Q~ the aI'l.g:les· of direc-
tion (horizontal and vertical), the speed of spund,. tl}e 
frequency, the mode of operation (i.e., aperture window 
(shading) or the mode SUM and· DIFF), the implemented time 
delay, and the complex sensitivity of every element. 
As iri any theoretical development, numerous assumptions 
will be made. Here assumpti6ns descriBed by Dr L. J. Ziomek 
[Ref. 2: Chap 1]. wiil be used. It is assumed that the 
speed of sound in the medium (i.e., the oceanf is constant 
over the entire span of the array, which is realistic Since 
the maximum length of the~QR-1 array is usually' about 14 
meters. 
The linear, inhomogeneous, scalar wave equation solution 
is used, which excludes nonlinear effects. 
Internal wave motion· will not be considered. No mutual 
coupling is considered since no data are availa:bie. That is, 
each hydrophone in: the array will be regarded as adting 
independently of ail others [Ref. 3·: Chap 5]. The element's 
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are considered to be point receivers, i.e., lumped-element 
acoustics is used. This greatly simplifies the defining of 
the far-field beam pattern. Indeed, in most cases the 
wavelength is much larger than the dimensions of an element. 
For example, at 1000 Hz and at a speed of 1500 m/sec, the 
wavelength is 150 cm, which is much larger than the largest 
portion of an element (about 15 cm). Theref:ore, it is a 
valid assumption. 
The most critical assumption is the exclusion of any 
diffraction of incoming plane waves around the hull of the 
submarine which changes the value of the measured signal at 
a given point. Diffraction is a function of frequency, 
incoming angle of arrival, submarine shape, etc. This 
important assumption will be addressed later but must be 
made due to the complexity of the shape, the large diversity 
of devices present in the submarine, and the lack of meas-
ured data. Chapter 3 will discuss the features allowing 
future implementation of the diffraction of the signal 
around the submarine. 
B. SOME DEFINITIONS AND BASIC CONCEPTS 
1. Far-Field or Fraunhofer Zone 
The far-field or the Fraunhofer Zone is the region 
where the beam pattern is independent of the range between 
the source and the receiver. There are different ways to 
define the beginning of that region. According to Ziomek 
[Ref. 2: p. 38], an observation point at the ranger will be 
considered to be in the far-field if 
(2.1) 
where R is the maximum radial dimension of the array. For a 
smaller ran~e, the zone becomes the near-field or Fresnel 
zone. It should be mentioneq that in the near-field, the 
beam pattern is a function of the range r. 
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Stein.berg [Ref. 3: p. 12] usef; a slightly different 
definition whic]:i. is defin~q by equation 2. 2 






Kin~ler and Frey [Ref. 4: p. 188] use a si~ilar one 




Therefore the most conservative range to the far-field is 
given by equation 2.1 . For the BQR-7E ar.ray, R is approxi-
maly 7.5 meters (25 feet). For a f~equency f of 1000 Hz 
and speed of sound c of 1500 m/s, the wavelength A given 
by 
.\ = c = 1.5m 
I 
yields a distance to the ~ar-field of about 118 meters (387 
feet) as calculated fr9m equ~tion 2.1 At a lower 
frequency, say 100 Hz, the far-fi~ld begins at 11.8 meters 
(38.7 feet). 
Usually targets or sources dealt with by a hull-
mounted array are more distant than 120 meters. 
2. Aperture Function 
As for any physical system, the conformal array 
possesses a complex frequency response. It is commonly 
referred to as the receiver complex aperture function or 
simply the apertµ;""e function ~Ref. 2,3: Ch~:p 4 and Chap 5] 
It is a function of frequency 
the elements relative to the 
symbol to be 
A(f, x, y, z). 
used for 
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and the spatial location r of 
center of the array. The 




the far-field, the aperture function and the 
beam pattern form a spatial Fourier transform 
know the aperture function is to know the beam pair. 
pattern. 
3. Coordinate System 
The coordinate system to b'e 
convention of Ziomek [Refs. 2,3: p. 
used here will be the 
33 and p. 15]. The 
origin is taken to be the center of the total array. The 
array lies in the xy plane. The normal to the array is the 
z axis. Figure 2.1 shows the coordinate systems to be used 
throughout this thesis. 
z 
y 
8 = Vertical or Polar .4 ngle 
x 
w = Horizontal or Azimuthal Angle 
Figure 2.1 Coordinate System. 





u = sinO cost/J (2.5) 
11 = sinO sin¢ (2. 6) 
and 
w = cosO 
(2.7) 
are the direction cosines with respect to the positive X, Y, 
and Z axis, respectively. Note that 
u 2 + 11 2 + w 2 = 1 (2.8) 
Any point can then bei localized by a vector r, such 
that 
r =xx+ yy + zz · (2.9) 
(2.10) 
4. Spatial Frequencies 
The spatial frequencies are three quantities defined 












I z = A (2.13) 
and u, v, and ware as in equations 2.5, 2.6, and 2.7 . 
Note that these spatial frequencies are in cycles per meter. 
They are directly related to the wave number components by 





Additionally, the components of the wave number 
vectork, along the coordinate axes must satisfy the rela-
tion: 
k 2 = kk * 
(2.17) 
=k2+k2+k2 : 1J z 
where k * = 
I 
complex conjugate of k. 
5. Complex Weights 
The complex weights are used for amplitude and phase 
weighting, as discussed later. The complex weights allow 
the characterization of individual "identical" transducers 
by showing their contribution or "excitation" in the array 
in a normalized way . For example, an amplitude of 0 dB 
implies full weighting of the element to the array while -3 
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dB correspop.~s to one-half of its capability (this excludes 
the effects of phasing, shading, steering, etd~). 
In our application, the relative complex sensitivi-
ties. w~ll be u~ted as complex wei~hts. They mus1=, of course, 
be normalized to a standard such as the complex weights of a 
"peJ;\;ec;t" hydrqphone, whicP, sqould have· an amplitude of 0 dB 
( o.r , magnitude of 1. 0) and a, phase of 0 degrees . 
Moreover, tqe 'CQmplex 'w.eli:,ghts can be . filtered 
through an amplitude window to create the proper phased 
array beam p,a,ttern,. . The 1;heq:ry: will separate them: clearly. 
The term""comp:Lex weights" will refer. to "the ·normalized 
compJex sensitiv~ties throughout the text. 
C. THE GENERAL APPROAcH FOR FINDING THE BEAM PATTERN 
The far-field beam pattern is simply related to . the 
aperture furt'cti6n thrdugh the Fourier Transform. The far-
f±~ld directivity furlcfiori can then be w~itten as 
[Refs. 2,3: p.38 and Chap. 5]: 
(2 .18) 
where th,e, triple produdct 0f ;F. opeJ:a·tqrs represeµts a three-
d~mensiona1 spa;tial Fourier itra,ns:lrorm'. · Eq~ation 2. 18 .can be 
rewritten as: 
fl (/ ,x ,y ,z) = Ff s -l FI, -l FI,, -l (D (f ,/,Hf 11 ,f z}) (2. 19) 
(2 .. 20) 
.The follqw~ng .e,quation is the complete expression for 
equation 2.18 
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00 00 00 
D(f,O,tf;)= J J J A(f,z,y,z)e+i2'll'(l.z+J,J1+f.i)ch dy dz (2.21) 
-oo -oo -oo 
The next step is to develop an expression for the aperture 
fuhction. 
It is important to mention the existence of some useful 
properties of the Fourier transform as derived in Oppenheim 
and Schafer [Ref. 5: Chap 3], and also by Brigham [Ref. 6: 
Chap Z]. 
Linear addition is conserved in both space and the 
spatial frequency domain. A space shift corresponds to a 
phase (spatial frequency) shift. An even function becomes a 
real function after a direct Fourier transform, while an odd 
function produces a pure imaginary function. 
Multiplication in the space domain corresponds to a 
convolution in the spatial frequency domain. The converse 
is also true. 
The previous properties apply to both integral and 
disc~ete Fourier transforms. 
D. ARRAY, A SAMPLED APERTURE FUNCTION 
An array is an apert:ure excited (or being excited) only 
at points or in localized areas. It consists of discrete 
sources or receivers (hydrophones) called elements. 
Most books treating this theory deal with convenient 
symmetric arrays such ~s line arrays, planar (flat) arrays, 
spherical, or cylindrical arrays with the elements equally 
spaced along each axis (the spacing can be different between 
2 axes). A great deal of simplification can then be made. 
Moreover, the resulting far-field beam pattern is simply 
a three-dimensional discrete spatial Fourier transform (DFT) 
(since we sample equation 2.21 ). Usually, odd numbered 
element arrays are used to simplify the resulting equation 
still further. One can then use a fast Fourier transform 
(FFT) computer algorithm to compute the discrete Fourier 
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transfom. This is adequate for the previously mentioned 
configuration but can result in imprecision or long ~omputer 
time (due to the large sampling rate required by the FFT) 
for an unequally spaced array. 
Furthermore, a suitable closed form expression can be 
derived for a standard shape like a dipole, a line array, or 
a rectangu1ar flat array but it cannot be made fbr an arbi-
trary conformal array. The accuracy of the result is impor-
tant for a ~oriformal array. Therefore, exact DFTs wi1l be 
done to h\inimize CPU time for un'equally spaced' array. 
To explain the procedure for developing a b'eam pattern, 
a si.mple examp1e using symmetry is given. Consider·a line 
array composed of an odd number N of identical; complex-
weighted, equally spaced elements centered at the origin, 
lying along the X-axis (with one element at the origin). 
The complex frequency response or complex 
A(f, x, y, z) of this array is simply 




expressed by the 
A (! ,.:r: ,y ,z) = A (/ ,.:r:) = I] en e (! ,.:r: - nd ) 
" = -(N-1) 
2 
where n represents one element, and N is the total number of 
elements, d is the interelement spacing in meters, en is the 
complex weigp.t and e(f, x) is the co}llplex frequency response 
of the identical elements, also known as the element 
function . 
. For a .point s9urce, we have 
~(f,.:r:)=8{.:r:) (2.23) 
So .t\(~, x) can be writ~en as 





s ( z ) = :E c11 6 ( z - nd ) 
" = -(N-1) 
2 (2.25) 
and the asterix (*) indicates a convolution with respect to 
x. 
The function s(x) is basically the complex frequency 
response or aperture function of an equivalent linear array 
of N odd complex-weighted poiJ;l.t sources. 
Using equation 2.18, the far-field beam pattern of equa-
tion 2.24 becomes 
D(f ,f:z:,/1/,fz) = D(f ,f:z:) (2.26) 
Equation 2.27 is called the Product Theorem for a linear 
array. It states that the far-field beam pattern of a line 
array of identical elements (complex-weighted) is equal to 
the product of the far-field beam pattern E of one of the 
elements and the far-field beam pattern S of an equivalent 
linear array of complex-weighted point sources. 
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If the linear array is composed of point sources, that 
is, if 
e (I ,z) = 8 ( z ) (2.30) 
then 




= J e (I ,z) exp(+ j21rf ': z,)dz 
-co (2.33) 
As a result, equation 2.27 becomes the following equa-





using equation 2.31 , equation 2.27 becomes 
equation for an odd-numbered line array of 
D(f ,f z.) = S(f ~J 
(N-1) 
2 
= E c11 exp(+ j 21r f z nd ) 
II= - (N-1) 
2 
(2.35) 
This expression is easy to compute. 
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In general, the complex weights can be expressed as 
(2.36) 
With the preceding equation, equation 2.35 becomes 
(2.37) 
It is then possible to implement an amplitude weight by 
applying an amplitude window to the array. This process. is 
called amplitude shading or amplitude-weighting. 
Additionally, the phase terms of every element in equa-
tion 2.37 can be modified so that the array scans a region. 
This is done by varying the relative phase between array 
elements. In order to obtain an "undeformed" beam pattern 
steered to a specific listening angle (vertical or hori-
zontal), a linear time delay must be used, where the unde-
formed beam pattern has the same shape as one without the 
additional relative phase. The following terms can be added 
for each n: 
o" = 2"" I r" (2.38) 
with 
, nd 
r" = -u 
c (2.39) 
where u' is the direction cosine, i.e., the listening 
vertical and horizontal angles at which the array is 
steered. 
Equation 2.38 corresponds to the following phases: 
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where 
fJ = - 2"" I ' nd 
" . :i: 




Using equation 2. 37 with the phase term IJ n = 0 we 
obtain a new expression thatycarl. be called the unstee:red or 
old directivity function: 
(2.42) 
Again using equation 2.37 with the phase term of equa-




This new beam pattern can be expressed as the old one 
but with a difference in phase (or in angle). For the line 
array, using equation 2.42, the maximum occurs at 
I z = o 
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It is assumed that no additional main lobes (grating lobes) 
are prese~t. However, with the other equation, i.e. 2.43, 
the maximum occurs at 
This process is called beam steering where the array 
becomes a phased-array. The far-field beam pattern can then 
be steered in the direction: 
u = u' 
in direction cosine space when the line array of point 
sources is phase weighted according to equations 2.38 and 
2.39, or with equations 2.40 and 2.41 . 
Finally, the computation can be greatly accelerated by 
remarking that equation 2.35 is in the form of a discrete 
spatial Fourier transform (DSFT). A fast Fourier transform 
(FFT) algorithm can then be used to compute it by using the 
following expression: 









M= [N;l] +1 (2.47) 
Thus s is evaluated only at the discrete spatial 
frequencies defined by equation 2.45 If we define 





as is generally the case, then equation 2.35 becomes 
M-1 
D' ( f ,/ z) = ~ en W J:ln 
n==O 
(2.50) 
where m = 0, 1, ... , M - 1 and where 
(2. 51) 
Equation 2. 50 is, standard in most signal processing 
books, and can easily be implemented in a program 
[Refs. 5,6: Chap 6 and Chap 10 respectively]~ 
AD. FFT is effici'ent since the' amount of c'omputation, 
hence computation time, required by the direct computatiton. 
of equation 2. 37, which is' iapproximat:ely proportional to M 
squared, is reduced to M log M by using equation 2.50 
arranged in a clever fashio~. The reason is 'that most FFT 
algorithms, such as decimation-in-time and decimation-in-
frequency, ar~ based tipon the decomposition of the discrete 
' ' 
Fourier transform of a sequence of length M into succes-
sively smaller discrete Fourier transforms [Ref. 5: p. 286]. 
Ziomek [Ref. 2: ' Section 4.1..:'4] shows 'the required 
adjustment to be applied from equation 2.45 to equation 2.50 
for a typical FFT algorithm, which requires the total number 
M to be equal to an integer power of 2, that is 
M = 2b , b = 1,2,3, ... (2.52) 
This is done by "padding with zero". Indeed, the more 
padding' the more interpolation can be done between the 
points, i.e., the better the beam pattern curve definition. 
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The accuracy of the data does not change with padding but 
only interpolated data are computed. 
This very long example shows one approach that can be 
used to produce the far-field beam pattern of any array as 
long as some symmetry can be used. 
Finally, a missing element can be simulated by replacing 
its corresponding amplitude weights by zero. 
E. THE VOLUME ARRAY - ONE APPROACH 
Let us follow a similar approach for the analysis of a 
volume array (3 dimensional). Ziomek [Ref. 2: Section 4.7] 
developed expressions for an array of identical complex-
weighted point sources lying on the surface of a cylinder, 
i.e., a cylindrical array, and for an array of identical, 
complex-weighteci point sources lying on the surface o.f a 
sphere, i.e., a spherical array. 
Consider a volume array (rectangular) made of M x N x P 
odd number of identical complex-weighted elements. 
definitions can immediately be made; 
Some 
dz = constant interelement spacing in the X direction (2. 53) 
dy = constant interelement spacing in the Y direction · (2.54) 
dz = constant interelement spacing in the Z direction (2.55) 
where 
in general, and 
m = Index for the element- coordinate along X (2.56) 
n = Index for the element-coordinate along Y (2.57) 
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p = Index for the element-coordinate along Z (2. 58) 
Using equation 2.18, it is again necessary to find the 
expression of the aperture function A(f, x, y, z) in order 
to compute the far-field beam pattern. 
An expressioli' similar to equation 2.24 can be deduced, 
such that 
A(! ,z,y,z) = s (z,y,z) *** e (! ,z,y,z) (2.59) 
where e(f, x, y, z) is the complex frequency response of one 
o.f t~e id.e11tic~J. C()IPple~-wei.g~~e)i eleme11ts (ag~in, it is 
called the element function). The triple asterix (*) 
de11otes a 
y, and z. 
three-dimensional convolution with, respect to x, • . . . . . • . . ' • • • • • '£ 
If and only if the elements are all equally spaced along 
each axis, an expression for s(x, y., z) can be defined as 
(M-1) 
2 





E E Cmnp 8(z...;..md,!) 
n =- (N-1) p =- (P-1} 
2 2 
(2.60) 
Agaiµ, s(x, -,, z) is the complex fre,qµency response or 
complex aperture function of an equivalent volume ~rray of 
complex-weighted point sources. 
Therefore, using equati9ns 2.18 and 2 .. 59 the far-field 
beam pattern can be expressed as 








Equation 2.62 is called the product theorem for a volume 
array. 
For a point source element, the expression for the 
complex frequency response e(f, x, y, z) is 
e ( f ,z , y ,z ) = o ( z , u ,z ) 
= o(z) o(y) o(z) (2.65) 
Using equation 2.64, the result is given by 
So for an array of point source elements, equation 2.62 
becomes 
(2.67) 
Returning to the M x N x P volume array, using equation 
2.60, which expresses s(x, y, z), and with equation 2.67, 
the far-field beam pattern of the array becomes 
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MC N' P' 
~ ~ ~ 
m=-M' n=-N' p=-P' 
(2.68) 
where the complex weights are defined, in general, as 
Cmnp = amnp ezp ( + j (J mnp ) (2.69) 
and where 
M' = (M;l) (2.70) 
N' = (N;l] (2.71) . 
P' = ( P;l] 
(2.72) 
Basically, the procedure followed is similar to the one 
used for the line arrai. Without any derivation, it is 
possible to steer the array using the proper time delays by 
adding phase weights, and it is also possible to shade the 
array by using an amplitude window (3-dimensional). 
Moreover, the far-field beam pattern expressed by equation 
2.68 is 
transform. 
a three-dimensional discrete spatial Fourier 
It is then possible to use an FFT algorithm to compute 
the beam pattern by doing the proper sampling in the spatial 
frequency domain. As for the line array, the following 
expression can be used: 
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where 
f:: = qf:: , q = -M ', ... ,o, ... ,M' 
I 
I y = r I y. ' r = -- N , , ... ,o, ... ,N , 















Additionally, the following terms can also be defined: 
WM= exp(+~~ l (2.79) 
WN =exp(+~~ l (2.80) 
w ( +;2~ l P =exp p (2.81) 
Using equations 2.73 to 2.81 , it is then possible to 
re-express the far-field beam pattern (equation 2.68) as a 
DFT. The following equation shows the result: 
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where q, r, 8rnd s •are defined in equations 2. 7.3 to 2. 7 5 All 
phasing and steering is done via the cpm~;I.ex wei~hts Cmnp. 
The problem seems to J:>e solved. The idea is simply to 
use enough elements in the volume array to allow the repre-
s1entation o.f .the conformal arr3;y, and t;,hen t.o set: all the 
elements which do not be+ong ~d the array being simulated, 
i.e. ' those that: do not c,orresporl.ci to ian actual. element, 
equal to zero (aniplitqde weight = 0). Figure 2. 21 shows a 
two-dimensional picture; of this process. 
, ' ' ! 
This procedure m~y wc;>rk for evenly ~paced 
' ' i ' 
it is easy 
the array 
to se~ that a'· very large number qf 




Moreover, if the· elemefits are not evenly spaced, as in the 
BQR-7E array, a large number of elements will be required in 
' ~he volume array in order·to exactly repres~nt the conformal 
array .. Furthermore, only a part of the BQR,,.7 conformal array 
is used for a given listening angle. This requires careful 
bookkeeping of which elements are ind.e~d activated (or used) 
and those wh.ich <l;J;e not (amplit;ude weights .temporarily set 
to .zero). 
;rhe problem i~ that the FF'.r algorithm.. does not take into 
~ccoµnt whether an element is actually present or absent. 
The a;I.E?orithpt wi+l per~orm the (M log M)(N log N)(P log P) 
operat:ions necessary .to generate the beam Pat:tern no matter 
; ' ' ' ' ' 
hpw many elemen.ts are actually pres.ent. 
For exampl,, a. conformal ar:;-aY;. of 100 ~tements may 
require a ·large corresponding volu.metric ar;-ay 9£ 
15 x 20 x 5 e1em,ents whe;-e 140Q elements have an amplitude 
weight of zero. A tqtal of ab.out 1600 opera~ions· are 
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Q = HYDROPHONE 
Figure 2.2 Two-dimensional Array Mapping. 
performed by the FFT to produce the beam pattern. If a 
"power of 2" FFT algorithm is used, the array becomes a 
16 x 32 x 8 array padded with more zeros, which will require 
a total of about 6700 operations. The resulting beani 
pattern will be coarse since only the view angles were used 
(the sampled ones). In order to refine the beam pattern 
curve more padding can be done (as for the line array). 
Thus, an array of 256 x 256 x 64 elements can be used, 
bringing the approximate total operations performed by the 
FFT to 44 million. This is a lot of calculations for a 
decent beam pattern, i.e., a data point for about every 
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degree i~ tqe hor~zontal and the vertica+. This woul4 take 
many hoµrs of mic~o-compµter t~me even excluqin~ the book-
keeping for the time delay~ used, the amplitude windows, 
etc. 
Therefore, another approach must be used in order to 
reduce the amount of calculations while producing an accu-
rate and detailed far-field beam pattern. This new approach 
is propably adequate*for a*1 array containing a large number 
of elements with some symmetry, and where only a coarse beam 
pattern curve is reqµireq.: 
F. THE CONFORMAL ARRAY 
For the BQR-7E array only a relative+y small number of 
elements is. used at a given time, about 80 elements or 
hydrophones. The plan is to map the individual element to 
the fixed center of the en1:,ire. gonfoJ;'111al array and to disre-
gard any symmetry consii;lerations, i.e., unequally spaced 
complex-weightec;i pofa1t source element.~. 
It will be sl'1own that the techn~que, described Jiere will 
pe more. elegan1:, more adf!;ptable, and the software wiJ.l. Pe 
. ' 
s~~pl~r tq maint~in. It will also simplify the inc9Fpora-
taon of the variation of the amplitude weights as a function 
of the horizontal and vertical angle due to the diffraction 
of th~ signal on the ?ody of the submarine. This will be 
discussed later. 
Starting with the expression of the far-field beam 
pattern for complex-weighted p<H'.nt sources, equations 2. 6 7 
and 2.63 can be used to define equation 2.83 
(2.83) 
If at a later time the actual beam pattern of the individual 
hydrophones can be made available, the product theorem 
(equation 2.62 ) can be µsed to compute the far-field beam 
pattern. 
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Each element can be localized by its actual position, so 
an element i has the position (xi, yi, zi). Therefore the 
complex frequency response or aperture function s(x, y, z) 
can be written (similar to equation 2.60) as: 
s(z,y,z) = (2.84) 
Using equation 2.83, this then becomes: 
where 
As usual 0 i can be modified to steer the array, ahd ai 
can be modified to shade the array. However, since complex 
sensitivity will be used,' oi will represent the" phase of 
the sensitivity and any time delay will be added to it, 
i.e. , 
(} i --+- (} i + 271" f T i (2.86) 
where r i = time dela11 of element i 
0 i = phase of the complex weights of element i 
Moreover, the amplitude weights can be expressed as the 





ai = Amplitude of sensitivity of element i 
where bi = Amplitude of window applied to element i 
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If the amplitude window is a complex window, then equa-
tion' 2.86 will cb'ntal.n an additional term, the phase of the 
window. 
Thus the far-field beam 
equation 2.88 . 
pattern can be expressed by 
[ All ] element.s · 
~· ai bi 
i (2.88) 
{ 
. [ [ sin8 cos.,P zi / + sinO cos.,P Yi 
exp +; e i + 21r' I r i + </> i + 21r' .\ + cosO •;)]} 
where </> i = Phase ,of window applied to element i 
Basically, the three dimensi.ortal far-field beam pattern is 
computed using the actual location of the elements, their 
complex weights, the amplitude window, and their time delays 
for both the horizontal and vertical angles of direction. 
' 
Equation 2.88 will be the basis for the algorithm to be 
us~d in this thesis. However, ·,the sum of i applies only to 
the elements used for a particular case (i.e., at a specific 
listening angle). Additiortally, subscripts can be used for' 
bookkeeping as long as all the relevant elements are 
con'.sidered. 
The next section will present some typical cases. 
G. TYPICAL CASES 
1. Beam Pattern for the Horizontal Angle Only (same x 
and y_ 
One application of the conformal array approach is 
the case of a submarine's array formed of vertically-
oriented line arrays of three hydrophones each, called 
staves, with the outputs of each hydrophone in the stave 
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connected in parallel. The directivity in the vertical 
direction is ignored so that only the horizontal angles are 
considered. The stave positions are given in terms of coor-
dinates x, and y. Then the far-field beam pattern D can be 
expressed by equation 2.89 . 
m p 
+ 211" f T mp + <P mp 
+ 2~ ( cos.p Zm ~ sin.p Ym )]} 
(2.89) 
Since sin 0 = 1 and cos 0 = 0 at 90 degrees. 
Here m is the stave number and p is the hydrophone number in 
a stave. The portion affecting the z dependence is elimi-
nated, except for the amplitude weights a . 
For a fixed vertical angle of 90 degrees, the beam 
pattern D becomes 
D ( I ,IJ , ¢) = D (I , ¢) (2.90) 
Moreover, as will be described in the next chapter, 
the time delay, required to compensate for the curvature of 
the array to simulate reception by a planar array aligned 
perpendicular to the listening angle, is applied to an 
entire stave (which is formed of three elements). There is 
no dependency on Z, so: 
1" mp -+ 1" m (2.91) 
The same applies to the amplitude window, where 
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and 
-+ b m (2.92) 
(2.93) 
Figures 2.3 and 2.4 show the arrangement. 
x 
m th ·stave 
y 
Figure 2. 3 · Plan View of the Submarine. - X posit~on. 
2. Beam Pattern for 
~f erent ~ & ~-r-
the Horizontal Angle 
Another case with different x and y positions for 
each element with the same z position, i.e., all eie~e~ts on 
the top array are the same vertical distance £rom the next 
f 
cine below is provided. 
The mth stave is at position xm, and the y position 
of the hydrophones in the stave is ymp in equation 2.89 . 











Figure 2.4 Side View of the Submarine - Y position. 
3. Multiple Sub-arrays 
This method is easily adaptable to a conformal array 
which uses many smaller arrays. Usually, at a given 
listening angle only a part of the entire array is used in 
order to minimize the problems due to diffraction. The 
array is further subdivided to receive the appropriate posi-
tive and negative time delay, and to be filtered through an 
amplitude window. 
As an example, for a listening angle of 169 degrees 
in the BQR-7, three sub-arrays are used: a primary and 
secondary right sub-array and a primary left sub-array. The 
far-field beam pattern simply becomes equation 2.94 using 
the same x, y as for a stave; 
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D (/ ;t/J) = E + E + E E amp bm 
(
48 52 4] l 
(m=.U) (m=49) (m=l) (p=-1) 
exp{+; (s,.. + 21' fr m + <Pm+ 2; (cosi,b z,,, 
(2.94) 





Figure 2.5 Plan View of the Submarine - X Position. 
4. Frequency Dependence of the Complex Weights 
Usually, a normc:;i.l. trc:;i.nsducer .use
1
d ~s a receiver has 
a flat frequency response for the range of interest, say up 
to 3 kHz. This is the basis for the usual generalization 
t;hat the complex weights are constants, independent of 
frequency. But for a de.graded hydrophone, the response niay 
not be flat so that a dependency for the complex weights on 















Figure 2.6 Side View of the Submarine - Y position: 
Therefore, equations 2.89 to 2.96 can be combined 
and then divided into two portions: a real part and an imag-
in~ry part of the Far-Field Beam Pattern. They are 
expressed by equations 2.97 and 2.98 . 
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1 
Re (D (! ,t/1)) = :E am, (I ) bm cos(nm,) (2.97) 
m p=-1 
1 





nm, = (J mp(!) + 2n- Ir m + tPm + 2; ·(cosf/J Zm + silitb 1/m) (2. 99) 
These will be the equations to be used in the sofi:ware algo-
rithm of Chapter 3. 
H. HYDROPHONE SENSITIVITY 
t .. 
The element's complex sensitivity 
the transfer function of the output 
is an expre~sion of 
versu~ the i,nput as a 
f~nction of fre9uen9y. Here it is the ratio of an element's 
electrical output t9 a specified 
vo:}.tage, short circuit current, 
. 
acou~tic pressure (see [Ref. 1: 
I • 
353]) at a given frequency. 
load (such as ppen current 
etc.) to the appli~d 
Chap2 ] and [Ref. 4: p. 
Normally, sensitivity is given by the complex (magnitude 
and phas7), free-fie~d, open-cir9uit sepsitivity level of 
the.hydrophone expressed in decibels re;I.~tive to 1 volt per . . . 
micropascal. The "sensitivity" of t,he array which i.s deter-
mined by the sensitivities of all the individual elements, 
forms the complex a,perture function. It is also called the 
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complex frequency response or the free-field voltage sensi-
tivity. 
It is important to mention that only the relative 
complex sensitivities are required, not the absolute ones. 
The expression of the difference between each element is 
used in order to generate the Far-Field Beam Pattern and to 
determine its degradation. 
Finally, according to Self [Ref. 7], 
the calibration measurement varies from 
the uncertainty of 
+/- 0.25 dB for the 
static case to about +/- 1.0 dB, which is very acceptable 
for the evaluation of the beam pattern. 
I. DIFFRACTION DUE TO THE HULL 
When so~nd waves meet an obstacle, such as a submarine's 
hull, they will spread around the edges of the obstacle 
giving rise to diffraction of sound. If the hull surface is 
relatively transparent acoustically, the internal components 
such as the bulkheads, tanks, and other equipments, will 
also cause diffraction effects. Additionally, sound waves 
will be scattered in all directions when they strike obsta-
cles of dimensions small· compared with their wavelengths. 
The larger the ratio of the wavelength to the dimensions of 
the obstacle the greater the diffraction. 
The diffraction of sound by a simple object such as a 
sphere, cube, or cylinder has been known for a long time. 
Figure 2.7 [Ref. 8: p. 6] shows the diffraction of sound by 
a sphere, a cube, and a cylinder as a function of the dimen-
sions [Ref. 9: p. 20]. The ratio of pressure over the 
static pressure in dB indicates that for a cylinder no 
change in pressure is measurable at 180 degrees (behind the 
cylinder) while 10 dB must be added at 0 degrees when the 
diameter is equal to the wavelength. A simple extension to 
the submarine would probably show that the diffraction will 
play an important role in the measurement of the pressure by 






expression for the diffraction of sound caused by the "nose" 
of a submarine is not a trivial task. Time limitations did 
not allow t~~. deyelopment and ~mplem~~t~tion of the subma-
1 • • t ! 
rine's diffraction. It is suggested that a thesis be done 
on this matter with experimental verification. This will 
later be incorporated· into the algorithlil to compute the 
far-field bea.Ill pattern. 
i If diffTaction effects ate to be calculated, the ampli-
t:ude weights·. can be changed • by .passing them through a 
'counter-dif:ffractive' window which will adjust the amplitude 
weight in. order to re•flect the' correct measured data. It is 
important to mention that the winaow. is-a function ·of' the 
horizontal angle. For a new angle a new window is created 
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Figure 2.7 Diffraction.due to Simple Object. 
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III. ANALYSIS, DESIGN, & IMPLEMENTATION 
A. THE PHASES OF A SOFTWARE PROJECT 
Software engineering can provide many details on how to 
successfully and systematically design, produce, and main-
tain a software product or a software system. There are two 
main stages, software development, addressed extensively by 
this thesis, and software maintenance, which will be rapidly 
covered in the form of proposed techniques. The basic life-
cycle model of software development and maintenance can be 
separated into five phases. These phases are: 
1. Analysis (and Planning); 
2. Design; 
3. Implementation; 
4. System Testing (Verification and Validation); and 
5. Software Maintenance. 
Each phase includes different types of documentation 
which are not necessarily applicable for a small-to-medium 
isze program such as the orie for this thesis. 
A combination of Boehm's Waterfall Life-cycle Model 
[Ref. 10: p. 36], .and Fairley's Phased Life-cycle Model 
[Ref. 11: p. 42] will be used where constant verification is 
done on the phases followed by the required modification of 
the requirements, design coding, etc, to produce an adequate 
software product. 
Using Fairley's 
[Ref. 11: p. 11], 
definition of project size categories 
the project of this thesis is in the 
small-medium category-, where 
about 9 months to produce two 
source code (software program). 
one programmer is used 
to four thousand lines 
for 
of 
The analysis phase defines the problem to be solved and 
what the goals are. If a computerized solution is justi-
fied, then a solution strategy is adopted after a 
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feasibility study of eacA possible strategy. Next, a life-
cycle model is defined and the actual development process is 
initiated. Basic software requ~rements for the product are 
al.so d~efined. Thi~ is an extremely iiuportant ph~se for 
medium and large software p;y;ojects. 
In the desi~n pha~e, a specific pesign tecl¥1-ique i,s used 
to identify t.he software compqp.ents (fuqc::tions, d,ata 
streams, and data stores), and speRi.P- th.7 software strl-lc-
' ture. The desi&P. consists of the e~terqal, arc:;hitectural, 
and detailed design. The results are written a.s design spec-
"' f , , , , , , r, , , ' 
ifications using data flow diag.rams, control fl,ow diagram;:;, 
and structured charts. - ;, ~ ' 
The .i.mp.lementation P,hase pf .. softwar.e development 
involve~ translatiqp. of the previous design specificati,ons 
i • 
into source code (the act4a;l software progra,~), and then 
' i 
debugging, pocumenting, and uni.t testi.ng the source code. 
The !lext phase, system 1;e~t;ing, is .diyided. intq in1:egra-
. ' ,' ' ' ~ 
tion ~estin~ and acceptance te.sti!lg. These. valida,te and 
veri£y .th~ prpper funct~o,ning qf the softw~re prodt:J,ct and 
its software components. This meail,S t}:l~t; the product is 
verified (Does it work? Is. tli,e product; right?), and then 
validated (the acce~tance 1:est whic.h · an~wers th~ question: 
Is it the ~i~ht product?). No valid.ation will be performed 
by this thesis sinc.e no data were mad.e available. 
Finally, the software product (sys~em) is released for 
operational .use and enters the maintenaµce PAase of its 
}ife-cycle management. Maintenance activities include 
enhancement of capabilities, adaptation of the software to 
new processing or operational enviro:p.ments, and correction 
of any software errqrs and pe,rformance deficienc::ies. 
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B. ANALYSIS : DEFINING THE PROBLEM 
1. The Problem 
Chapter one described the reasons for developing a 
simulation and modeling software program for a conformal 
array. In an operational environment the degradation of the 
elements of the array affects the beam pattern. It is 
important for tactical reasons to know the specific shape of 
this degraded beam pattern. First, one must know the shape 
of the non-degraded conformal array beam pattern (as per 
design). This is the modeling portion. Then the actual 
conformal array can be simulated. 
With the recent developments in instrumentation and 
digital computers, it is now possible to ·produce the beam 
pattern of a degraded conformal array accurately and 
rapidly. The submarine commander, or the operator of the 
SONAR array, can then have an accurate estimate of the 
status of the array performance, such as the new range, 
listening angle variations, beamwidth changes, and shape 
deformation for any arrangements of its hydrophones' 
degraded sensitivities. 
A stand-alone user-friendly software program can be 
a feasible solution for obtaining quick and accurate far-
field beam pattern data for any specific situation, such as 
the speed of sound, the frequency, the complex sensitivi-
ties, array configuration, and ~ode of operation. 
First, it is important to use a specific conformal 
array shape, such as the type mounted on the hulls of most 
submarines. The next subsection will describe a specific 
yet typical array system. 
2. The BQR-7E Acoustic Array ~ A Model 
No specific hydrophone will be specified, since it 
can easily be implemented later using the product theorem as 
defined by equation 2.62 Therefore, all hydrophones will be 
considered as complex weighted point sources (i.e., point 
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sources with a complex relative sensitivity). A conformal 
array similar to the AN/BQR-7 hydrophone array will be used. 
Any similar shape, even the one of a surface ship, can b~ 
used with the proper computing adjustment. For a surface 
ship, for example, additional assumptions must be made due 
to the surf ace scattering and the variation of the speed of 
sourid in the mixed layer as function of depth [Ref. 12]. 
A total of 156 hydrophones, 52 groups (defined as 
staves) of three hydrophones each, are arranged in a configL 
ura~ion fitted to the shape of the bow of the ship. Nine 
hydrophones are missing on the model due to the location of 
torpedo tubes, antennas, etc. Figure 3.1 shows the configu• 
\ ,: < 
ration and identificationq ntlmber ( 1 to 52) of each stave of 
the array. 
Normally, the three hydrophones in a stave are 
conn~c~ed in parallel at a junction box. The hydrophones of 
'a stave are labelled A (Top), B (Center), and C (Bottom). An 
alternative notation is -1, ·a, arid +1 (relative to the 
direction of the Z axis (going into the page)). ·. Figure 3. l 
shows a stave and its labels. 
As indicated earlier, a few hydrophones have been 
omitted from the arr~y because of obstructions in the hull. 
For the systc!m considered here, the following hydrophones 
are missing: 
1. No. 25 A (-1) and no. 25 c ( + 1); 
2. No. 26 A (-1) and no. 26 c (+1); 
3. No. 27 A (-1) and no. 27 c (+1); 
4. No. 28.A (-1) and no. ?8 c ( + 1); and 
5. No. 21 B (0). 
Again, a group of three hydrophones is ref erred to as a 
stave. 
Each stave is connected to a preamplifier unit ( for 
a tqtal of 52J which is a sealed, nonrepairable u.nit with a 
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Figure 3.2 A 3-Hydrophone Stave. 
theory requires all preampli,fier channels to produce signals 
of virtually the same, amplitude and .phase shift in order to 
obtajn opt1mum bearing ~ccuracy, all preamplifiers will be 
considered to be identical. Their relabive effects on the 
shape of the beam pattern are therefore eliminated. Future 
versions of the software progr~ may contain a feature which 
w~ll express the actual amplitude and phase shift of each 
prea~plifier, eliminating unnecessary replace~ent of these 
units. 
The preamplifier signals from the 52 staves are fed 
to a beamforming device which is a recorder (automatic 
scanner) and a manual compensator electronic switch. This 
device simulates the rotation of the array to a specific 
listening angle. The beamforming circuits select which 
stave/preamplifier signals are to make up the listening beam 
by positioning a compensator switch. 
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Before going into the details, it should be 
mentioned that two separate half-beam. signals are formed by 
subdividing the partial array into two sub-arrays. 
The recorder compensator switch thus receives 52 
amplified stave signals that are fed to brushes on the 
stator brush plate. Disregarding the details of this elec-
tromechanical compensator, the brushes are located on a 
model array of scaled miniatures of the actual conformal 
array. Figure 3.3 shows a version of the conformal array 
that is simpler than the one implemented in the software 
program and its basic conformal compensator implemented in 
the software program. In this figure, a dark point repre-



















Conformal Array and Basic Conformal Compensator. 
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The lower plate, called the water plate or compen-
sat'or plate, has a dual function. First, it selects which 
brushes, and the,refore which staves, are to be used to form 
the, listening beam! Secondly, it provides the switching 
that supplies tne proper amount of time delay to the signal 
from each of the sel;ected staves to compensate for the 
cur,vature of the array (refer:, to Chap. 2). This simulates 
reception by a planar tflat) array aligned perpendicularly 
to the listening angle. In the case of the simulated array, 
two time delay lines are tisea (ins'tead of one as shown in 
Figure 3.3 ), one with positive titne delays, and the other 
'with 'negat'ive ones. , Additionally, two model array brushes 
are used, one for each line. 
'plate used 'for 'the actual array. 
Figure 3.4 shows the water 
Figure 3.4 Compensator Plate with Two Model Arrays. 
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Thus some signals go to the left delay line, some to 
the right, and some are grounded. The effect of this action 
is to c~eate two effective arrays called the left and right 
sub-arrays. Up to 14 stave signals for the left sub-array, 
and 14 for the right sub-array can be used for a selection 
of 28 of the 52 staves depending on the listening angle. 
The listening angle is also called the maximum response axis 
(~). The model array can be rotated to an MRA either auto-
matically or manually by an ope~ator. The result of stave 
selection and time delays is to create two effective sub-
arrays in a straight base line some short distance behind 
the true array. 
Referring to Figure 3.3 and its time delay, note 
that time delays between the terminal bars are discrete. A 
difference of about 61.5 microseconds is used. Each brush 
has three tips which permit a more accurate bearing by 
interpolating between the bars of the water plate. For 
example, in Figure 3.3 , elements 9 and 10 will receive 8 
time delay steps for a total of 8 x 61.5 microsec., since 
the 8th bar from the bottom is used, then element 11 will . 
receive 7 time delay steps, etc. Again as mentioned before, 
the delay line effectively flattens out the received water-
borne signal so that it appears as a plane wave. It is 
assumed that the CW signals come from the far-field, i.e., 
they arrive as plane waves. 
Figure 3.5 shows the time delays applied for an MRA 
of 45 degrees. Only the positive time delay line is shown. 
However, in order to form the desirable effect only the most 
suitably exposed elements should be used (due to diffrac-
tion). Figure 3.6 shows one technique which uses a portion 
of the water plate for time delay. 
This is basically the method used in the software 
program. Another method that is also available uses 
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and a c9mpensator state+. Fi~ally, the entire electrome-
" ' t , 
chanical device can easily and reliably be implemented u~ing 
digital methods as is done for many similar devices. 
Ta9le ± sµows the stave selection made for a given 
'. ' 
MRA. For angles of 166 to 169 degrees, a secondary right 
sub-array is also used. The most general model uses primary 
and secondary left and right sub-arrays (not applic~ble for 
this thesis). For any negative MRA, the stave number is 
mapped around the X axis, e.g., 1 becomes 52, 2 becomes 51, 
etc. 
The technical manual describing the evolution 9f the 
signal in the beamformer indicates that more processing is 
done in the BQR-7 system, such as the evaluation of the sea 
noise, addifional filtering, and phase shifting, phase 
detection, etc. These are not considered here. 
One more feature will pe considered: the phase 





Stave Selection Using the Grounding Method. 
the detection scheme of the beamformer requires that a 
maximum signal be developed by the phase detector when the 
MRA is squarely "on target". This is accomplished in the 
phase shifter by separating the phase of the incoming signal 
by exactly 90 degrees. The original signal and the shifted 
signal are analysed by one of two software routines, deped-
ding on the operator's choice. The rectangular window, 
called "SUM"; creates a beam pattern by summing the left and 
right sub-arrays. The other window is a "SIGNUM" {half 
positive and half negative) window called "DIFF", which 
forms a new beam pattern by subtracting the left sub-array 
from the right sub-array. The result is that a maximum with 
the SUM mode corresponds to a minimum with the DIFF mode 
which helps to exactly identify the MRA of a target. This 
effect has also been used with RADAR. 
Basically, the far-field beam pattern is generated 
for a selected MRA using the appropriate sub-arrays, with 
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TABLE I 
STAVE SELECTION FOR A GIVEN MRA 
MRA LEFT RIGHT 
C degrees) SUB-ARRAY No. SUB-ARRAY No. TOTAL No. 
000 13-26 14 Z7-4q) 14 13-40 28 
005 16-27 lZ 2a..:4'1 14 16-41 
< 
26 
010 18-29 lZ 30-A3 14 18-43 26 
015 20-30 11 31-44 14 20-44 25 
l4 
f,J 
020 Zl-32 lZ 33-46 Z1-4S ZS 
0Z5 22-33 IZ 34-47 i4 ZZ-47 ts 
030 t: 23-34 12 35-48 14 z~-48 ZS 
035 23-34 12 35-48 14 23-45 ZS 
040 24-35 12 36-49 14 Z4-49 ZS 
045 .24-36 13 37-50 14 Z4-50 Z7 
14 
f 
050 t5-37 13 30-5·1 zs-51. 27 
055 Z5-38 14 39-52 14 25-52 28 
0S0 Z5-38 14 39-52 14 Z5-5Z 28 
065 ZS-38 14 39-52 14 Z5-SZ 28 
070. ZS-38 13 39-SZ 14 ZS-52 Z7 
075 Z6-39 14 40-i;i2 1~. Z6-5Z 27 
080 27-39 13 40-52 13 Z7-52 ZS 
085 27-' 39 13 40-s2 13 z7..:.5z Z6 
0~0 27.,..39 q 40-52 13 ~7-52 26 
09S 27-40 14 41-S2 12 27-52 Z6 
100 28-40 13 41-52 1 z Z8-5Z ZS 
105 Z8-40 13 41-~? 12 Z8-'52 ZS 
110. 28-40 13 41-52 1Z za-sz ZS 
11 s 28-40 13 41-sz lZ ZB-SZ 25 
JZ0 Z8-41 .14 4Z-5Z 11 ZB-'52 ZS 
1Z5 Z9-41 13 4Z-5Z 11 29-5Z Z4 
30-41 
t. 
130 TZ 4Z-5Z 11 30-SZ 23 
135 31'-4Z IZ ,43-52 10 31-52 22 
140 3Z-4Z 1 1 43-52 10 3Z-52 21 
145 34-43 10 44-52 9 34-5z 19 
150 35-44 10 45-52 8 35-52 18 
155 35-44 10 45-52 8 35-SZ 18 
160 3S-44 9 45-SZ 8 3S-5Z 17 
165 37-45 9 4S-5Z i 1 8 37-SZ 17 
1SS 38-45 8 46-SZ; 1 8 38-SZ 16 
167 40-47 8 48-52; 1-'3 8 40-SZ lS 
168 41-48 8 49-SZ;l-4 8 41-SZ IS 
169 43-50 8 51-5Z; 1-6 8 43-52 ts 
170-180 45-52 8 1-8 8 45-8 16 
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the appropriate time delays with the proper window as deter-
mined by the selected mode of operation. Since no other 
features will be modeled, the remaining signal processing, 
such as evaluation of the signal-to-noise ratio, is not 
treated in this thesis. 
After so many pages of description, it may be hard 
to visualize what is happening. Figure 3.7 shows a sche-
matic diagram of the evaluation of the waterborne signal up 
to the point where the far-field beam pattern is defined. 
In Figure 3.7 , the block called the beamformer includes all 
the other electronics used in dealing with the signal. 
The model used here deals only with horizontal 
listening angle (azimuthal angle), but if it was desirable~ 
the program could be modified to deal with the vertical 
angles as well. See chapter 2 for the details. 
Except for the beamformer, the features of Figure 
3.7 should be preset in the beam pattern program. This 
includes the choices of MRA, frequency, speed of sound, and 
mode of operati?n for a given configuration of a conformal 
array. 
Additional functions will include a MENU for selec-
tion of MRA, frequency, speed of sound, mode of operation, 
and formats of output (graphical and tabular); a MENU for 
the actual medium (printer, plotter, etc) use for output, 
and a MENU allowing manual input of individual stave condi-
tions (e.g., what is the beam pattern if a certain stave is 
removed?). The Design Specifications will define the 
details. 
C. ANALYSIS - DEVELOPING A SOLUTION STRATEGY 
Following the definition of the problem and the basic 
features, a solution strategy was developed. Two professors 
at the Naval Postgraduate School, S.L. Garrett and 
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should be generated in the context of a thesis since the 
theory predicting the beam patterns is well known. It was 
decided that the approach should be to combine the to-be-
developed algorithms plus a simple MENU into one software 
program, and then to produce the proper documentation, i.e., 
a user's manual and programmer's manual. Numerous ideas 
were adopted such as establishing a user-friendly environ-
ment, graphical output, simplicity of use, reliability, etc. 
It was decided that the simulation system would be 
defined for a specific submarine class, with its actual 
configuration, using its time delays, and applying its 
shading (amplitude windowing), and to use the actual complex 
sensitivities over a range for frequencies from 50 Hz to 5 
kHz. MKS units will be used. 
The user-friendly environment was developed along with 
the initial data base and represents about 40% of the soft-
ware. Similarly, the graphics package had to be developed 
concurrently with the user-friendly environment. Three 
graphic formats were required: 
1. Polar plot of the beam pattern in dB, 
2. Normalized magnitude in dB of the beam pattern, and 
3. Normalized magnitude (O to 1.0) of the beam pattern. 
Easy to use tables of the amplitude and phase weights 
(complex sensitivities) will be made available to the user. 
A table of the generated far-field beam pattern in dB and in 
normalized format will also be made available. 
Both theoretical and degraded array far-field beam 
pattern curves must be generated. However, the first stage 
will be to describe the theoretical curves for an undegraded 
array. curves. 
In order to verify the correctness of the different 
features before implementing the algorithms that generate 
the beam pattern of a conformal array, a prototype was 
generated based on a simple odd numbered complex-weighted 
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point source element array lying along the X axis. This 
greatly simplified the development 
on the performance of the system, 
and accuracy in computation. 
stage, and provided data 
its reliability, speed, 
It will be particularly 
valuable for obtaining a better understanding of the custom-
ers' needs. 
Finallr, the beam pattern algorithms were implemented 
one at a ti~e and unit tested. Features such as mode of 
operation, and time delay were implemented last. The final 
stage cons.ists of verifying the result with the theory and 
generating a typical degraded array beam pattern to·' estimate 
the effectis of individual element degradation. 
A small feasibility study was done on the theary and on 
discussion between Dr the software program itself. First, 
L.J. Ziomek and the au~hor, established that it was possible 
to produce a rapid algorithm to generate beam patterns. It 
was established at that time that an FFT computer algorithm 
(or hardware board) could be used to do so. 
Initially, it was estimated that about 4 or 5 ''student-
months" would
1
be required to produce the software program. 
The stages were to develop the algorithms for a planar array 
and a cylindrical array. Then a spherical ar:d1y could be 
; 
added to simulate the nose. A conformal array's algorithm 
could be made from the simple geometry (planar, cylindrical, 
{; ; ' 
spherical) or from bas~c theory. In this case, the algorithm 
was derived from basic theory instead. 
During the feasibility study, the size of tqe program 
(delivered line of source code) and time requirement for 
developing the program was defined, using sample programs 
available from Hewlett-Packard Corporation, LT R. Self's 
basic graphics packages, and the author's e~perienc~. This 
is shown in table II (no memory limitation has been 
considered) . 
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9. Array Definition 2 








11. Window - Mode of Operation 1 week 
12. Documentation in code . 4 weeks 
in previous routines) --------- -----------34 weeks 4.9 Klines 
about 8 student-months 
where DLSC = Delivered Line of Source Code 
1. Generate theoretical and then degraded· beam pattern 
curves with documentation for a given MRA, frequency, 
speed of sound, and.mode of operation; 
I 
2. Design an input MENO; 
3. Develop three graphics formats, and generate the 
tabular output; 
4. Input the actual sensitivities using a computer file; 
5. Develop.a MENU for individual input of complex sensi-
tivities for testing purposes. 
The following features were felt to be desirable but 
only if time allowed. 
1. For a small number of MRA, produce a graph showing 
degradation (angles and ranges) of the main lobes 
only. This should allow a quick evaluation of the 
general array status; 
2. Input "Look-up" Tables of other submarine's arrays, 
i.e., implement many classes of submarines that are 
similar shape to the one presently being implemented; 
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3. Implement consideration for the di·f fraction of plane 
waves around the submarine; 
4. Produce a statistical package that keeps track of 
actual degradation between overhaul refits of the 
array; 
5. Simulate aging of newly installed elements; 
fr. Enter real beam pattern of individual elements (when 
available) using tl:ie product theorem; 
7. Simulate more features of the Beamformer; and 
8. Use shading to improve detection, and propose new 
modifications (enhancements) which can be made on the 
array. 
Basically, the main objectives of the thesis will be imple-
mented plus some user-friendly features. 
D. ANALYSIS - PLANNING THE DEVELOPMENT PROCESS 
Since this is a one programmer program, there was no 
!"' ,"-" 
deta;led organization of the structure of the project, nor 
any detailed life-cycle model. As indicated in the first 
section of this ch~pt,er, a combination of Boehm's and 
• f 
Fairley's life-cycle models were used. Excluding mainte-
nance, which is usually the last (and 19ngest) phase of the 
life cycle management, every phase mentioned in section one 
is performed sequentially. 
After the analysis phase, the product design is~ verified 
against .the software plans and requirements and different 
aspects of the feasibility study to determine if· any changes 
are required. The detailed design is then verified against 
the general product design. During the implementation 
phase, each section of the design is encoded individually, 
then unit tested, debugged, and again tested and verified 
against the design. After its implementation in the main 
program, more testing and validation is done. During system 
testing, the integration of the whole program is verified 
against the, code done previously and then validated against 
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the details of the analysis phase, 
ments, the goals, the planning, and, 
i.e., program require-
moreover, against the 
theory being used. 
If a major mismatch occurs during the unit testing for 
the acceptance test, a lot of work can be involved since 
many phases have to be updated or even repeated. The mainte-
nance phase, the final stage, involves more revalidation 
since the product.would be operational. 
The development process is complex and detailed. 
Therefore, only the essential points are described. Table 
II provides the estimated time required. 
In March 1985, the initial definition of the require-
proposal was 
be used was 
ments was done. By April, the thesis 
submitted, the study of the language to 
completed, and the initial hardware requirement was identi-
fied. By May, a simple prototype had been developed using 
the HP BASIC structured language. The prototype was, as 
mentioned before, a line array of complex weighted po1nt 
source elements (odd number), where beam steering and ampli-
tude shading were performed. No MENU was available then, 
and only the rectangular plot of the normalized magnitude 
was produced. An FFT algorithm was then used to accelerate 
the processing time. 
E. SOFTWARE REQUIREMENTS 
This section specifies the external behavior of a 
system, without implying a particular implementation. 
Ideally, this is about the "What" to expect not the "How" to 
do it. In fact there is some discussion of how this was to 
be done, such as some of the algorithms that must be used, 
the language used, etc. Fairley [Ref. 11: p. 89] provides a 
very detailed list of software requirements specifications 
that should be provided by the user; however, this is not 
practical in this case. Therefore, only a few specific 
aspects of the requirements will be addressed, since the 
previous section already highlighted the "what" to expect. 
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1. Computer CHaracteristics and Configuration 
The computer system .used is Hewlett-Packard (HP) 
'9000 series 200 Personal TecHnical Computer. THis micro-
computer series is us'ed extensively by maiiy universities and 
laboratories. THe series Has some compact models; However, 
none of tHese micro-comptiters are considered "portable 
computers". In order to do grapHics, a grapHics CRT must be 
used. A strict minimum of 1.5 Mbytes of random access 
memory (RAM) is required. A larger size is' recommended, in 
tHe range of 2.0 Mbytes. THe modeis,irl tHis series Have a 
M68000 (16 bit) microprocessor and a clock working at a rate 




keyboard is standard with 
and 8 special function keys 
the addition of a 
(all used by'the 
At least one HP9121D flexible double density single 
sided 5-1/4 incH floppy disk drive is required. THe config-
uration uses for development used two disk drives. THe 
capacity of a disk is 270 Kbytes. THe use of a WincHester 
disc (Hard disc) would accelerate the' loading process since 
a minimum of 4.6 Mbytes is tHen available on one Hard disc. 
THe configuration used for software development was 
a HP model 236 computer. THe set up requires an additional 
Hardware electronic board tlie Infotek Fl?210, 10 MHz Floating 
Point Coprocessor, that greatly enhances the performance of 
tHe system. For example, when using the HP BASIC language, 
a sine and a cosine operation is done 7.9 times faster, an 
exponential 7.5 times faster, and a division 3.8 times 
faster. It is a user transparent coprocessor which requires 
no modification to existing p:tiograms 'and operates both HP 
BASIC and PASCAL. It is also almost twice as fast as the 
Hewlett-Packard Math Card. However, the Infotek's BASIC 
compiler may be used with the FP210 FPC. Any compiled 
program is considerably faster than an interpreted one. A 
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factor of two to 22 and even 50 can be observed in the speed 
of execution when using the compiler. The compiler is also 
easy to use. The cost of the Infotek's Floating Point 
Coprocessor and BASIC compiler is modest compared to the 
cost of the hardware. 
For hard copy, a printer should be available. Since 
graphs will be generated, the use of dot-matrix, ink-jet, 
laser-printer or thermal printer is recommended since an 
impact or a "Daisy-wheel" printer cannot reproduc~ high 
quality graphs. The HP2225A Thinkjet is suggested for its 
speed and performance. 
For plotting, i.e., for a better quality graph 
output, any plotter compatible with HP and having at least 
two pens can be used. The HP7470A is the most economical. 
The port used for the plotter is address 705 (see next sub-
section). 
2. Hardware Interfaces 
All the microcomputers in the HP 9000 series 200 
come with a Hewlett-Packard interface bus (HP-IB), 
Hewlett-Packard's implementation of the IEE488 interface 
. ' 
bus. Normally, the peripherals are connected to the bus, as 
in this project. 
The interface HP~IB can support a maximum of 31 
devices representing 31 addresses (700 to 731) and 15 stan-
dard device loads. The interface itself represents one 
address and one load. Each device connected to it may 
represent one or more addresses and one or more device 
loads. For example, if an ink-jet and a thermal printer are 
both turned on with the same address (say 701), any data 
sent to address 701 will be printed by both printers. 
The following addresses will be used in this 
program: 
1. 701 - Printer; 
2. 705 - Plotter; and 
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3. 1 - CRT. (Note: not 700 + 1) 
The reader should refer to the appropriate technical docu-
; 
mentation provided by aP for the detaited characteristics of 
these dev:i.ces. 
3. Sof~~~re Language and Operating ,~~ste~s , 
The language l.lS.ed fqr the implementation is the 
Hewlett-Packard Technical BASIC languag~ versiqn 3.0. It is 
a structured language (third generation) like PASCAL. 
Indeed, aP BASIC is an amalgam of PASCAL, C, and FORTRAN, 
but with a very limited set of data types. HP BASIC poss-
esses an extensive nuniber of statem~;nts, commands, func-
~tions, and operators that are all treated as keywords. 
HP BASIC is sim~le to lea;rn, use, and maintain. It 
has most of the character:i.stics 0£ a structured language 
such, as context definitiqn, data abstraction, higher contro.l 
structure such as if-then-eise, for-do loop, rep~at-q~til, 
while-do, etc., and the statements can be indented for a 
better visualisation of the leve·ls [Refs. 13, 14]. 
Only four data types are available; 
string, and integer or real number arrays. 
' 
real, integer, 
This limits the 
capacity .o·f the language but it is still adequate for our 
processing. Meaningful variable names are available and may 
be used to clarify meaning or usage. Up to fifteen alpha-
numeric characters can be used for each variable. With HP 
BASIC;, data declaration can be' done at any point· in the 
.s 
program. This can seriously weaken control of the. data-
base, especially during the maintenance phase. ~h,~refore, 
all data declarations shou,ld be done in one sec~ion: the 
data-base definition subroutine. Exceptions such a,s local 
variables for subprograms and functions are nonnal, and will 
be accepted. Furthermore, HP BASIC automatically creates a 
variabl~ during an assignment if this variable was not 
already defined. This commonly occurs when a variable is 
misspelled. Although this feature is not too hazardous in a 
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small program, it can greatly threaten the accuracy of 
execution of a large pro~ram. A cross-reference must be 
produced and compared with the data-base in order to iden-
tify any misspelled, doubly-defined, or inadequate data or 
variables. A separate module (subroutine) must be used for 
data initialization and data definition. 
The HP BASIC language comes with its own operating 
system called the HP Language System. Additional systems 
exist, such as the Shared Resource Management (SRM) oper-
ating system and the HP-UX operating system. The standard 
HP BASIC language system is best suited for use instead of 
HP-UX or SRM. 
Moreover, for graphics generation, a language exten-
sion is required. The HP Graphics Language (HPGL) has been 
designed for that purpose. The language extensions of the 
BASIC 3.0 used for mathematical operations, input/output, 
etc. mentioned in table III may be used to further enhance 
the system. 
TABLE III 
BASIC 3.0 LANGUAGE EXTENSIONS OF THE PROJECT 
NAMES 
RAM-Based Basic 3.0 
with 
GRAPH - Basic graP.hics 
GRAPHX - Graphics Extension 
IO - Extended I/O 
TRANS - Transfer statement 
MAT - Matrix OP.erations 
PDEV - Program aevelopment 
XREF - Cross Reference statement 
KBD - Keyboard extension 
CLOCK - Real-time clock 
MS - Extended mass storage 
ERR English error message 
HPIB - HP-IB 
Serial - RS-232 
CRTB - CRT memory plane 
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4. Timing Constraints 
The software program must produce its output rapidly 
because it is intended for operational· use. the actual 
calculation of both theoretical and degraded array case must 
be done in less than three minutes of proc·essing time. The 
execution time of this calculation should be shown on the 
screen. Since MENU execution speeds are limited by ' the 
speed of the user,· error checking on data input should be 
transparent to the user with a maximum waiting period of ~wo 
seconds per entry. 
Graphics generation should be limited to ·about ten 
se:cohds per entry. 
The sequencing of the program modules should be such 
that the us.er is not exposed to Ieng periods· of dead time, 
with the exception of the beam pattern calculation where the 
message "computing" should be d'ispU.ayed. A user ·should not 
wait· more than 6'to 10 sec·onds (dead time) without an 
on.:..screen notice of which functl.on is being performed. This 
does not apply when the program is waiting for user input or 
is in the ''PAUSE!' mod:e ·(which is incHcated to the u·ser). 
' 
The overwhelming concern is the speed of the I/O 
units. Printing a table of the magnitude of the beam 
pattern for every degree tnay require a few· minutes. The 
• s·ame applies for a graphs dumped on a printer or a p·lotter. 
Howevei"f no control of this time limitation can be accom-
plished. 
5. Accuracy eonstraints 
Double precision should be used throughout the 
program in order to obtain accurate data, since the answer 
of the DFT is sensitive to small variations in the phases. 
A value of the beam pattern for each degree is 
needed for a sharp definition of the graph. Finally, no 
rounding off should be done except for conversion to inte-
gers when required. 
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6. Structured Design, 
Modularity 
Structured Programming, and 
Since HP BASIC 3.0 is a structured language, a 
structured design and a structure programming approach must 
be used. This contrasts with lower l~vel languages, such as 
FORTRAN IV or WATFIV, where "spaghetti coding style" is 
common, even if it does not need to be. This style is basi-
cally full of branches using GOTOs, with multiple entry and 
exit points, and is extremely difficult to maintain due to 
the lack of clarity and structure. This is true even if the 
program performs well. 
Fairley [Ref. 11: p. 181] indicates that two design 
techniques are recommended for scientific applications: 
structured design and stepwise refinement. A structural 
design approach will be used in this thesis since it is a 
well documented and tested technique. Myers [Ref. 15: 
p. 69] developed a technique called composite/structured 
design or simply qomposite design which is a top-down tech-
nique for external and architectural design. It is this 
technique that will be used. Constantine and Yourdon 
[Ref. 16] suggests an alternative procedure similar to this 
one that is also adequate. 
Composite design is concerned with the structure 
attributes of a program, in terms of module, data, and task 
structure. Composite design has no direct relationship with 
coding structures (detailed design) or memory structures. 
It has no direct relationship with the performance of the 
system, nor its actual function from an external point of 
view. 
The basic approach in composite/structured design is 
that the structure of the program should resemble the 
structure of the problem (see software requirements). To 
accomplish this, composite design involves an analysis of 
the problem structure, the flow of data through the problem, 
and the transformation that occur on that data. Data flow 
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diagrams are then developed, and then refined to represent 
the system. The system is then decomposed into sub-systems 
or modules using heuristics such as module coupling 
[Ref. 15: Chap. 4] and module cohesion [Ref. 15: Chap. 3]. 
A well designed system exhibits a low degree of coupling 
between the final modules and a high degree of cohesion 
among elements in each module. Thi.s helps mihimize the 
number and complexity of the interconnections. 
kfter the detailed,data: flow diagrams of the system 
are made, they are converted into structured charts (see 
next paragrahs). Some of the data Structures can be speci-
fied at that point. ':Che next step is usually to refine the 
structure charts, next to convert them into pseudocode and 
then into program code. These last steps are parts of the 
detailed design 'and the implementation. The software design 
siection provides the definition of these terms along with 
the resulting diagram and charts for the program. 
After the design, the program is coded, and struc-
tured programming should be used during the implementation 
,0£ the program. 
Structured programming is a method of coding a 
p'rogram using a limited number of control structures~, such 
as if-then-else, do-while, repeat-until, case statements, 
and sequencing. A program writteh this way has the property 
of having virtually no statement labels to be used by GOTOs. 
If these rules are combined with an additional rule that 
states that each segment (or module) has exactly one entry 
point and one exit point, mathematical proof of the 
program's correctness as well as its testing is greatly 
simplified. 
Structured programming significantly improves the 
clarity, readability, and maintainability of a module 
because the structured code is literally read from top to 
bottom. There is 'no jumping around on the program listing, 
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which is, as mentioned earlier, a typical fault of programs 
containing GOTO statements. Structured programming also 
lends itself to the use of indentation rules [Ref. 15: 
p. 110]. 
In structured programming, the code is divided into 
modules. These modules preferably represent the functional 
units of the program. This p~ocess of modularization helps 
to impose hierarchical ordering on function usage, to imple-
ment data abstractions, and to develop an independently 
useful system [Ref. 11: p. 147]. Examples of modules 
include individual procedures, subroutines, subprograms, and 
functions; functional groups of related procedures; data 
abstraction groups; utility groups; and concurrent 
processing if any. 
It is conventional practice to define a module and 
its sub-modules as corresponding to the processing steps in 
the execution seqQence. For example, a module should be 
used for each menu and graph type, the data-base definition, 
the computation of a beam pattern, etc. This illustrates the 
chief advantage of modularity, namely the ease with which 
the program may be updated or revised. Thus, any module can 
be changed at a later time, during the maintenance phase, 
without affecting the rest of the program. Of course, any 
changes to the common data-base, for example, must be 
reflected in all modules using it. 
An additional simplification is to break modules 
into segments. Each segment is a piece of code with about 
50 or fewer statements and as much as possible has one entry 
point and one exit point. The main exception is that soft-
keys for the menu are defined with GOTOs and multiple entry 
points. The softkeys are ten special keys available on the 
HP9000 series 200. 
Finally, every module should be documented in code. 
Immediately following the entry point of a module, i.e., 
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after the function or sub-program name, or subroutine label, 
a standard' format pi:'oloque should be available. The 
f6lldwing list describes the. information contained in the 
proloque: 
1. Module name: de'fforibi:hg the function performed by the 
module; 
2. nate: date of implementation (version 1.0); 
3. ·Programmer name: initial person or team which imple-
mented the module; 
4. Putpclse: a ori.e sentence description of the function 
perrbrmed by the tilodule. If necessary, this is 
followed by an expanded description~ Note that only 
the module's function, not its internal logic or 
operation,·should be described he~e. 
5. Input: name of all the input variabies useci by the 
modui~ (or passed to it); 
6. Output: name of ali output data and variables from 
the modules. It includes tables and graphs. 
7. side effects': (and external effect!3) this refers to 
any action that• manifests itself outside of the 
program, such as a message on the screen, a printo~t, 
erasing of 'ail external file, etc.· Also any important 
features, like resetting of flags and control vari-
ables, etc., should be mentionned; and 
8. Remarks: any clarifying remarks which may help the 
understanding of the modules, such as theory used, 
units used, etc. 
Most requir~mertts definitions contain a simplified 
data flow diagram. This will not be the case here in this 
thesis. Ail diagrams relevant to the design will be in the 
design specification section. 
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7. Menu 
This software program requires three menus. One 
menu permits the user to enter all the initial parameters 
and to request the type of output (tables or graphs). A 
second menu allows individual changes of stave condition 
(complex weights changes)to be entered, and the third menu 
allows the choice of the medium on which the requested 
output (if any) will be reproduced (printer, plotter, etc). 
All menus should be self-explanatory, i.e., enough 
information must be provided for the user to make an intel-
ligent choice. In order to prevent run-·time errors due to 
improper data entry, such as "thirty" instead of "30", data 
validation must be performed on all inputs. A complete and 
thorough validation of all inputs will tend to insure the 
program's robustness. 
In case of an validation error, enou~h information 
should be provided to the user about exactly what errors 
occurred so the errors can be understood. For example, if a 
user enters alphabetic data where a number is required, a 
message stating that a number must be e~tered should be 
displayed. Then the user should be allowed to resume his 
entry. This legality validation (syntax) is an essential 
part of the project and makes it more viable operationally. 
Validation of the input must check that it is within 
the bounds set by either the problem specification or phys-
ical reality. If a negative number is entered where a posi-
tive datum is needed, then the menu should inform the user 
about this error. As examples, the program should prevent 
the user from entering a negative frequency or a speed of 
sound of 15,000 m/s. This is called plausibility validation 
(semantics) and must be done throughout the program. 
If any improper input slips through the input 
program checks for legality and plausibility, there is one 
final checkpoint--the user. By echo printing the input 
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data, the prog~am allows the use~ to locate incorrect data 
b.efore l?roceedin$ fa.irther. Certain functd.ons are not 
echoed-printed~ e.g., the request for output o:p.1 a, printer. 
The following paragraphs will list the minimum 
' -, ; ' , ,,, 'f 
requirements for all three menus. The ep.try menu should 
have the fo.llowing fea,tures: 
~· The choices o~ pa,rameters alop.g with presen~ defaults 
are displayed as a whole on the scree~; 
2. A choice ~o~ tabular qutputs of the ~pert4re function 
and/or the beam pattern data as function of hori-
zontal angles. This is ip. the form pf a yes/no 
display; 
.3. A choice of any or all graphics . qptions, i.e. , 
normalize magnitude of beam patter:p., magnitude of 
beam pattenli·iR dB, a,:p.d polar plo~ of beam. pattern in 
dBs. Aga~n a ye~/no µisplay is prefer~ed; 
4. Positive real frequency in Hz with default of 1000 
Hz; 
5. Speed of sound in the media in m/sec ·within a range 
of .1400 to 1.600 m/ ~ w;th a, defaq:J_t o.f. 1500 m/ sec; 
6. Choi.ce of SUM or DIFF as the mode of. operation. The R ,, , , 7 ' _ , , , J : ,,,_ ~, 0 
qser shouid 9µ.ly have to use, one key to make one 
choice, i.e., no long typing should be requireq. The 
default is to pe the SUM mo~e; 
7. Finally, a. "START" key is necessary to proceed af:ter 
all parameters have been entered and are satisfactory 
to the user. 
The ~ec;:qnd menu allqws the user to change the 
complex weights of any elements of the defined sqQ-array at 
a given MRA. Many smaller menus can be used. The.following 
features are re~~ired: 
1. A choice between changes or no changes a,t al+ of the 
complex weights; 
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2. A stave number can be selected, then one or all its 
hydrophones can be chosen for changes; 
3. Provide choice between dead or disconnected staves, 
padded staves, or user defined complex weights, with 
a phase between 0 to 360 degrees, and a magnitude 
between 0 to -40 dB; 
4. Provide the current and the new complex weights of 
the stave being changed (except for disconnected 
staves); and 
5. A special key to get out of the menu must be avail-
able at all times; 
Again enough information must be provided to keep 
the user informed of what is happening at all times. 
The last menu deals with the graphical output 
medium. For each graph requested, the user should be given 
a choice of different media, such as the printer, plotter, 
etc., for output. The minimum options requested are: 
1. CRT (screen); 
2. Printer; and 
3. Plotter. 
Additional features such as size of graph (normal or 
expanded (4 times the normal size)), and the type of periph-
erals (such as a thermal or inkjet printer) 
implemented. 
could be 
Again, for this last menu, the user should not have 
to type explicitly any medium, i.e., a key menu should be 
used to minimize input error. 
8. Graphics 
Three graph types must be implemented in the first 
version of the software program. If the operator fails to 
request any graphical output, a message should be displayed 
following the beam pattern calculation, and again following 
the output of the tables (if applicable), informing him tha,t 
"as requested no graphs will be generated". 
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The program must produce graphs that have a title, a 
legend, and the MRA in degrees clearly indicated. At the 
bottom of the graph, a line of printing should indicate the 
mode, the f:Fequency in Hz, the speed of sound ih rn]sec, and 
the date (optional). It should also be labeled properly, 
e . g • , 10 0 0 Hz . 
The problem of labeling and numbering, in appro-
priate uni.ts, tlie abscissa and ordinate ih rectangular plots 
should be addressed. The units used must be indicated next 
to tb:e il.abel of the axis. For polar plots, the angles shown 
on the graph should be displayed around the graph: and the 
unit of the radius should be shown on one of the axes (here 
the units are dBs). 
The horizonta~ angle ·in degrees 1is liased on the 
definition shown in Figures 2.,1 and 3.1 Therefore, it 
will vary from -180 to +180 degrees. In this1 scheme, 0 
degrees is straight ahead toward the nose of the submarine, 
where 90 degrees is starboard (right of the submarine); and 
...:9() degrees is port side (left side), and 180 degrees is 
toward the rear.' 
The three types of graphs to be implemented are: 
1. Normalized magnitude (O to 1.0) of the far:..field beam 
pat'terri a:s functioh;of the horizontal angle; 
2. Normalized magnitude in'dB (0 dB and less) of the 
far-~ield beam pattern as function of the horizontal 
angle; and 
3 •' Polar plots of the normalized magnitude in dB of the 
far-field beam pattern. 
The graph of the normalized magnitude of the beam 
pattern. shall vary from 0 t::o 1.0, where the highest maximum 
is 'Set to 1.0. 
The graph of the nolilnalized magnitude of the beam 
pattern in dB shall vary· from O· to -40 dB, where 0 dB is the 
maximum value of the highest peak of the beam pattern curie. 
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The polar plot graph is simply the rectangular normalized 
magnitude in dB in polar representation. 
All plots shall show both theoretical and degraded 
array far-field beam pa1:terns. Adifferent line type for 
plotting must be used to identify the curves and should be 
defined in the legend. 
9. Changes and Modifications 
During software maintenance, changes and modifica-
tions will be implemented from time to time. The software 
code (program) should reflect these changes. Such changes 
should be thoroughly annotated in the proloque of each func-
tion, sub-program, and sup-routine affetced. The notation 
should include a new version number, eg., Vl.2, the name of 
the prog~ammer making the cpange, the date, and a summary of 
the changes, made, along with the reasons and authorization 
for the change. The actual change i:p. the code can be iden-
tified with a comment containi:p.g t,he vers~on number and the 
initial of the programmer, e.g., Vl.2 SF. This commonly 
used technique will be applied to already existing routines 
extracted from other software programs and adapted for this 
software project,. 
10. Important Assumptions 
The program uses the theory formulated in chapter 
two. Equations 2.97 to 2.99, which describe the calculation 
of the beam pattern, form the basis of the program. The 
assumptions of chapter 2 are also applicable here. The 
coordinate system of Figures 2.1 and 3.1 will be used for 
all versions of the software. Furthermore, no diffraction 
considerations are taken into account. The speed of sound 
is constant over the span of the entire array. Up to four 
sub-arrays (portions of the main conformal array) can be 
defined at one time for a given :t-mA. With the present 
implemented conformal array, no more than three sub-arrays 
can be defined for a given M}tA. 
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To simplify future upgrades, the program should 
incorporate a feature that allows important constants such 
as maximum number of staves, minimum dB level, ma~imum hori-
zontal angle ta ,be implemented as parameters. Currently, the 
maximum number of staves is set at 52, the minimum dB level 
is -40 dB, and the maximum absolute value of the horizontal 
angle is 180 degrees. The type of lines used in the graphs 
is also a variable. 
F. SOFTWARE DESIGN 
Design is the process of defining the software arc~itec­
ture, components, modules, interfaces, test approach and 
data for a software system to satisfy specified require-
ments. In software design~ three types of activities can be 
distinguished: external design, architectural design, and 
detailed design. These last two are referred to as internal 
design. 
External design of software involves conceiving, plan-
, 
ning, and specifying the externally observable characteris-
tics of a software project [Ref. 11: p. 137.]. Architectural 
' ' 
design is concerned with refining the conceptu~l view of t~e 
system, identifying internal processing functions, decom-
posing high-level functions (or modules) into subfunctions 
(or submodules), defining internal data streams and data 
stores, and establi,shing the relationships and interconnec-
tion among functions, data streams, and data stores. It 
describes the structure of the system. Detailed design 
deals with the specification of the algorithms that imple-
ment the functions, concrete data structures, actual inter-
connection among functions and data structures, and the 
assembly scheme of the software project [Ref. 11: p. 138]. 
Therefore, it describes the control flow, data representa-
tion, and other algorithm details within the modules. 
External design and architectural design will be 
described in this chapter, 
discussed in Appendix A. 
while the detailed design is 
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The composite/structured design explained in the subsec-
tion called structured design, structured programming, and 
modularity of the software requirements, is used for this 
program. It consists of systematically developing the data 
flow diagrams of the program, which are then converted into 
structured charts,to pseudocode, and then to the final soft-
ware code. 
Before proceeding further, the words, data flow diagram, 
structure chart, pseudocode, and structured flowchart will 
be explained. 
Data flow diagrams ("bubble charts") are directed graphs 
in which the nodes specify processing activities (modules) 
and the arcs specify data items transmitted between 
processing mode [Ref. 11: p. 152]. They can be used at any 
desired level of abstraction. Unlike the traditional flowc-
harts, data flow diagrams do not indicate decision logic or 
conditions under which various processing nodes in the 
diagram might be activated, i.e., there is no control flow. 
Structured charts express the hierarchical structure, 
parameters, and interconnections in a system. While a data 
flow diagram gives the logical picture or paths of the 
system, the structured chart gives the physical structure of 
the system. A structured chart has no decision boxes, and 
the sequential ordering of tasks inherent in a flowchart is 
suppressed. As it is refined, the chart can be augmented 
with more modules. During this step, the parameter attri-
butes are abstract; they are refined into concrete represen-
tations during the detailed design. 
Pseudocode describes the module characteristics using 
short, concise, English language phrases that are structured 
by keywords such as if-then-else, while-do, repeat-until, 
for-to, begin-end. Keywords and indentation describe the 
flow of control, while the English phrases describe 
processing action [Ref. 11: p. 158]. Furthermore, each 
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English phrase can be expanded into more detailed pseudocode 
until the design specification reaches the level of detail 
of the implementation language. Pseudocode is extensively 
used in the detailed design phase. 
The flowchart is the traditional means for specifying 
and c;locumenting .algorithmic details in a software system. 
Many di~~erent symbols are used, along with the representa-
tion. 9£ the cpntrol flQw. When using a structured language, 
structured flowcharts can be used. Structured flowcharts (a 
special type of flowchart) are restricted to composition of 
certain bas.ic forms. This makes the resulting flowchart the 
graphical equivalent of a structured pseudocode description. 
The basic forms are characterized by single entry into and 
single exit from the form. Structured flowchart allows 
hierarchical nesting of structured flowchart constructs to 
document a design in top.;.down fashion, starting with the top 
level structure and proceeding through detailed design. A 
structured flowchart shows the flow of control mechanisms, 
:i,. e., rdecision mechanis.ms. and s.equencing of the control 
flow. 
The composite design approach will be . app·lied to the 
project in the following sections. 
1. Design : ! Simplified Data Flow Diagram 
The approach is based on the structure of the 
program, i.e,, what the program has to do without regard for 
procedure, time, sequence, or which event has to happen 
first. 
Myers [Ref. 15: p. 70-71] identifies the initial 
steps to follow as: 
1. Identify the problem structure; 
2. Identify the principal input and output data streams 
(but not all the data); 
3. Identify the points in the problem where these data 
streams begin and end; 
4. Break the problem into a set of subordinate modules; 
and 
5. Repeat the process iteratively, 
from step 4 as a new subproblem. 
viewing each module 
The far+field beam pattern simulation program is a 
transformed-centered program where the parameters provided 
by the user are entered, then the required processing data 
are computed and extracted from the data base (tables, or 
files, etc.), they are then "transformed" into an aperture 
function which is "transformed" into a beam pattern func-
tion. Finally, the results are processed for output. 
The principal inputs to the program by the user are: 
1. Frequency f (Hz); 
2. Speed of sound c (m/ sec); 
3. MRA (Maximum Response Angle - Degrees); 
4. Mode of operation (SUM or DIFF); 
5. Output required (tables, graphs, and on what medium); 
and 
6. Stave numbers with their changes or new status (new 
relative complex sensitivities, padded, or discon-, 
nected). 
The principal outputs are: 
1. The complex aperture function of the conformal array 
(both theoretical and actual (degraded) cases); and 
2. Beam pattern functions for both theoretical and 
actual cases in a tabular form and in a graphical 
form. 
The major data groups, or tables, required for a 
given configuration but not entered by the user are: 
1. The definition of the staves used for a given MRA, 
i.e., the sub-arrays; 
2. The spatial locations of the hydrophones of the 
conformal array; 
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3. The complex weights or the relative complex sensitiv-
ities of all the hydrophones as function of 
frequency; and 
4. The time delays applied to the sub-arrays defined by 
a MRA (that ar~ a function of the speed of sound). 
Disr~~~rding the database,d~finitioµ and initializa-
tion, and similar standard modules, three basic modules can 
be identified: 
1. One which chooses the beam pattern parameters (the 
menus); 
2. One which .extracts all the necessary array data, 
. ' 
i.e., cretltes the aperture'function of the conformal . 
array; and 
3. One which computes the far.- field beam pattern of both 
the theoretical and the actual array. 
Figure 3.8 shows the resulting simplified data flow 
diagram of the prog~am. Again, the ci.rcles or nodes repre-
' 
sent the mod.u~es or processing elements that transform data; 
the arcs represent the data links between nodes. The struc-
ture between two horizontal bars with a name, represents the 
major data groups ~sed in the program where data are 
extracted or stored~ 
The arcs on the left are the principal inputs, those 
on the right represent the principal oU,tputs. The user has 
no direct access to the major data groqps, the menus will do 
the required selections. 
2. Design : Main Data Flow Diagram 
The next step is to refine the simplified data flow 
diagram of the system. Fist, the leftmost module "Choose 
beam pattern parameters" can be divided into three menus as 
specified in the design requirements. The first selects the 
initial beam pattern parameters, i.e., frequency, speed, 
!1RA, mode of operation, the output required (tables and 














































































for a FREQUENCY 
progr~m. The second menu allows the operator to select a 
stave or hydrophon~s and to modify its status. The new 
status can be a new value of cpmplex sensitivity, or padding 
or disconnection
1 
of a stave or hydrophone. The phra~e 1'n,~w 
f ' 
status" will be used. This s~cond module is called "Modify 
individual staves". Finally 1 a third. menu, ''Choose graph 
output medium'' allows the· user to decide which medium the 
plots use (printer, plotter, etc.). 
The middle module of Figure 3.8, called·"~xtract all 
necessary array data'', basically retrieves all necessary 
array data to create the aperture functions of bot~ the 
theoretical and the actual cases. This is done by selecting 
the correct sta~e~ for a.given MR.A, specifying the location 
of all the ~lements alon$ with their actual and theoretipal 
relative complex sensitivities, applying the correct time 
del~ys to each staves, and finally appl1~n$ the selected 
aperture window (the moqe o{ ope~atio~) on the sub-array~. 
Mo;-eover,. the new status of any selected staves must be 
reflected in the actual array aperi;:ure function. 
The previous module of , Fi$ure 3.8 can then be 
. ·' 
decomposed into three more modules as sho".111 in Figure 3.9 . 
The "Configure array'' uses the fr~quency, 
"new status" to define the staves used, 
~ivities o~ weights of the elements 
the MRA, and any 
the complex sensi-
as a function of 
frequency, and the locations of the hydrop?ones from the 
data store. The resulting prelimina~ aperture ~unction, 
along with the MR.A, and the number of elements N (per sub-
arrays) is used by another module, "Apply tilile delay$", 
which extracts the time delays applied at a given MRA from 
the data store anp builds a new aperture function. Finally, 
this aperture function is filtered by the modu:J_e "Apply 
window on array" which extracts the parameters of the 
selectd window (mode) from a data store. The result is the 
final aperture function for both the theoretical and the 
actual array. 
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The module "Compute normalized beam pattern" uses 
the defined aperture function, the MRA data, and N to 
generate the beam patterns along with the horizontal angles. 
These beam patterns can be outputed directly or sent to the 
module "Generate plots of beam pattern" as chosen by the 
operator on the selected medium. Three graph types are 
available as specified by the requirements which is illus-
trated by the three exiting arrows on the figure. 
Figure 3.9 shows the resulting main data flow 
diagrams of the system. 
3. Design : Main modules 
Before showing the resulting structured charts which 
illustrate the actual structure of the system, more·data 
flow diagrams are provided to illustrate the main modules of 
the program. 
The first is the module, "Compute the normalized 
beam pattern". Figure 3.10 shows the details of the module. 
Again, the entering arrows indicate the input, the exiting 
ones indicate the output. The data flow diagram for the 
module, "Configure array", is described in Figure 3.11 . 
The menu "Choose beam pattern parameters" (User 
menu) is simply an interface, allowing and validating user 
entry. Figure 3.12 shows the details of this menu. 
The menu "Choose graph output medium" allows the 
user to choose the medium for eac~ graph type requested. 
Figure 3.13 shows the corresponding data flow diagram. 
The last menu is more elaborate. Figure 3.14 shows 
the detailed data flow diagram of the menu called "Modify 
individual staves". 
The modules, "Apply time delays" and "Apply window 
on array" are discussed in Appendix A. The last module of 
Figure 3.9 which is "Generate plots of beam pattern" is 
simply a sequence of outputs on the screen. It is easier to 

































































chart. No graph data flow diagrams of the individual graph 
generation are provided in this chapter since no data are 
transformed or manipulated as such, and everything is purely 
sequential. 
4. Design : Main Structured Charts 
Using the main data flow diagram, the structured 
chart of the program is then made. Figure 3.15 shows the 
resulting structured ch~rts. All figures are at the end of 
this sub-section. In order hot to overload the figures, all 
data and control flag were removed from the figures. 
Basically, the data are the same as in Figure 3.9 Again, do 
not think about the sequencing of the modules but about 
their relationship to each others and the~r hierarchical 
positions. 
Figures 3.16 to 3.22 provides more structured charts 
of the submodules which are subdivised in 
A module is not necessarily a routine or 
smaller modules. 
a function. A 
module can consist of many routines, ·or simply be a part of 
one routine. See Myers [Ref. 15: p. 11] for the exact defi-
nition of the term module. Figures 3.16 to 3.22 represent 
all the top modules of Figure 3.15 except the two for the 
look-up tables, and the module "Configure array as an aper-
ture function". 
Figure 3.16 shows the details of the module 
"Init~alize". Figure 3.17 shows the ten selections available 
to the user with the user menu which allows the change of 
specific parameters. Figure 3.18 shows the structured chart 
of the next menu whicµ allows the change of individual stave 
status. Figure 3.19 shows the structured chart of the 
module which computes the theoretical and actual array far-
field beam patterns. 
Figures 3.20 and 3.21 show the details of the 
modules which output the tables of the aperture function and 
the beam pattern data (or function). The modules are 
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Finally, Figure 3.22 presents the "Output graph" 
module which control the output of all graphs along with the 
menu for the selection of size of graphs and medium for 
output. Again three graph types are available. 
5. Design : Structured Flowchart 
For those who prefer to visualize the sequencing of 
execution of all the principal modules, a simplified struc-
tured flowchart of the main program was made. Figure 3.23 
shows this sequencing. No decision boxes or triangles are 
used since all modules are accessed and controlled by flags, 
eg., if no output is needed, the module is accessed but the 
core of the module is not executed and no output is gener-
ated as requested. 
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Figure 3.16 Structured Chart of "Initialize". 
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Structured Chart of "Output Aperture Function". 
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Figure 3.22 Structured Chart of "Output Graphs". 
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Figure 3.23 
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Simplified Structured Flowchart of SUB-ARRAY. 
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IV. SOFTWARE IMPLEMENTATION AND SYSTEM TESTING 
A. SOFTWARE IMPLEMENTATION 
The implementation phase of software development 
involves the translation of design specifications into 
source code (the software program). The primary goal of 
implementation is to write source code and internal documen-
tation so that conformance of the code to its specifications 
can be easily verified, and so that debugging, testing, and 
modifications are eased. This goal was achieved by making 
the source code as clear and straightforward as possible. 
B. IMPLEMENTATION STRUCTURE CODING 
As specified in the subsection ~odularity of the soft-
ware requirements, a structured programming or coding was 
used to write the program. The goal of structured coding is 
to linearize control flow through a computer program so that 
the execution sequence fol~ows the sequence in which the 
code is written. The dynamic structure of the program as it 
executes then resembles the static structure of the written 
code (the text itself). This enhances readability of code, 
which eases understanding, debugging, testing, documenta-
tion, and modification of the program. 
Using the defined database and the detailed design spec-
ification, all modules were coded individually using a 
limited number of control structures and indentation. 
Except for the menus, very few GOTOs were used. Most 
modules were translated into subroutines, functions, and 
subprograms. 
Since structure coding is a top-down technique, the main 
module expressed in Figure 3.15, which is the main structure 
chart of the program, was written first. The calls to lower 
sub-modules were temporarily implemented as "stubs", which 
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are dummy routines. Later on, these stubs were replaced by 
the actual sub-modules. The stubs allow the work on top 
modules then later on lower ones. Therefore, the "calling" 
modules are coded before their eorresponding "called" 
modules (subordinates). This allows integration of the 
program to begin early in the cyclca of implem,entation. After 
each module was then unit tested and 
"', 
~ndividual coding, 
debu.gged, Finally, it was inc,orp.o;-ated into the program, 
wh~ch was then tested again. 
:puring implementation, redundant lowel l.evel JllOduJ,.es, 
such afjl testing an input line £9+ a positive number, were 
eliminated after the calling modules of these lower modules 
were im,plemented and tested. 
' , o', ', 
The m,ajor~ty o~ the routines are specialized and are 
< ~ ,, 
called by only one module or routine. Additionally, their 
s:i,.ze was 1tept to a reasonable va+ue as specified in. the 
design res!.}frem,ents. However, some exceptions :we~e made 
when clarity was n~cessary or when the coc;le was sim,ple 
enough 1;:Q 
1
fol.low, e.g. , the graphs. 
Additional code was ~mplem,ented ill order to facilitate 
debugging. This code gene;-ally consi:;:ts of printing state-
ments of important parameters ~nd ~ontrol variables. They 
~re usec;l for tracing the executio.n sequence of a routine and 
' ' ' ' ' : 
f.or val~gatio11. This code was .then collll1'ented out, so that 
the user is not confused by its presence. Schneider and 
Bruell [Ref. 17: Chap. 9] present a variety· of built-in 
debugging aids (alse called debug~ing i11s.truJllents). 
Finally, looking at the listing, some specific coding 
stand.ards were used: 
1. Use of .control st::ructures; 
2. All array defi11itions show the range of their index, 
e.g., Alpha{l:lOO}; 
E;:ich loop has 
every case; 
its step Qf 
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counting specified for 
l 
4. All end-if statement are commented by the condition 
of the if; 
5. Meaningful variable names are used; and 
6. The nesting depths of the program constructs is five 
or less spaces in normal circumstances. 
C. IMPLEMENTATION - UNIT TESTING 
After a module (or a unit) is coded, it must be tested 
separately. This approach is because the proof that a 
program meets its specification is by partitioning it into 
smaller modules and proving that each of them meets its 
intended purpose. The proof is then completed by the unit 
testing. 
Extensive testing of a module is another means of 
showing that it is correct. Unfortunaly, testing can only 
reveal the presence of errors, never their absence. To be 
effective, testing must be done systematically. One 
approach is to devise sets of test data, that exercise every 
control path in the moduie. If it is not practical to do 
them all, at least the principal ones should be done. 
The following cases were used for testing: 
1. The Boundary cases: These are the data sets that fall 
at the very extremes of the legai range of data or 
fall exactly at the crossover point from one case to 
another, e.g., choosing stave 1, 26, and 52 for 
changes; 
2. The Null case: the module should work correctly for 
the degenerate case of "no entry" ,i.e., a null, and 
a value of zero; and 
3. The Illegal case: this is done to test the robustness 
of the module. This is particularly important for 
input modules such as the menus. For all illegal 
cases, no matter how pathological, the module should 
do something meaningful instead of terminating abnor-
mally. As one final test, the following points were 
tested: 
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1. A text of illegal size; 
2. An alphanumeric string instrea.d of nuJ11eric, 
~~g., ABC800 or 800 az instead of 800; 
3. Negative numQer for positive required data, 
4. 
e.g. -500 ff.z; and 
Real value data instead 





i\fter debµggiI1,g, all modules sucqessfully passed the 
.unit t;esting p:P,ase. 
For every rout;ine, a structqred walkthrough wa.s 
perforJlled. A wal}si;P,rough is an iD:-depth, te,chnical re,view 
of some asp~ct of the software system. It is helpfu+ to 
discover logic errors and to study the routine envi;rqI1IJlent. 
Many errors were found that way and corrected before inte-
gration. fi,nally, in some, case, hand-si,mulation was done to 
help locating prqblE1PlS by "playing" the role, o~ the computer 
and executing the routine, step by ~te,p. 
D. IMPLEMENTATION - DOCUMENTATION 
Program documentation for a software product can be very 
extensive and covers the·entire life-cycle of the product. 
It was developed continually during program design and 
implementation. In the particular case of this thesis, only 
few forms were prepared. 
Two basic divisions are used: internal and external 
documentation. The intefual documentation includes standard 
proloques in the source code as described in Chapter 3 and 
in interna1 comments embedded in the source cbde. The 
external documentation consists of a Users ·Manual (See 
Appendix G) and this thesis. Additionally, the author kept 
a program notebook which provides the organization of the 
work activities, early development and results, early speci-
fications, the history of the program, tes·ting results, 
personal notes and comments, etc. All pertinent documenta-
tion useful during the development phases, such as technical 
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articles, monthly reports, meeting minutes, etc, were also 
kept in the program notebook. 
Except for the user manual which is a separate entity, 
the system definition, software analysis, requirements spec-
ifications, design specifications, and program testing are 
parts of this thesis. No individual manuals were made for 
these phases. 
The user manual is provided in Appendix C. It is meant 
solely for end-users. Since the inner workings of the 
program are immaterial to their needs, the user manual (or 
quide) concentrates almost exclusively on the input/output 
characteristics of the program and presents a general over-
view of what it· does. The following features outline the 
sections of the user manual: 
1. Introduction: 
a) Product overview with a brief non-technical 
description of what the program does; 
b) Terminology and basic features; 
c) Summary of outp4ts; 
2. Getting Started: 
a) Start up; 
b) Input, menus, and options; 
c) Sample runs; 
3. Advanced features: 
a) Menu for individual stave changes; 
b) Linear graph and expanded graph; and 
4. Program limitations. 
The subsection, modularity, of the section software 
requirements, descibes the required minimum internal docu-
mentation in the program source code. Each subroutine, 
function, and subprogram contains a proloque. Additionally, 
the program contains a larger proloque at the beginning 
which also contains a section "description" providing the 
details of the program. 
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The progr~m is fully collll1'enteq. A special. attention was 
111ade to expla~11 the de'!-tabase in detail~. Vis4al, dividers in 
the form of lin~ of ast~~ix or dashes were used to ~ighlight 
t.he subsection,.s of a rout,ine and to enhance clarity. Blank 
. lines, borders, and indentatic;m were als9 used. 
Each use of the termiIJ,ators "END" and "RETURN" is 
commented.to indic~t~ the other half 0; the q.ontrol struc-
ture,, uµless a very few statements separ~te it from the 
openin~ control word. 
Furthermore, p~rtic~lar attention is made to be sure 
~hat collll1'ents an~ code agree with one.another, and with the 
require111ents anq d7sign ~pecific~tions. Finally, ~n order 
to minimize tl!.e need for internal c.omments in the execu.table 
portions of a rqut,:ine,, structure p;ogramming constructs, 
gqod coding style, and mea,niIJ,gful identifier names were 
used. 
E. IMPLEMENTATION - COMPILATION AND LINKING PROCEDURES 
HP BASIC 3.0 language system or any higher version can 
be used to ruil. the main pro.gram "SUB'-ARRA.Y". Wit4 the HP . . 
BASIC language syst.T
1
m, the Janguag~ e.~teIJ.sic;ms of .Table III 
of Ch~pt.er 3 are r,eq\lired t.o execute the program. T1'!.e steps 
are, fi;-st, load t.hla HP BASIC 3 •. 0 l,angu.age system, th,en all 
th~ extensions, and then tqe ma;n progr~m. Pressing the 
"RUN" key cause the progralll to be executed. No compilation 
is required since it is interpreted .. 
If the Inftote~ FP210 Floating Point Coprocessor i.s used 
to accelerate the speed of computation, its corresponding 
routine must first be loaded, like any ordinary extension, 
before loading and running the main program. Its execution 
is transparent to the user and requires rio change to the 
software. 
Without the coprocessor, the portion computing both 
theoretical and actual array beam patterns required approxi-
maly forty minutes of CPU time. However, with the copro-
cessor, this time is reduced by a factor of ten. 
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Furthermore, the ~nfotek's Basic Compiler can be used to 
further reduce processing time by a factor two, i.e., both 
beam patterns are computed in less than two minutes. The 
compiler is loaded like an extension. The compiler must 
match the identification number of the electronic board of 
the coprocessor. When the compiler is used, the floating 
point processor routine is not required since it is already 
part of the compiler. Before execution, after the main 
program is loaded, simply type "COMPILE" to compile the 
program. This operation requires about one minute, but 
needs to be done only once, i.e., as long as the compiled 
program is in memory. The program can then be executed by 
simply pressing the key "RUN". The use of the compiler 
requires much more memory than the standard size, since both 
source (uncompiled) and object (compiled) codes are kept in 
memory,.along with the compiler itself. 
No linking to any other programs is required for the 
program "SUB_ARRAY". 
F. IMPLEMENTATION - DATABASE DEFINITION AND INITIALIZATION 
Appendix B provides the complete details of the database 
and the data stores, along with a listing of the variables. 
Two subroutines were created for· the database, one for its 
definition, and one for its initialization. HP BASIC 
initializes all arrays, real, and integer variables to zero, 
and all string to null when they are defined. This last 
feature greatly shortens the initialization routine. 
G. IMPLEMENTATION - MENU 
As described in the requirements and the design 
sections, three main menus were implemented. They all use 
softkeys, the ten special keys on top of the keyboard, which 
allow quick entry into the program. They are interrupt 
driven and easy to program. 
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All menus, including the three sub-menus of the menu 
"Individual stave changes", are constructed the same way. 
~he following components are usually parts of a menu subrou-
tine: 
1. Initialization portion; 
2.· Menu choices with the appropriate comments displayed 
on the 9RT; 
3. Softkey definitions; 
4. Softkey activation; 
5. Wait for a key loop; 
6. List of functions for every defined keys; 
7. A routine for unused keys which usually consists of a 
short tone output; and 
8. A close-up section that clears the screen and deacti-
vates the softkeys, before ~x~ting the menu. 
The function to be performed by eaqh s~ftkey was imple-
mented inside the sµbroutiµe, even if .it may simply consist 
~ . . 
of qalling another subroutine. The key funqtions are all 
accessed by a "GOTO" ~tatement inside t;µe lJlOdu],,e (a subrou,-
tine here), ~ince this is the only possible w~y to program 
the softkeys. All called label~ of th~ GOTOs ;:ire inside the 
module defining the menu. Therefore, a menu module or 
routine is still defined as a single-entry, single-exit 
module as required by the program specificatioµs. 
When the softkeys are actiyated, a short list of key 
definitions appears at the bottom of the screen using the 
alternate scre~n moqe (black on white inst~;:id of whit~ on 
black)~ The subroutine, softkeys definition, defines these 
labels. The user can use both the list at the bottom of the 
screen or the detailed menu on the upper portion of the 
screen to make a choice. When the softk~~s are deactivated, 
the short list at the bottom of the screen disapp~ars. 
The necessity of defining the qalled labels and func-
tions of all the ten possible GOTOs of the softkeys inside a 
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menu, make the size of a menu subroutine much larger than 
the proposed size of a standard subroutine. Each of the 
functions and labels was clearly identified and packaged 
like a small routine with only one entry point and one exit 
point. 
The implementation of the menus required the creation of 
many . specialized modules, routines, and functions. 
Particularly, two functions are used by almost all menus. 
One test checks if the passed string of characters contains 
a positive number, the other does the same for any number. 
They are named: 
1. Is_string_pnum; and 
2. Is_string_num. 
H. IMPLEMENTATION - GRAPHIC PACKAGES 
As shown in the design specifications and the require-
ments, three graph types are generated. The subroutine 
"Graph output" controls which graphs are to be generated, 
uses subroutine "Gph_size_option" to decide what size and on 
which medium the graphs are to be generated (on an indi-
vidual basis). The following three subroutines can then be 
called to generate the required graphs: 
1. Plot_magn_bp; 
2. Plot db bp; and 
3. Plot_po_bp. 
These subroutines are all constructed the same way. The 
procedure for constructing a graph is essentially sequen-
tial, where every steps add a new component to the graph, 
i.e., the frame, the title, the legend, the curves, etc. 
Even if each subroutine covers about two pages of 
listing after documentation, it was decided that its size 
was acceptable and does not need to be separated into 
smaller segments. Nevertheless, each subroutine uses the 
following three subroutines: 
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1. Insert bot line: which insert a line of information 
at the bottom of the graph. It contains the dat~, 
the mode of operation, the frequency, and the speed 
of sound; 
2. Insert_le'gend: which inserts a legend at the right 
hand side of the graph. It shows both degraded 
(actuai) and theoretical beam pattern line types; and 
3. Graph_xxx_label: where XXx is mag, db, or po 
depending of which graph is done. It is an extension 
of.the database defining the necessary setting vari-
ables of a graph. This subroutine is immediately 
positioned after the graph subroutine. 
;For this last subroutine, the variables are only 
initializec;i, not defined first, since they are staJJ,dard 
variables. Every graph subroutine calls one of these 
"Graph...,:xxx~label" s:µbroutiµes as soon as it starts 
executing. 
The ~asi.c structure of a graphic subroutine is: 
1. Initialize the required database and setting vari-
able; 
2. Activa1:e the graphic mod,e; 
3 . S.cale th~ graph; 
4. Lab~l ~he graph; 
5. Insert lane of information at the bottom of the 
graph; 
6. Insert the legend; 
7. Label the X and Y axis; 
8. Define the viewport and the window; 
9. Plot the grid; 
10. Indicate the X and Y steps on the graph; and 
11. Draw the theoretical and degraded array beam pattern 
curves. 
The exception is the polar plot, where a polar ·grid is 
marked with circles and radial lines. No X and Y labels and 
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steps are shown on the polar plot; however, the dB scale is 
marked inside the graph. 
For the polar plot, only the visible region around the 
MRA is shown, i.e., MRA - 90 degrees to MRA + 90 degrees is 
plotted. The rest of the curve is considered irrelevant to 
the user. Moreover, the deleted portion of the curve does 
not represent the real curve since diffraction and shadowing 
by the body of the submarine is not accounted for in the 
program. 
The next chapter provides a large number of Figures 
showing the final graphical products. 
I. IMPLEMENTATION - LISTINGS 
The last Appendix of this thesis provide the complete 
listing of the main program "SUB ARRAY" which stand for 
submarine array. 
A small subroutine allows the entry of the current date 
and time, if the present value is not the correct one. It 
is executed only once when the program is first run. 
During the first stage of development, the beam pattern 
was computed for an odd-numbered line-array of point 
sources. An FFT algorithm base two was used and implemented 
as a sub-program. Its proloque is clear enough to allow a 
simple use. It was left in the code for future use in any 
modification of the program. The current version does not 
use this sub-program. 
J. SYSTEM TESTING 
System testing is the process of exercising or evalu-
ating a system by manual or automated means to verify that 
it satisfies specific design requirements or to identify 
differences between expected and actual results. 
It is difficult to describe completely the system test 
phase in a short and concise manner. Therefore, only some of 
the highlights will be reported. Two kinds of activities 
were involved: integration testing and acceptance testing. 
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In integration testing, a stli'ategy for integrating the 
components 0£ the so:fitware system into a function:iing whole 
was used in the form of top down strategy. Integration 
testing, testing is done during the integration phase., i. e • , 
it starts with the main routine and a few of its subr0u-
tines·. The testing dc:>ne here is very similar ·t0 the unit 
testing (see previous sections); however, 
put on.the interface between the routines. 
more emph~sis• is 
After, cthis top 
level "skeleton" was th0roughly tested, it became the test 
harness for its immediately subordinate. routines. As 
mentioned before, top-down design requires the use of 
program stubs to simulate .the ' effects of .lower-level 
routines that are called by those being tested. t>fuen these 
stubs were replaced by ~he already tested routines, it was 
tested in its location. To save on re-execution time, 
usually many non criticai 
being integration tested. 
were tested in the prog'ram 
routines were combined before 
However, all critical routines 
after integration. 
' 
Other aspects of the testing include the decision logic, 
control flow, recovery 
timing charateristics 
entire system. 
~rocedures, throughput, capacity, 
and, of course, interfaces of the 
After all the 
where integrated 
routines or modules of the entire system 
as a whole in the form of one software 
product, acceptance testing was performed. It included 
tests to evaluate the functionality, robustness, and 
performance of the system so that it satisfies b~th require-
ment and design specifications. Some of the test cases used 
during unit testing and 
Additional test cases 
integration testing were performed. 
were added to achieve the desired 
level of functionality and performance. 
Some test revealed some errors in the time delays imple-
mentation, showing that incorrect time delays produced beam 
pattern curves that were not pointing in the direction 
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defined by the MRA. Differenc.es of up to 90 degrees were 
noticed. This implementation problem was corrected. 
Some other persons were asked to used the program to 
evaluate its use and to detect any deficiency in the imple-
mentation from the requirement specifications. 
Furthermore, a time analysis was done to evaluate the 
average execution time of the program and especially the 
beam pattern calculations. The results were within the 
requirement specifications. 
Chapter five provides some of the results of these tests 
in the form of tables and graphs for different frequency, 
MRA, speed of sound, and complex relative sensitivities. 
K. VERIFICATION & VALIDATION 
System testing is 
system. Verification 
part of the verification of the 
establishes the truth of correspon-
dence between a software product and its specifications. It 
is therefore done throughout the development phases, but its 
emphasis was stronger during system testing. It was estab-
lished that the software product satisfies its specifica-
tion. The reader may refer to Fairley [Ref. 11: Chap. 8] 
for more details about verification. 
After the whole system or product has been integrated, 
one more stage can be performed: validation. It establishes 
the fitness or worth of a software product for its opera-
tional mission. Since no experimental beam pattern curves 
were available for comparison, a formal validation could not 
be made. However, the implemented conformal array was based 
on a real array; therefore, the theoretical curves should 
have three important characteristics: 
1. Its main lobe must point in the direction defined by 
the MRA (bearing); 
2. Its side lobes should be smaller than the main lobe 
by about 10 dB; and 
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3. With the "DIFF: mode a null or definite minimum 
should occur at the bearing indicated by the MRA. 
The next Chapt~r provid~s the results of the test cases 
done during system testing and 
that the program provides the 
The program is then considered 
and partially operational point 
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acceptance. It shows clearly 
expected beam pattern curves. 
validated from a theoretical 
of view. 
V. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION 
A. ANALYSIS AND RESULTS 
This section addresses some of the results obtained with 
the software program "SUB_ARRAY". Many far..:field beam 
pattern curves were generated. The parameters affecting the 
beam pattern were varied in a systematic manner. The 
following lists these parameters: 
1. Frequency; 
2. Sound speed; 
3. MRA; and 
4. Complex relative sensitivity (magnitude and phase). 
1. Summary of Outputs 
A complete set of outputs is provided for a given 
set of parameters. These parameters are: 
1. Frequency = 1000 Hz; 
2. MRA = 0 degree; 
3. Sound speed =. 1402.08 m/sec; and 
4. Mode of operation = SUM and DIFF. 
Table IV shows a typical table of the complex rela-
tive sensitivities (magnitude and phase) for both the theo-
retical and the actual sub-array. Table V shows a table of 
the theoretical and actual beam pattern data as a function 
of the horizontal angle (in degrees) for both normalized 
magnitude (from 0 to 1.0) and decibels scales. 
Figure 5.1 shows a polar plot of the beam pattern in 
dB where only the "visible" region is shown, i.e., 
MRA - 90 degrees to MRA + 90 degrees. The polar plot is the 
suggested graph type for operational use. Figure 5.2 shows 
a rectangular graph of the beam pattern in decibels as a 
function of the horizontal angle in degrees. Here, the 
curves cover the entire graph, i.e., from 180 to 180 
degrees. Figure 5.3 shows a figure similar to 5.2 except 
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that the beam pattern is on a linear scale from 0 to 1.0. 
The main lobe is much more significant with a linear scale. 
Figure 5.4 shows a polar plot of the beam pattern in dB for 
the same case as in Figure 5.1 except the mode of operation 
is "DIFF" instead of "SUM". 
2. Frequency Dependence 
Aperture Th~ory predicts that at a given speed of 
sound and bearing (MRA)~ the main lobe beamwidth increases 
as the frequency, decreases. This was confirmed by the 
program. Additionally, the number of side lobes increases 
with frequency. Moreover, as the frequency increases, the 
side lobes levels increase, i.e., there is less and less 
difference between the, main and side lobes. The shape of 
the beam pattern is much smoother, at low frequency than at 
high frequency. 
Figures 5 . .5 t9 5. 9 s,how the curves obtained for a 
MRA of 0 degrees with frequencies of 100, 200, 400, 800, and 
1600 Hz. 
3. Sound Speed Dependence 
The implemertted t~me delays are theoretically valid 
at a speed of 1402 m/sec {4600 ft/sec). Therefore, for a 
fixed electromechanical implementation (see Chapter 3), the 
beam pattern should vary for different sound speeds. The 
reason for this v~riation is explained in Chapter 2 and is 
based on the fact t~at the wavelength varies as the sound 
speed changes. Indeed Figures 5.10, 5.11, and 5.12 show 
this variation for three different speed of sound, namely 
1400, 1500, and 1600 m/sec using time delays designed for a 
sound speed of 1402 m/sec 
The three curves show that the beam pattern, while 
pointing at the d~sired bearing, worsens as the speed of 
sound differs more and more from the design value. Both the 
shapes and the side lobe levels change. 
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TABLE IV 
COMPLEX RELATIVE SENSITIVITIES OF THE HYDROPHONES 
THI! Rl!llUESTED - • • d9Q1'"••• nc USED""" - • d ........ 
TIC l'tO'CC 01 Ol'EMft ON • SUit 
'1C COIPUX MUITIVl SlNSITIYtTIES UU11 -
HYDllG. Dlst&ll Dl&IWll!D 
-A -· -· -· -· " , -------------- -·--- -.. -----... -
11 
_, ··- ··- 1.- ··-IJ • 1.- ··- 1.- ··-IJ I 1.- ··- 1.- ··-" -1 , __ ··- 1 • ...., ··-14 • 1.- ··- 1.- ··-" I 1.- ··- 1.- ··-II -1 1.- ··- 1.- • '-IS • 1.- ....... 1.- ··-II I ··- ··- 1.- ··-II •I 1.- ··- 1.- .. _,. ,. • ··- ··- 1.- ··-II I 1.- ··- 1.- ··-17 _, .. _,. ··- 1.- ··-IT • 1.- ··- ··- ··-17 I 1 ...... ··- ··- ··-It -1 ··- ··- ··- ··-It • 1.- ··- ,, ..... ··-" I ....... ..-.. 1.- ··-II -1 1.- ··- 1.- ··-II • 1.- ··- ··- ··-· 19 I 1.- ··- ··- ··-H _, ··- ··- 1.- ··-l9 • ··- ··- ....... ··-ti I 1 ...... ··- ··- ··-zt -1 ··- ··- ··- ··-ZI • ··- ··- ··- ··-ZI I 1.- ··- ··- ··-u _, 1.- ··- ··- ··-zz • 1.- ··- ··- ··-zz I 1.- ··- 1.- ··-u _, 1.- 1.- ··-ZJ • ··- ··- 1.- ··-ZJ ' ··- ··- ....... ··-u _, 1.- ··- 1.- ··-u • ··- ··- 1.- ··-u 1 1.- ··- 1.- ··-ZS _, ··- ··- ··- ··-ZS • ··- ··- ··- ··-ZS 1 ··- ··- ··- ··-ZI •I ··- ··- ··- ··-ZI • ··- ··- 1.- ··-ZI 1 ··- ··- ··- ··-ZT _, ··- ··- ··- ··-Z7 • ··- ··- ··- ··-Z7 I ··- ··- ··- ··-ZI _, ....... ··- ··- ··-a • ....... ··- ··- ··-ZI I ··- ··~ ··- ··-ZS •I ··- ··- ··- ··-Z! • 1.- ··- ··- ··-Z! I ··- ··- 1.- ··-31 •I 1.- ··- ,., ..... ··-JI • 1.- ··- .. _ ··-31 I ··- ··- '·- ··-31 •I ' ··- 1. ··-JI • .. -.. ··- ··- ··-JI I 1.- ··- 1.- ··-:rz _, 1.- ··- 1.- ··-:rz • 1 ...... ··- ··- ··-lZ I ··- ··- 1.- ··-ll _, ··- ··- ··- ··-31 • 1.- ··- ··- ··-lJ I ··- ··- ··- ··-34 _, ··- ··- 1.- ··-34 • ··- ··- ··- ··-34 1 1.- ··- ··- ··-31 _, ··- ··- ··- ··-lS • 1.- ··- ··- ··-lS I 1.- ··- ··- ··-JI •I 1.- ··- ··- ··-31 • ··- ··- ··- ··-31 I 1.- ··- ··- ··-37 ·I 1.- ··- .. _ ··-37 • 1.- ··- ··- ··-37 1 ··- ··- ' ··-JI _, ··- ··- , __ ··-31 • ' ··- '·- ··-31 I 1.- ··- ··- ........ ll -1 1.- ··- 1.- ··"'*' ll • ··- ··- ··- ··-39 I ' ··- .. _ ··-.. •I ....... ··- ··- ··-.. • '·- ··- ' ··-.. 1 1. ··- ··- ··-
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TABLE V 
THEORETICAL AND ACTUAL ARRAY BEAM PATTERN DATA 
THE REQUESTED MRA • 0 degrees 
THE USED MRA . 0 degreee 
THE MOOE OF OPERATION • SUM 
The execution ti~e to co~pute the bee~ pattern wee BB5.4900Z075Z SEC 
u• COMPUTED MAGNITUDE BEAM PATTERN DATA • ** 
ANGLE THEORETICAL· ACTUAL 
degrees Nor~alized dB Nor~alized dB 
--------------------------------------------------------------. . 
-180 .15053 -16.45 • 15053 -16.45 
-170 .03805 -ZB.39 .03805 -za. 39 
-160 .03531 -Z9.03 .03537 -Z9.03 
-150 .06104 -ZS.84 .05104 -z5.B4 
-140 .01575 -36.06 .01575 -36.06 
-130 .0880.1 -Z1 .11 .00801 -z1.11 
-IZ0 .09196 -Z0.73 .09196 -Z0.73 
-IJ0 .0s0az -Z5:88 .050BZ -ZS.BB 
-100 .03116 -30.13 ~03116 -30.13 
-90 .08945 -Z0.9J .08945 -Z0.97 
-80 • IZ7Z3 -17.91 • I Z7Z3 -17.91 
-70 .1z7sa -17;99 ~ IZ7sB. -17.88 
-60 .Zl038 -13.54 .Zl038 -13.54 
-50 .34189' -9.3Z .34189 -9.3Z 
-40 .4Z6Z0 -7.4i .4Z6Z0 -7.41 
-30 .4Z100 -7.51 .4Zl00 -7.51 
-Z0 .31659 -9.99 .31659 -9.99 
-10 .31617 -10.00 .31617 -10.00 
0 I .00000 0.00 1.00000 0.00 
10 • 30BZ5 -10.zz .30BZS -10.zz 
Z0 .31570 -10.01 .31570 -10.01 
30 .39467 -8.08 .39467 -8.08 
40 .4Z5BI -7.4Z .4Z581 -7.4Z 
50 .33643 -9.46 .33643 -9.46 
60 • 18888 -14.48 • I 8888 -14.48 
70 .1Z479 -18.08 .12479 -18.08 
80 • IZJZI -18.19 • IZ3ZI -1a.1!i 
90 .08113 -z1.z~ .0a"i13 -z1.z0 
100 .030ZB -30.38 .030ZB -30.38 
110 .04359 -Z7.Zl .04359 -Z7.Z1 
1Z0 .0B0Z0 -ZI .9Z .0B0Z0 -Zl.9Z 
130 .07871 -zi.0a .07871 -zz .• 0a 
140 .01573 -36.07 .01573 -36.07 
150 .06156 -Z4.ZI .06156 -Z4.ZI 
160 .03773 -ZB.47 .03773 -ZB.47 
170 .06ZB7 -Z4.03 .06ZB7 -Z4.03 
180 • 15053 -16.45 • 15053 -16.45 
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29 Nov 1985 MODE1 SUl1 Fr-equency1 '1000 Hz Speed: 1<102.08 m/s: 
Figure 5.1 Polar Plot of Beam Pattern in dB. 
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Figure 5.3 Normalizea Magnitude of Beam Pattern. 
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Figure 5.4 Polar Plot of Beam Pattern with "DIFF" Mode. 
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29 Nov 1995 MODE: SUM Frequency 1 100 Hz Speed1 1402.09 m/s 
Figure 5.5 Polar Plot of BP at 100 Hz. 
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29 Nov 1985 MODEr frequency: 400 Hz Speed: 1402.08 m/~ 
' Figure S.7 ( . Polar Plot of BP a·t 400 Hz. 
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29 Nov, 1985 Spl?ed: 
Figure 5.8 Polar Plot of BP at 800 Hz. 
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29 Nov 1995 MODE: Frequency: 1~00 Hz Speed: 1402. 08 mi's 
Figure 5.9 Polar Plot of BP at 1600 Hz. 
This test of va.rious speed of sound was also done at 
different bearing with similar effects. 
It was suggested that one implement a look-up table 
of time delays at different sound speed, such as for every 
25 m/sec, for different MRA in the submarine beamformer in 
order to obtain accurate beam pattern with significant and 
sharp main lobes. 
4. MRA Dependence 
The beam pattern of a line array which is steered or 
tilted using a linear time delay variation between hydro-
phones from broadside (on-axis) towards end-fire, its beam-
width will increase from a minimum value at broadside to a 
maximum value at end-fire [Ref. 2: p. 64]. This is not 
really the case for this conformal array. The beamwidth of 
the main lobe at almost all MR.A is about the same. 
Figures 5.3, 5.13 to 5.16 show this last point for 
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29 Nov 198~ Hz.· r - spe~d1 
Figure 5.10 Polar Plot of B~ at 1400 m/sec. 
r1 ~-. 











<!9' Nov' 19·as MODE: 
. Figure 5 .11 Polar Plot of ,BP at l~OO m/sec . 
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29 Nov -1985 Speed: 1600 mi's 
Figure 5.12 Polar Plot of BP at 1600 m/sec. 
the angle -45 and +45 degrees of bearing that the main lobe 
is slightly larger. 
5. Complex Relative Sensitivity Depend~nce 
The variation of the actual complex relative sensi-
tivity of the hydrophones affect the shape of the beam 
pattern, along with the sensitivity level and the bearing 
(MRA) value. There are too many variations possible with 
the value of complex sensitivity to cover every case. 
Therefore, only few cases are presented. 
The effects of padding are not studied here since 
they are too much dependent of the specific situation being 
evaluated. The most important cases are with the loss of 
one or more hydrophones. 
Figures 5.18 to 5.21 show the beam pattern obtained 
for MRA of 0 degree at two frequencies: 300 and 1000 Hz and 
for both modes of operation. The disconnected hydrophones 
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·Figure s:13 Polar Plot of· BP at :..90 d·egi-ees. 
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29 Nov · Speed: 
Figure S.14 Polar Plot 'of BP at -45 de~fees. 
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Figure 5.15 Pol~r Plot of BP at 45 degrees. 
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29 Nov 1995 MODE: SUH Frequency: 1000 Hz Speed: 1'402.09 m/s 
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Figure 5.17 Disconnected Hydrophones (in black) for Case i.· 
For the "SuM" mode, the sensitivity loss of case one 
at 1 KHz is about 6 dB and for the case one at 300 Hz, it is 
about 5 dB. In both cases, the shape of the beam pattern is 
similar to the theoretical one with an overall loss of 
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29 Nov 1995 MODE: SUH frequencyi Hz Speed: m/s 
Figure 5.18 Polar Plot of BP - Case 1: 1 KHZ - SUM Mode. 
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29 Nov 1995 MODE: Diff frequency: 1000 Hz Speed: 1402.08 m/s 
Figure 5.19 Polar Plot of BP - Case 1: 1 KHz - DIFF Mode. 
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29 Nov 19~5 MQDEt "SUM : Fr~equency1 . 300 Hz 
'.Figure s~20 Polar Plot of BP - Case l': 300 Hz - SuM Mode. 
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Figure s·.21 Polar Plot of BP - tase 1: 300 Hi - DIFF Mode. 
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sensitivity. The change of bearing (bearing error) is too 
small to be noticed, i.e., the actual MRA is still 0 degree. 
The beam pattern at 300 Hz seems tilted; however, this is 
only an optical illusion. 
For the "DIFF" mode, the sensitivity loss is more 
significant. The minimum occuring at 0 degree presents a 
gain of about 10 to 12 dB on the theoretical minimum for 
both frequencies. The two main lobes present. also a loss of 
about 5 dB. 
The next case is at 90 degrees for both modes of 
operation at 1 KHz. Staves 27, 30, 33, 36, and 39 were 
disconnected. Staves 27 to 52 are used for this bearing. 
Figures 5.22 (SUM) and 5.23 (DIFF) show this case of 
"uneven" or "asymmetric" disconnections. The bearing error 
is about one-half degree, with a 2 dB sensitivity loss for 
the "SUM" mode, and also one-half degree of bearing error 
but 20 dB of gain on the minimum for the "DIFF" mode. The 
"DIFF" is more affected in this case. 
Figures 5.24 (SUM) and 5.25 (DIFF) show the same 
case as in Figures 5.22 and 5.23 but for a frequency of 300 
Hz. The same conclusion can be drawn about the "DIFF" mode 
as in the previous case. A difference of one degree can be 
noticed on the "SUM" mode figure. 
As the frequency gets lower, and more hydrophones 
are removed, the "DIFF" mode becomes less and less effective 
for discriminating a bearing with its minimum. The differ-
ence of level with the minimum and its two side lobes also 
get smaller, up to only few dB. 
The last case is for the destruction of an entire 
section of the conformal array. 
beam pattern obtained at 1 KHz, 
the array (staves 1 to 13) was 
Figure 5.26 (SUM) shows the 
at -90 degrees, where half 
disconnected. The total 
array used at -90 degrees is made of staves 1 to 26. A 
drastic loss of 8 dB occurs for the degraded main lobe. The 
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Figure 5.22 Polar P·lot of BP - ·case 2 :• 1 KHz - SUM Mo'de. 
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-120 . 120 
Speed: 1402'.00 'm/s 
Figt.i:re 5.23 Polar Plot of .BP -· Case 2: L l KHz - DIFF Mode. 
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29 Nov 1985 HODE1 SUH F"r~9usnoy: 300 Hz 
Figure 5.24 Polar Plot of BP - Case 3: 300 H.z - SUM Mode. 
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Figure 5.25 Polar Plot of BP - C~se 3: 300 Hz - DIFF Mode. f 
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main lobe beamwidth is much larger too. The~e i~ no differ-
ence between the "DlFF" ~od~ c:ln4 tJ;ie "Sill'l" moge in this 
case. 











30- No'v 1995 · 'r:ioDEf m/c 
" , ~ 
Figure 5.26 Plot of BP ·wfth Half an Array Disconnected. 
~asic~lly, di~conn~ctr;i.on <;1,f;fects. the sensitivity of 
the array l>y ~ to 5 and 8 gB _but trhe bearing errors are 
relat;ivel:y; small, i.e.'" one~l);,tl£ to, -.one cleg:r;ee, or simply 
none. The q9nf9rmal, arra.Y was pr9bably well desi·gned for 
bE?;aring error , minimiz;:;it-ion. The , "DIFE". mode _ is more 
affeGted by the asylJUlletry o.f ~iscc:>nnection than the "SUM" 
mode, '=1P, to a poiqt were if. m~Y beqome useless. 
Finall,y, evell. i~ half -t:he array qefined at a given 
MRA is lost, t:he .beariqg error is still small but sensi-
-tivity loss is;~uch l~rger. 
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B. CONCLUSION 
Array theory was successfully applied 
submarine hull-mounted, conformal acoustic 
hydrophones to develop the exact algorithms 
to a passive, 
array made of 
for computing 
the array's far-field beam pattern or directivity function. 
Excluding the effect of diffraction of incoming signal 
by the submarine hull, and assuming that the speed of sound 
in the medium is uniform over the span of the array, the 
algorithm expresses the beam pattern as a function of the 
frequency, the speed of sound in water, and the horizontal 
and vertical ~ngles. The algorithm includes components of 
the aperture function important to creating the beam 
pattern: the physical locations of the hydrophones, the 
complex relative sensitivities of hydrophone, the time 
delays applied to the staves at a given MR.A, speed of sound, 
the selection of staves for a given MRA, and finally, the 
complex aperture window applied to the array. 
As it was mentioned in the preceding chapter inapro-
priate time delays create a beam pattern drastically 
different, from the one desired . . 
A stand-alone user-friendly software program running on 
a micro-computer was successfully designed and developed to 
simulate the performance of the conformal array as function 
of frequency, speed of sound, MRA, mode of operation, and 
the complex relative sensitivities of the hydrophones. It 
produces the tables of complex sensitivities used for both 
arrays (theoretical and actual) and of the beam pattern 
data. It also produces the graphs of the computed beam 
pattern in both rectangular and polar formats. Moreover, 
this thesis provides the complete documentation of this 
program which includes the requirement and design 
specifications. 
Since this is an implementation of a real array, the 
theoretical array beam pattern should point in the direction 
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of the MRA, and indeed, the previous section.shows that this 
is the case in the range of frequencies used. 
As ;:1.r;-ay theqry pred,icts, when the frequency decreases, 
1;:he beamwidtq of the lobes of the beam pattern increa~e~, 
't, '~ 
wh~le 1:he number of 19bes decre.ase.s. At the frequency for 
which the array wa~ designed a narrow main lol:>e is obtained 
with small side lobes. 
1 ' ' ,, ' "l ' 
For a given frequency and spee~ of sound, the beamwj_dth 
of t:l'le ma:i,n 1.obe 9f J;:he beam patte;-n is relatively constant 
for the majority of the MRA. This proves that the original 
design of the array was ,acl~quate. Note: tl;lat fa+ a line or 
a planar array~ the beamwid1:1;1. of the ~ain ~obe .varies as 
function 9f the MRA (hea,ring), i~e·' it is brc;iader at end-
,~~ 
fire (,0 degr~e) 3:nd m:1.:r~owe;- at broadside (90 degrees.)~ 
~he impl~~ented time delays are theoxetically yalid at 
its, des;i.gn SO'l;ln~ speed~ It .wa.s found that the beam patt~.:r;n 
computed at c:ii.ffe:rent s9und speed, worsen as it differs more 
and more fro~ the design value. Lqo~-up tables of time 
del~ys at different soµnd speed, such as every 
! \ :: 
2.5 m/ sec:;, 
while would greatly enhance the, sharyness of 1:1.J,e main lql:>,e, 
m;i.nimi~!dng its side lobes. 
The m0st :i,.mpqrtant effect on the .beam pa1;:t.ern is the 
al:>sence 0f hyc;lrophqµes, whetl:J,er they are disc?.nI\ected or 
rempved frqm the conf9rmal array. Some interes,ting poi.nts 
were found. (Note that t.he following c:;ases are for the "SUM" 
mode). At a given MRA, if O!llY 9ne or, two hydrophones a?;e 
missing, the d,e~raded arra¥ l:>eam pattern is yers: close to 
the theoretical one. 
Again at: a g:i,ven MRA, if "::;ymmetrica]," degradation 
occurs, e.g., two staves in the cente:r of the left side and 
two other staves in the ce.nter of 1:.he right sid,e of the 
! 
sµb-arrays are missing, the qeg1aded beam pattern still 
steers in the correct direct,ion (i.e., same as thepretical); 
however, the degraded array main lobe will be down by 2 to 4 
dB from the theoretical one. 
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If the disconnected hydrophones or staves are at random, 
or if more are absent on one side of the sub-array, then 
both the bearing of the main lobe and its magnitude differ 
from the theoretical ones. However, bearing errors are on 
the average only 0.5 to 1.0 degree, while the main lobe 
sensitivity loss may drop by 5 to 8 dB, with a large beam-
width in general. The degradation worsens as more and more 
elements are disconnected at random. It is not possible to 
predict easily the amount of the bearing error and loss of 
magnitude for a given case, the program must be run for the 
specific case. 
If very exact bearings are required, one solution is to 
disconnect some good hydrophones to minimize bearing, error 
while losing some sensitivity. However, this technique may 
be adequate for a given MRA defining a specific sub-array 
but it will not work for all MRA's since a new sub-array is 
defined with different elements for each new MRA; therefore, 
losing the "symmetry" defined for the other angles. 
The best approach is to use an adaptive array. Knowing 
the actual complex relative sensitivities of every stave, it . 
is possible to electronically compensate for degradation, 
e.g., by restoring symmetry at a given MRA and frequency. 
Thus, an optimal array can be defined electronically for any 
MRA depending of the elements being used. This implementa-
tion can consist of applying a variable or adaptive aperture 
window on the aperture function, in the same way that the 
"SUM" and the "DIFF" window are used. 
Simple cases of better windows were mentioned such as 
the Hamming and the Dolph-Chebyshev windows. However, the 
adaptive aperture window should take in consideration the 
frequency, speed of sound, locations of the hydrophones, 
sub-arrays defined by the chosen MRA, and of course the 
actual complex sensitivities of all the hydrophones, and 
would therefore be more elaborate. 
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Digital techniques can be used to implement this 
windowing. It could be incorporated into an updated version 
of the main program "SUB_ARRAY" to test its feasibility. 
For the ''DIFF" mode, the absence of few· staves does not 
have a significant effect on the minimum existing at the 
chosen MRA. The program must be run to visualize the corre-
sponding degradation. Ho~ev~r, if more staves are missing 
on one side of 'the array compared to the other, the minimum 
change bearing, and its level will be higher than the theo-
retical' one ny ·easily lo dB. Furthermore, the ''DIFF'' mode 
is much more sensitive to frequency change then is the "SUM" 
mode. FoT some frequencies, the minimum is ·sig~ificJnt, fbr 
some others, it is less significant. 
The program can be used to try different operational 
situatio.ns., such as t";he dest.puction of ~' whole section of 
.the c.onformal a~ray. . Indeed, it c;an be used t 0 evaluate 
wh.ether it ;i.s worth while. to. dii=lconnect or pad a S,tave fo.r a 
specific case~ ~tc. 
The conformal arrc:y was probably w~ll des.igned , since 
qE7ari;ng er,ror~ are really miJlimal,. i.e .. , .. only one~halfJ:o 
one degree of Q.ifference with the theq;-etical prediction is 
noticeable, even if. many staves are disconnected. 
' ,.,, ,. " ' " " ",,.; However, 
sensitivity of tre. bea~ patter;n i.s af.fected by 
staves, the mai;n lob.e level quickly d;i:-qps b;y 3 tq 
missing 
5 and 
8 dB, along with a gene~a],ly la~ger.be~mw~dth. 
Finally, this program was made to be adaptable to a 
la~ge variety 0 f submarine. It is suggested that v~~sions 
adapteQ. to the~ be developed. 
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APPENDIX A 
DETAILED DESIG.N OF THE PROGRAM SUB ARRAY 
Due to a serious space limitations, it is not possible 
to provide the detailed design specification of the software 
program of this thesis. The main program is named 
"SUB ARRAY" for submarine array. The detailed design is an 
extension of the external and architectural design of 
chapter three. Additionally, the database which is usually 
provided with the detailed design is available in Appendix 
B. 
A. CHARTS 
This appendix will provide, firstly, some more details 
about the main modules of the design section for both data 
flow diagrams and structured charts, and secondly, two pseu-
docode lists of two routines as an illustration. 
The first module is "Compute the normalized beam 
pattern" that is shown in Figure 3.10 Again, the entering 
arrows indicate the input, the exiting ones indicate the 
output. The logie applies for both theoreitical and actual 
array beam pattern, except that the beam patterns are norro-
malized usi~g one common normalization factor, so both beam 
patterns can be compared for degradation. 
The required aperture function containing the staves 
selection (sub-arrays), number of elements used, their loca-
tions, their complex weights, their time delays, the 
frequency, and the wavelength, is used to "Compute the real 
and imaginary parts of the beam pattern by DFT". A data 
structure (here an array) is filled by the horizontal angles 
used for the calculation. 
The polar representation (magnitude and phase), of the 
beam pattern is computed; however, only its magnitude is 
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used. The normc:tlization is a~sp cotp.puted and then applied 
to the magnitude of the beatp. pattern. The nortp.a:J.iza1;i.on 
factor is the highest v~lue of the lobes of both beam 
patterns. 
The normalized magnitude of the 9eam pattern is u~ed to 
compute its logari1;hmic represeµ.ta,t:iox:i, i.e., the magnitude 
c • • '> • 
in decibels. Finally, fo~ the ~urpo~e 9f dping the polar 
plots, the l:>eam pattern c;ompop.ents :for the J?Olar plot~ a1i'e 
computed in depipels. 
J"P.e foll9wing output~ are avai.lable for both theoretical 
an9 actual array cases; 
1. Norma.lized magnitude of the beam pattern; 
2. Nortp.ali~ed magnitµde of the bec;i.m p~tterµ. in dB; 
3. Polar plot~ componeµ.ts· of the beam pattern 
F "', 
in ciB; and 
' 4. Horizontal angles. 
The .next module ~s tJ;i.e "Confi.guJ:'e ai:ray" as shown i.n 
'' - , . c - . · . .)' 
Fi,gure 3.11 First, the 1i'equeste4 tffiA of the user i,$ qhan~e 
to the MRA used for the se;I.ecti,on of the staves of a sµb-
array, eg., a request for 92~6 degrees :i§ rounded Qff to 95 . . . . ;: . .- . . :·. 
degree~. TJ;i.en the staves are select~q. '!'t.e cotp.plex we,ight:s 
are defined, and the spatial locati.ons of each hycil:'oph9nes 
are identified. The fin~l re~µlt is a p;-eliminacy aper!=µre 
•· p '• .-' 4 e, - t 
function. 
·The menu "Choose graph output mediµm" c;i.llows the µse:i;- to 
• • • - • - • • • J 
ch.oose the medium. for each graph, tYPe requef;ted .. Fi.~µre 
3.13 shows the corl:'esponding data flow di,agratp.. 13c:i.si,cal;I.y, 
i:f no ,graph~ are 1'.equested a me;;s.a~e i~ gisplayed for f~ve 
seconds. If any graph is demanded, the p;I.9t ~s done oµ. the 
CRT (screen), then a menu of megiµm and size 
presented to the user. His reque;;t i~ then 
printed, or displa1ed on tl}e requested mediµm. 
options is 
plotteci, or 
The last menu, called "M9dify IµqiviQ.µal stave st;atus", 
is more elaborated. At many points, the µ~er can exit ~or 
this menu if no changes are required. User choice$ for 
f ,- J,_ 
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changes are: disconnect a stave or any of its hydrophones, 
pad any stave with a number of capacitors which is function 
of frequency, and finally change the complex weights of the 
hydrophones of a selected stave. Each stave entry is vali-
dated against the selected MRA, i.e., stave of a defined 
sub-array. When changing complex weights, all entries are 
validated. Moreover, the old and new complex weights of the 
hydrophones are shown to the user. Paddin~ consists of 
adding up to three capacitors in parallel to the selected 
stave, according to the user choices. The effects of 
padding are predefined by.the program. Figure 3.14 shows 
the detailed data flow diagram of this menu. 
Using the main data flow diagram, the structured chart 
of the program is then made. A few examples are provided in 
order to assist in understanding a structured chart. Using 
Figure 3.15, "User menu", allows the user to change the 
parameters of the program if the standard one is not 
desired. The parameter is selected, the request control 
flag for the option is passed to the submodule "Enter 
changes", the user enters the change which is passed to the 
sub-module "Validate changes" for validation. The new value 
(change) is then passed to the sub-module "Perform change of 
parameter value" for incorporation of the new value into the 
database. The user does not have direct access to the data-
base since at least three sub-modules are required to prop-
' erly perform any changes. The parameters are then passed to 
the main program Sub-array to be used by other modules 
through the database. 
The module, "Configure array as an aperture function" of 
Figure 3.15, defines the MRA index to be used to gain access 
to the data stores using the requested MRA. The parameters 
or values of the MRA index are then passed to three 
sub-modules which the configure the aperture function which 
is itself passed back to the main program. The three sub-
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modules· under '!define MRA :i:ndex to use'' could be done 
concurrently, if the computer were capable of doing it. It 
cannot be done with the m? 200 series .computer. 
Another example, the module "Individual stave change 
(Menu)" af Figure 3.15 shows only the principal features. 
Basically, a stave is choosen, then a selection is made of 
any options, the Qptions and stave number and any relevant 
data and control flags are passed to the.next three ·sub-
modules. Only the selected sub;..module is then executed. 
The control is then passed back up to the entry point, ·j:·.e., 
the menu. Indeed,, all the module are like that, the modules 
are hierarchically o~ganized, such that a sub-module'·· is 
aceessed ·th;rough bhe mqdule or .sub-modules "above" it. 
Thus, the sub-madule "Chaose'medium (Menu)" is accessed 
through the !'Output graphs" modu,le. " 
Figure 3:.17 shows the ten selections available to the 
user with tbe user menu which allows the.change of specific 
.parc:i.meters. The choices are those specified in the software 
requirements, plus a selection to request the execution of 
the program when all the entries are made (if any). 
' 
Softkeys are used for selection. 
Figure 3.18 shows the structured chart og the n~xt menu 
) 
which al~ows the change of individual stave status. 
Softkeys are used for selection. 
are identifiable: 
At least five sub-menus 
, { 
1. U~er needs o~ the menu - i.e., change required or 
not; 
2. Select options - Disconnect, Pad, Change i.ndividual 
staves, or Exit; 
3. Disconnect a stave or any hydrophone - select the 
hyd;rophone number; 
4. Select the number of capacitors - 1, 2 or 3; and 
5. Change the in4iv:ldual hydrophone complex weights 
(select amplitude and/or phase) . 
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Again validation of all entry is made when they affect the 
·database, in this case the complex weights. 
Figures 3.20 and 3.21 show the details of the modules 
which output the tables of the aperture function and the 
beam pattern data (or function). The modules are executed 
even if the table is not requested. The sub-module •rcheck 
if requested'' which will. pass the appropriate control flag 
for execution to the other modules. In both modules, the 
user has to specify whether the table is to be printed or 
displayed on the CRT. 
Finally, Figure 3.22 presents the "Output graph" module 
which controls the output of all graphs along with the menu 
for the selection of size of graphs and medium for output. 
The user can choose the CRT, the plotter, or the printer 
(Thinkjet or thermal printer) with the address specified in 
the requirements. Two sizes of graphs are available from 
the printer, normal size (about 4 inches high and 5-1/2 
inches wide) and expanded (oriented sideways covering the 
entire page). However, the quality of the expanded view is 
not very good, and it should be used only to visualize the 
curves better. Again three graph types are available. 
B. PSEUDOCODE 
The first example is for the "User menu" module. 
USER MENU: 
Clear the screen; 
Output choice of parameters with default values; 
Activate softkeys; 
Define softkeys with actions to be taken when chosen; 
For key 0 to key 9; 
WAIT FOR softkey interrupt, GOTO proper key action; 
KEY 0: (Output hydrophones sensitivity) 
IF output in data flag is TRUE THEN FALSE 
ELSE TRUE; 
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KEY 1: (Output beam pattern data) 
IF output .out data f~a~ is TRUE THEN FALSE 
ELSE TRUE; 
KEY 2: (Graph of beam pattern in dB) 
IF graph in dB .flag is TRUE THEN FALSE 
ELSE TRUE; 
KEY 3: (Graph of magnitude of beam pattern) 
IF graph magn·. of BP is· TRUE THEN FALSE 
ELSE FALSE; 
KEY 4: (Polar plot 9t1 beam p.atter,n) 
IF graph polar of BP is TRUE T~EN f~SE 
ELSE TRUE; 
KEY 5: (Enter the frequency) 
REPEAT 
Enter d'ita;. from operator 
Test if positive number 
IF TRUE THEN 




Dis,p1ay. a message about the yser errpr 
END IF 
IF frequency = 0 THEN 
Inform user about his error 
END IF 
UNTIL frequency is valid; 
Wavelength = Speed/Frequency; 
:KEY 6: (Ep.ter the MRA) 
REPEAT 
Enter data from operator 
Test if it is a number 
IF TRUE THEN 
Convert into a number 
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ELSE 
IF number > 180 AND < -180 THEN 
Inform user of invalid MRA 
ELSE Define the MRA 
Display a message about the user error 
END IF 
UNTIL MRA is valid; 
KEY 7: (Enter the speed of sound) 
REPEAT 
Enter data from operator 
Test if it is a positive number 
IF TRUE THEN 
ELSE 
Convert into a number 
Define MRA 
IF number > 1600 AND < 1400 THEN 
Inform user of invalid souRd speed 
Display a message about the user error 
END IF 
UNTIL sound speed is valid; 
Wavelength = Speed/frequency; 
KEY 9: (Define the mode of operation) 
IF Mode of operation = SUM THEN DIFF 
ELSE SUM; 
Clean up the screen; 
Deactivate softkeys; 
End of User menu 
The second example is for the.function which tests 
whether a passed line of data variable contains a number, 
and it returns "TRUE" if it is the case. 
FUNCTION Is_string_num (Data_line); 




Trim all leading zero from Data_line; 
Test first character 
IF character NOT = '1 - " THEN 
Safe that character 
ELSE 
Skip the "-"; 
,Take the next charater 
END IF; 
IF (character > "9") AND (character < "O") THE,N 
, R:ETURN FALSE (It is not a, number) 
ELSE RETuRN TRUE; (It is a number) 
END IF (OF Data line); 
RETURN The value 
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APPENDIX B 
DATABASE OF THE SOFTWARE PROGRAM SUB ARRAY 
A. THE DATABASE 
HP BASIC has limited data structure types available; 
however, they will be all used. Only the main elements of 
the database will be presented he~e. This appendix shows 
the entire data base of the program. It is fully docu-
mented. 
The formal way to design the data Qase and all the vari-
ables can be extremly lengthy and usually c9vers as many 
pages as there are variables (about one ~undred). 
Therefore, an informal approach will be used. 
All control flags are strings which simulate boolean 
variable (TRUE/FALSE). Instead of TRUE/FALSE, there are 
some cases where the word "YES"/"NO" are used when it is 
more meaningful to do so. 
The variable "Max nn staves" (integer) indicates the 
maximum number of staves in the entire conformal array which 
is 52 presently. It must have a value of two at least. The 
maximum available integer number, is about 32,000. 
The amplitude and phase weights of the theoretical and 
actual arrays are stored in four two-dimensionnal real 
arrays of 1 to 52 (or Max_nn_stave) for the staves and of -1 
to 1 for three hydrophones of a stave. The magnitudes are 
normalized from 0 to 1.0 (a linear scale), and the phases 
are in radians. The variables are: 
1. Actual _amp_wg (1:52,-1:1); 
2. Actual_pha_~g (1:52,-1,1); 
3. Theory_amp_wg (1:52,-1:1); and 
4. Theory_pha_wg (1:52,-1:1). 
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The time delays are in seconds. They are stored in an 
array of real element of 1 to 52. The name of the variable 
i$ "Time_delay". 
All spatial locations are stored in three real arrays. 
X and Y are positions of the staves ( 1 to 52). Z is a -1 to 
1 real array for the vertical position 0£' each hydrophon~, 
the same distance for every stave. The names are 
1. X_psn (lc52); 
2. '¥_psn ( 1: 5·2); and 
3. z psn (-1:1). 
If another imp1ementation requires a new Z positions1 .for 
every elements' the variable can become a ( 1: 52) ( 1 :·52) ( -1: 1) 
array. Appendix B shows the details. 
The ·next :structures deal wi1th the different format for 
the beam patterns for both theoretical ahd · actual arrays. 
Two real arrays of -180 to +180 for the· re~tl and the ima1gi;... . 
nary parts of the 'beam pattern are defined. Similar :arrays 
for the magnitude ang phase, and for the dB representation 
are defined. The index of the.:arrays is from -'.180 to +180, 
i.e., one data v~lue for .every degree of the horizontal 
angle, since all beam patterns are function of the hori-
zontal angles. Additionally,· two more arrays are re·quired 
to express the magnitude of the beam pattern in decibels 
into the x and y axes of a polar plot. This is1 ·done to 
simplify the drawing of the curves using the IiPGL which 
requires x, .y pair of points instead of radius and angle. 
The names of the variable are: 
1. Theory_re_bp (-180:180} for real part; 
2.· Theory_im_bp (:-180:180) for the imaginary part; 
3. Theory_mag_bp (-180:180) for the magnitude; 
4. Theory_phase_bp (-180:180) for the phase; 
5. Theory_db_bp (-180:180) for the magnitude in dB; 
6. Theory_db_xaxis (-180:180) for the x axis of· polar 
plot; and 
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7. Theory db yaxis (-180:180) 
plats. 
for the y axis of polar 
All "Actual" array terms are the same as for "theory", 
except that the word "Actual" is used instead of "theory". 
If an implementation requires the use of both vertical 
~nd horizontal angles, it is a simple matter to add another 
dimension of -180 to 180, ar 0 to 360, or whatever angular 
range is required. As an example, if one data point is 
required per degree, the real part becomes Actual~re_bp 
(-180:180,0:360) the first index is for the horizontal 
angle, the second for the vertical one. If only the vertical 
angles -10 to 10 degrees are required, then the variable 
becomes Actual re bp (-180:180,-10:10). Of course, if more 
data point are required; e.g., every one-tenth of a degree, 
the variable is changed to (-1800:1800), since the index is 
not used for the angle as such. 
The value 
0
of the horizontal angle is stored in a real 
array of -180 to 180 elements in degrees named Psi. As 
mentionned before, if more data points are required, the 
size of the array is adjusted accordingly, and the values of 
' 
the array are defined. A variable called Theta can also be 
defined for the vertical angle if it is required. 
Two buffers are used to read the time delays from the 
data stores of time delays. One is called 
"time_del_buffer(1:28)" (real) for transfering the read data 
onto the array used for beam pattern calculation, i.e. , 
"Time_delay". The second one "Temp_td_buffer" is used to 
convert the time delays defined for a positive MRA to its 
mirror image for a negative MRA. Both buffers are used by 
the routine "Define time del". The dimension 1 to 28 is 
defined by the maximum number of elements in any sub-arrays 
(for a given MRA). 
The next set of variables is for the MRA look-up table. 
The real array "Mra" from -38 to +38 is an array of angles 
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in degrees from -170 to 170 degrees defining the an·gle at 
which a set of sub-arrays is defined, eg., at 
0, 5, 10, 15, ... , 160, 165, 166, etc. Thus, if the user 
needs to use an MRA of 6 degrees, the sub-arrays ·defined by 
MRA at 5 degrees will be used. The index -38 to +38 is 
defined by the variable "Mra_index" (integer) which points 
to the information defined by the look.:..up table. As an 
example, if the Mra index is equ~{l to 1, then Mra(Mra_index) 
is equal to 5 dElgrees, etb. The identifidation of the irtdex 
for a requested MRA, is ,done by the· routine 
'''Find mra index". - -
Up to· four sub-arrays can be defined at a given MR.A, the 
first and second l·eft sub-arrays, · and the first arid second 
right sub-arrays·. ·There are always a first left and a first 
right sub-arrays. In this partid1laF system, ·there is no 
. second left sub-array, and for a few angles a second right 
sub-array· :is ··defined. · All sub;;..a:Z:rays· are contiguhus. 
There·fore, the ·first and last e·Iements are required· to 
def1.rie a' sub-array. 
These four sub-arrays are two-dimensional from ;;..38 to 38 
for the MRA index and 1 to 2 for the number of the stave, 
i.e., index 1 is for the first element of the' sub...:array, and 
index 2 is for the. last element. The names are: 
1. Left:_lst_array ( -38: 38, 1: 2 ); 
2. Left_2nd_array (-38:38,1:2); 
3~ Right:_lst_array (-3'8:38,1:2); and 
4. Right_2'.nd_array C-38:38,l:.2); 
The values stored in these arrays vary from 0 to 52 
where 1 to 52 indicates the stave number, and 0 is used to 
indicate no stave number. The value 0 is necessary since an 
array m:ay consist of only orie or no element. The index iden-
tified by the value 1 indicates tlie ntimber of the unitjue 
stave of this sub-array, and the secon'c:f index with 2· has a 
value of 0, or if no elements are used then both are zero. 
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To accelerate the identification process of all second 
sub-arrays, two flags are used to indicate whethe.r there is 
a second sub-array or not. They are: 
1. Flag_2nd_left$(-38:38){1}; and 
2. Fl~g_2nd_right$(-38:38){1}. 
These arrays of one character string are defined for 
every Mra_index, where a flag "Y" indicates the existence of 
the second sub-array, and "N" indicates that there is no 
seco~d sub-arrays. One is used for the left side, the other 
for the right side. 
Currently, the section of code where the computation for 
the left second array is done is deactivated by an addi-
tional flag to accelerate the computation. The flag is 
either "TRUE" (activated) or "FALSE" (deactivated), and it 
is defined as "Left_activate${5}". 
An array of integers stores the total number of elements 
defined at a given MRA by the Mra_index, another one stores 
the total number of elements in the left sub-array (both 
first and second), and similarly for the right sub-array. 
They are: 
1. Tln_nn .element ( -38: 38); 
2. Nn_left_element (-38:38); and 
3. Nn_rght_element (-38:38). 
For the menu "Individual stave change", two important 
flags are used. One indicates. if the user wants to use the 
menu, i.e., to do any changes ("TRUE"), or not ("FALSE"). 
It is defined as "Stave_menu_flag${5}". The second one is 
to indicate whether more staves have to be changed or not 
after the user has accessed the menu. 
"Stay in menu${5}". 
It is defined as 
The main menu (user menu) and the main routine for graph 
output use some important flags for controlling which graph 
is to be made, where, and with what size. The three first 
flags indicate whether the user wants a certain graph 
("YES") or not ("NO"), and they are: 
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1. Graph'._ma_flag${3} f·or the grapn bf normalized magni-
tude; 
2. Graph do flag$ { 3} f'or the graph of the ,magnitude in 
dB; and 
3. Graph_po_flag${3} for the polar plot ·in dB. 
Of course, all flag can be "YES''' or all ''NO" (ho ·graph 
at all)'.. The next one called '1Gtaph_Op_meditim${4}" indi-
c·ates the type Of output medium 'usted for the graph .and its 
size· '(expanded C:fr normal). Presently, six ohbices are 
'available' and. they are: 
·l. GRT : ORT output; 
2. PRHN : Printer HP2671G (Tnermal printer) normal . l size; 
3. PRTN - Printer Thinkj et norrital s·ize; 
4. PRHN = Printer HP2671G (ThermaV printer) 
size; 
5. PR'PN :::: Printer Thin.kjet expanded size; and 
·expanded 
6. PLOT= Plotter normal size (full page in this case). 
When "PLOT" is chosen, a flag called nDo plot${5}" is 
set to1 "TRUE'' to indicate 'the requ·est t6 the graph routine. 
For the output tables, two flags indicate the choice of 
the user, i.e., ''YES'' or ''NO". One is for the output of the 
aperture function, the other for the output· of . the beam 
pattern (logarithmic1.6r linear). The three cnaracter string 
flags are: 
1. Output~in_data$ { 3} for the aperture furlctioh; and 
2. Output_bp_data${3} :eor tb.e be9-m pa1;te~n data (theo-
=' "'" ~ 
ret:i,cal ~;n4 agtua:J,). 
Rqutines "Disp:J,.~y_.,..,input" and "Di~play--:-out;put" also use a 
fla~ 1;:o indicate whether & >'- ''f ~ ,- 0 " -- the data, ~~e 
pr:i,nter or n,ot ("Y" qr "N") . 
-;. ; - J 
;I'he 
outpu1: .oq the li~e 
Il,ame of the flag is 
"Lp_inpu1;:_f:J,.a~${1}" where Lp mean~ liJ;"J,e printer. 
For the menu "indiyidqal ~taves ch~nge", some :j,n,tege.r -- -- - ; . 
variables ::J.re used. The first, c~q.:J,.ed "Stave_nn_se.lect" ,-
indiq~tes. the qurrent qhoice of staye,to be 9b.anged. ~t 
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varies between 1 and 52 but is validated against the choice 
of staves defined at a given MRA. The other indicates the 
choice of hydrophone number to be changed for the selected 
stave, and is called "Hydro nn". It varies from -1 to +l. 
For padding, the number of capacitors is specified by the 
variable "Padding_level" from zero. to three, where zero 
means no c~pacitors, and three means three capacitors. 
~or the MRA index, the user chooses an MRA between -180 
to 180 degrees, which can be 93.689 degrees fc;>r example. 
This value is stored in "Requested_mra" (real). It is then 
adjusted for the system program in the form of a rounded 
MRA, eg., 95 degrees, in a<;:cordance with the MRA choices 
defined in the data store (1;:he arl:lay Mra). The name of the 
variable is "Used_mra" (real). 
Finally, standard data variables are defined for some of 






Freq for frequency in Hertz; 
Speed for the speed of sound in the medium in m/sec; 
Lambda is for the wavelength in m; . 
Normal factor is for the normalization factor of the 
;beam pattern; and 
5. Temp_mag and Temp_phase are used to temporarily store 
the values of magnitude and phase of the relative 
complex .sensitivity of an hydrophone or a stave. 
B. LOOK-UP TABLES AND DATA STORES 
Four data stores are used in the program, three are from 
the internal data store (with DATA statement), one is 
external from disk. Eventually, a fifth data store could be 
defined for the aperture window coefficients if more elabo-
rate window algorithms are used such as an Hamming, or a 
Blackman, or a Dolph-Chebyshev window. 
The first data store is for the definition of the X, Y, 
and Z spatial positions of all the staves and hydrophones of 
the conformal array. 
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In routin~ '''.Qefine_hydr_ps:p.", Di\,TA sta:t~ments constitute 
the look-up table for the x and y positions in meters. They 
are read and assigned to the· X and Y positions of all staves 
from 1 to 26. Then a mirror image is made for the other 26 
staves. Tthe values for the 'x and y positions are adjusted 
in accordance with the coordinate sys~em of Chapter 2, i.e., 
the origin is in the middle of the conformal array. The Z 
position is only defined by assignment statements for the 
three hydrophones of a stave. Table VI provides the 
resulting x and y position in meters for all the staves. 
The values fo"t: the Z position are: 
1. Hydrophone 'A:. -0. 762 m; 
2. Hydrophone B: 0.0 m; and 
3. Hydrophone: C: +O. 762 .m. 
The data are read then transferred into the position 
array "X_psn", "Y...:.psn", and "Z psn". 
The next data store is for the information relevant to 
the sub-arrays defined by a specific array. The variable 
mentioned in the .section about the database are assigned the 
values defined by the DATA sstatements (forming a look-up 
1' 
table) in the routine "Arl'!ay. defn". The MRA varies from 0 
to 165 degrees in steps of 5 degrees~' then from 166 to 170 
degrees in steps of 1 degree. The negative counterpart of 
MRA is a mirror image of the positive MRA, e.g., stave 1 
i 
correspond to stave 52, etc. 
For a given MRA, a DATA statement contains the following 
values: 
1. MRA value, e.g. , 165 ( 165 degrees); 
2. Total number of elements, e.g., 17; 
i 
3. Number of elements in the left sub-arrays, e.g., 9; 
4. Flag of left second sub-array, e.g. "N"; 
5. F1irst element of 'first· left sub-array, e.g., 37; 
6. Second elemeht of firs:t left sub-arr'ay, ·e.g., 45 






x AND y POSITIONS OF THE STAVES 
STAVE H X POSITION Y POSITION 
-tera met era 
1 -7.323 -4.382 
2 -6.719 -4»331 
3 -6.115 -4.277 
4 '"'5.589 -4.254 
5 -4.909 -4.158 
6 .,.4,306 -4.093 
7 -3.704 -4.020 
8 -3.194 -3·.963 
9 -2.530 -3.866 
10 --1,899 -3.780 
11 -1.301 -3.689 
12 -.700 . -3.594 
13 -.104 -3.489 
14 .492 -3.380 
15 .980 -3.265 
16 1.797 -3.072 
17 2.263 -2.970 
18 2.846 -2.805 
19 3.424 -2.619 
20 3.991 -2.408 
21 4.549 -2.112 
22 5.127 -1.911 
23 5,608 -l..608 
24 6.080 -l..22t; 
25 6.535 -. 818 
26 6.859 -.305 
27 6,859 .305 
28 6.535 .818 
29 6,080 l..226 
30 5.608 l..608 
31 5.127 l.. 9l.l. 
32 4.549 2.112 
33 3.991 2.408 
34 3,424 2.619 
35 2.846 2.805 
36 2.263 2.970 
37 1.797 3.072 
38 .980 3.265 
39 .492 3.380 
40 -.104 3.489 
41 -.700 3.594 
42 -l.301 3.689 
43 -1.899 3.780 
44 -2.530 3.866 
45 -3.l.94 3.963 
46 -3.704 4.020 
47 -4.306 4.093 
48 -4.909 4.158 
49 -5.589 4.254 
50 -6.1;1.5 4.277 
5l. -6.719 4.331 
52 -7.323 4.382 
First element of th~ second left sub-array, e.g., 
Second element of the second left sub-array, e.g., 




10. Flag of right second sub-array, e.g.· ''Y"; 
11. First element of first right sub-array, e.g., 46; 
12. Second element of first right sub-array, e.g., 52 
(i.e. from 46 to 52); 
13. First element of the second right sub~array, e.g., 1 
(only one element); 
14. Second element of the second left sub-array, e.g., O; 
Table I shows 'the complete stave selection for ahy 1posi-
tive MR.A implemented for this program. 
The next data store· is for the time delays applied to a 
1stave/hydrophones at a given MRA and for• a given speed of 
sound. Only few real time delays were implemented, the 
oth'ers receive · a linear time delays of 61. 5 micrc>'secortds 
starting from.the center or the array and increasing o'utward 
(i.e., 61.5·, 123.0, 184.5, etc.). The left side sub-array 
receives negative time tl~1ays, 
delays. 
the right one a positive 
For the real tiine delays presently available, the 
routine "Define time del"' has the values of t:he time delays 
expressed as DATA stateme~ts forming a look-up table. For 
the MRA with real time delays', the data are read and put 
into a buffer of 28 elements. If fewer time delays a;re 
required fo~ a sub-array with fewer s~aves, the remainder of 
the 28 elements are assigned a dela~s of 0. Thay are then 
assigned to their proper location in the array "Time_delay" 
to be used for the calculation of the beam pattern. The 
delays are in seconds and are positive or negative. 
For examples, for +90 degrees, the first datum is about 
-2500 microseconds which is then assigned to the 27th term 
(i.e. stave) of the array "Time_delay". The 26th data read 
is the last one needed for the sub-arrays, since only 26 
staves are used at 90 degrees, and it is about +2500 micro-
seconds. It is assigned- to the 52nd term of the array 
"Time_delay". Since the buffer contains 28 terms, the last 
two remaining terms are equal to zero. 
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For negative MR.A, the time delays are also the mirror 
image of the positive MR.A time delays. The 
"Time del buffer" is also used to skip the time delays of 
other MR.A, e.g., skip delays of 0, 5, 10, ... , up to 85 for 
the MRA of 90 degrees. This is required since the data 
statements cannot be randomly accessed. 
The last data store is on disk. For every frequency 
group defined in the program, such as 50, 100, 150, 200, 
300, etc. up to 5000 Hz, a file exists on a disk containing 
the relative complex sensitivities of all 52 staves. This 
file is generated by a different program which produce files 
of magnitude in decibels and phase in degrees for all 52 
staves at a given frequency from 52 files of complex sensi-
tivities a.s function of frequency. The values are converted 
in a linear scale and in radians into the data variables for 
the actual array (see database section). The theoretical 
complex sensitivities are defined by direct assignments of 
1. 0 for the magnitude and 0 for the phase. 
If no disks are used, the actual complex sensitivities 
are defined as the theoreti"cal values, and the user can then 
' 
change the values with the "Individual staves change" menu. 
C. DATABASE DEFINITION LISTING 
The database is defined at lines 1450 to 2800 of the 





1. Product OveFView 
The sqftware program "SUB ARRAY" for sub1J.1ar:ine array 
has b;een developed for t:he ipurpose of predicting the extent 
of array performance degradation resulting from missing, 
padded or complex weighted hydrophones· in the AN/BQR-7 
passj'.,ve s.onar systeltl.· The program is a stand-alone user'-
friencily pac!tage running on any liP .9000 Seri.es 200 mici:."o-
computer with extended memory an.4 floating point 
co-processor. The program is written in HP BASIC 3.0 
l,·angqa,ge (a structured programming lang'l,lage) and is fully 
clocumenteci. 
For given ·submarj'.,ne type·; tzhe. pJfogram simulat:e~ the 
perf Ol:':IJ.lance :of the conf q~al array as function of f.requency, 
speed of SQund, ma~imqm response angle or MR.A· (bearing), 
mode of qp.eration~ and the actual complex relativ;e S;ensi-
tivity of the hydrophones. 
The algor:i:thms used are b.ased on array theory. Both 
theoretical and degraded ( act14al) far._ field beam pat:terns or 
ciirectivity functions are computed.• 'I:he program produces 
both tabular and graphical representatibons of the output and 
t:he CQIJ.lp),.e~ sensitivities useci. Sensitivity loss and 
t:rapking correction are also .easily readable fr.om the 
graphs. 
Many self-exp],.anatory menus are used to reduce to 
simplify the process of putting in data. All input parame-
ters have default values. 
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2. Terminology and Basic Features 
The far-field beam pattern is also called the direc-
tivity function. It is the a~gular functional dependence of 
the normalized sound pressure amplitude at a large distance 
from the source. The maximum response angle (MRA) is the 
bearing of the main lobe in degrees. The MRA varies from 
-180 to 180 degrees, where 0 degrees is the straight ahead 
bearing towardthe bow of the submarine. The hydrophone's 
complex relative sensitivity, also called complex weight, is 
basically the expression of the frequency response 0f the 
hydrophone. It is expressed as a magnitude in dB from 0 dB 
to -40 dB and a phase from 0 to 360 degrees. A stave is a 
group of three hydrophones conneeted in parallel and aligned 
vertically. These three hydrophones are labeled A, B, and C 
or -1, 0, and 1. 
The program has three main menus. The first one 
allows the operator to input the basic parameters of the 
program, i.e., frequeney (Hz), speed of sound (m/sec), MRA 
(degrees), and mode of operation ("SUM" or "DIFF"), and also 
the types of output, i.e .. , table of complex sensitivities, 
table of beam pattern data, the three graph types of the 
beam pattern. 
The second menu allows the operator to change the 
status of the individual hydrophones used at a given MRA. 
Al~ changes are temporary for a run, it is not stored on 
disk, nor on a permanent tables. When the program is 
executed again, the changes are lost. The following three 
actions can be taken with this second menu, and they are all 
controlled by a sub-menu: 
1. Disconnect a stave or any of its hydrophones; 
2. Pad a stave with one, two, or three capacitors; and 
3. Change the complex sensitivities (magnitude and 
phase) of any hydrophones. 
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After the beam patterns had been 'computed, which 
requires about 1!'Wo to four minutes, a last nienu is used to 
allow the operator' to make a choice of the size of the graph 
(expanded or normal for the :priritler) and the medium (screen, 
printer, or plotter). 
The program goes on a ''PAUSE" m:ode while tlie user 
anafyse a graph, then the next graph, if requested, will' be 
displayed at the user command. 
The user is kept informed at all times of what is 
being done. All inputs are checked for validity and plausi-
bility. This reduces the probability for entering unreason-
able data. 
3. Summary of Outputs 
Table VII shows a typical table of the complex rela-
tive sensitivities for both the theoretical and actual sub-
~rray defined for a given MRA. Table VIII shows a table of 
,the theoretical and actual beam pattern data as function of 
the horizontal angle (in degrees) for both normalized magni-
tude (from 0 to 1.0) and decibels scale (dB). 
Figure C.l shows a polar plot of the beam p~ttern in 
decibels where only the "visible" region is shown, i.e., 
MRA - 90 degrees to MRA + 90 degrees. The polar plot is the 
suggested graph type for operational use. Figure C.2 shows 
a graph of the beam pattern in dB as function of the hori-
zontal angle using rectangular coordina~es. Here, the angle 
varies from - 180 to 180 degrees, since this graph type is 
used for academic or development purposes. Figure C.3 shows 
a figure similar to C.2 except that the beam pattern is on a 
linear scale from 0 to 1.0. The main lobe is much more 
significant with a linear scale. Figure C.4 shows a polar 
plot of the beam pattern in decibels for the same case as in 
Figure C.l except the mode of operation is "DIFF" instead of 
"SUM". All graphs possess a legend. 
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Finally, when a printer (Thinkjet or thermal) is 
used, an expanded graph can be generated. The expanded 
graph covers a whole page instead of the normal size which 
is about half a page. However, the quality of the expanded 
graph is reduced due to the implementation done by HP. The 
purpqse of this g+aph is to provide a better curve of the 
beam pattern. Figure C.5 shows an expanded graph (polar 
plot) done on a Thinkjet printer. 
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TABLE VIII 
1'HEORETICAL AND ACTUAL ARRAY BEAM PATTERN DATA 
THE REQUESTED MRA • 0 degrees 
THE USED MRA . 0 degreets 
THE MODE OF OPERATION • SUM 
The execution ti~e to coMpute the bee~ pattern was BB5.4900Z075Z SEC 
••• COMPUTED MAGNITUDE BEAM PATTERN DATA ••• 
ANGLE THEORETICAL ACTUAL 
degrees NorMalized dB NorMalized dB 
----------------------------~---------------------------------
-IB0 .15053 -16.45 .15053 -16.45 
-170 .03805 -ZB .• 39 .03805 -ZB.39 
-160 .03531 -Z9.03 .03537 -Z9.03 
-150 .05104 -ZS.84 .05104 -Z5.B4 
-140 .01575 -36.06 .01575 -36.06 
-130 .08801 -Zl. 11 .0B801 -Zl.11 
-IZ0 ,09196 -ztiJ.13 .09196 -Z0.73 
-110 .0S0BZ -Z!:!.88 .0S0BZ -ZS.BB 
-100 .031 lB -30.13 .03116 -30.13 
-90 .0B945 -z0.91 .08945 -Z0.97 
-B0 .1Z7Z3 -17.91 .1Z7Z3 -17.91 
-70 .1Z758 -17.88 .1Z758 -17.BB 
-60 .Z103B -13.54 .z10a0 -13.54 
-50 .341B9 -s.3Z .3418.9 -9.3Z 
-40 .4Z6Z0 -7.41 .4Z6Z0 -7.41 
-30 .4Z100 -7.51 .4Z100 -7.51 
-Z0 .31659 -9.99 .31659 -9.99 
-10 .31617 -10.00 .31617 -10.00 
0 1.00000 ti.00 I.~ 0.00 
10 .30azs -10.zz .308ZS -10.zz 
Z0 .31570 -10.01 .31570 -10.01 
30 .39467 -8.08 .39467 -8.08 
40 .4ZSBI -7.42 .4Z581 -7.4Z 
50 .33643 -9.46 .33643 -9.46 
60 .1888B -14.49 .18888 -14.48 
70 .IZ479 -18.08 • IZ479 -18.08 
80 • IZ3Z1 -JB.19 .1Z3ZI -18.19 
90 .0B713 -zl.Z0 .08713 -Zl .Z0 
100 .030Z8 -30.38 .030Z8 -30.38 
110 .04359 -z7.z1 .04359 -Z7.Z1 
IZ0 .080Z0 -Z1.9Z .0B0Z0 -Z1.9Z 
130 .0'7B71 -ZZ.08 .07871 -ZZ.08 
140 .01573 -36.07 .01573 -36.07 
150 .06156 -Z4.Z1 .06156 -Z4.Z1 
160 .03773 -Z8.47 .03773 -ZB.47 
170 .06ZB7 -z4.03 .06ZB7 -Z4.03 
180 .15053 -16.45 .15053 -16.45 
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Figi.ire C'. 11' Polar: 'Plot of Bi!cim Pattern in dB. 
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Figure C~2 Magnitude of Beam Pattern in dB. 
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Figure C.3 Nortnalized tta~ni~ude of Beam Pattern. 














29 Nov 1995 DIFF Frequenbyt 1000 
Figure C.4 Polar Plot of Beam Pattern with "DIFF" Mode. 
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Figure C.5 Expanded Printed Polar Plot of Beam Pattern. 
B. GETTING STARTED 
1. Start UP 
A minimum of three floppy disks are used. One disk 
called the "right" disk contains the HP BASIC 3.0 system 
with the autostart program. The second disk called "left" 
disk contains the HP BASIC language extension. Finally, 
the third disk contains the program "SUB ARRAY" which is 
about 850 sectors long (about 210 Kbytes). If the HP BASIC 
3.0 Compiler is used, a fourth floppy disk is required: the 
binary code of the compiler. 
The first step is to insert the "left" and "right" 
floppy disks in the left (number 1) and the right (number O) 
disk drives, then boot the system by tur~ing the computer on 
or by pushing the "RESET" key. The BASIC system and its 
extensions are then read into the computer. The LED of the 
disk drives should light up. This process takes about two 
minutes. 
A question is asked if the user whether wants to use 
the BASIC compiler or not. The use of the compiler cuts 
down the calculation by a factor two. If the answer is no, 
type "N" then press the key ''ENTER", the floating point 
routine is then read. If the answer is yes, type "Y" 
instead, next the user is requested to replace the left disk 
by the "BC203 BASIC Language Compiler 3.0" disk with the 
serial number matching the floating point coprocessor board 
serial number. After insertien, press the "CONTINUE" key. 
When the routines are all loaded, the following 
lines are displayed: 
1. "Fast floating point routine active" (no compiler) or 
"BC 203' BASIC Language Compiler Version 3.0 active" 
(if the compiler is used"; and 
2. "Custom 3.0 BASIC booted and left disk drive is 
active". 
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The main p:r;og:r;am "~UB_ARRAY" can then be entered in 
memory. Remov.e all disks and insert the disk "SUB ARRAY" in 
the left disk drive. Next· type: Load "SUB ARRAY". Th~n 
press the key "EXEC.t:JTE". Aft~r a minute or tw;o the program 
is loaded. This is indicated when the disk driver stops 
rotating. 
One last step, if the 





formed into compiled code. 
The program is now reaqy ,td be run. Remove all 
disks, and simply press the key "RUN" to execute the 
program. The prqg:r;a1ll .. c~n be st;opped at any time by pressing 
the key "PAUSE" and ~hen continued by pJ:essing the key 
"CONTINUE". This does not apply wheD; a peripheral is used, 
i.e., a printer or a plotter. To stop a peripheral and the 
program, press the key "STOP". The program can always be 
re-executed by pressing the key "RUN" 
2. Input, Menus, and Options 
The first message shown to 
which provides the title and purpo·se 
"CONTINUE" when dpne. I~ the c;iat:e 
the user is Figure C.6 
of the program. Press 
and bhe time need to be 
entered, the user will be requested to do so by the message 
in Figure C.7 This is done only once when the program is run 
for the first time after booting. 
Statements of what is being executed are shown at 
the bottom of the screen, 
being read, when the program 
about wether real data values 
such as, hydrophone locations 
is running, etc. A question 
of actual relative sensitivi-
ties from disk file are to be used instead of the default 
values, is then asked. If the answer :Ls "Y", insert the disk 
"FREQ" in the right disk driver. Then the first menu is 
provided as in Figure C.8 to change the basic parameters of 
the program and to 'choose the outputs.· Softkeys are used to 
cha~ge the def~u+t valu~s. The follow;i~g list the function 
of the keys: 
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SOFTYARE PROGRAM TO COMPUTE THE 
HORIZONTAL BEAM PATTERN OF A 
HULL MOUNTED CONFORMAL ARRAY OF HYDROPHONES 
U.S. NAVAL POSTGRADUATE SCHOOL - MONTEREY. CA 
OCTOBER 1985 
by 
Capt Sylvain FLEURANT 
Canadian ArMed Forces 
*** Press CONiINUE to execute the prograM *** 
Figure C.6 Program Title. 
Enter the date and tiMe, SEPARATED b.y a COMMA, 
in the EXACT f or~at shown below: 
4 JUL 1985,9:08 
Don't use leading zeroes EXCEPT for MINUTES 
Date MONTH Year <4 digits), Hours:Minutes 
Figure C.7 Change Date and Time. 
1. Key O: Output a table of the theoretical and actual 
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array complex relative sensitivities of the hydro-
phones used for a given MRA; 
2. Key 1: Output a table of the beam pattern data as 
function of the horizontal angle; 
3. Key 2, 3, and 4: For the three graph types; 
4. . Key 5: Frequency in }iz; 
5. Key 6: MRA in degrees between - 180 to 180 degrees; 
6. Key 7: Speed of sound in m/sec from 1400 to 1600 
m/sec; 
7. Key 8: Mode - "SUM" or "DIFF"; and 














OUTPUT HYDRO SENSITIVITY 
OUTPUT BEAM PATTERN DATA 
GRAPH OF'MAG. IN dB. 
GRAPH OF NORM. MAG. 
POLAR GRAPH OF MAG. 
OPERATING FREQUENCY 
.MRA 
SPEED OF SOUND in water 
MOOE of OPERATION 
STARTS PROGRAM 











your choice is different then the d~fa~lt values shown 
OUTPUT HVOROPHIOUTPUT 8.PATTEIMAGNITUOE dB !NORMALIZE MAGNIPOLAR PLOT MAG 
FREQUENCY IMRA !SPEED of SOUNDIMOOE !START 
Figure C.8 ·Main Menu. 
; 
' 
Ag:ain, more statements are provided to indicate what 
is being executed. Afterwards, another menu is shown, see 
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Figure C.9, asking if the user wants to change the status of 
any staves or hydrophones. Softkeys KO and Kl are used for 
input. The next section shows the details of this menu. 
IT IS POSSIBLE TO CHANGE MANUALLY 
THE INDIV.IDUAL COMPLEX SENSITIVITIES <MAGNITUDE AND PHASE> 
OF ANY HYDROPHONES USED AT A GIVEN MRA 
PRESS K0 TO USE THIS MENU 
PRESS Kl TO PROCEED WITHOUT ANY CHANGE 
CHANGE RQD !NO CHANGE 
Figure C.9 Individual Change Menu Request. 
The beam pattern is then computed. 
about two to four minutes. The time used to 
tion is also displayed. Figure C.10 shows 
the end of the calculations. 
This requires 
do the computa-
the display at 
If any tables are required, a few questions are then 
asked .. For the table of complex sensitivities, Figure C.11 
shows the display requesting whether the table is to be 
displayed or printed. Similarly, for the table of beam 
patten data, Figure C.12 indicates the request for the steps 
of the horizontal angles to be used, e.g., every five or ten 
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************************************************************* 
THE CALCULATION OF THE THEORETICAL BEAM PATTERN 
WILL TAKE ABOUT Z MIN. 
STARTING THEORETICAL OFT 
THEORETICAL· BEAM PATTERN COMPUTATION DONE 
THE CALCULATION OF THE ACTUAL ARRAY BEAM PATTERN 
WILL ALSO TAKE Z MIN. 
************************************************************* 
STARTING ACTUAL ARRAY DPT 
ACTUAL ARRAY BEAM PATTERN COMPUTATION DONE 
TIME TO COMPUTE BOTH BP ~ .ZS SECONDS. 
Figure C . 1.0 Beam Patte~ CaJ.cul)itions .. 
degrees. A choice of the medium, CRT or printer is also 
requested. Then the table is cleared. It is possible to 
pause the program (press "PAUSE") to scroll the data with 
the knob if the table was displayed on the CRT. 
If no graphs were requested, a 
this fact is shown for about five seconds, 
stops. 
message indicating 
then tne program 
If any graphs were requested, the lollowing pro
1
ce-
, '' t-'' '+ ,, ""' ' 
dure is done for every graph. The graph is first displayed 
for two seeo.nds, next a menu' is show'n reque·sting the size 
and medium to provide the graph. Figure C. l) .shows th~ menu 
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REQUEST FOR OUTPUT OF THE TABLE OF 
THE COMPLEX RELATIVE SENSITIVITIES OF ALL 
THE HYDROPHONES USED FOR THE CHOSEN MRA 
DO YOU WANT THE COMPLEX SENSITIVITIES ON THE PRINTER ? <Y or N> 
Figure C.11 Complex Sensitivities Table Output Medium. 
THE TABLE OF THE NORMALIZED MAGNITUDE 
RECTANGULAR AND dB FORMATS 
OF THE BEAM PATTERN CURVES WILL BE DISPLAYED 
AS FUNCTION OF THE HORIZONTAL ANGLE 
BOTH THEORITICAL AND DEGRADED CONDITION CASE 
PLEASE. PROVlDE THE INCREMENTAL STEPS FOR THE ANGLE 
FOR EXAMPLE. EVERY 1 OR S OR 10 DEGREES. 
ENTER THE STEP FOR THE ANGLES IN DEGREES 
DO YOU WANT THE BEAM PATTERN DATA ON THE PRINTER? <Y or N> 
Figure C.12 Beam Pattern Data Output. 
with the options. Note: Toggle (key 0) allows the user to 
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look at the graph and then to return to the menu to make 
choice. Both the knob on the keyboard and key 
can be used to move the cursor (the arrow 
selection. 
Use shift and knob to J'IOVe. Plarker ~o a ;;eiec:tion 







NORMAL CHALF PAGE> 
EXPANDED <FULL PAGE> 
NORMAL CHA~F PAGE> 
EXPANDED <FULL PAGE> 
NORMAL <FULL PAGE> 
Use KNOB or KEY 3 and, KEY 4 to 111ove the 111arker 
Press KEY 0 to see your graph again and back 
Pr~H' KEY 9 wheta a selection is l'iade 
TOGGLE V <DOWN> 
3 and key 
=>) to 
I "' CUP> 
IENTER CHOIC 




After a s.election is made, Figure C.14 is displayed. 
It indicates that after the graph has been output, the user 
can go to 'the rtext features (next graph or end of the 
program) by simply pressing the key "CONTINUE''. 
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Your request will be executed. 
When you are done, 
Please press CONTINUE to go to the next feature 
After you have read this • press CONTINUE 
Figure C.14 Graph Output Message. 
At the end of the program, the screen ,is cleared, 
and the following two sentences are displayed: 
1. PROGRAM TERMINATION; and 
2. Press RUN to re-start the program to compute new beam 
pattern. 
3. Sample Runs 
Chapter five of this thesis shows a large set of 
typical results obtained for different frequency, MRA, sound 
speed, and actual complex sensitivities. 
C. ADVANCED FEATURES 
1. Menu for Individual Stave Changes 
The second menu allows the user to change the status 
of any hydrophones used at a given MRA. The following 
choice is available: 
1. Disconnect a stave o~ any of its hydrophones; 
2. Pad a stave with up to th~ee capacitors; 
3. Specify the magnitude and phase of the sensitivity of 
any hydrophone; and 
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4. Exit when done. 
All the choices are also provided with a sub-menu 
where the option "exit" (key 9) can be used to get out at 
any time, even if no changes are l:!equired. 
Figure C.15 shows first display if the second menu 
is used. It shows the. st~ves that can be changed and 
request which one to change.' Enter a choice. Next a sub-
menu is provided (Figure C.16) to request one of the options 
of the previous paragraph. 
If "disconnect" is chosen, the sub-menu of Figure 
C.17 is provided. If padding is chosen, the sub-menu of 
Figure C.18 is provided. Moreover, if "individual complex 
weights change" is chosen, the sub-menu of Figure C .19 .is 
displayed, where a hydrophone is to be chosen. Then another 
sub-menu (Figure C.20) requests the new amplitude and/or 
phase sensitivity of the hydrophone. The previous and new 
values of the complex sensitivity are shown. More an 
hydrophones of the selected stave can be chosen. The user ' , " "" ,, 
may return to the main menu by exiting with the key 9 
(EXIT). 
Again, the selection of staves is provided to the 
user and a stave number is requested. Proc~ed if you want 
more changes, or simply enter any valid value and exit (with 
the following sub-menu) to proceed to the ·calculation of the 
beam pattern. 
2. Linear Grap~ and Expanded Graph 
As mentioned earll.er, when a graph is printed on a 
thermal or a: Thirtkjet printer, two options of size are 
available: rtormal and expanded. The normal size covers only 
half a page, while the expanded one covers a full page. 
However, tlie clarity of the printing :Cs poor as showhn in 
Figure C.5 Nevertheless, the expanded graph allows a better 
reading of the curves. 
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MRA = 0 degrees 
TOTAL NUMBER OF ELEMENT = ZS 
THERE ARE 14 ELEMENTS IN THE LEFT ARRAY 
FROM 13 TO ZB 
THERE ARE 14 ELEMENTS IN THE RIGHT ARRAY 
FROM 27 TO 40 
ENTER THE STAVE NUMBER TO CHANGE IN THE RANGE SHOWN ABOVE 
Figure C.15 Stave Choice for Changes. 
D. PROGRAM LIMITATIONS. 
The program was implemented for one class of submarine, 
with a limited set of real time delays defined for only one 
sound speed. MRA's are available in increments of five 
degrees. If the operator choose an intermediate MRA, the 
program will round off to the nearest five de~rees. 
To obtain the second mode of operation, the whole 
program has to be re-run. The same applies for a new 
frequency, a new MRA, or a new sound speed. Changes in the 
second menu are only temporary. 
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MRA • 0 degrees 
TOTAL NUMBER OF ELEMENT a ZS 
THERE ARE 14 ELEMENTS IN THE LEFT ARRAY 
FROM 13 TO ZS 
THERE ARE 14 ELEMENTS IN THE RIGHT ARRAY 
FROM Z7 TO 40 
KEY 0 - DISCONNECT A STAVE OR A HYDROPHONE 
KEY 1 - STAVE PADDING WITH CAPACITORS 
KEY Z - ALLOW INDIVIDUAL CHANGES OF COMPLEX SENSITIVITY 
KEY 9 - EXIT FROM THIS MENU 
THE STAVE SELECTED IS NUMBER ZS 
DISCONNECT I PADDING I INDIVIDUAL 
I IEXIT 
Figure C.16 Options for Individual Status Changes. 
The program does not take in consideration the movement 
of the submarine or the target. 
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KEY 0 - DISCONNECT HYDROPHONE A CTOP> 
KEY 1 - DISCONNECT HYDROPHONE 8 <CENTER> 
KEY Z - DISCONNECT HYDROPHONE C (BOTTOM> 
KEY 3 - DISCONNECT ALL HYDROPHONES OF THE STAVE 
KEY 9 - EXIT THIS MENU UITHOUT ANY CHANGES 
THE STAVE SELECTED IS NUMBER ZS 
HYDRO A lHYDRO B 
I 
!HYDRO C IALL HYDRO 




THIS HENU ALLOWS PAOOIN6 OF A ~TAVE 
KEY I - PADDIN1;7 Wil)i ()NE.CAPACITOR 
KEY Z - PADDING UITH TUO CAPACITORS 
KEY z - PADDING WITH THREE CAPACITORS 
KEY 9 - EXIT.THIS MENU Wil)iOUT CHANGES 
THE STAVE SELECTED IS NUMBER Z6 
It CAPACITORS IZ CAPACITORS 13 CAPACITORS I 
I I IEXIT 
Figure C.18 Pad the Stave Menu. 
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INDIVIDUAL COMPLEX SENSITIVITY CHANGES 
THIS MENU ALLOWS TO CHANGE THE COMPLEX SENSITIVITY 
OF ANY HYDROPHONES OF A PRE-SELECTED STAVE 
KEY 0 - CHANGE COMPLEX SENSITIVITY OF HYDROPHONE A 
KEY 1 - CHANGE COMPLEX SENSITIVITY OF HYDROPHONE B 
KEY Z - CHANGE COMPLEX SENSITIVITY OF HYDROPHONE C 
KEY 9 - EXIT THIS MENU WITHOUT CHANGES 
THE STAVE SELECTED IS NUMBER ZS 
HYDRO A 
Figure C.19 
IHYDRO B IHYDRO_C 
I 
Complex Sensitivity Changes Menu. 
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lEXIT 
ACTUAL COMPLEX SENSITIVITIES BEFORE IHE CHANGES 
STAVE # • Z6 .HYDROPHONE # a 0 
MAGNITUDE -·11. 1955491374 dB. 
PHASE 0 degrees 
KEY 0 - CHANGE AMPLITUDE IN dB OF CHOOSEN HYDRQPtfONE 
KEY 1 - CHANGE !='HASE •IN DEGREES OF CHOOSEN HYDROPHONE 
!<EV 9 :.. EXIT THIS MENU IJHEN DONE OR IF·NO CHANGES ARE REQUIRED 
MAGNITUDE PHASE 
IEXIT 





Only a few pages of the cross reference of the main 
program are provided to illustrate its format and useful-
ness. 
























1565 <-DEF 8580 8595 9005 9010 90Z0 
911.5 91Z0 9130 9835 9850 10385 13040 
13400 13455 135z0 13535 13545 13560 13570 
136Z0 14975 14980 14985 15045 15050 15055 
15Z15 15ZZ0 15ZZ5 15335 15340 15345 15390 
15775 15870 15900 16000 16030 
1715 <-DEF 11Z40 11310 166Z0 Z05Z0 Z0530 
17Z5 <-DEF 11310 Z1935 Z1945 Z1960 21970 
1730 <-DEF 11310 Z1935 Z1945 Z1960 Z1970 
1690 <-DEF 11060 14985 15055 15170 15ZZ5 
1700 <-DEF 11060 11135 11140 11Z00 11Z40 
1580 <-DEF 9830 10605 13045 13115 13Z30 
13795 13875 13910 14970 15040 15155 15Z10 
15775 15870 15900 16000 16030 












16620 19635 19645 
13285 13405 13460 
15330 15385 157Z5 
1685 <-DEF 11060 14980 15050 15165 15ZZ0 15340 15395 
Z1315 Z1330 Zl370 Z1375 Z1380 21395 Z1410 Z1430 Z1440 Z1450 
Z1455 Z1465 Z1475 Z1490 Zl505 Z~5Z0 Z1530 Z1535 Z1545 Z1555 
Z1560 Z1570 Zl595 Z1600 Z1610 Z1620 Z1635 Z1650 Z1690 
19360 19375 19440 19515 19790 Z0Z65 Z0280 Z0345 Z0400 Z0680 
Z1ZZ0 Z1Z30 Z1Z70 Z1320 Z1600 Z1605 Zl645 Z17Z5 Z1750 Z1785 
Z21Z0 
Z445 <-DEF Z875 Z885 Z895 Z905 Z910 Z9Z0 Z9Z5 Z930 
3085 5065 5070 5075 5085 5090 5095 5100 5105 5115 
51Z0 51Z5 5130 5135 
Z0900 <-DEF Z17Z5 Z1730 Zl735 Z1740 Z1750 Z1755 Z1760 Z1765 
Z645 <-DEF 3130 3140 5115 56Z5 5655 5660 5690 6030 
14Z10 14Z80 14395 14450 14570 14625 14960 15030 15145 15200 
15320 15375 18730 
2560 <-DEF 3215 Z1830 21865 Z1870 Z1935 21940 
Z595 <-DEF 218Z5 Zl830 
Z570 <-DEF 3Z25 21840 Z1885 Z1890 21895 21955 Z1960 21965 
2610 <-DEF Z1825 21840 
2635 <-DEF 3205 17060 17255 17450 184Z0 18470 18505 18675 
18870 18890 19175 19215 19230 19355 194Z5 19555 Z0070 Z0105 
201Z5 Z0Z60 Z0330 Z0440 Z0990 Zl045 Z1075 Zl190 
6270 <-DEF 6Z90 6305 6315 6345 6350 
Z490 <-DEF 8Z40 8455 8485 8515 8545 8575 8580 9535 
9565 9595 98Z5 9830 9835 9850 10385 10605 
Z355 <-DEF 37Z5 3730 3735 3740 3860 3865 3870 3875 
4345 4350 4355 4360 4365 4370 4375 4380 4385 4390 
4395 4400 4430 4435 4440 4445 4450 4455 4460 4465 
4470 4475 4485 4490 4505 4510 4515 45Z0 45Z5 4530 
4535 4545 4550 4565 10850 10855 10860 11115 111Z0 111Z5 
11135 11140 11150 1Z100 1Z1Z5 IZ130 1ZZ05 1ZZ10 1Z230 1ZZ35 
1Z290 12Z95 IZ365 1Z370 IZ390 12395 124Z0 14180 14Z10 14Z30 
14Z35 14280 14300 14305 14395 14415 144Z0 14450 14470 14475 
14570 14590 14595 14625 14645 14650 14695 14930 14960 14980 
14985 15030 15050 15055 15145 15165 15170 15200 t52Z0 15ZZ5 
15320 15340 15345 15375 15395 15400 15445 16615 166Z0 16625 
Z355 <-DEF 119Z0 11930 11985 11990 11995 1Z010 IZ015 IZ0Z0 
19595 19600 19605 Z0480 Z0485 Z0490 Z1Z65 Z1Z70 Z1Z75 Z1870 





















Z650 <-OEF 3140 5690 6030 14210 14Z80 14395 14450 !4570 
14625 14960 15030 15145 15200 15320 15375 
19360 19365 19445 19510 19780 Z0265 20270 Z0350 Z0395 Z0670 
Z12Z0 21Z30 ZlZ70 Zl3Z0 Z1535 Z1540 Z1565 Z1730 Zl755 Zl785 
Z2105 Z2110 ZZ125 
1975 <-OEF 4370 4455 4460 '72'05 7700 1Z120 12470 13010 
14Z05 14955 15715 
1985 <-OEF 4375 .4470 4475 4485 4490 7295 7305 
73Z0 7335 7170 i700 7795 7825 1Zt70 111e0 IZ185 
122ZS 12520 12530 12535 1ZS45 12575 t316S 13175 13180 
13250 14360 14370 14375 14385 14445 15110 15120 15125 
15195 15830 15840 15845 15855 15890 
24ZS <-OEF 3190 18930 19625 Z0510 Z1930 
Z415 <-OEF 3195 18895 19580 20470 Zl860 




2355 <-OEF 12005 IZ010 IZ0l5 12030 121,20 IZ125 IZ135 IZl85 
12195 12205 12225 12230 12240 12285 12290 12300 12345 12355 
12355 1"z39s 12390 12400 12410 12490 1240s 1zs3S 1is45 1z·s50 
1 Z575 12585 12590 12655 I 2665 I 2670 12715 12725. I ~74~, I 275?, 
12765 12770 13010 13020 13025 13040 l.3045 13055 13075.13090 
1309s !3110 t311s 13d0 t3t80 t3t9.0 1'3z05 1izl0 13225 13230 
13zs0 13i60 13265 13z80 13ia5 i 3zss 13355 1'3365 13300 13305 
13400 13405 13425 13435 13440 13455 13460 f3470 13780 13790 
13795 13805 13845 13855 13870 13875 13895 13905 13910 13920 
14205 14210 14220 14225 14230 14235 14Z50 14270 14280 14290 
14295 14300 14305 14325 14375 14385 14395 14405 14410 144t5 
144Z0 14445 14450 14460 14465 14470 14475 14490 14550 14560 
14570 14580 14585 14590 14595 14620 14625 14635 14640 14645 
14650 14Ss5 14955 14960 14.970 14975 14980 14985 15000 15020 
15030 15040 15045 15050 15055 15075 15125 1s13s 1Sl4S l5t5S 
15160 15165 15110 15195 15200 15210 1521s t's2i0 1'5225 ls240 
15300 15310 15320 15330 15335 15340 15345 15370 15375 15385 
1§390 l!i~~s. J5400 .15415 )!i715 i572s 157~5 t~760 15775 1s1s0 
1s04s 15855 !?870 1589015.900 1?910 15975 f590s 15000 1s0z0 
I 6030 1 6040 . . 
19365 19370 1'9375' 198Z5 Z0Z70 i0275 '20ie0 ~0715 Z1Z30 22145 
Z365 <-OEF 31t5 3f JS 3f20 l 1~5 110~0 ft f10 11115 
irl5 ( .. OEF · 3175 3725 3735 3860 3870. A4.55 4460 4475 
4490 4515 4520 4535 4550 
178S0 <..:DEF 17905 18165 IB170 18215 18220 1B265 18270 
6275 <-OEF .6305 6~\0 .. 63.15 s3z5 6~30 16¥45 6375 
2655 <"DEF 3165 98401 9860 9865 10300. 10365 11235 11240 
11305 11310 20680 Z0700 21ZS5 2ffas i1'760 2zi0s 22115 22120 
Z660 <-OEF 
1940 <-OEF 4350 4435 6310 6325 6345 
2400 <-OEF 3160 6375 7270 7280 7285 7290 7295 7305 
1310 1320 7335 13ss 1350 7365 1370 7380 13e5 73~s 
7410 7700 7725 7760 7770 7780 7795 1ez5 7885 7900 
7910 7930 7970 11970 12005 12120 12165. 12170 12180 12185 
I 2195 I 2225 12285 12325 12330 I 2340 I 2345' I 23SS 1 b~s I 2470 
12515 12520 12530 12535 12545 IZ575 12655 12695 12700 IZ710 
12715 12725 12755 13010 13075 13160 13165 13175 13180 13190 
13250 13335 13340 13350 13355 13365 t 3425 1 3700 13825 l 3830 
1~1~1~s1•1d~1d~1~5i~014~14~ 
1~144451G~l~)~1~01~~J~01~1~0 
15105 15110 15120 15125 1Sf35 15195 15280 15Z85 15295 1S300 
15310 15370 15715 t5760 15az5 15030 15840
1 
1se4s 15855 t58s0 
15950 15960 15970 15975 15985 16020 
2385 <-OEF 4360 4445 7280 11970 
4075 <-OEF 4090 4345 4430 6285 6290 
193 
>>>> Subprogra~ <<<< 
Z3880 FNis_string_nu~$ 
• Nu"eric Variables 
Te"porary_real Z4015 <-DEF Z4070 Z4080 Z4110 Z4130 
• String Variables 
Data_line$ 23880 <-DEF Z4035 Z4055 Z4065 Z4070 Z4080 Z4130 
ok_inputs z40z0 z4030 z4040 24120 Z4135 z4150 
• String Functions 
FNis_string_nu"$ 
Unused entries • 47 
>»> Subprogr- «« 
Z4180 FNDefine_used_"ra 
• Nu~eric Variables 
Mra_value Z4Z60 <-DEF 24280 Z4290 24310 Z4325 Z4340 24350 Z4375 
Requested_"ra z419'0 <-DEF Z4Z70 Z4275 Z4305 z4310 Z4320 Z43ZS Z4335 Z4340 
Z4350 
• Nu~eric Functions 
FNDef' i ne_used_1'1ra 
Unused entries • Z 
>>>> Subprogra~ <<(< 
Z4410 Co~p_aicis_pplot 







• SUB Subprogra~s 
Co~p_axis_pplot 
Z4500 24505 Z4510 Z4515 Z45Z5 Z4530 Z4535 Z4545 Z4550 Z4555 
Z4565 Z4570 Z4575 Z4S85 Z4590 Z46l5 
Z4410 <-DEF Z4505 Z4530 Z4535 Z4550 Z4555 24570 Z4575 Z4585 
24590 ' 
z44.10 <-DEF Z4505 Z4530 Z4535 Z4550 Z4555 Z4570 Z4575 Z4585 
Z4590 
Z4410 <-DEF Z4525 24530 Z4535 Z4545 Z4550 Z4555 Z4565 Z4570 
Z4575 Z4S85 Z4590 
Z4410 <-DEF Z4510 Z4530 Z4550 Z4570 24585 
Z4410 <-DEF 24515 ~4535 Z4555 24575 24590 
Unused entries • 10 








• SUB Subprogra"s 
24745 Z4750 Z4755 Z4765 Z4775 
Z4~45 <-DEF Z47S5 Z47B5 
24645 <-DEF 24750 Z4765 






















10ss ' 1100 I 
1105 I 
1110 I 




































........................................................... , ................. . 
PROGRAM SUB_ARRAY Version 1.0 ZS NOVEMBER !SSS * 
PROGRAMMER: SYLVAIN FLEURANT, Capt 
Canadian Ar,.ed Forces 
DATE: ZS NOVEMBER 198S 
PURPOSE: HP BASIC progr8l" to col'ipute the beiui pattern produced by'a 
confor"al array of hydrophones "ounted on the hull of a 
SUbRarine as function of frequency, speed of sound in Wa~~r, 
configuration, "ode, and actual co,.plex sen~itivities. ' 
Thi~ 1; in or~er ta evaluate bel!t'i pattern degradation as 
function of individual ele,.ents degradation. 
Iiilple~entation Languilge: HP BASIC 3.0 
' '' ! 
Il'iple,.entation Machine : HP Z00's Series Microco,.puter 
Wilh Floating Point Co-process~r. 
INPUT - k~ <l1uiJ11U111 Response Angle (degrees», freqUency <Hz>, 
s~.eed qf sound in "!•hr c,./secl, 11ade of o(lerat'l.c;n < SUl'i, 























1. This progra" generates be11111 pattern (or directivity function) • 
j:lraducec:f' by a corif or .. al' array of hydrophones .. ounted' bn the hull of' a • 
specific sub,.arine type. The be11111 patterns can be expressed in three • 
( 3) ror .. ats': ' • 
• 
i) Plot of the nor"alized "egni'tude of the beat.. patterri as • 
function of the horizontal angle (psi) in degrees fro~ • 
-180' to 180' where 0' correspond ta the nose orientation • 
of the sub,.arine, • 
iil A si,.ilar plot in decibel, and • 
iii) Polar plot in d~ using horizontal ~ngle. • 





• z. A choice of frequency (in Hertz}, of speed of sound in "eters • 
per seconds, of actual 11RA (11axi..u" Response Angle (in deigreesl), 'and • 
11ode of operation <SUl1, DIFF, or both> have to be selected in order to• 
generate a specific beS.. pattern. ' • 
• 
3. A COl'lplete User-Friendly 11enu is provided in order to allow the • 
operator to "lllke the selection of outp~t and inpu~ desired. Output • 
data are allailable in both tabular and graphical for,.ai:. After a • 
selection is .. ade, the bemli patt~rn is co,.puted theri a'graPh (if • 
requested}, is display for Z secondes, then another 11enu appear~ • 
showing different far~ai: & .~ediu" on which it can be transfered (such • 
as Thinkjet, Printer, Plotter, using Expanded "ode or riot, etc.). • 
Afterward, a new graph is "ade <after a CONTINUE is press), and so on. • 
• 
4. A ~eriu is used to do individual changes of tne co,.plex sensiti- • 






























































or disconnected or any value of ~agnitude and phase can be entered. • 
• 
S. The user ~ust ensure that a plotter is indeed available (with • 
paper in place> when plotting is required, and that a printer is also • 
available when printout is required. Make sure that they ar'e turn on. • 
• 
5. Refer to the User Manual and the require~ent and design specif i-• 
cations of the thesis. • 
• 
















I DATABASE DEFINITION 
I INITIALIZE THE DATABASE 
I PRINT ntt.E· OF' THE" PROSRAl't 
I SET COMPUTE~'S CLOCK IF 'NOT ALREADY SET 
I ALLOW USER TO SET THE SIMULATION 
I DEFINE THE POSITION X, Y, & Z OF STAVES 
'I AtfO HYDRoPHONES 
I DEFINE TABLE OF MRAs VS SUB-ARRAYs DEFN. 
I CONFIGURE THE SUB-ARRAY FOR OFT OF BP 
I MEN,U TO CHAtfSE INQIYIDUAL STAVES STATUS 
I COMPUTE BEAM PATTERN 
I PRODUCE A TABLE OF INPUT 
I OUTPUT THE BEA" PATTERN COEFFICIENTS 
I PLOT ANY GRAPH REQUESTED IN MAIN MENU 
I TERMINATE EXECUTION OF THIS PROGRAM 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
END OF MAIN ROUTINE • 
························~··············································· 
I ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Oefine_database: DEFINE THE DATABASE OF THE SYSTEM • 
I ••••••••••••~•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
I • 
I MODULE NAME: OEFINE_OATABASE DATE: Z0 SEPTEMBER 1985 • 
I • 
I PROGRAMMER: Sylvain Fleurant CATE: Z0 SEPTEMBER 1985 • 
I • 
I PURPOSE: Define the database to be used by the progri!llll. • 
I • 
I INPUT NIL • 
I OUTPUT ALL MAIN CATA ELEMENTS • 
I CALLS NIL • 
I SIDE EFFECTS : NIL • 
I REMARKS : NIL • 
I ++••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
I DATABASE 






Actual afllllitude weights ~easured. 
Theoric al'lplitude weights if all ele"ents 
are identical i.e. 1.0. 
Actual phase weights ~easured (in degree) 
Theoric phase weights if all ele~ents are 
identical i.e. 0 degree. 






























































DIM X_pan( 1 :5Z) 
DIM Y_p1in<1:SZ> 
DIM Z_psn(-1:1) 
I e~pandeg to a M ~ N x P l'latrix for single 
I elel'lents consideration. 
••• ALL PQSITIONS ARE IN METERS ••• 
Location of a stave al,ong X-axis 
Location ~f a ·~tave ..1ilong Y-axis 
Off center. If the single elpl'lpnts are 
at different psn, use Y_psn<1;5Z,-1:1 l 
Location of an elel'lent in the vertical 




DIM ACtual_il'l-i?P~,.-180: 180) 
l 
Real part of the be8" pattern ~ ACTUAL 
Il'laginary part of the bp - ACTUAL 
DIM Actual_l'lmg_bp!-180:180) I N~r~alizerf,l'lagnitude o~ the bp - ACTUAL 
DIM. Aetual_phase_bp(-180:180)1 Phase of the beal'I pattern · - ACTUAL 
I 
[JIM Act~al-:-db_bpC-)80: 180) I Meg. of the ~.orl'!alized bp in dB -ACTUAL 
•.. . . l 
QIM. j\cfual_q!>_xaxis(-180: 180)1 X-axis. p~t of the bp for the polar plot 
DIM Actual_db_yaxis(-180:180)1 Y-axis part of the bp for the polar plot 
I i ________ .:._~---------------~-----------•---~-------------------------
DIM Th17ory_re_bp<,-fa0: 180) I Real part of the .beal'I pattern - THEORY 
DIM Theory_il'l_bp(-180:180) Il'laginary part of the bp . - THEORY 
Dif1 Theory_l'lag_bp<-180: 180> fllorl'!ali;z:ed !'taQnitude of the bp - THEORY 
DIM Theory _phase_bp< -180: 180 >I Phase of the be8" pattern - THEORY 
I 
DIM Theory.,.dq_bp{-180.: 180) I Hag. of the nor..lalized bp in dB -THEORY 
I 
DIM .The.ary_db_~axis(-180: I 80ll X-axis part of the bp for the polar plot 




DIH P1i1c.:.1a0: 180) 
1 
! DIRECTION COSINE Fx • LAMBDA 
I HORIZONTAL ANGLE 
I 
I -----------------------------------------------------------,.----------










To allow to clear whatever is on the CRT 
To aend cursor to lower left' corner 
MEDIUM in which the array ia positionned 
i.e. UATER or AIR 
Mode of operation - window 
Choice • SUH ,DIFF, & BOTH 
Flag used for un~sed portion 
FALSE·· 'Deactivated, TRUE• A7tivated 
Buff er uaed to reed ZS til'le delay values 































































DIM Te~p_td_buffer<l:Z8> I Slll'le es Ti~e_del_buffer for ~enipuletion 
I 
I ----------------------------------------------------------------------! . 
DIM A~p_t.ig_bufferf1:5Z> I Buffer used to reed actual co~plex 
I relative sensitivitiy of staves fro~ disk 






MRA LOOK-UP TABLE 



















Array of MRA in degrees fro" -170 to 170 
The next four arrays indicates the values 
of the·ele"ent position of the first end 
second left end right sub-arrays for a 
specific MRA. 
First left sub-array. 
1 : Lower Left, Z : Upper 
Second left sub-array. 
First right sub-array. 
1 : Lower Right, Z : Upper 
Second right sub-array. 
Left 
Right 
Indicate if a second left sub-array 
is used. Y • Yea or N • No 
Indicate if a second right sub-array 
is used. Y • Yes or N • No 
FLAG used by the Ind_stave_~enu to 
the user to change any co~plex weights 
TRUE • User wants to i~ple1119nt changes 
FALSE • User does not went any changes 
FLAG to indicate weither ~ore staves have 
to be change or not 
TRUE • More changes 
FALSE • No "ore to be done - exit 
for the Greph_xx_flegS , a "YES" indicate 
that this graph will be produce, a "NO" 
will deny it - see MENU. 
FLAG to indicate if a graph of the ~eg. 
in dB of the bea111 pattern is required. 
FLAG to indicate if a graph of the 
nor~elized belll'I pattern is required 
FLAG to indicate if a poler graph of the 
belll'I pattern in dB is require. 
To indicate the type of output MediuM 






























































PRHN • Printer AP2671G Norl'lal s'ize 
PRTN • Printer Thinkjet Norl'lal size 
PRHE •Printer HP2671G Expanded size 
PRTE • Printer Thinkjet Expanded size 
PLOT • Plotter Norl'lal size · 
-------------~--------~~----------------------------------------------
DI" Output_in~dataSC3l To indicate if the input data CA~plitude 
and Phase) have to be outputed: YES or NO 
Also naP1ed hydrophone characteristics. 
To indicate if thii i:ol'!pi.l'Eed beaiii ·pattern 
data have to be outputed : YE~ or NO. 
To indicate if a plot is required or not 
TRUE• yes db one, FALSE'• no pl~t 
To indicate if the output is on 
the printer (used by Display_input 
rl Dilsplay_ciutput>. 
____ ,:,....;. _______ _;;_i...;._;;;.._...;;...:;. ____ ~---------~~--~-~~-~------...:.-~------:-.--------
Read the coillpltlx sensit'ivity frol'I disk 
flllQ, Y • Ried the..! . 'h . . 
N • Use the default valti! 
------------------------------------------------------------~--------
DI"· 'Tel'!porllry _clillirSC 1 l 
DI" 1'ns"tirt_lineSfl601 
DI" Ok_input_flagSC5l 
Tel'!porary char variable used in 'User_l'lenu 
Allow to input anytHing lrol'I the keyboard 
Indicate if' "iihe inpUt is correct or not 
frol'I done frol'I the keyboard. 
...;. __ ...;._..;. _____ ..;;..;;...;. ________ ;..:_._, _________ ,,:,:,..;: ____________ ...;...:..;;_~ ______ .;~---------
I 
DI" PfoHer _nZIQsc 31 
DI" Printer_~lagSC3l 
I To indicate 1he presence~of a plotter 
l To indicate the prel!enctl\ of a. f:i.rinter 
I 












Used for indexing 
Value of l'll!X ( ab:iolute) angle in deg. 
Actual l'!axikul'I nul'!ber of stives 
Total nul'!ber of ele~ints in sub-array 
Nul'!ber of elel'lents in the left sub-a. 
Nul'!ber of eleillents tri the fight sub-a. 
Index pointing to tn~ inforl'lation 
relevant to a sppcif ic MRA. 
Line type used for theoretical or 
design plots of beal'! patter~ 
Line for the actual or degraded 
































































Center of the screen 
I VARIABLES USE BY INDIVIDUAL STAVES MENU 
I 







I used by the user in the Ind_staves_!'lenu 
I It varies fro!'! 0 to Max_nn_staves 
Hydrophone identification nu!'lber. 
The values are -I for A, 0 for B, +I for 
C , and 3 for all three hydrophones. 
Indicate how l'lany p~ding is done on a 
i.e. how l'lany capacitors are added. 
Where 0 !'leans no padding, I !'leans one, ••• 
Tel'lporm-y stave nul'lber value used for 
input validation bef.ore assignl'lent to 
to Stave.;,.nn_se.lect. 
First FROM angle for polm- plot (degrees> 
First TO angle for polar plot (degrees> 
Second FROM angle for polar plot 






Sa!'le as integer one but used for sub-
progrl!P! ~all lonlY ret~rn a real). 
































Scale f~ctor for the size of the graphs 
Graph_scale • 0 to 1.0 <Max :size> 
Frequency 
Wavelength 
Mini!'IUl'I nu!'lber of dB of the be15111 pattern 
Mini!'IUl'I l'lagnitude corresponding to 
Mini!'IUl'l_nn_db 
Nor!'lalization Factor 
HRA as de!'landed by the operator in degree 
Actual MRA used by the systel'I 
Speeq of :sound in the l'lediul'I 
Use to te!'lporarily store the value of the 
l'lagnttude of sensitivity of an ele!'lent · 
Use to te!'lporarily store the va1ue of the 
phase of sensitivity of an ele!'lent 
Te!'lporary real variable used in User_!'lenu 
Starting ti!'le of the OFT of both BP 




Z,,,B,~S !, •••••••••••.,.,••• .. +•••••••••••••••••••+•••••••••••••••••••••'••••••••••• 












































,•·~····~,~···""••+.••••····························,··········.,;·~.:-•..•.... MODULE NAME: Print_title 
PROGRAM11Efh Sylvain Fleurant 
DATE: 11 JUNE 1985 




PURPQSE : Print the ·title block and necitsaery irlfor111ation to the • 
user. • 
* 
INPUT NIL • 
OUJPUT •. Title block. • 
~AL,LS • . NIL, • 
SIDE EFFECTS : Clear the screen and output a title page. • 
,REMARK.S :. N~L • 
············•••it,,•·~················ ............... f •••••••••• ; ••••••••• 
GRAPHICS OFF 
ALPHA ON 
CONTROL I , 1.Z 11 DeactiVate any aoftkeys 
PRINT USING. "!!" 
OUTPUT 2;Ho111eS1 Clear the whole screen 
PRINT, 
PRINT 
PRINT TAB< Center/2);" SOFTIJARE PROGRAM TO COl'tP.UTE THE" 
PRINT . . . . 
PRINT' TAB< center12 > 1" HORIZONTAL BEAM PATIERN OF A" 
fRIN,T ' . . 
~~IJ'!T T"'fjiCen!•r/2);"HULL MOUNTED CONFORMAL ARRA\' OF HYDROPHONES" 
PRINT USING "/I" . 
PRINT TAB( Center/Z); "U.S. NAVAL POSTGRADUATE SCHOOL - MONTEREY, CA" 
PRINT TAB< Center/Z) 1" OCTOBER 1985" 
PR!Nr . . • 
PRINT TAB< Center > 1 " by" 
f:'~Nl, Tl'lfj(C!Jnter ! ; "~apt Sylvain FLEURANT" 
PRINT TAB<Centerl1"Canadian Arl'led Forces" 
PRINT 
PRINT 
PRINT " ""* Press CONTINUE to execute the progrl!llll •••" 
PAUSE I Llait until the user is ready to proceed 
I 
RETU~ I END OF PRINT TITLE ... 
I ------------------------~-end-of-sub-routine---------------------------
! , ' . . ' c 
J •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• , ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
~~i0 Init~al.ize_d,ta: I INITIALIZE THE DATABASE' OF THE SYSTEM • 
3035 ! ...................................................................... . 
3040 I • 
3045 MODULE NAME: Initialize_data DATE: Z3 MAY 1985 • 
3050 • 
'30Ss PRqGRAMMER: sy+vain t=leurant DATE: 31 OCTOBER 1985 • 
3060 • 
3065 PURPOSE : Ini tiali:ze all data of the database to preset value • 
3070 acording to the situation. • 
3075 • 
3080 INPUT See below • 






























































CALLS : NIL 
SIDE EFFECTS : Set 111any variables to default values 











! I for SCREEN - 701 for external 
Bet the screen width 
Center of the screen. 
• <SHIFT>< CLR SCR> key on KBO 
• <SHIFT)(down arrow) key on 
KBO i.e. the HOME key 
! -------------------------------------------------------------------

























~40 dB is the 11I~Il'IUl'I allowed 
5Z Staves in SSBN 640 
Default is Z8 ele111ents 
Line for the actu.al graph 
Line type used for theoretical graph 
Default: t.00 l'lax size 
Default for polar plot 


















To indicate the use al' the CRT 
Second lel't sub-array deactivated 
Cata l'ro111 the keyboard are incorrect 
User does not want to change the 
hydrophones' co111plex sensitivity 
Only the bea111 pattern in dB i11 done 




























NO out~u~ of th~ col'lputed 8. Pattern 
No output on the pr~nter. 
Printer flagS"'"YES~' I Usually printer is ON 
PlC?t'~er :flagS•"NO " I Usually thefe is 110 •. plotter 
I ~~~-;---~~------~----~-------7-----~-~-----------~------~·-•-------
RAD I All 11f'll;iles ;u::e in radians, except 
I. for :the Qrllflh.s. · 
I 
CQ~TftoL Z,fl~ 
CONTROL l ,4r0 
r Set flRI~Tl\LL to "OFF" < 0l 
J DISPLAY FUNCTIONS to "OFF" (0) 
I 
: REl10VE THE KEY. CONTROLS .AT T~E BOTTOM OF TH~ SCF!l;EN 
COf!!TROI.:: 1, 12r 1 I ; I for .OFF~ 0, t'or ON,. and 
I 12 for ON W~!J". the. pi:o9rii"' is not r;unning 
' ' J 
--------------~---------~~------~---~-~~~-~-------------------------
ALL MATRIX ARE AUTOl1ATICALLY INITIALIZE TO ZERO BY THE SYSTEM 
NO PRE-INITIALIZATION IS.REQUIRED . ' ' 
3510 ! , L .: 
.351.5 REJ1JRN. 
35Z0 ! --------------------------end-of-sub-routine--------------~--~---------
35Z5 . I . • . 
3530 I ••••••• •••••••~*••;*••••••~•••«t...t•••••••*.:••••••••••••••••••:..,•!•••••••••• 
3535 Oefin11~hydr"'psn: I OEFU4E THE PO.SITioN X, Y., & Z OF STAVES ANO. HYDROPHONES• 
3540 I •**•..;••,••••••:.••••••~*••••••*••*••••••·•·ff•••••••:.••••••••'•+••••••••••• ';';,~\:,: t v "-'' '<-' ~ v,>fl t\,>; i5': ,d, ;v~~{J 'f, 0 f 
\3545 I MODULE OEfI.ff,E HYOROHONE~ pqsnrq~ VERSION I .0 Z3 SEPT!p·u~ER 1985 " 
3550 I " 
3555 I F!ROGRA1111ER; SYLV~IN iFLEIJRANT 'DA.TE : Z3 SEPT~ER 1985 " 
3SS0 I " 
356s I F!UfiipCl~E:. f o. define the loc:ik-4p tatile for the ·actu~l · location · of the • 
3S70 I staves anc;t single eiel'lents i.~. 11, y,. af.lCl.z in l'leters. • 
3!f75 I • 
3580 INP!JT;. l:<JJsn, Y.,.Psn, and ZJJl!n· • 
3SS5 OUTPUTi >l_psri, Y_psn, and Z_psn. • 
~~0 SIDE EFFECTS: NIL . • 
3595 REMARKSi ALL THE'DATA ARE ~N .METERS FOR A SPECIF!~ SUBMARINE, • 


















I ·' • . • .. • . 
I DEFINE LOCAL DATA BASE 
I 
REAL Ofhet I Offset in l'leters used to adjust o~d to new 
I coordinates syste~ 
OISP "liYOROPJiONE POSITIONS 13EI~ COl'IPl,IJEO" 
I ---------------------------------------------------------------------
! 





I 76.Z Cl1 OR 30 INCHES 
2.03 
3690 ! CEFINE X POSITION IN l'IETERS 
3695 I 
3700 ! (I) 48' 19/3Z" , <Z> 46' 13/16" , C3> 44' 1•1/16", (4) 4Z' 4-t1/3Z" 
3705 DATA 14,645481 , 14.041437, 13.438187, lZ.911931 ! J11etars 
3710 I CS> 40' 1-9116" , <6> 31r" 1•1·3116•, <7> 36' Z-1/B" , <8> 34' 6-1/3Z" 
371S CATA lZ.231687 , 11.628437 , 11.026774 , 10.516393 I J11eters 
37Z0 ! (9) 3Z' 2-11/16" C 10) 30' 3-1/16" < 11 l ZS' 3-1/Z" C IZ) Z6' 3-7/8" 
37ZS CATA 9.85Z34Z3 • S.ZZ17873 • 8.6Z32S!i7 • 8.0Z3ZZ47 ' I J11eter11 
3730 I< 13) Z4' 4-3/8", ( 14) ZZ' 4-15/16", ( 15l Z0' 9-Z3/3Z" ,( 16) 18' t-9/16" 
3735 DATA 7.4Z63Z48 , 6.8310123 , 6.3428559 , 5.5260873 ! Pieters 
3740 1<17> 16' 7-3/16", <18) 14' 8-1/4", <19l 12' 9-1/2", <Z0l 10' 11-3/16" 
3745 DATA 5.0593623 , 4.47675 , 3.8988997 , 3.33Z162Z I J11eters 
3750 1<21> 9' ,:..7/3z .. (2Z> 7' Z-7/16" <Z3> s• 7-112" CZ4) 4' 0-15/16" 
3755 DATA 2.774156Z , Z.1955125 , 1.7145•, 1.Z4l01ZS ' I J11eters 
3760 l<Z5) 2' 7" , <ZS) 1' 6-1/4" 
3765 DATA 0. 7873999 , 0.4635499 I P1eter11 
3770 I 
3775 FOR I•l'lisll_nn_staves TO Cl'lu_nn_staves/Z+1l STEP -I 
3780 REAC X_psn(Il 
378~ X_psn(l'lu_nn_staves-I+l)•X_psn<Il 
3790 NEXT I 
n9s 1 
3800 Offset•X_psn(l)/2 
3805 l'IAT X_psn• <Offset)-X.J>sn 
3810 I 
3815 I --------------------------------------------------------------------38?0 I 
38Z5 ! IJFFINE Y POSITION IN l'IETERS < NuJ11bers in parenthesis are staves #l 
31330 I 
3835 I Cll 14' 4-1/Z" , <Z> 14' 2-1/Z" , C3> 14' 0..;3/B" <4> 13' 11-1/2" 
3840 OATfl 4.38.1500 , 4.33~998 , 4.276725 , 4.2544998 
3845 1 c 5> 13• 7-11116", < 6> 13• 5-1111•· • <7> 13• z-114" , < 8> 13• 0-t /32" 
3850 CATA 4~ 1576625 , 4.0925748 , .4.019550 , 3.9631936 I J11eter11 
3855 ! C9> 12' 8-3116", <10> 1Z' 4-13/16", (11> 12' 1-1/4", <tz) 11' 9-1/2" 
3860 DATA 3.8655622 , 3.7798372 , 3.6890449 , 3.5940997 I J11eters 
3865 1<13> 11' 5-t1/3Z", <t4> t1• t-1116", (15> 10' 8-9/16",(16) 10• 15/1S" 
3870 CATA 3.488531 , 3.3797872 , 3.2654872 , 3.0718125 I J11eter11 
3875 !C17l 9' 8-15/16" (18) 9' 2-7116" C19l 8' 7-1/8" CZ0l 7• 10-13116" 
3880 DATA Z.970ZIZ4 , 'z.8051127 , 2.61~375 , z.4082374 ' ! J11eters 
3885 l<Zll 7' 1-1/Z" , (22) 6' 3-1/4" , CZ3> 5' 3•5/16", CZ4> 4' 0-1/4" 
3890 CATA Z.1717, 1.9113499 , 1.6081374, 1.2255499 J11eters 
3895 ICZ5l Z' 8" , CZ6l 1' 0" 
3900 DATA 0.817999 , 0.3048 I J11eters 
3905 I 
3910 FOR I•l'lax_nn_staves TO (t'lax_nn_staves/Z+ll STEP -1 
3915 REAC Y_psn<I> 
39Z0 Y_p11n(l'lu_nn_stayes-I+tl•-Y_psn<I> 




3945 I PRINT THE DATA POINT - CEACTIYflTE AT THE PRESENT Til'IE 
3950 I 
3955 ! PRINT 
3960 ! PRINT " STAVE ## X POSITION Y POSITION" 
3965 !PRINT " J11eters J11eters" 
3970 ! PRINT 
3975 !FOR J•l TO Max_nn_11taves 
3980 ! PRINT USING ForJ11_eleJ11en_p11n;J,X_psnCJl,Y_psn(Jl 
3985 !NEXT J 
204 
399~ For111-.ele111en_psn: IMAGE ZX,DD,8~,3D.SD,SX 1 30.Sp 
3995 I 
4000 .DISP." '' 
4005 RETURN I DEFINE_HYDRO_PSN 
4010 I --L---------L ___ ; __ ~~~----end-of-sub-routine--------:..L-------••--------
4015; I . ' . . 
4020 I ••••••••,••••~~··~···~···~*·•••••••t•••···~•·••••••••*•~••••• .. *•••••••• 
40z·s ArrlJ!y_defn: . I ARRAY OEF~NITI,ON ~ER f'IAXIMUM REsroNsE' ANGL~ . . • 
403~, I ••••••••~··v•••:*•••'***'!!**~,•••1t-••••~:t-•••v~••••,•••••••~•••••.+•••••••• 
4035 I * 
5905 I MODULI; NAl'IE : A~Y .OEFINITIPN DATE: ZS SEPTEMBER 1985 • 
~0 ! .& • 
4045 ! PU"°O~E: Initialize the look. up table use to define the first 'and • 
4050 t second left and rigftt '•Lib-arrays Jsed for a given M8*iP1u111 • 
40SS I Response Aiiglti (in .degrttes). • 
4~01 ... "' • 
4065 I INPUTi RATA; l'IAft, l..~ft_t.~t-:-array: Left_Znd_array, R!gHt_ht_mrray, • 
4070 I Right_Znd_array, FlaQ_Znd_leftS, Flag_Znd~rightS, • 
4075 I .Ttl_nn_ele111ent. Nn_rght_ele111ent, Nn_left_ele111ent, & • 
4080 I Nn_111ra_data_pt. . · • • · • 
4085 I OUTPUT: Sllll'le as the INPUT <except DATA>. • 
4090 ·1 SIDE EFFECTS: NIL • 
4095 I REMARKS: NIL • 
4100 I ••••••••••••••••••••••••••<tt••••,••••••••'+•*-*i!'**.,*'\it••••••••••-*••,•••••••• 
4105 I 
4110 I DEFINE LOCAL DATA BASE 
411S I 1 , . • 
41Z0 DISP ··~u~-:.ARRAYS BEI~ cot!PuiEP" 
41ZS INTEGER Nn_111ra_data_pt I ~uii~~r of data poi!lt~ to define the 
4130 I Loolc.-1,1p .t!!ble '!f !'IRA. <TOTAL - 1 l 
4135 I ' ' ' · 
4140 Nn_111ra.:..data.....P,·h;38 I ~R9H 0 TCl 38 :.. IMPORTANT DATA VALUE 
4145 I EQUAL TO THE' TOTAL NUMBER OF DATA 






























I REFINE THE J;!f\Tf\. Bf\S.f QF SUB'i'f\~AYp 
I 
! !'IRA, TTL_NN_ELE,#LEFT,Fl,.AG_LEFT,LIAR,LZAR.~IGHT,fLAG_RIGHT,R1AR,RZAR 
DATA 000 ZS , 14, "N'', 13, ZS, "0, 0, 14, "N", ·z7, 40, ·0, 0 
DATA 005 ZS, tZ, "N", JS,. Z7, 0, 0', 14, "N", Z8, 41, 0, 0 
DATA 010 ~S , fz, ~~··, 18, ZS, 0, 0, f~, "N", 30, 43, 0; 0 
DATA 015 ZS , fl.; ''N", Z0, j0, 0, 0, 14, "N", 31, 44, 0, 0 
DATA,020 Z6, 1Z. ''N .. , ?1, ~~.' 0_~ 0, !4, ·-•ti .. , 33, 46, '~, 0 
OATA. 0ZS ZS , 1Z, "N':, ZZ .• 33, 0, !, 14, '·~", 34, 47, 0, 0 
DATA 030 • zs • 1z, "N", z~. ?4~ 0, 0, 14, ''N", 35, 48, 0, 0 
DATA 03S ZS , IZ, ''.N" 1 Z3, 3~, t• 0, 14, "N", 3S, 48, 0, 0 
DATA 040 ZS , 1Z, "N", Z4, 35, 0, 0, 14, "N", 3S, 49, 0, 0 




,., "N", 37, 50, 0, 0 
DATA 050 Z7 , 13, "N", ZS,.?/, 0, 0, . "N", 38, 51, 0, 0 
DATA 0$!5 Z8, Jf', "N", Z~,'3.!1, 0, 0; 14, "N", 39, SZ, 0, 0 
DATA 060 ZS • 14, "N". ZS, 38, t 0, 0, 14, "N". 39. sz. 0, 0 
DATA 065 ZS , 14, ",N", ~~. 38, '?), 0, 14, 1'N° 39, SZ, 0, 0 
DATA 070 • ,Z7 I 1,3, "N°, zs. 38, 0, 0, 14, "N"': 39, 52, 0', 0 
DATA 075 • Zc7. f4;, "N", ZS, 39, 0, 0, 13; "N,". 40, 5Z, 0, 0 
DATA 080 ZS 13 "N" Z7, 39,, 0; 0, 13, "N" 40, SZ, 0, 0 
ol\rn 0as • i~: 13:· .. N..: z1.: 3s, 0, 0, 13, ·•w": 40, sz, 0. 0 
DATA 090 ZS, 13, "tf'; Z7, 39, 0, 0, 13, "N", 40, SZ, 0, 0 
DATA 095 26, 14, ·~~ .. , 27, 40', 0, 0, fZ~ 0 N", 41 1 SZ, 0, 0 















































































DATA 170 , 
, ZS , 13, 
, ZS , 13, 
ZS , 13, 
ZS , 14, 
Z4 , 13, 
i3 , IZ, 
ZZ , 1Z 1 
, ZI , J 1, 
19 • 10, 
18 , 10, 
18 , 10, 
17 • 9, 
17 • 9, 
• 16 • 8, 
16 • 0, 
, 16 , 8, 
t6 , a, 
16 8, 
"N°, ZB, 40, 
"N", Z8, 40, 
"N", ZS, 40, 
.. N .. , ZB, 41, 
••N" , ZS', 41 , 
••N": 30,. 41, 
n~n f 31, 4Z, 
"N11 I 3Z, 4Z, 
.. ~ ... 34, 43, 
.. N .. , 35, 44, 
"N", ~. 44, 
"N", 36, 44,· 
"tf'. 37. 45, 
"N", 38, 45, 
0 N", 40, 47,, 
"N", 41, 48~ 
"N" 43 50 "N< 43: sz: 
0, ~. IZ, 
0, 0, 1Z, 
0, 0, lZ, 
0, 0, 11, 
0, 0, II, 
0, 0, 11, 
0, 0, 10, 
0, 0, 10, 
0, 0, 9, 
0, 0, a·, 
0, 0, 8, 
0, 0, 8, 
0, 0, 8, 
0, 0, 8, 
0, 0, 8, 
0, 0, a, 
0. 0, a, 
0, 0, a, 




0 N .. , 41, 
"N .. I 4Z, 
••N", 42, 
"N" I 4Z, 
0 N", 43, 
''N", 43, 





uyu • 46,. 
"Y" I 48, 
uyo' 49, 
•:v .. , 51, 
0 N", 1, 
sz. 0, 0 
sz. 0, 0 
SZ, 0, 0 
sz. 0, 0 
sz, 0, 0 
sz. 0, 0 
SZ, 0, 0 
SZ, 0, 0 
SZ, 0, 0 
SZ, 0, 0 
sz, 0, 0 
sz. 0, 0 
sz. 1, 0 
sz. 1, 0 
SZ, I, 3 
sz. 1, 4 
sz. 1, 6 
0. 0, 0 
I ---------------------------------·----------------------------------
! READ THE DATA FROl'I THE DATA TABLE 
I 






R~,Aq Left_Zrid_l!lrrayq, 1) ,Lefi_Znd_l!lrray<I ,Z) 
RE~o Nn_rght~ele"erit<I> 
READ Flisg_Znd_rightSCI> 






I COMPLETE THE !'IRA T.ABLE FOR NEGATIVE 1'1RA USING THE POSITIVE l'IRA 
I 
FOR I•l TO Nn_~ra_data_pt STEP 1 






IF Fll!IQ_Znd_leftS<I l•"Y" THEN 
IF Left_Znd_l!lrrayCI,1>(>0 THEN 
Left_Znd_array<-I,Z>•<l'lax_nn_staves+l>-Left_Znd_array<I,1 > 
END IF 
IF Left_Znd_l!lrray( I ,Z><>0 THEN 
li:ift_Znd_array(-I, I)•( l'lax_nn_staves+l >-Left_Znd_array( I, 2 > 
END IF 





IF Flag_Znd_rights<I>•"Y" THEN 
IF Right_Znd_arrav<I,1><>0 THEN 
206 
4585 Right_Znd_array( -I, Z )•( l'lax_nn_staves+ 1,)-Right_Zn.d._array( I, I l 
4590 ENO IF . . 
4595 IF Right_Znd_array<I ,Z ><>0 THEN • 
4600 Right_Znd_array( - I., 1 ) •( l'lax_:.nn~si:l!Ve~+ 1 l-Right_Znd_array{ I , Z l 
4605 ENO IF . . 
4610 ENO IF I' Of Fli!g_Znd_lef'tS 




4635 I PRINT AU. THE ARRAY DEFINITION TABLE •••' DISCONNECTED SECTION ••• 
4640 I 
4645 I FOR I•-Nn_fl!ra_data.JJt TO Nn_l'lra_data_pt STEP 1 
4650 I PRINT USING "Ill" 
4655 I PRINT "!'IRA • " ; l'lra( I l 
4660 I PRINT "TTL_NN_ELEl'IENT • "; Ttl nn ela111ent( I) 
4665 I p'R}Nt ,,_1 '" »- ~ 7'", ,_,~ 
4670 I PRINT "NN_LEFT_ELEMENT • ''1N'!_left_ele"l'l"t<.f>1" FROl'I ";Left_tst_a 
rray< I, 1 >1" TO ";Lef-t_:tst'._arr·ay<I ,i> 
4675 I PRINT "ANY ZNO LEFT 7 "1Fli!IQ_Znd_let':t
1
StI>1" FROM ";Lef~_Znd_array 
·'CI,fl;" TO ";Left_Znd_array<I,Z> 
4680 I PRINT . 
• 4685. I. PRINT "NN_RGHT""".ELEMENT • ";Nn_rght_ele111entti>1" ,FR01'1 ";Right_lst_ 
arriiy<I, 1 h'' 'TO "IRight_lit_arrayH;z> . 
4690 I PRINT ''ANY ZNO RIGHT 7 "1Flag._Znd_fights<I>1" FROM ";Right_Znd_ar 
ray( I. 1 ) I.. TO "; Right_Znd_lilrray( I. z f 
4695 I NEXT I 
4700 OISP " " 




----~-..,. ___ ..;_-._..; ___ ..;_;.. __ "';;."'.9nd-of-s1Jb-routii'Je-------------..,..;..,. __________ _ 
47ZS I •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••*••••••••+•••••••••••~•~•••••••••• 
4730 Set_date ti111e: SET TIME ANO DATE FOR RECOf~ff PURPOSES • 
4735 I •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••*•••••••~++.i++•-·~~!•~•4.•~•:*'•*••••••••••••• 
4740 I • 
4745 I MODULE NAME: Set_date_ti111e DATE: ZS JUNE 1985 • 
4750 I * 
4755 i PURPOSE : Thi11 routine· check if' the date end t1111e ill a11 it should • 
4760 I be, if not enter it • 
4765 • 
4770 INPUT TIMEDATE • 
4775 OUTPUT Til'IEOATE • 
4780 CALLS NIL • 
4785 SIDE EFFECTS : Set ti111e & date if necHHry • 
4790 REMARKS : This is executed only if the co111puter ~e11 turn off then on • 
4795 witt1out a good date & ti111e. ~t 111 not ex.ecut&d :if the ti111e • 
4800 is correct. • 












IF Til'IEOATE<Z.11E+11 THEN 
DIM Today$( 1'11 
DIM ClockSC5J 
PRINTER IS 1 
PRINT USING "@" 
NEEDS TO B; UPDATED if default 
value, i11 set for a s111all # 
PRINT" Enter the dai:e and ti111e, SEPARATED by a COMMA," 


























































PRINT " 4 JUL 1985,9:08 
PRINT 
PRINT " Don't use leading zeroes EXCEPT for MINUTES ! " 
ON ERROR GOTO 4885 
BEEP 1000, .z 
INPUT "Date MONTH Year (4 cfigita), Hours:l1inutes ",TodayS,ClockS 
SET TI11EDATE OATE<TodayS)+TIMECClockSl 
OISP TIMESCTIMEOATE>,DATESCTil1EOATEl 
BEEP Z00,.Z 
UAIT I UAIT FOR I SECONOE 






User_ftenu: l ALLOU USER TO USE A MENU TO SELECT THE PROPER ENVIRONMENT • 
I ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
I • 
I MODULE NAME: User_ftenu CATE: Z0 JULY 1985 • 
I * 
! PURPOSE : To allow a user Ci.e. an operator) to use a 11ENU to select • 
! the propert environftent in which he wishes to do the si"ule-• 
I lation. The user can allow "ultiple graph outputs, and • 
I hard copy, along with the choice of frequency, spacing • 
between the eleftents, etc. • 
• 
INPUT Output_in_dataS, Output_bp_datas, Graph_"a_flagS, • 
Graph_db_flagS, Grph_po_flagS, Speed, Laftbda, Freq, • 
Requested_ftra, Modes, Te"porary_real, Te"porary_charSCll • 
Insert_lineS, Ok_input_flagS. • 
OUTP4T : Safte es input • 
CALLS NIL • 
SIDE EFFECTS : NIL • 
REMARKS : I. Many variables are "odified by this prograft. • 
Pay attention to theft. • 
z. This sub_routine was written using an exl!l'lple in • 







Menu I: ! 
PRINT TABXYCl,ll 
MAIN MENU 
OUTPUT Z;Ho"e$1 ! 
PRINT TAB< Center+ 15 l; "MENU" 
Clear whatever is on the screen 
(i.e. First MENU 
Start on top left corner. 
Send cursor hofte 
PRINT TAB< Center li "KEY PURPOSE"; TAB< Center+31 l; "STATUS" 
PRINT TAB<Centerl;"------------------------------------------" 
PRINT 
PRINT TAB< Center l; "K0 OUTPUT HYDRO SENSITIVITY";TAB<Center+33l;Outp 
ut_in_dataS 
5140 PRINT TAB<Centerl;"Kl OUTPUT BEAM PATTERN CATA"; TAB! Center+33 l; Outp 
ut_bp_dataS 











PRINT TAEj< Center>; "K4 
PRINT 
PRINT TAB< Center) 1 ;,·Ks 
PRINT TAB< Center) 1 "K6 
GRAPH OF NORM. 11AG.";TAB<Center+33);Graph_,..a_ 
POLAR GRAPH OF MAG."; TAB< Center+33l ;Graph.JJo_ 
OP.ERATIN~ F~QUENCY"; TAB< Center+33> 1 Freq;" Hz 
MRA "1 TAB< Center+33l ;Requested 
_P1ra1" degrees 



























PRINT TAB< Center>; "KS 
P~INJ" TAB( Center) 1 "K!3 
I PRINT 
MOOE of OPERATION " ; TAB< Center+ 33 )J Modes 
STARTS Pl;ljlGRAM" 
PRINT "Use the softkeys below to. Plake a selection H " 




All graphs can be choo.sen 
! ---------------------------~----~--------------~--------------------
! 
CONTROL t, tZ;0 I Activate the softl<ey funch1>.n 
ON KEY 0 LABEL "OUTPUT HYDROPHONE CHARACTERISTICS" GOTO Indat.~-key 
ON KEY t LABEL "OUTPUT a.PATTERN" GOTO Qutdata_keylbl 
ON KEY Z LABEL "MAGNITUDE dB" GOTO Graph_db keylbl 
ON l<EY 3 LABEL "NORttALizE 11AGN. ·• GOTO Graph - iota kev1b1 
ON KEY 4 LABEL. "POLAR Plot. 11~6." GOTO Grai:ih:po:keylbl 
~N KEY s LABEL "FREQUENcY'' GOTO Freq_keylbl 
ON KEY 6 LABEL "MRA " GOTO ['lra_keylb! 
ON KEY 7 LABEL "SPEED of SOUND" GOTO Speed_keylbl 
ON KEY 8 LABEL. "MODE" GOTO Menu_l'lode 
ON KEY 9 LABEL "START" GOTO Start_lbl 
5300 ! 




53ZS Inpata_keylbl: I CHANGES STATUS OF THE FLAG OF OUTPUT OF INITIAL 














END IF • 
GOTO Menul 
5380 Outdata_keylbl: I CHANGES STATUS OF THE FLAG OF OUTPUT OF COMPUTED 

















54~5 Grisph_db_keylbl: I CHANGES STATUS OF FLAG TO CONTROL GRAPH IN dB 
5440 IF Grisph_db_fhiQS•uYES" THEN 








Gr111ph_db_f lagS•" YES" 
END IF 
GOTO Menu! 
5485 Grisph_l'lm_keylbl: ! CHANGES STATUS OF FLAG TO CONTRO.L GRAPH OF 
5490 I NORMALIZED MAGNITUDE OF BEAl'I PATTERN 
5495 IF Gr11ph_l'l11_t'lagS•"YES" THEN 











5540 Graph_po_keylbl: ! CHAlljGES STATUS OF FLAG TO CONTROL GRAP.H OF 
5545 I POLAR PLOT OF THE BEAM PATTERN 
5550 IF Grisph_po_flagS•':YES" THEN . 











5595 Freq_keylbl: I ALLOU CHANGES OF OPERATING FREQUENCY 
5600 CONTROL 1, IZ; I I TURN OFF softkey5 
5605 ln5ert_lineS•" " ! Initialize to nothing 
5610 ! 
5615 I l'IAKE SURE THAT ALL INPUT DATA ARE OF THE CORRECT TYPE 
56Z0 ! This part will accept any type of input data and process it 
56Z5 I 
5630 REPEAT 
5635 INPUT "ENTER YOUR FREQUE:NCY IN Hz" ,Insert_lineS 
5640 I Check if the string is nul'leric - P11ss by value 
5645 Ok_input_flagS•FNis_string_pnul'IS((Insert_lineS)) 
5650 IF Ok_input_flagS•"TRUE " THEN 
5655 I This is e nul'leric string 
5660 I Enter the first re11l nlll'lber in the string 
5665 ! skip all the rest if any characters are left 










! This is not a POSITIVE nu"ber 
OISP " YOU MUST ENTER A POSITIVE NUMBER" 
UAIT .75 ! Ueit 3/4 sec so user can reed it 
ENO IF ! of Ok_input_flegS is TRUE 
IF Freq<l.E-40 THEN ! This is probalbly 0 
Freq•1000 












UAIT .75 ! so user can 
Ok input_flaglli~''FALSE'' 
read it 
. END IF . 'I.of FREQ • 0 




r Reco111pute the wavelength 
· I Reactiva~e ~he sof'tkeys 
~ , ' >, , ' 
--------------------------------------------------------------------
5770 Mra_keylbl: I ALLOU ~H~N6ES OF THE DESIRED MRA 
5775 CONTROL 1 , 1Z11 .. J TlJ~ OFF th1t si;>f tk eys. 
5780 fnaert_lineS•" " I Initialize to nothing 
5785 I l'IAKE SURE THAT ALL INPUT DATA ARE OF THE.CORRECT TYPE 
5790 I This part will accept any type of iriput data and proce!!s it 
5795 I ' .· . '. 
5800 REPEAT 






























I Check .if the string is nu~erlc - Pass by value 
Ok_input_:n.gia•FNis_str1nii_~u;..s< < Insert_lines>) 
IF Ok_input_flagS•"TRU~ " THEN 
I This is a nu111eric strilig 
ELSE 
I Enter the first reel n~f.ib'er in :t!'te string 
I skip all the rest V , l!Jly ,characters are left 
ENTER Insert_lineS;Tit.iporaryJ-eal 
IF <<6~;o~~~0r~~~~1::~~RA<~~~~~~~;;~<::~:>~0ri;~; .. 
UAIT .75 I Uait so the uaer can read it 
ok_input_neigs•"FALSE'." ,~ 
ELSE 
ENTE~ I,nstirt_linesi Te111porap:,...reaI 
Reques,ed_l'!l"a·T~111porary_real­
o~..:.inpUt_fl~~·"TRUE " 
ENO IF I range -180 TD 180 degrees 
I This is not'"a POSITIVE nu111ber 
DISP " YOU MUST ENTER A NUMBER" 
\JAif • f~ I IJait 3l4 '!ec so user can read it 
END IF' I of Ok_input_flagl is.TRUE 
UNTIL ok.:_inp1.lt_flagS.i'0TRUE~,y I i.e. a good frequency 
I 
CONTROL 1, 1Z;0 
so:rp Menu! 
Reactivate the softkeys . 
--------------------------------------------------------------------'. ' 
5950 Sp~ed_keylbl: I ALLOU CHANGES OF THE.SPEED OF SOUND IN UATER 
5955 CONTROL 1, IZ; I ! TURN OFF the f!Ot'tkeys 
5960 Insert lines•" " I inHi.j,lize to nothing 
5965 I MAKE SURE THAT ALL INPUT DATA ARE OF. THE CORRECT TYPE 
5970 REPEAT . 
5975 INPUT "ENTER TliE SPEED OF SOUND IN METERS/SE" ,lpsert_lineS 
5980 I Check if the string is positive nu111eric - Pass by viilue 
~9.85 Ok_input_f'lagS•FNis_string_pnu111S( ( Insert_lineS)) 
5S90 IF' bk_!input_f'l ags•r'TRUE " THEN 
5995 ! This is a nu111eric string 
6~ I Enter the first real nuPiber in the string 
6005 ! skip all the rest if any characters are left 






















IF <Speed>1600! OR !,Speeg<l4~l THEN 
DISP " YOUR NUMBER IS NOT PHYSICALLY POSSIBLE" 
UAIT 2.0 I Uait Z sec 
Ok input flagS•''FALSE" 
END II:- -
ELSE 
I Thia ia not e POSITIVE nu111ber 
DISP " YOU MUST ENTER A POSITIVE NUMBER" 
UAIT .75 I Uait 3t4 sec ao user can reed it 
END IF I of Ok_input_flagS ia TRUE 





Reco111pute the wavelenght 
Reactivate the aoftkeya 

















6165 Start_lbl: I ENDS STATUS CHAN,GES SUB-ROUTINE 
6170 CONTROL 1, 121 I I Turn off the aoftkey function and display 
6175 OUTPUT 21Cl,ers1 I Clear the screen 





























Find_111ra_index: I SEARCH IN MRA LOOK-UP TABLE FOR MRA INDEX • 
I ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
I • 
I MODULE NAME: FIND MRA INDEX DATE ZS SEPTEMBER 1S85 • 
• 
PR06RAMMER: SYLVAIN FLEURANT DATE ZS SEPTEMBER IS85 • 
PURPOSE : To aerch the MRA look-up teble using Used_111ra for the 
corresponding Mre_index to be used with the teble. 
INPUT Uaed_111ra, Mra, Nn_111re_deta_pt 
OUTPUT Hr a-index 
SIDE EFFECTS : NIL 
REMARKS : I. MRA is scan fr.0111 -38 TO 38 i.e. Nn_111ra_data_pt in !1RA 
Loo~-up table. 

















































Middle•<Low+Highl DIV Z 
Index at the bottol'! 
Index at the top 
Index in the 111iddle, then as Mr~_index 
IF• <INT< Used!.111ra><Mra< Middle)) THEN 
High!"Middle!"l J Confine; seari:h to first t:ialf. pf array 
ELSE 
IF <INT< U5ttd_111ral>Mra<l'liddlell THEN 
Low•Middle+I I Confine search to second tialf of arr.l!!Y 
ENO IF . . 
ENO IF l of Used_Mra < ~ra(~iddlel 
UNTIL CCINT<Used_Mral•Mra(Middlel) OR <Low)Highll 
IF Low>High .THEN I. Yalue was not found 
I An error did occured 









6455 I •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••.,~··~·~·,~•t,1t-•~~·••••••+:t~'!t'••••••• 
6460 Array_configure: I CONFIGURE THE SUB-ARRAYS T~ BE ~~ED FOR BP COMPUTATION * 
6465 I f***~~·•••!t••t,~••!t-•+•••~-t• .. ••ff"*****-•**::*~,;!••~••••~••••••••'!**~4+•••••• 
S470 I * 
6475 I MODULE NAME;· ARRAY_CONFIGURE DATE: Z0 OCTOBER 1985 * 
64~ I • 
6485 I PROGRAMMER: s;1vain Fleurant DATE: Z0 OCTOBER 1985 • 
6490 I • 
6495 1 PURPOSE : Configure the array before calculation of. the bellllll pattern, • 
6500 I identify exact MRA according.to those available, set tiMe • 
6505 I delay, extract coMplex weights, and set the window. • 
6510 I • 
6515 I INPUT: Requested_111ra, Moqes * 
,65Z0 I OUTPUT: Used_,111ra, Mra_ind1111i' • 
65Z5 I SIDE iEFFECT~: Extrac:Uon of col'!plex we.igl:ib by the Oefin_coMple,lCwg * 
6530 I routine 111ay require' the use of II disk drive. • 
8535 I REMARKS: .Other variables are affected by the routine calls. • 















IDENTIFY USED MRA AND INDEX OF MRA LOOK-UP TABLE 
I 







I Define til'!e delay for that MRA 
! .,.-------------------------------.-,..---,..--.. ---.,.-----------.,.-----------
I 
































































IF 11odeS•''DIFF" THEN 
GOSUB Set_diff_~ode I Set OrFFerence ~ode i.e. window 
ENO IF 
I 




Ind_staves_~enu: ! 11ENU TO CHANGE INDIVIDUAL STAVE COl1PLEX SENSITIVITIES • 
I ••••••••••1•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••: 
1100ULE NAl1E: INO_STAVES_MENU DATE: 4 NOVEMBER 1985 • 
• 
PROGRAl1MER: Sylvain Fleurant DATE: 4 NOVEl1BER 1985 • 
• 
PURPOSE : To allow the user to change the value of any stave's • 
co~plex weights (a"plitude and phase) fo a given MRR. • .. 
INPUT: Stave_"enu_fllllQS, Stay_in_"enuS, • 
OUTPUT: Change of the actual co~lex weights of so"e hydrophones. • 
SIDE EFFECTS: To allow the user to chat'lge any stave's co"plex weights • 
or sensitivity TEl"IPORflRILY at a given MRA. • 
REMARKS: NO CHECK IS PRESENTLY 'DONE FOR THE HYDROPHONES NOT EVEN • 
EXISTING FOR A CONFIGURATION". • 
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
I CLEAR THE SCREEN 
OUTPUT Z;Clears; 
PRINT 11ESSAGE ANO OE11AND IF USER UANT TO USE THIS MENU 
Stave_"enu_fllllQS•FNUser_sta_~_choiS I Ask if the user needs to use 
1 this ~enu. 
IF Stave_"enu_fllJIQS•"TRUE " THEN 
I 
Stay_in_~enuS•"TRUE " 
UHILE <St'l!ly_in_"enuS•"TRUE "l 
I User_stave_"enu_choice returns 
I TRUE for running this "enu, 
FALSE for skipping this "enu. 
I Use the MENU 
GOSUB Output_stavesln !Output on the screen the selection available 




I INFORl1 THE USER OF KEY OPTION 
I 
PRINT "KEY 0 - DISCONNECT A STAVE OR A HYDROPHONE" 
PRINT "KEY 1 - STAVE PADDING UITH CAPACITORS" 
PRINT "KEY Z - ALLOY INDIVIDUAL CHANGES OF COl1PLEX SENSITIVITY" 
PRINT "KEY 9 - EXIT FROM THIS MENU" 




DEFINE MAIN MENU FOR CHOICE OF ACTION TO BE DONE ON THIS STAVE 
214 


















ON KEY 0 LABEL "DI5CONNEC.T" GOTO Disconnect lbl 
ON KEY 1 LABEL "PADDING'' GOTO. Paddirq_lbl -
ON l<EY Z LABEL "INDIVIOuAL" SOTO Ind_change_lbl 
ON ~EY 3 GOTO Not..,used_s1111 
ON KEY 4 GOTO Not_uaed_s"I 
I 
ON kEY 5 GOTO Not_used_s111t' 
ON KEY 6 G()TO ~.ot_used_s111 I 
ON KEY 7 GOTO Not_us!ti:l_SPll 
ON KEY 8 GOTO Not_uaed_s111I 
ON KEY 9 LABE~ "EXIT" GOTO End_stave_111enu 
-----------------------------------------~--------------------~~----
Stave_111_spinl: GOTO Sta11e_111.Jsp~n1 I Ua,it for softkey int,rrupt 
I - I/O Operator" ·· 
I ------------------------------------~---.,------------------------
! 
7005 Not_used_sPll: I 
7010 ·BEEP 1678, .z I This is not l!I choice 
7015 GOTO Stave_111_spinl 
70Z0 I 
70Z5 I --------------~---•----------------~-----,-------•-,-------,---.,----7030 I. , 
7035 Disconnect ... lpl: . . 
7040 GOSUB Disconnect ... stav i:; 70TO End_while_"!enu I Any 111ore staves 
7055 I ---------------------------------------•--... --------------,•-------
7060 I 
7065 Padding_lbl: I 
7070 GOSUB Padding_stav 
~=~: 70To End ... while..,lilenu I Any .. ore stavel\5 
7085 I ---•--------------------------------------,---------------------.,-
7090 ! 
1095 Ind_change_lbl: I 
7100 GOSUB lnd_stav_change 




71Z5 End_while_~enu: ! 
7130 PRINT USING "////" 
7135 PRINT "IF YOU DON'T IJANT TO CHANGE ANYMORE STAVE" 
7140 PRINT "JUST ANSUER Tl;IE NEXT QUESTION," 
7145 PRINT "THEN EXIT'' 
7150 PRINT " " 
7155 END UHILE 
n60 END IF I of Stave_111enu_nags 
7165 I 
7170 End_stave_P1enu: .1 
7175 CONTROL 1 ,1Z;1 I Turn off the softkeys and its display 
7180 '1 IJlien done clear 'the screen again 
7185 OUTPUT Z1ClearS1 






7Z15 Output_stavesln: ! OUTPUT THE STAVE SELECTION AVAILABLE FOR A GIVEN MRA • 
7ZZ0 I ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
7ZZ5 I • 
7Z30 MODULE NAME: OUTPUT_STAVESLN DATE: 5 NOVEMBER 1985 • 
7Z35 • 
7Z40 PROGRAMMER: Sylvain Fleurant DATE: 5 NOVEMBER 1985 • 
7Z45 • 
7Z50 PURPOSE : To show to the user the selection of staves available at • 
7Z55 given MRA. • 
7Z60 • 
7Z65 INPUT: Left_l st_array, Left_Znd_array, Right_1st_array, • 
7Z70 Rigl'rt_Znd_array, Fleg_Znd_leftS, Flag_Znd_rightS, Mra_index, • 
7Z75 Ttl_nn_ele111ent, Nn_left_ele111ent, Nn_rght_ele111ent. • 
7Z80 OUTPUT: list of staves which can be change at a given MRA • 
7Z85 SIDE EFFECTS: NIL • 











PRINT USING "I" 
PRINT "MRA • "; Useq_111ra;" degrees" 
PRINT "TOTAL NUMBER OF ELEMENT • "1Ttl_nn_ele111ent( Mrzs_index > 
PRINT 
PRINT "THERE ARE ";Nn_left_ele111ent<Mra_index)1" ELEMENTS IN THE LEFT A 
PRINT " FROM "1 Left_lst_array( Mra .... index, 1 ) ; " TO ";Le 
ft_lst_array<Mra_index,Z) 
7340 IF Flag_Znd_leftS< Mra_index )•"Y" THEN 










! Only one ele111ent is in this arrzsy 
IF <Left_Znd_array(Mra_index,ll•0l THEN 




ELSE I More 
PRINT " 
AND ELEMENT "J Left_Znd_array( Mrzs_index, 1 > 
than one ele111ent 
AND FROM "1Lef't_Znd_array(Mra_index,l>1" 
TO "; Left_Znd_arrayC Mra_index, Z) 
7390 END IF I One is zero, i.e., only one ele111ent 
7395 END IF I Flag_Znd_array 
7400 PRINT " '' 
7405 PRINT "THERE ARE "1Nn_rght_ele111entC Mra_inde>d 1" ELEMENTS IN THE RIGHT 
ARRAY" 
7410 PRINT " FROM ";Right_lst_array(Mra_index,1)1" TO "1R 
ight_lst_array<Mra_index,Z> 
7415 IF Flag_Znd_rights< Mrzs_index l•"Y" THEN I There is a second array 
74Z0 IF (Right_Znd_array<Mra_index,I )•0) OR <R1ght_Znd_array(Mrzs_index, 
Zl•0) THEN 
! Only one ele111ent is in this array 
IF <Right_Znd_array(Mra_index,1)•0) THEN 




ELSE I More 
PRINT " 
ANO ELEMENl= ,; 1 Right_Znd_array( Mra_index, 1 l 
them one ele111ent 













ENO IF ! Only one ele111ent in the second array 




































PRINT USING "/" 
!NEXT I 




Enter_stave_nn: I ALLOU USER TO ENTER STAVE NUMBER AS DEFINED PER MRA • 
I ••••••••••••••••••••,••••••••••~••••~r••••"t•••"°•*•~••••••••••••••••••••• 
I • 
I MOpULE NAME: ENTER_STAVE_NN CATE: 5 NOVEMBER 1985 • 
I • 
I PROGRAMMER: Sylvain Fleurant CATE: S NOVEMBER 1985 • 
I • 
I PURPOSE : To allow the u~pr ;t~ ente~ ~ ~tave nu~ber to be use by the ·• 
~enu to chan1:ie fodividual istaveis' co~plex senaitivity as • 
defined by the i:u:ren~ M~. • 
INPUT: Enter_lineS, R~,..i~ut_flags, Sfaye_nn_select, Te~porary_real, 
Left_lst_:srray, ~eft_Znct~~ray, ~!ght_lst_array, 
• Right._Znd_array, Flig_Z11d_lefts~ F~ag_Znd_rights, Mra_index. 
OUTPUT: Stave_nn~select · · 
SIDE EFFECTS: NIL 
REMARKS: Will reqtiest the user .a correct value. in the range of the 







···················-···,···~~····~, ........ ,. ................................. . 
CONTROL I, 1Z; I 
Inser{ .. lineS•" " 
I 
t 
Dis.connect the spftkeys, ev.en if it is already done. 
I Initialize to nothing 
MAKE SURE THAT ALL INPUT CATA ARE OF THE CORRECT. TYPE 
I This part will accept alny type of input data and proceH it 
I 
REPEAT 























I Check if the string is nu"eric - Pass. by value 




IF Ok_input_flagS•"TRUE " THEN 
ELSE 
! This is a nu~eric string 
I Enttir the first reai ·nu~ber in the string 
I skip all the rest if l!lnY characters are left 
ENTER Inser~_liryes1Te~porary .... real 
Stave_nn_select•INT(Te~porary_real) 
' I This i~ not ·a POSITIVE nu~ber 
OISP " YOU MUST ENTER A POSITIVE NUMBER" 
lolAIT • 7S I Wait 3/ 4 sec so user can read it 
ENO IF I of, Ok_input_flagS i.s TRUE I . . ! ____________ .:. ____________________ ;;, _____________________________ _ 
I 
Ok input flagS•"FALSE" ,- - . I .RESET to FALSE to allo1.1 for ~ore testing 
7750 IF <<Stave_nn_select>•Left_lst_array<Mra_index,1ll ANO ( Stave_nn_s 
elect<•Left_lst_array(Mra_indeil,Zf)) .THEN · 
7755 ! THIS IS A VALID STAVE NUMBER 




7775 IF <<Stave_nn_select>•Right_lst_array(Mra_index,111 AND <Stave_n 
n_select<•Right_1st_array(Mra_index,Zlll THEN 
7780 ! THIS IS A VALID STAVE NUMBER 





7810 IF Flag_Znd_lefts<Mra_indexl•"Y" THEN I Check this array tool 
7815 I 













IF (Left~Znd_arrayCl1ra_index,Zl•Stave_nn_selectl TH 
7850 Ok_input_flagS•"TRIJE "· 
7855 END IF I Left_Znd_array for the Znd - one ele"ent 
7860 END IF I Left_Znd_array for the 1st - with one ele"ent 
7865 I 
7870 ELSE I For "ore than one ele"ent in this array 
7875 IF <<Stave_nn_select>•Left_Znd_array(l1ra_index,1)) AND 
< Stave_nn_select<•Left_Znd_array< 11ra_index ,z I)) TIIEN 
7880 I THIS IS A VALID NUMBER 
7885 Ok_input_lagS•"TRUE " 
7890 END IF I Left_Znd_array for "ore than one ele"ent 
7895 ENO IF I Left_Znd_array for single ele"ent sub-array 
7900 ! 
























Flag_)nd_right!l(l1ra_index)•"Y" THEN !Check this array 
! 
I -----------------------------------------------------IF CRight_Znd_array(11ra_index,11•0) OR (Right_Znd_array 
I Only one ele"ent is used 
IF <R1ght_Znd_array(l1ra_index,11•Stave_nn_selectl T 




I This is a valid nu"ber 
Ok_input_t'lagS•"TRUE" 
ENO IF ! Right_Znd_array(Mra_index,ZI 
ENO IF! Right_Znd_array(Mra_index,11 
8010 ! -----------------------------------------------------
8015 ELSE ! For "ore than one ele"ent in this array 
80Z0 IF <CStave_nn_select>•Right_Znd_array<Mra_index,111 































































I This is a valid nu~ber 
Ok_input_f'lagS•"TRUE " 
ENO IF I Stave_nri_i!aled & Right_Znd_array 




ENO IF ! Flag_Zntl_rights is Y 
ENO IF I Ok_input_flatjS • "FALSE" 
I 
! . --------------------'-'------;..---'---------"'--------------------
' iF 61t_fnput_f'lagS;."FALSE" THEN 
OISP "THIS STAYE NUMBER IS NOT USED FOR THIS HRA"' 
WAIT .75 !' ~o user can read it . 
END IF I Ok input nlsgs • "FAL'SE'' <last cas'el 
: ---------=--~-~=~~----------~~-----~-----------------------­
' END IF I Right_ I st_array 
ENO IF I Left_lst_array 
UNTIL Ok_input_t'lagS-"TRUE " 
I 
I i.e. 11 good frequency 
I ----------------------•-----••---~----------•--~-------------•-----
! Echo back to the operator· 
I 
OISP "THr STAYE SELECTED IS NUMBER ",Stave_nn_select 
RETURN I Eriter _$tave_nn 
--------------------------end-of-sub-routine--------------------~------
...................................................... ~ .........•.•...... 
Oisconnect_stav: I DISCONNECT ONE OR ALL 'THE HYDROPHONES OF A STAVE • 
I ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••44'it+••••••• 
. I • 
I MODULE NAME: OISCONNECT_STAYE DATE: 5 NOVEMBER 1985 • 
I • 
I PROGRAMMER: Sylvain Fleurant DATE: 6 NOVEMBER 1985 + 
I • 
I PURPOSE: To disconnect any single hydrophone of 11 stave or the antire • 
I stave aa requested by the operator, for a given pre-selected • 
I valid stave nu~ber. .• 
I + 
I INPUT: Hydro_nn, Actual_emp_wg, Stave_nn_select. • 
I OUTPUT: Actual_al'!P_wg • 
I SIDE EFFECTS: REDEFINE ANV AMPLITUDE WEIGHTS OF THE SUB-ARRAYS • 
I AS DEFINED FOR A 6IYEN HRA • 
I REMARKS: NIL • 
J ········································*·*···················---······· 
I 
CONTROL 1,IZ;0 Turn. KEY ON 
OUTPUT Z;ClearS; 




! INFORM THE USER OF KEY OPTION 
! 
PRINT USING "/ //" 
219 
83ZS PRINT "KEY 0 - OISCONNECT HYDROPHONE A CTOPl" 
8330 PRINT "KEY I - DISCONNECT HYDROPHONE B <CENTER)" 
8335 PRINT "KEY Z - OISCONNECT HYDROPHONE C <BOTTOM>" 
8340 PRINT "KEY 3 - DISCONNECT ALL HYDROPHONES OF THE STAVE" 
8345 PRINT USING "/" 
8350 PRINT "KEY 9 - EXIT THIS MENU UITHOUT ANY CHANGES" 




8375 I DEFINE MAIN MENU FOR CHOICE OF ACTION TO BE DONE ON THIS STAVE 
8380 I 
8385 ON KEY 0 L~EL "HYDRO A" GOTO D~-sconnect_l st 
8390 ON KEY 1 LA~EL "HYDRO B" GOTO Oisconnect._Znd 
8395 ON KEY Z LABEL "HYl,;lRO C" GOTO Disconnect_3rd 
8400 ON KEY 3 LABEL "ALL HYDRO" GOTO Diaconnect_all 
8405 ON KEY 4 GOTO Not_used_s"Z 
8410 I 
8415 ON KEY 5 GOTO Not_used_s"Z 
84Z0 ON KEY 6 GOTO Not_used_s"Z 
84Z5 ON KEY 7 GOTO Not_used_s"Z 
8430 ON KEY 8 GOTO Not_used_s"Z 
8435 ON KEY 9 LABEL "EXIT" GOTO End_disconnect 
8440 --------------------------------------------------------------------
8445 
8450 Stave_"_spinZ: GOTO Stave_~_spinZ I Uait for softkey interrupt 
8455 I - I/O Operator 
8460 ! --------------------------------------------------------------------
8465 
8470 Not_used s"Z: ! 
8475 BEEP 1888, .z This is not a choice 




8500 Oisconnect_lst: I 
8505 Hydro_nn•-1 




































8625 IF Hydro_nn<3 THEN 
0630 Actual_aMp_wgCStave_nn_select,Hydro_nnl•0 
8635 ELSE I All three eleMents 
8640 FOR P•-1 TO 1 STEP 1 
8645 Actual.,.,...,p_.wg< Stave_nn_~!!Htc,t ,P l•0 
0650 NEXT P 
8655 ENO IF I of HydrcUll'l 
0660 End_disconnecti f Exit label 
8665 OUTPUT Z1ClearS1 I CLEAR THE SCREEN 
8670 CONTROL 1, IZ; 1 I Turi? off .\he softkeys a,nd its display. 
8675 RETURN I Oisconnect_stav 
8600 --------------------------:end-of-sub..;routine--:--:-----------------------
0605 . • . . 
8690 ! ··················~~·······~·····~······~~····························· 
8695 Padding_stav: I ALLOY USER TO 00 .PADPIN6 OF flNY .STAVE IN THE SUB-ARRflY " 
8700 'I '••**•••••••••*•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••,•••••••• 
8705 l ... 
8710 I l'ibOULE'NAHE: PAOO~NS..,.STAV CATE: 6 NOVEl'l8ER .1905 " 
8715 I " 
87Z0 ·1 PROGRAMMER: Sylvain Fleurant CATE: 6 NOVEHB(R 1985 • 
87Z5 I * 
8730 I PURPOSE: To allow the uaer to. padd i!l'IY pre-ael~ci:ed ~alid stave with • 
8735 l one or More capacitors.. * 
8740 I • 
8745 I INPUT: Stave_nn_select, Actual_aMp_wg, l'liniMl.!J'l_i'll'J..db • 
8750 I OUTPUTi Actual_amp_:wg . . ... 
8755 I SIDE EFFECTS: Will reset the i!lllllllitude .• weights of the entire stave. • 
8760 I REMARKS: The v.alue of the i!llllplitude we'l!;j'~ts .1.lill not exceed the -:40 dB• 
87S5 I or what Iver yalale as d;!ine1f bv Piin)il'iuM_nn_db •.. • ) ... 
8770 I THIS Il'IPLEl'IENTATION SHOULD LATER ON ALLO~ VARIATION AS • 
0775 I ' FUNCTI, g.~ OF 7FREque,~c~ ~ • ~·. : . ·.·· ) . . . l. • 





























I DEFINE LOCAL VARIABLE 
REAL One..,.padding_aMp ... \IAL\J.E OF. ONE. PADDJ;NS 
Orie.Jia\:itfi\1£_~p•:..z.a 1-.z .• a. d8. for any'frequenc;y, .will be updated 
One_:padding_a..lp• Hi•< one_padding_aMp/Z0> 
l Convert it bac;lc. in. linear 
! 
OUTPUT Z;ClearS1 . I Clear the screen 




l INFORM THE USER- OF' KEY OPTION 
I 
PRINT USING "/" 
PRINT " 
PRINT " " 
PRINT "THIS l'IENU ALLOWS PADDING OF A. STIWE" 
PRINT 
PRINT "KEY 1 - PADDING WITH ONE CAPACITOR" 
PRINT "KEY z - PADDING l.litH TYO CAPACITORS" 
PRINT "KEY Z - PAOOIN6 UITH THREE CflPACITORS~' 
PRINT . . . . • . . . •· 
PRINT "KEY 9 - EXIT THIS 11ENU lolITH(JUT Cl{ANG~S" 
!'l~nitupe. 


























CONTROL 1,IZ;0 I Turn KEY ON 
ON KEY 0 GOTO Not_used_5M3 
ON KEY I LABEL "1 CAPACITORS" GOTO Padded I 
ON KEY Z LABEL "Z CAPACITORS" GOTO Padded_Z 
ON KEY 3 LABEL "3 CAPACITORS" GOTO Padded_3 
ON KEY 4 GOTO Not_used_sm3 
l 
ON KEY 5 GOTO Not_used_sm3 
ON KEY 6 GOTO Not_u5ed_sm3· 
ON KEY 7 GOTO Not .... used_5m3 
ON KEY 8 GOTO Not_used_sm3 
ON KEY 9 LABEL "EXIT" GOTO End_padding_st 
Stave_m_5pin3: GOTO Stave_m_spin3 I Wait for softkey interrupt 




BEEP 1678,.Z ! This is not a choice 
GOTO Stave_m_spin3 
9045 Padded_3: ! Three capacitors 
9050 FOR P•-1 TO 1 STEP I 
9055 Actual_i!ll'lp_l.!g(Stave_nn_select,P)•Actual_i!ll'lp_wg(Stave_nn_select,Pl-0 
ne_padding_i!ll'lp · 
9060 IF Actual_amp_wgCStave_nn_select,P><0 THEN 
9065 I This means it is already to small 0 --> Hinimum_nn_db 
9070' Actual_i!l'lp_wg(Stave_nn_select,Pl•0 
9075 END IF 
9080 NEXT P 
9085 I The nerl ti.io will perform the remaining padding (i.e. Z capacitors) 
9090 I -----•---------------~--------------------------------------~--------
9095 I 
9100 Padded_Z: I Ti.io capacitors 
9105 FOR P•-1 TO I STEP I 
9110 Actual_l!ll'lp_wg<Stave_nn_select,P>•Actual_amp_wg(Stave_nn_select,Pl-0 
ne_padding_amp 
9115 IF Actual_i!ll'lp_wg(Stave_nn_select,P><0 THEN 












I The next one will perform the remaining padding (i.e. one more cap.) 
I ---------------------------------------------------------------------
! 
9155 Padded_!: I One capacitor 


















0 --> Minimum_nn_db 
9Z10 End_padding_st: I Exit label 
9Z 15 OUTPUT Z; ClearS1 ·I CLEAR THE SCREEN 
9ZZ0 ·CONTROL 1,IZ;l I Turn off the softkeys and display 
9ZZ5 I 
9Z30 RETURN I fro" Padding_st~v 
9Z35 ! ------------------•--'"--'-..:-end-af-sub-routine---------------------------
9Z40 
9Z45 l ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••+•••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
9250 Ind_stav_change: I CHANGE INDIVIDUAL HYDROPHONE FOR A GIV;N STAVE * 
9ZSS I ••••••••••••••••••••••••*•••~••••••••••*•••••*•••••••*••+••••*••••••••• 
9260 I • 
9265 I MODULE NAME: IND_STAVE_CHANGE DATE: 6 NOVEMBER 1985 • 
~~ I * 
9275 I PROGRAMMER: Sylvain Fleurant DATE: 6 NOVEMBER 1985 • 
9280 ' • 
9285 I PURPOSE : To change the co"plex sensitivity or weight (C1J11plitude and • 
9290 I phase) of any hydrophones of a valid 'Stave wii:hin the li"it + 
9295 ! of -180 to 1 80 degrees and 0 to -40 dB ( Mini~"-nn_db >. • 
9300 ' • 
9305 I INPUT: Stave_nn_select, hydro_nn, Actual_a"p_wg, Actual_pha_wg, • 
9310 I OUTPUT: Actual_8Plp_wg, Actual_pha_wg + 
9315 I SIDE EFFECTS: Reset value of the .sensitivity • 
9320 I REMARKS: The changes are per"anent during progra" eltecuiion, but no + 
9325 I changes is done on disk. • 





































OUTPUT Z 1 Cl ears; I Clear the screen 





I INFORM THE USER OFcKEY OPTION 
' PRINT USING "/" 
PRINT " INDIVIDUAL COMPLEX SENSITIVITY CHANGES"· 
PRINT I' " 
PRINT "THIS MENU ALLOUS TO CHANGE THE, COMPLEX SENSIHVITY" 
PRINT "OF ANY HYDROPHONES OF A PRE-SELECTED STAVE'' 
PRINT . 
PRINT "KEY 0 - CHANGE COMPLEX SENSITIVITY OF HYDROPHONE A" 
PRINT "KEY 1 - CHANGE COMPLEX ;SENSITIVITY. OF HYDROPHONE B'' 
PRINT "KEY Z - CHANGE COMPLEX SENSITIVITY OF HYDROPHONE C" 
PRINT 
PRINT "KEY 9 - EXIT THIS MENU UITHOUT CHANGES" 
------------------------------------~----:... _____ ';,.. __________ ~~-------'--
DEFINE MAIN MENU FOR1 CHOICE OF ACTION TO BE DONE ON THIS STAVE 
CONTROL I , 1Z;0 I Turn KEY ON 
ON KEY 0 LABEL "HYDRO A" GOTO Change_e 
ON KEY I LABEL "HYDRO B" GOTO Charii;Je_b 
ON KEY' z LABEL "HYDRO_C" GOTO Chaogit_c 
ON KEY, ,,3 GOTO No1:;._Used;.,.s"4 
ON KEY 4 GOTO Not_used_s~4 
I 
ON KEY 5 GOTO 
ON KEY S GOTO 









ON KEY 8 GOTO Not_used_s1114 










GOTO Stave_111_spin4 ! Uait for softkey interrupt 
















9610 Change_b: ! 
96~5 Hydro_nn•0 





























l clear the screen 
OUTPUT Z;Clear•1 
! Print current co111plex sensitivity (weights> before the 
PRINT " ACTUAL COMPLEX SENSITIVITIES BEFORE THE CHANGES" 
GOSUB Prt_current_~w 
I CHANGE THE COMPLEX UEIGHTS 
GOSUB Cw_hyd_changes 




9740 ·End_stav_change: I Exit label 
9745 CONTROL 1,IZ;l l Turn off the softkeys and display 
9750 OUTPUT Z;ClearS; ! Clear the screen 





9775 Prt_current_cw: ! PRINT CURRENT COMPLEX UEIGHT OF AN HYDROPHONE • 
9780 l ·······································~··~···························· 
9785 I • 




PROGRAMMER: Sylvain Fleurant 
224 
• 
CATE: 6 NOVEMBER 1985 • 
* 
PURPOSE To print the current value of the actual co111plex sensitivity• 
of the preselected stave and hydrophone nu111ber as call by • 
sub-111enu to change the individual stave/hydrophone c.weiqht.• 
INPUT: Stave_nn_select, Hydro_nn, Actual_a111p_wg, Actuai_pha_wg. 
OUTPUT: Phase and 111agnitude of co111plex serisi·H~ii:y in degrees and 
dB repectively. :... 
SIDE EFFECTS: Data output on the screen. 
REMARKS: The current value of Hydro_nn and Stave_nn_select are used. 
• 
• 
" .................................. , .. ~"-·~··_. ................................... .. 
I 
PRINT 
PRINT "STAVE # • \';Stave.:::,nn_select;" ,HYDROPHONE # • ";Hydro_nn 
Te111p_phase•Actual_pha_wg(Stave_nn_select,Hydro_nn>•l80/PI 





IF Te111P_i!l'lp(Mini111u111_nn_db THEN· 
Te111p_111ag•Mini111u111_nn_db 
ENO IF 
.PRINT .~MAGNITUDE ti, Te111p_111ag;" ·dB" 
PRINT "PHASE ",Te111p_phase1" degrees" 
.PRINTe \• " 
































































Cw_hyd_chang~s: !ENTER AND CHANGE A SPECIFIC 'HYDROPHONE COMPLEX IJEIGHiS • 
J .... ,,_ •••• .,_~···~···f~:lt~····•'!',. .. ~····"························ ............ . 
I ·• 
MODULE NAME: CU_HYDRO_CHANGES DATE: 6 NOVEMBER 1985 
PROSRAMMER: Sylvain Fleurant DATE.I 6 NOVEMBER 1985 
PURPOSE : To enter a new 'validated co111plex weights for a specific' 
hydrophone; and then to change it. This is called by the 
sub-111enu,for individual· stave change. 
INPUT: Stave_nn_select, Hydro_nn, Mini111u111_nn..:.db, Actual_a111p_wg, 
Actual_pha_wg, Te111p_ghase, Terilp~111ag. 
OUTPUT: Actual_i!l'lp_wg, Actual_pha_wg. 
SIDE EFFECTS: !JILL CHANGE THE ACTUAL COMPLEX SENSITIVITIES 













" .....•• , •..• "t••~··•t•·······~··""········································ 
I INFORM Tl:IJ! USER OF l<EY OPTION 
I 
PRIN1 " " 
PRINT "KEY 0 - CHANGE AMfi'LITUDE IN dB OF CHOOSEN HYDROPHONE" 
PRINT "KEY 1 - CHANGE PHASE IN DEGREES OF CHOOSEN HYDROPHONE" 
PRINT "KEY 9 - EXIT THIS MENU lolH~N DONE OR IF NO CHANGES ARE REQUIRED" 
l 
I --------------------------------------~~..;:.,---------------------------
















CONTROL 1,1Z10 I Turn KEY ON 
ON KEY 0 LABEL "MAGNITUDE" GOTO 
ON KEY I LABEL " PHASE " GOTO 
ON KEY Z 60TO Not_used_s~S 
ON KEY 3 GOTU Not_used_s"S 




ON KEY 5 GOTO Not_used_sm5 
ON KEY 6 GOTO Not_used_s"S 
ON KEY 7 GOTO Not_used_s~5 
ON KEY 8 GOTO Not_used_sm5 
ON KEY 9 LABEL "EXIT" GOTO End_indv _change 
10180 Stave_~_spin5: GOTO Stave_~_spin5 l Wait for softkey interrupt 




10Z05 BEEP Z300,.Z I This is not a clioice 





10Z30 Change_~ag: I ENTER THE CHANGE - 9ALIDATE. - THEN CHANGE AMPLITUDE WEIGHTS 
10Z35 ! 




































Insert_lineS•w - !nitialize to nothing 
MAKE SURE THAT ALL INPUT CATA ARE OF THE CORRECT TYPE 
This part will accept any type of input data and process it 
l 
REPEAT 
INPUT "ENTER THE MAGNITUDE IN dB C0 TO -40 dbl ",Insert_lines 
I Check if the string is nu"eric - Pass by value 
Ok_input_flagS•FNis_string_numS((Insert_lineSl) 
IF Ok_input_TlagS•"TRUE " THEN 
ELSE 
I This is a numeric string 
I Enter the first real nu"ber in the string 
I skip all the rest if any cliaracters are left 
ENTER Insert_lineSiTemporary_real 
Te"P.:..mag•Temporary_r"eal 
I This is not a nu"ber 
OISP 1' YOU MUST ENTER A NUMBER" 
WAIT .75 I Uait 3/4 sec so user can read it 
ENO IF I of Ok_input_f lagS is TRUE 
IF <Te"p_mag>O> OR CTemp_mag<MiniPium_nn_db) THEN 
Te~p_mag•0 
OISP " YOUR VALUE MUST BE BETWEEN 0 ANO -40" 
WAIT .75 I so user can read it 
Ok_input_flagS•"FALSE" 
ENO IF I of Te"p_mag out of range 
UNTIL Ok_input_J'lagS•"TRUE " I i.e. a good frequency 
FEEDBACK TO USER 
OISP "THE MAGNITUDE ENTERED IS ";Te~p_mag;" Degrees" 
UAIT .75 


















flctual_a111p~wg( Stave_nn_sel ect·, Hydro~nn l•TeP1p_P11!1Q 
CONTROL 1,12;0 l TURN ONSOFTKEYS BACK 
OISP " " 
GOTO Stave_P1_spinS 
-------------------------------------------------------------------~-
10470 Change_phase: I ENTER THE CHANGE - VALIDATE - THEN CHANGE PHASE YEI6HTS 
10475 CONTROL. 1 , 1 Z; I TURN OFF SOFTKEYS 
10480 ! 
10485 . Inaert_lineS•" " 
t.0490 I 
Initializet ta nothing 
10495 I MAKE SURE THAT ALL INPUT CATA ARE OF THE CORRECT TYPE 
1.0500 I Thi·s part 1o1~l accept ~ny type of input data and procetss it 
1.0505 I . 
10510 .REPEAT . 
10515 INPUT "ENTt;R• THE PHASE IN OE6REES C0 TO 360) ",Imsert_linetS 
1~·20 . I ~&ck if th.!' si:ring i~ ntll'letric . .,. .Pass by value 
105Z5 0~_1nput_flag~•FN~s_si:ring_pnul'l$((Insert_lirietSll 
10530 IF Ok_il'Jp4t.:..flagS~!'TRUE .. THEN 
10535 l This is: a nu~eric string 
10540 I Enter the firsi: retal nUJ11ber ~n th& string 
10545 I skip all th& retst if any charactetrs aret letft 





























1 .• This is not a POSITIVE nuP1betr 
• OISf! " YOU MUST ENTER A POSITIVE NUMBER" 
YAIT .75 I Yait 3/4 sec so user can read it 
ENO IF I of Ok_tnput_flagS is TRUE 
IF <Te111P_phase>360l OR CTe111P_phase<0l THEN 
Tel'lp_phase-0 
OISP " YOUR VALUE MUST BE BETWEEN 0 ANO 360" 
WAIT .75 ! so user can reed it 
Ok_tnput_flagS•"FALSE" 
ENO IF I of TeP1p_P11!1Q out of rang& 
UNTIL Ok_input_flagS•"TRUE " I i.e. a good fretquency 
FEEDBACK TO USER 
OISP "THE PHASE ENTERED IS ";Te1111p_phaaei" Degrees" 
YAIT .75 
CONVERT BACK INTO RADIANS 
Tel'lp_pha•Tel'lp_pha+CPI/1801 
Actual_pha_wg(Stave_nn_select,Hydro:_nnl•Te111p_phase+PI/180 
CONTROL 1,12;0 I TURN ON SOFTKEYS AGAIN 




10690 End_indv_change: ! Exit label 
10695 CONTROL 1,1211 ! Turn off th& softkeys and display 
10700 OUTPUT Z;ClearS; I Clear the screen 
10705 
227 




































































! MODULE NAME: BEAM_PATTERN DATE: 24 SEPTEMBER 1985 + 
PROGRAMMER: Sylvain Fleurant DATE: ZS SEPTEMBER 1985 • 
PURPOSE : CoP!pute the norl'lalized far-field beat'I pattern and in dB for + 
both theoretical and degraded<actuall sub-arrays for a + 
given MRA, frequency, speed of sound, end l'!ode of operation.+ 
+ 
INPUT Psi, Norl'lal_factor, Max_angle, Theory_re_bp, Theory_il'l_bp, + 
Actual_re_bp, Actual_il'l_bp, Minil'IUl'l_nn_db, Theory_aJllp_wg, + 
Tel'!porary_real. + 
OUTPUT Psi, Theory_l'lag_bp, Theory_phese_bp, Theory_db_bp, • 
Actual_111eg_bp, Actuel_pliase_bp, Actual_db_bp, Theory_db_xaxis+ 
Theory_db_yaxis, Actual_db_xaxis, Actual_db_yaxis • 
CALLS Polar_forl'I, Rect_forl'I, Find_l'!ra_index, Oefine_used_P1ra, • 
Theory_dft, Actual_dft, Col'lp_l'lai;;Lin_db, Col'!p_exis_pplot + 
Oefin_col'lplexwg, Oefine_til'le_del • 
SIDE EFFECTS : NIL + 
REMARKS : NIL • 
• •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
! COMPUTE THE REAL ANO IMAGINARY PART OF THE BEAM PATTERN 






! DEFINE PSI (HORIZONTAL ANGLE> IN DEGREES 
FOR I•-180 TO 180 STEP 1 
Psi( I >•I 
NEXT I 
I 
I CONVERT PSI INTO RADIANS 
I 
MAT Psi• Psi•<PI/180) 
I 
COMPUTE BEAM PATTERN OF ACTUAL ARRAY 
! 
Tl •TIMEOATE 
PRINT USING "/" 
! Starting til'le of execution of BP 
PRINT "••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• .. 
PRINT 
PRINT "THE CALCULATION OF THE THEORETICAL BEAM PATTERN " 
PRINT "UILL TAKE ABOUT Z MIN." 
PRINT USING "/" 
PRINT "STARTING THEORETICAL OFT" 
GOSUB Theory_dft 
PRINT "THEORETICAL BEAM PATTERN COMPUTATION DONE" 
228 
11010 PRINT " " 
11015 PRINT "THE CALCULATION OF THE ACTUAL ARRAY BEAM PATTERN" 
110z0 PRINT "WILL ALSO TAKE Z MIN." .. 
110Z5 DISP "BEAM PATTERN BEING CALCULATED" 
11030 PRINT " " 
11035 PRINT 11 •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••;*••••• 11 
11040 PRINT " " 
11045 PRINT "STARTING ACTUAL ARRAY OFT" 
11050 GOSUB Actual_dft . 
11055 PRINT "ACTUAL ARRAY BEAM PATTERN COMPUTATION DONE" 
11060 PRINT " " 
11065 DISP "BEAM PATTERN BEING CALCULATED" 
1107!11 TZ•TIMEDATE I Ending t1"e of execution of BP 
11075 PRINT "TIME TO COMPUTE BOTH BP •"1TZ-Tl1" SECONDS." . 
11080 I . 
110s5 1 --------------------------------------------------------------------
11090 I Co"pute BP in polar for111 for theoretical and actual array 
11095 I 
11100 DISP "POLAR FORM BEING COMPUTED" 
11105 CALL Polar_for111(Theory_re_bp<•>,Theory_i"_bp<•l,Theory_111ag_bp(•),Theor 
y_phase_bp(•) ,ttax_angle> · 








































-----~-----------,--~~------------..; ________ _; __ ~ ___ ...;_~------:'.'--~-----
COMPUTE THE NORMALIZATION FACTOR 
Nor111al_factor•SUM<Theory_at'lp_!.IQ> Use theoretica~ data i.e. OC 
USE THE MAXIMUM VALUE OF THE CURVES TO NORMALIZE 
Te111porary_real"!Theqry.;_111ag_bp< INT<rtax_anglel > I Start with a vcilue 
FOR.I•-Max_angle TO Max_angle STEP I 
IF (Tel'!porary_real <Theory.,;.rilig_bp< I)> THEN 
. Te111porar,y_real•Theory_111ag_bp<I> 
E.Nb IF . 








! NORMALUE Tl:fE BEAM PATTERNS 
l 
IF No;111~_factor<>0 THEN . . . 
MAT Theory;,..111ag_bp"! Theory_111ag_bp/(Nor111al_factor) Nor11111lize BP 
MAT Actual_111ag_bp• Actual_11111g_bp/(Nor111al_factor> Nor111alize BP 
ENO IF 
l -------------------------------------------------------------------
' COMPUTE the MAGNITUDE of BP in dB fro111 0 dB down. 
I 
[JISP "MAGNITUDE IN. da BEING COMPUTED" 





11305 I RECONVERT PSI INTO DEGREES 
11310 I 







CoMpute BP for the POLAR plot graph 
for the theoretical and actual array 
11350 OISP "POLAR REPRESENTATION BEING COl1PUTED" 
11355 CALL C0Mp_11Xis_pplot(Psi<•>,Theory_db_x11Xis(•),Theory_db_yi!lllis(•),Theo 
ry_db_bp<•>,<MiniMuM_nn_db>> 









11400 J ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
11405 Define_tiMe_del: I DEFINE TIME DELAY FOR A GIVEN MRA + 
11410 I +••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••"-*+••••••••••••••••••+••••••••• 
11415 I " 
114Z0 I MODULE NAME : DEFINE TIME DELAY DATE: Z9 SEPTEMBRE 1985 • 
114Z5 I • 
11430 PROGRAMMER: SYLVA!~ FLEURANT CATE: Z9 SEPTEMBER 1985 • 
11435 + 
11440 PURPOSE: To define the tiMe delay to be used by the OFT according • 





























Modification: 1. By S. Fleurant CATE: 19 OCTOBER 1985 + 
To incorporate new values for real tiMe delays for • 
angles 0, +/- 45, and +/- 90 degrees. • 





.. .. SIDE EFFECTS: NIL REMARKS: TiMe_delay is an array indexed by M. 
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
I 









Delay count used for the array 
Constant tiMe delay between eleMents 
I 61.5 MICROSECONOES 
!Flag to indicate if the pre-defined tiMe delay 
! database is to be used for phasing 
TRUE • Use the database 
FALSE • use the increMenting approach of 
constant tiMe delay added. 
Indicate how Many tiMe delay counts have 
to be ddne to Move ta proper tiMe delay 
far tho choosen MRA. 
i.e. Z reads twice the data base, 































































DEFINE ACTUAL TIME-DELAY TflBLE FOR THE CONFORMAL ARRAY 
Define in sec:ondes, these ara the tot•! (cul'IUlative) til'!e dalays 
applied to the staves. The~ are not inter-staves til'le delays. 
Values of the TAP nuP1b1tr are provided for eac:h ~taves 
Since tha l'll!lllil'IUl'I nul'!ber of stavas .used for• a given sub-array is1 ZB 
stavas, thara will ba ZB dalays per angle where tha.ones with 'Zeros 
are il'lple~eqte9. to accalerated the inp~t procass. 
----------------------------------------} <, J ""' 
For angle 0 Degrae 
! TAP# Zl. Z8. 33.5, 43, ~"".5, 55, sz, 68 .• S . 
DATA '1'·0,.:-4~'1'-5.-76V75,,;-.l 353.0,-16!11.Z5,.-Z091.0, -Z5Z1 .5,-Z!IZ1 .zs 
I TAP# 75,81.S, 87, !IZ.S, 97.S, 101,5 .. 
DATA -33Zt.0,-37Z0.75,-4059.0,-4397.Z5; '."4704.75; ~4950.75 
I TAP# 101.5, 97.5, 9Z.S, 87, 81.S, 75, 68.5 
OAT.A -4950. 75,-4704. 75,-4397.Z5,-4059.0,-37Z0. 75,-33Z1. ,-Z921.2S 
I TAP1t SZ,. 55, 48.5, 43, 33.S, 28, 21 
DATA -ZSZl .5,-Z0!11l.0,.-16~1-25,'.;)353.0,-,.76B. 75,,..430 •• 5, 0.0 
I 
I THEORETICAL TIME DELAYS FOR. A SPEED OF 140Z.08 l'l/S <4600 FT/SEC> 
I !JA!A (11.0, ~22.59, 77~-75 •. J~55,z9, 1688.J8:,•ZJ03.71; 2515.85, Z920.06 
! DATA 3318.04, 3730.75, 4073~82, 441(11;.10, 47':35.05, 4966.03 
I DATA 4966.03, 4735.05, 441(11.1, ~73.82, 3730.75, 331.8.04, 2920.012 
I DATA Z515.85,. Z103.71, 1688.18, 1355.29, 772.75,. 42Z.59, 0.0 I . .. . . . . . ... 
I --------------------------,..------------~ 
I 
! For +/- 45 Degraas (At a speed of 140i.08 Pl/sec:.> ;(1Stave 37 is 0) 
I TAP# 66, 72.5, 77.5, 79, 79, 78, 76.5, 74 
DATA -738.0, -1137. 75, -1445.25,'.'" 1537.5, -1537.5,'.;1476.0,-1383. 75, ·'1230.0 
I TAP# 71.5, 68.5, 65.S, 6Z, 59 
DATA -1076.Z5,;-1!9.1,7S,\l.-:707~~5, -492.0, -307.5 
l TAP# 54, 50.5, 46.S, 43, 38.5, 34.5 
DATA 0.0, Z15.Z5, 461.25, 676.S, 953.ZS, 1199.Z5 
I TAP# 30, Z5.5, Zl .5, 17, 13, 8, 4, 0 , 0 




I For+/- 90 Degrees <At a spaed of 1402.08 Pl/sec.) 
I TAP# 15, Zl, ZS, 30, 33.5, 36.5, 39.5, 42 
DATA ZZ75.5, 1906.5, 159lh0, 1353.0, 1137.75, 953.25, 768.75, 615.0 
I TAP# 44, 46, 47, 49.S, SI . 
DATA 49Z.0,369.0,307.5,153.75,61.S 
I TAP# SZ, 53, 54.4,· 55.5, 56.5, 57.5, 58, 59, 60 
DATA 0,-61.5,-153.75.~Zt5.Z5,-Z76.75,-338.Z5,-369.0,-430.5,-49Z.0 
I TAP 61, 61, 6Z, 6Z,S, 0, 0 
OATA.-553.5,-553,.5, .-615.0, -645.75, 0. ,0 I . . 
! ----------------------------------------
IF <Used_~r,~)-~) A~D (Used_~ra<5.0) THEN 
Predefine_td_ns.;,..TRUE " _ 
Sk,ip_td._count•I I First data group of til'!e dalays 
ELSE . . . . 































































Skip_td_count•Z ! Second data group of ti111e delays 
ELSE 
IF <ABS!Used_111ra)•90.0> THEN 
Predefine_td_flS•"TRUE " 
Skip_td_count•3 I Third data group of ti111e delays 
!EL.SE 
I IF <ABS1Used_111ra)•135.0> THEN . 
I Predefine_td_flS•"TRUE " 
I Skip_td~count•4 I Fourth data group of t1111e delays 
I END IF I of +/- 135 degrees 
END IF I of +/- 90 degrees 
END IF ! of +/- 45 degrees 
END IF I of 0 degrees 
IF,<~~~~~f~~-~~T~~-;~ED;~A~H~~NCE THEY ARE DEFINED 





! Adjust the ti111e delays for negative MRA 
! 
IF Used_111ra<0 THEN 
MAT Te111i:>_td~bufTer• Ti111e_cfeI_buffer I COPY TIME DEL.AV 
I Skip the unused zero 
K•< Nn_left_elel'lent<l'fra_index 'T1 
I MAKE AN IMAGE COPY FOR THE NEGATIVE MRA 
I DO THE LEFT ARRAY - CA si111ple inversion) 
FOR J•1 TO K STEP 1 
Ti111e_del_bufferCJl•Te111p_td_buffer<K-J+l) 
NEXT J 
I DO THE RIGHT ARRAY 
l1•Ttl_nn_eleP1ent<Mra_index) 
FOR J•K+I TO 11 STEP 1 
Ti111e_del_buffer(Jl•Te111p_td_bufier(l1•J+K+l> 





Used_111rill < 0 
For debugging purpose 
FOR J•1 TO ZS 
PRINT "J • ";J1" TIME DELAY • ";Ti111e_del_bufhr(J) 
NEXT J 
PAUSE 
! The correct t1111e delay buffer can now be used for the choo111en MRA 
I•I ! Initialize index of Ti111e_del_buffer 
! -------------------------------------------------------------------
' FIRST LEFT SUB-ARRAY NEGATIVE TIME DELAY 


































































! SECOND LEFT SUB-ARRAY - DEACTIVATED FEATURES SINC NONE EXIST HERE 
! 
IF Left_activateS•"TRUE " THEN 
IF Flag_Znd_leftS(Mra_iiidex )•"Y" THEN I There is a sub...,array 
IF <Left_Znd_array(Mra_index,1)•0>.0R <Left_Znd_array<Mra_index,Z> 
Only one ele111ent ~s used 
IF (Left_Znd_array<Hra_index,1)•0) THEN 
11•Left.-.Znd_ariray(11ra~index,Z> 
ELSE 





ELSE I Fol" ~ore than oni eleJ11ent in this arl'!ay 
FOR 11•Left_Znd_array(Mra_index,t> TO Left_Znd_array(Mra_index, 




ENO IF I with Left_Znd~array 
ENO IF I for Flag_Znd_leftS 
ENO IF I for Left_activateS 
I 
l -------------------------------------------------------------------
! FIRST RIGHT SUB-ARRAY ~OSITIVE TIME DEJ.;AY 
I 
FOR M•Right_lst_array<Hra_index,l> TO Right_lst_array(Mra_index,Z> ST 





! SECOND RIGHT SUB-ARRAY 
l 
IF Flag_Znd_rightS( 11ra_index l•"Y" THEN l Ttiere is a sub"'array 
IF ( Right_Znd_array( 11ra_index, 1 )•0> OR .< Rignt_Znd_array( 11ra_index, 
Only one ell!l'lent- is used 
IF <Right_Znd_array<Hra_index, 1)•0) THEN 
11•Rignt_Znd_array<l1ra_index,Z> 
ELSE 





ELSE I For 111ore than one elel'lent in this .array 






ENO IF l with Right_Znd_array 
ENO IF I for Flag_Znd_rightS 
I•l !Reset the index of the ti"e delay 
































































I TEMPORARILY USED THE CUMULATIVE 61.5 MICRO-SECONDS 
I 
I -------------------------------------------------------------------
! FIRST LEFT SUB-ARRAY NEGATIVE TIME DELAY 
I 










Left_activateS•"TRUE " THEN 
Flag_Znd_leftS( /1ra ... index ).•"Y" THEN I There is a sub-array 
IF <Left_Znd_array<J1ra_index,1l•0) OR <Left_Znd_array(/1ra_index,Z) 
Only one ele"ent is used 








ELSE ! For "ore than one ele"ent in this array 




END IF I with Left_Znd_array 
END IF l for Flag_Znd_leftS 
ENO IF I for Left_activateS 
I ------------------------------------------~------------------------
! 
Tdelay•0. I RESET delay for other half array 
I 
I -------------------------------------------------------------------
! FIRST RISHT SUB-ARRAY POSITIVE TIME DELAY 
I 






















IF Flag_Znd_rightS< Mra_index )•"Y" THEN I There is a sub-array 
~F (Right_Zncl_array<Mr~_index,1>•0) OR CRight_Znd_arrayCMra_index, 
Only cne,ele~e~t is used 








ELSE I For l'!cr.e ttii!ln one etlel'!ent in this array 





END IF ! with Right_Zna_array 































Fer printing.th~ til'le delays applied to all elel'lents 
PRINT USING "//" 
FOR I•I TO 52 STEP 
I PRINT I,Til'le_delay<I> 
NEXT I 
~i;EP: 8~8~. 3 . . . 
PAUSE I Ua:i.t until the user hal:i reisd H 
RETURN l Define_til'le_delay 
--------------------------end-of-sub-routine_..~~---~-..:.------------~~---
12915 I ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••~*f*•••"~·~·~···~:-9'~•4•••••••••••••••••:9'••~·· 
129Z0 Oef in_cclllfllexwg: I DEFINE THE COMPLEX UEIGHTS FOR THE ACTIVATED ELEMENT • 
1Z9ZS I ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
IZ930 I • 
IZ935 I MODULE NAME : DEFINE COl'IPLEX UEIGHTS DATE! ZS SEPTEl18RE 1985 • 
1Z940 I • 
12945 I PROGRAMMER: SYLVAIN FLEURANT DATE: ZS SEPTEMBER 1985 • 
IZ950 l • 
1Z955 PURPOSE: Tc define the cal'lplex weights used by the OFT according • 
1Z960 ta a given MRA fer beth theoretical and actual arrays. • 
12965 • 
12970 INPUT: Mra_index, MRA Leck-up Table, Actual_pha_wg, Actual_al'lp_wg, • 
12975 Thecry_pha_wg, Thecry_al'lp_wg • 
1Z980 OU\PU\: Actual_pha_wg, 'Actual_all!p_wg, Thecry_phe_wg, Thecry_al'lp_wg • 
12985 SIPE EFFECTS: NIL . • 
12990 REMARKS: 1. The ccl'!plex weights are indexed by"' & p. • 
1Z995 • 
13000 Z. The ~litude weights are ncrl'lalize ta 1.0, and the phase• 
13005 weights are i~ radians frol'! 0 ta ZPI. Net using this will • 
13010 result in inc'?'"rect beal'! pattern. • 
13015 • 
130Z0 3. The ccl'!plex weights can be read as serisitivitities of • 








frequency. The Cll'lplitude should be in dB (0 dB doYnl and the • 
phase in degrees. They "ust f ir11t be converted. • 
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
MAT A"p_1o1g_buffer• ( 1.0) Actual lii!l'le a11 theoretical unles11 real 
values are required 
13060 MAT Pha_Yg_buffer• (0.l 
13065 Read_c11_tlagS•"N" 
13070 INPUT "DO YOU YANT THE ACTUAL SENSITIVITIES FROM DISK INSTEAD OF OEFA 
ULT <·Y or Nl?" ,Read_c11_flagS · 
13075 IF < Read_c11_flagS•"y" l OR ( Read_cs_flagl•"Y" > THEN 
13080 CALL Read_actual_cs((Freql,A"p_wg_buffer(•l,Pha_t.ig_buffer<•l,<Mini 


















































I FIST LEFT SUB-ARRAY 
I 
FOR M•Left_lst_array<Mra_index,1) TO Left_lst_array<Mra_index,Zl 











! FIRST RIGHT SUB-ARRAY 
FOR M•Right_lst_array(Mra_index,t1 TO Right_lst_array(Mra_index,Zl 
I , 
FOR P•-1 TO 1 STEP 1 
Theory_i!l'lp_Yg(M,Pl•1.0 
Theory _phes_Yg( I'!, Pl.•0. 
NEXT P 
I 







! SECOND LEFT SUB-ARRAY - DEACTIVATED FEATURES SINC NONE EXIST HERE 
I 
IF Left_activateS•"TRUE " THEN 
IF Flag_Znd_leftS( Mra_ind11x }•"Y" THEN ! There 115 a sub-array 
IF <Left_Znd_iarray(Mra_index,1)•0) OR (Left_Znd_array(Mra_index,Z> 
Only one ele~ent is used 





FOR P•-1 TO I STEP 1 
Theory_a~p_Yg(M,P>•l.0 
Theory_pha_yg(M,P>•0. 

































































NEXT P ' 
ELSE I For "ore than one ele~ent in this array 
FOR 11•Left_Znd_array<Mra_index,I> TO Left~Znd_array<Mra_index, 
FOR P•-1 TO 1 STEP I 
Theory_ill'lp_wg(l1,P>•1.0 
Theory_pha_wg(l1,Pl•0. 







ENO IF I with Left_Znd_array 
ENO IF I for Flag_Znd_leftS 
ENO IF I for Left_activates 
I 
I -----------------"------.,,---------------.----.•-----------..,..,7--------
I SECOND RIGHT SUB-ARRAY 
IF Flag_Znd_rightS( Mra_index )•"Y" THEN I There is a sub-array 
IF ( Right_Znd_array( Mra_index, 1 l-0) OR (.Right_Znd .... array( Mra_index, 
Only one ele~ent is used 





FOR P•-1 TO 1 STEP I 
Theory_a"p_wg<M,P>•l.0 
Theory_pha_wg(l1,Pl•0. 
I TEMPORARY FOR ACTUAL 
I 




ELSE I For ~ore than one ele~ent in this array 
FOR M•Right_Znd_array< 11ra_index., I l TO Right_Znd_array( Mra_.inde 
FOR P•-1 TOI STEP 1 
Theory_ill'tp_wg<M,Pl~l.0 
Theory.;,J:1ha-i.Jg(l1,Pl•0. 







ENO IF I with Right..;.Znd_array 


























































Siftilar to a disconnect eleftent 
STAVE# ZI, eleftent 8 
STAVE # ZS, 
eleftents A & C 
STAVE #ZS, 
eleftents A & C 
STAVE # Z7, 
eleftent A & C 
STAVE # ZS, 
eleftent A & C 
RETURN I Oefin_coftplexwg • 
--------------------------end-of-sub-routine---------------------------
13740 I ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••~••••+•~••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
13745 Set_diff_ftode: ! SET DIFFERENCE MOOE OF OPERATION • 
13750 ' ···············································*······················· 
13755 I " 
13760 I MODULE NAME : SET DIFFERENCE MODE DATE: Z OCTOBER 1985 • 
13765 I " 
13770 I PROGRAMMER: SYLVAIN FLEURANT DATE: Z OCTOBER 1985 • 
13775 .. 
13780 PURPOSE: To add an additional 180 degrees of phase to every eleftents • 
13785 define in the right sub-arrays <1st and Znd tool to generate• 
13790 a difference window on the coftplex weights. • 
13795 • 
13800 INPUT: Mra_index, MRA Look-up Table, Actual_pha_wg, Theory_pha_wg. • 
13805 OUTPUT: Actual_pha_wg, Theory_pha_wg. • 
13810 SIDE EFFECTS: NIL • 
13815 REMARKS: 1. The coftplex weights are indexed by ft & p. • 
138Z0 • 
138Z5 z. The aJ11plitude weights ara norftaliztt to 1.0, and th& phas& • 
13830 wttights are in radians froft 0 to ZPI. Not using this will • 
13835 rltllult in incorrect bel!ll'I pattern• • 
13840 • 
13845 3. The additional phase changes is pi radians <not 180 • 
13850 dagrees per say). • 
13855 ···································~·································~· 
13860 I 
13865 ! FIST RIGHT SUB-ARRAY 
13870 I 
13875 FOR M•Right_lst_array(Mra_index,1) TO Right_lst_array(Mra_index,Z> 
13880 FOR P•-1 TO 1 STEP 1 
13885 Theory_pha_wg(M,Pl•Theory_pha_wg<M,Pl+PI 
13890 Actual_pha_wg(M,P>•Actual_pha_wg<M,Pl+PI 




































! SE~OND.RIGHT su~~ARRAY • 
IF Flag_Znfi_rightS(Mra~indexl•"Y'.' THEN I Tj'lere is a sub-array 
IF (Right_Znd_array(l'lra_in'dex, I l•0l OR ( Right""Znd_array( l'lra_inde~, 
Only one ele~ent is used 




END IF . . . . 




Actual_pha_wg<,M 1 P l•Actual~ha:--wg< l'l ,P l+PI 
ELSE I For 111ore than one ele111ent in this 
FOR 1'1-Right_Znd_array(f'lra_index,I) TO 
array 
Rtght_Znd_array( 'Mra_inde 
FOR P•-i TO ( STEP 1 . 
Theory_pha_wg<M,Pl•Theory_pha_Lig(l'f,Pl+PI 




ENO IF I with Right_Znd_i!lf"ray 
ENO IF I for Flag_Znd~rightS 
I . 
14045 RETURN I ~et_diff _1110,cje . • . . . , 
14050 I -~----~--~------~-~~-----•end-of-sub-routine--•------------------------
14055 I 
14060 I ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
14065 Theory_dft: I COMPUTE THE OFT OF THE THEORETICAL ARRAY • 
14070 I ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
14075 I • 
14080 I MOOULE NAME : THEORY_aFT OAT~: Z9 SEPTEMBRE 1985 • 
14085 I *' 
14090 I PROGRAMMER: SYLVAIN FLEURANT DATE: Z9 SEPTEMBER 1985 • 
14095 I • 
14100 I PURPOSE: To ~0111pute the unndr~alized ·~eal and 1111aginary parts of a • 
14105 I bea111 pattern for a specific MRA, Sensitivity, wavelength, ~, • 
14110 I frequency for tj'le theoretical array (t.ii~h s=orrect · • 
14115 I sensitivity). * 
14120 I • 
141Z5 I INPUT: Aci:ual_aii!p_1.1g, Ai:tual_pha_l.ig, X':..i:isn, Y_psn, Ti111e_delay, P111, * 
14130 . Mra_index, freq, & la111bda. • 
141'35 OUTPUT: hieory_;..~_bp, Theory_1111_bp' • 
14140 SIDE EFFECTS: NIL • 
14145 REMARKS: I. The MRA look_up table is considered to be global i.e. it • 
14150 can acce11s by this sub-routine. • 
14155 • 
14160 z. Up to four sections can be executed, allowing up to four • 
14165 sub-arrays to be considered in the calculation of the bea111 • 
14170 pathrn. • 
14175 • 
14180 3. In the present i111ple111entation, there is no left second • 







Future software develop111ent 111ay require it uses. 
4. So111e redundancies do exist in order to accelerate the 
coP1Putation speed, instead of usinQ 111ore sub-routines calls 
and context switching. 
• 
14Zt5 I ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
14220 I 
14225 ! LOCAL DATA BASE DEFINITION 
14230 I 
14235 REAL Phase_111 
14240 REAL Phase_111p 
14245 I 
Phase changes in 111. 
Phase changes in 111 <Phase_111) and p. 
14250 I ----------------------------------------------------------------------
14255 I 
14ZS0 I COMPUTE THE OFT FOR ALL PSI <Horizontal angles> 
14Z65 I 
14Z70 RAD 
14275 FOR I•-180 TO 180 STEP 1 
14za0 t 
14Z85 I -------------------------------------------------------------------
14?90 I FIRST LEFT SUB_ARRAY 
14Z95 I 
14300 FOR M•Left_lst_array(Mra_index,1) TO Left_lst_array(Mra_index,2) 
14305 Phase_111•2•PI•<Freq•Ti111e~delay<Ml+(COS<Psi<I>l•X_psn<M>+SIN<Psi<Il) 
•Y_psn(Ml}/LZ1J11bda) 
14310 FOR P•-1 TO 1 STEP 1 
14315 Phase_111p•Phase_111+Theory_pha_wg(M,Pl 





14335 ENO IF 
14340 NEXT P 
14345 NEXT M 
14350 ! ' 
14355 I -------------------------------------------------------------------
14360 ! FIRST RIGHT SUB-ARRAY 
14~65 FOR M•Right_lst_array(Mra_index,I> TO Right_1st_array(Mra_tndex,2l 
14370 I 
14375 Phase 111•Z•PI•<Freq•Ti111e delay<Ml+<COS<PsiCill•X_psn(Ml+SIN<PsiCI>l 
·•V_psn<Ml>/LaJ11b~al - -
14380 FOR P•-1 TO 1 STEP 1 
14385 Phase_111P•Phase_lll+Theory_pha_wg(M,P> 






















SECOND LEFT SUB-ARRAY - DEACTIVATED FEATURES SINC NONE EXIST HERE 
IF Left_activate$•''TRUE " THEN 
IF Flag_Znd_left$( Mra_index l•"Y" THEN I There is a sub-array 






Only one elel'lent is. used 
IF <Left_Znd_array(Hra_index,1>•0) THEN' 
H•Left_Znd_array(Mra_index,Zl 
14475 ELSE 
14480 M•Left .... ind_array<Hra_ind~x.ll 
14485 END IF 
14490 Phase_l'l•Z•PI•<Freq•Til'le_delay(Ml+(COS<Psi<I>>•X_psn<Ml+SI~<Psi( 
I>.l•Y_psn< Ml>tL!Sl'lbdal · 
14495 FOR P•-1 TO 1 STEP 1 
14500 Phase_l'lp•Phase_l'l+Theory_pha_1.1g(M,P? 





145Z0 END IF 
145Z5 NEXT P 
14530 I 
14535 ELSE I For l'lore than one elel'lent in this array 




14550 FOR p.,. 1. TO 1 STEP 1 
14555 Phase:....l'IP•Ph~~e~"'+Theory_pha_wgCM,Pl 





















~ND IF I w~th Left_Znd_array 
END IF I for Flag_Znd_leftS 
END IF I for Left_activat!S 
I 
I ,.----,,.-;--;----,..--.,.,.-. .,.:--,.----.,.---------------:------,...,.7----·------,--,--
I SECOND RIGHT SUB-ARRAY. 
IF Flag_Znd_rightS( Mra_index )•"Y" THEN I There ill a sub-array 
IF ( Righ'.t_Znd_array( Mra.-ii;idex, 1 >-9l> OR. ( Rigi,t_Znd_array( Hra_index, 
Z >•0l THEN • 
14635 Only one elel'lent is used 
14640 IF <Right_Znd_array(Hra_index,1)•0) THEN 
14645 H•Rigtit_znd_array<Mra_index,Z> 
14650 ELSI; 
14655 M•Rigl:lt,.,Znd_arri!ly(Mra_index, 1) 
14660 'END IF . 
14665 Phase_l'l•Z•PI•<~req•Til'le_delay(M)+(COS<PsiCI>>•X_psn(Ml+SIN(Psi( 
I »•Lpsn< M))/Lllll'lbdi!ll . . 
14670 FOR P•-1 TO 1 STEP 1 
14675 Phase.,.l'lp,.Phase_"'+ Theory _pha_wg( M', P) 





14695 END IF 
241 




ELSE I For "ore than one ele"ent in this array 




147Z5 FOR P•-1 TO 1 STEP 1 
14730 Phase_"p•Phase_"+Theory_pha_wg<M,P> 





14750 ENO IF 
14755 NEXT P 
14760 NEXT M 
14765 I 
14770 ENO IF I ~ith Right_Znd_array 
14775 ENO IF I for Flag_Znd_rightS 
14780 I 
14785 ! 
14790 NEXT I 




14815 ! ...................................................................... .
148Z0 Actual dft: I COMPUTE THE OFT OF THE ACTUAL ARRAY • 
14825 I •••;•••••••••;*•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
14830 ! • 
14835 I MODULE NAME : ACTUAL_OFT DATE: ZS SEPTEMBRE 1985 • 
14840 I • 
14845 PROGRAMMER: SYLVAIN FLEURANT DATE: ZS SEPTEMBER 1985 • 
14850 • 
14855 PURPOSE: To co"pute the unnor"alized reel and i"aginary parts of a • 
14860 bea" pattern for a specific MRA, Sensitivity, wavelength, & • 
14865 frequency for the actual array <with correct sensitivity). • 
14870 • 
14875 INPUT: Actual_~_wg, Actual_pha_wg, X_psn, Y_psn, TiMe_delay, Psi, • 
14880. Mra_index, freq, & li!Plbda. • 
14885 OUTPUT: Actual_re_bp, Actual_iP1_bp • 
14890 SIDE EFFECTS: NIL • 
14895 ! REMARKS: 1. The MRA look_up table is considered to be global i.e. it • 
149(1/0 I can access by this sub-routine. • 
14905 ·.I • 
14910 I z. Up to four sections can be executed, allowing up to four • 
14915 sub-arrays to be considered in the calculation of the bei!PI • 
149Z0 pattern. • 
149ZS • 
14930 3. In the present i"ple"entation, there is no left second • 
14935 sub-array. It is i"ple"ented but disconnected as co""ents. • 
14940 Future software develop"ent "ay require it uses. • 
14945 • 
14950 4. So"e redundancies do exist in order to accelerate the • 
14955 co"putation speed, instead of using "ore sub-routine calls • 
14960 and context switching. • 
14965 I ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
14970 I 






.1 FALSE ,. Deactivated, TRUE "' Activated 
I Sec~nd left sub-array deactivated 
15000 I ----------------------------------------------------------------------
1500.5 I 
15010 I COMPUTE THE OFT FOR ALL PSI <Horizontal angles> 
15015 I 
15020 RAD I PSI P!Ust be in radians 
15025 FOR I•-180 TO 180 STEP I 
15030 I 
:~::· : ~~;;:-~g;;-;~;:~~~~;:----------------;--------,----------;. ___________ _ 
15%5 .1 
15050 FOR M•Left_lst_array(Mra_index, I l TO Left_lst_array(!'lra_inditx,2> 
15055 Phase_P1•2•PI•(Freq•TiP1e_delay<M>+<COS<Psi(I))•X._psn<Ml+SIN<Psi<Il) 
•Y_psn( Ml l/La111bda) . . . 
15060 FOR P•-1 TO i STEP. 1 , . 
l 50Q5, Phase ... 111p•Pha~~-111+f\c~~_ph~_wg< M .P.> 
15070 IF Actual_a.ip_wgCM,Pl<>0 THEN 




15085 END IF 
I 509.0 NEXT P 
15095 NEXT M 
15100 I 
15105 I ---------------------------------,-,.~----~-------:--:--------~------~,-
15110 I FIRST RIGHT SUB-ARRAY . 
15115 FOR 11•Right,Jst_array( Mra_index, 1) TO Right_! s~_array( Mr!l_index ,2) 
15120 I f . . . • 
15125 Phase 111~2•PI~<Freq•TiP1e_delay<l1>~(COS<Psi(Ill~X_psn(l1)+SINCPsi<Ill. 
•Y.JJ!Sn(l1))/.LaP1bcla> - • · · . · · · • 
15130 FOR P•-1 TO 1 STEP I 
15135 Phase_111p•Phase_P1+Actual _p'1•t .. WQ< 11, P > 
15140 IF Actual..-~P-~01,Pl<>0 ~HE~ . . 





























' SECOND LEFT SUB~AR~Y - OEACTiVATED FEATURES SINC NONE EXIST HERE 
I 
IF Left_activateS•"TRUE " THEN 
IF Flag_2nd_leftS< Mra_index )•"Y" THEN I Ther;e is a sub:-array 
IF ( Left_2nd_array< Mra_index, 1 )•0> OR ( Left_2nd_array( Mra_index ,2) 
Only one el~111ant is u•ed 





Phase_l'!•Z•PI•< Freq•Til'le_delay< M>+< COS( Psi·( I l l•X_psn< M>+SIN< Psi< 
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Ill•V_psn(Mll/Lal'lbda> 
15Z45 FOR P•-1 TO 1 STEP 1 
15Z50 Phase_l'lp•Phase_1'1+Actual_pha_t.1g(M,P> 














ELSE I For !'lore than one elel'lent in this array 
FOR M•Left_Znd_array( Mra_index, I) TO Left_Znd_arrayC Mra_indenc, 
15Z95 Phase_l'!•Z•PI•CFreq•Til'le_delay(Ml+<COSCPsi(ll>•X_psn<Ml+SIN< 
Psi(Il>•Y_psn<Mll/Lal'lbda) 
15300 FOR P•-1 TO 1 STEP 1 
15305 Phase_l'lp..Phase_l'l+Actual_pha_l.IQ(M,P> 






















ENO IF I with Left_Znd_array 
END IF I for Flag_Znd_laftS 
END IF I for Left_activateS 
I 
I --------------------------------------------------~---------------
! SECOND RIGHT SUB-ARRAY 
IF Flag_Znd~rightS( Mra_index )•"Y" THEN l There is a sub-array 
IF CRight_Znd_array<Mra_index,1)•0) OR <Right_Znd_array<Mra_index, 
15385 Only one elel'lent is used 




15410 ENO IF 
15415 Phasa_l'l•Z•PI•<Freq•Til'le_delay(M>+<COS(Psi(Ill•l'-_psn(Ml+SIN<Psi< 
I>>•V_psn<Mll/Lal'lbdal 
154Z0 FOR P•-1 TO 1 STEP 1 
154Z5 Phase_f'lp•Phase_l'l+Actual_pha_wg(M,Pl 














ELSE ! For !'lore than one elel'!ent in this array 
FOR M•Right_Znd_array(Mra_index,ll TO Right_Znd_array(Mra_inde 
15470 Phase_l'!•Z•PI•< Freq•Til'le_delay(Ml+( COS< Psi( I l l•X_psn( Ml+SIN< 
Psi(Ill•Y_psn(M))/Lal'lbda) 






IF Actual_a111p_wg(M,P><>0 THEN . 
Actual_re_bp<I>•Actual_re_bp(Il+Actual_a111p_wg<M,Pl•CO 
SC Pf;11111se_111p > 
15495 Actual_i111.:_bp( I l•Actual_i111_bp( I )+Actual_a111p_1Jg( M ,Pl •SI 
NCPhase_111p) 















ENO IF I with Right_Znd_array 




~JURN l RCTUAL_DFT 
--;..-----------------------end-of-sub-i"outine----------·•-•--------1;.. ___ _ 
15580 I ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••*••*•••••••••••**•••• 
15565 Display_input: OUTPUT A TABLE OF THE INPUT DATA • 
15570 I -•••,•••-••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• •• 
15575 I • 
15580 I MODULE NAl1E: DISPLAY_INPUT DATE:i 2 OCTOBER J985 • 
15585 I • 
15590 I PROGRA1111ER: Sylvain Fleurant DATE: 2 OCTOBER' 1~85 • 
15595 I • 
15601/> l P,URPOS~ : Output .a table of thlit. aP1plitude and phase of the colllplitx • 
15605 weights of both theoretical and degraded (actual> arraya, • 
15610 for a given MRA. Only the staves being us~d are sho~n. · • 
15615 • 
156Z0 INPUT Psi, Theory_pha_wg, Actual_pha_wg, Theory...:.,a111p_:_l.ig, • 
15625 Actual_l!Plp_wg, • 
15630 OUTPUT Table of-INPUT • 
!5635 CALLS NIL • 
15640 SIDE EFFECTS : Table output on the printer or the CRT according to • 
15645 user choice. • 




15670 IF Output_in_dataS•"YES" THEN l OUTPUT THE ARRAY COEFFICIENTS 
15675 PRINT USIN(i ''ll" 
15680 PRINT USING "/ ~" 
15685 PRINT "REQUEST FOR OUTPUT OF THE TABLE' OF " 
15690 PRINT "THE COf:1PLEX ~LATIVE SENSITIVITIES OF ALL " 
ISS95 PRINT "THE HYDROPHONES USED FOR.THE CHOSEN'MRA" 
15700 PRINT " " 
15705 INPUT "00 YOU WANT THE COMPLEX SENSITIVITIES ON THE PRINTER? CY or 
N>".,Lp_input_flagS .. 
15710 PRINT USING "ll" 
15715 IF Lp_input_flagS•"Y" THEN 
157Z0 PRINTER IS 701 
157ZS. END IF 
15730 PRINT 
15735 PRINT " THE REQUESTED 11RA • "; Requested_111ra1" degrees" 
157-1~ P,RlNT " THE USED MRA • "1Used_111ra;" degrees" 
15745 PRINT 
15750 PRINT " THE 1100E OF OPERATION • ";l'fodeS 
15755 PRINT 







PRINT " M , P" 
DESIGN OEGRAOED" 






15785 PRINT "-----------------------------------------------------------------·· 
15790 PRINT 
15795 I 
15800 ! FIST LEFT SUB-ARRAY 
15805 I 
15810 FOR M•Left_lst_array(Mra_index,1) TO Left_lst_array<Mra_index,Z> 
15815 FOR P•-1 TO 1 STEP 1 
158Z0 PRINT USING For"i1M1P;Theory_a111p_wg<M,P>1Theory_pha_wg<M,P>1Actu 
al_a111p_wg(M,Pl,Actual_pha_wg(M,P> 
158Z5 NEXT P 
1~~30 NEXT M 
15835 I 
15840 l -----------------------------------------------------~-----~-------
15845 I FIRST RIGHT SUB-ARRAY 
15850 PRINT "" 
15855 FOR M•Right_lst_array<Mra_index,I) TO Right_lst_array(Mra_index,Z) 
15860 I 
lS865 FOR P•-1 TO I STEP 1 
15870 PRINT USING Forilli;M;P;Theory_a"p-wg( 11,P) ;Theory_pha_wg( M,Pl ;Actu 
al_aPIP_wo< 11,P l ,Actual_pha_wg< 11,P > 
1587~ NEXT P 
15880 I 
15885 NEXT 11 
15890 I 
15895 I -------------------------------------------------------------------
15900 I SECOND LEFT SUB-ARRAY - DEACTIVATED FEATURES SINC NONE EXIST HERE 
15905 I 
15S10 IF Left_activateS•"TR~ - THEN 
15915 PRINT " SECOND LEFT SUB-ARRAY" 
159Z0 IF Flag_Znd_leftS<l'lra_inclex J••Y .. THEN I There is a sub-array 
159Z5 IF <Left_Znd_array<Mra_index,1>•0) OR (Left_Znd_array<l1ra_index,Z) 
•0) THEN 
15930 Only one ele"ent is used 




15955 ENO IF 
15960 FOR P•-1 TO 1 STEP 1 
15965 PRINT USING For"i;M;P;Theory_a"p_wg(M,P>1Theory_pha_wg<l1,P 
);Actual_a111p_wg(l1,Pl,Actual_pha_wg(M,P> 
15970 NEXT P 
15975 I 
15980 ELSE I For More than one eleMent in this array 
15985 FOR M•Left_Znd_array<Mra_index,ll TO Left_Znd_array(Mra_index, 
Z> 
15990 FOR P•-1 TO 1 STEP 1 
15995 PRINT USING ForMi1M;P;Theory_aMp_wg(M,Pl;Theory_pha_wg 
<M,Pl;Actual_aMp_wg(M,Pl,Actual_pha_wg(l1,P> 
16000 NEXT P 
16005 NEXT M 
16010 ! 
16015 ENO IF I with Left_Znd_array 
160Z0 ENO IF I for Flag_Znd_left$ 
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' SECOND· RIGHT SUB-ARRAY 
I There is a sub-array IF Flag_Znd_rightS( Mra_index J•"Y" THEN 
PRINT " SECOND RIGHT SUB-ARRAY" 
IF CRight_Znd_array< Hra_tnde'x, 1 >•0> OR C Right_Znd_arrayC l'lra_index, 
Only one element is used 




16085 END IF 
16090 FOR p•...:1 TO I STEP I 
16095 PRINT USING For~i1M1P1Theory_a111p_wg(M,Pl1Theory_pha.wg 
(M,Pl;Actual a111p wg(l'l,P),Actual_pha wg(l'l,P) 
16100 - - NEXT P .. -
16105 I 
16110 ELSE I Fo~ more fnan.ooe eliiiient in this array 
16115 FOR H-Right_Znd_arr~y( kra_in~ex. I ) TO fUght_Znd_array( l'lra_ind& 
x,Z> 
16120 FOR P•-1 TO t STEP I 
16125 I PRINT USING Forii!i1l11P1Theory_Mp_wg(M,Pl1Theory_pha..;.wg 
( 11,P> 1Actual_i!JllP_wg( 11,P l ,Actual_pha_wg{l'f ,P >. 
16130 .. NEXT P . . . 
16135 NEXT·l1 
16140 I 
16145 ENO IF I with Right_Znd_array 
16150 ENO IF I for Flag_Znd_rightS 
16155 I 
16160 I 
16165 l ------------'.:_._ __ ._'----...:---'..:-. .:-·-.,.---.,.----.,.-----,..----------------...:...:_,.. 
16170 l 
16175 PRINT USING "ii" I GO TO TH; ENO OF THE PAGE 
16180 IF Lp_input..;.f'lagS•"Y'' THEN 
16185 Lp_inptit_HagS•"N" 
16190 PRINTER IS I 
16195 ENO IF 
16Z00 END IF 





16Z30 I +••*••••·•~••••••••••**••~•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••+••••••• 
16Z35 Oisplay_output: I OUTPUT A TABLE OF THE OUTPUT DATA • 
16240 I ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••*••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••*••• 
16Z45 I * 
16250 MODULE NAME: CISPLAY_OUTPUT DATE: Z4 MAY 1985 • 
16Z55 * 
I 6Z60 PURPOSE : Output a table of nor~alized magnitude and magnitude in dB • 
I 6Z65 of the far-field beam pattern for both theoretical and • 
I 6Z70 degraded C or actual> cases as function of tl'te horizontal • 
16Z75 angle <·degrees>. • 
16280 • 
16ZB5 INPUT Psi, Theory_mag_bp, Theor~_db_bp, Actual_~ag_bp, • 
16290 Actual_db_bp, Insert_lineS, Temparary_real, Lp_tnput_flagS, • 
16Z95 Output_bp_datas, O~_input_flagS, 11oqeS, Requested..;.mra, • 






























































OUTPUT : Table of Psi, Theory_Mag_bp, Theory_db_bo, Actual_Mag_bp, • 
Actual_db_bp • 
CALLS : NIL • 
SIOE EFFECTS : Table output on the printer or the CRT according to • 
user choice. • 
REMARKS : NIL • 
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
DEFINE LOCAL CATA BASE 
INTEGER Out_angle_steps Step used for the output of the BP 
It is in degrees 
Every one degrees is standard. 
Lp_input_flagS•"N" 
IF Output_bp_dataS•"YES" THEN OUTPUT THE COMPUTED BEAM PATTERN 
PRINT USING "@" 
PRINT "THE TABLE OF THE NORMALIZED MAGNITUDE " 
PRINT "RECTANGULAR AND ci8 FORMATS'' 
PRINT "OF THE BEAM PATTERN CURVES UILL BE OISPLAYEO" 
PRINT "AS FUNCTION OF THE HORIZONTAL ANGLE" 
PRINT "BOTH THEORETICAL AND OEBRAOED CONDITION CASE" 
PRINT " " 
PRINT "PLEASE, PROVIOE THE" INCREMENTAL STEPS FOR THE ANBLE" 
PRINT "FOR EXAMPLE, EVERY I OR S OR 10 DEGREES." 




I Insert the step used For the angles 
Insert_lineS•" " I Initialize to nothing 
I MAKE SURE THAT ALL INPUT CATA ARE OF THE CORRECT TYPE 
REPEAT 
! 
INPUT "ENTER THE STEP FOR THE ANGLES IN OEGREES",Insert_lineS 
I Check if the string is positive nUl'leric - Pass by value 
Ok_input_flagS•FNis_string_pnuMS( <Imsert_lineS)) 
IF Ok_input_flagS•"TRUE " THEN 
I This is a nuMeric string 
I Enter the first real nuMber in the string 
I skip all the rest if any characters are left 
ENTER Insert_lineS;TeMporary_real I Define in User_,..enu 
Out_angle_steps•INTCTeMPorary_real) 
IF COut_angle_steps<ll THEN 
OISP " YOUR NUMBER IS NOT PHYSICALLY POSSIBLE" 




I This is not a POSITIVE nuMber 
OISP " YOU MUST ENTER A POSITIVE NUMBER" 
UAIT .75 ! Uait 3/4 sec so user can read it 
END IF I of Ok_input_f lagS is TRUE 
UNTIL Ok_input_flagS•"TRUE " i.e. a good frequency 
! 
INPUT "00 YOU UANT THE BEAM PATTERN DATA ON THE PRINTER? CY or Nl", 
248 
Lp_input_flagS 
IF Lp_input_nags•."Y" THEN 




















PRINT USING "I" 
PRINT 
P.RINT " THE REQUESTED MRA • "; Requested_l'lra;" r;fegrees." 
PRfNT " THE USED 11RA • "; Used_P1ra1" degrees" 
PRINT " " 
PRINT .. THE MODE OF OPERATION - ";Modes 
PRINT " " 
PRINT" The execution ti!'le to co111pute the bea111 pattern wa111 ";TZ-Tl1 
PRINT " " 
PRINT " 

















16700 PRINT " -----------------------------------------------------------
___ .. 
16705 Pff!NT ~Sit;l!i "I" , . • 
16710 FOR I•-180 TO 180 STEP Out_angle_steps I fro111/to +/- 180 degree• 
16715 PRINT USING For11101Psi<I>1Theory_11121g_bp(Il1Theory_db_bp(I)1Actual_ 
111ag_bp<I>1Actual_db_bp(I) · 
167Z0 NEXT I 
16725 PRINT " " 
16730 I PRINT USING "I" I. GO TO THE END OF THE Pf'l~E 
16735 IF Lp_input_HagS•"Y" THEN 
1674~ Lp_is:'lp~t_flagS•"W' 
16745 PRINTER IS 1 
16750 END IF 
16755 I 
16760 END IF 
16765 





16795 I ••••••••••••*••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••~• 
16800 Graph_output: I OUTPUT THE GRAPHS PREVIOUSLY ~p4ESTED YITH MENU • 
16805 I ••••••••••**••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
16810 • 
16815 MODULE NAME: GRAPH_OUTPUT DATE: 4 AUGUST 1985 • 
16820 • 
16825 PURPOSE: Provide the proper graph that the user previou111ly reque111ted •. 
16830 on the Plain 111enu. Provide hi111 with a choice of 111ediu111 on • 
16835 wl'!icl;l a given graph can be transfered.· to ( if det1 ired). • 
16840 •. 
16845 INPUT Graph_db_HagS, Graph_111a_HagS, Graph_po_flagS, and • 
16850 Graph_op_111~diu111s • 
16855 OUTPUT NIL • 
16860 CALLS NIL • 
16865 SIDE EFFECTS : NIL • 
16870 REMARKS : Refer to the !'lain DATA~ASE definition for the valid value • 


































































Graph_op_P1ediuP1SC4l To indicate the type of output P1ediuP1 
Definition: CRT_ • CRT Output 
PRHN'• ~rinter HPZ671G Nor~al size 
PRTN • Printer Thinkjet Norl'lal size 
PRHE • Printer HPZ671G Expanded size 
PRTE • Printer Thinkjet Expanded size 
PLOT • Plotter NorP1al size 
OUTPUT Z;ClearS1 I Clear the CRT 
IF ( Graph_db_f'lagS•"NO ") AND ( Graph_Pla_TlagS•"NO '') ANO ( Graph_po_flagS 
THEN 
! 
! NO GRAPH UILL BE GENERATED - INFORl't THE USER ABOUT IT 
ALPHA OFF 






LABEL "AS REQUESTED" 
MOVE 66,55 
LABEL "NO GRAPHS WILL BE GENERATED" 
UAIT 5 I Wait 5 secondes - so user can read 
GRAPHICS OFF 
ALPHA ON Restore norP1al condition 
OUTPUT Z1ClearS1 
ELSE ! At least one graph is requested 
! 
I 
IF Graph_db_flagS•"YES" THEN 
GOSUB Plot_db_bp 
UAIT 1 I Allow the user to quickly see the graph 
GOSUB Gph_size_option I Choose on what P1ediuP1 to output 
GOSUB Graph_info I Show the procedure to follow 




GRAPHICS ON I Just show the already drawn graph 
PAUSE 
I It is going to be printed or plotted 
IF <Graph_op_P1ediuMS•"PRHN"l OR (Greph_op_P1ediuP1S•"PRTN"> T 
ALPHA OFF 
GRAPHICS ON 





IF ( Graph_op_P1ediuP1S•''PRHE" > OR ( Graph_op_P1ediuP1S•"PRTE" 
GOSUB Plot_db_bp 
OUl'tP DEVICE IS 701,EXPANOEO I Size is doubled 
OUMP GRAPHICS 



































































PLOTTER IS CRT,"INTERNA!l." 
PAUSE .. 
ENO IF I Print EXPANDED 
END IF I NorMal print out 
ENO IF I CRT output 




IF Grapl'l_Pla_n agS•"YES" THEN 
GOSUB Plot_Magn_bp 
UAIT 1 I Allow the user to quickly see the graph 
SOSUB Gph_size_option I Chooee· on "!hat P1ediuP1 to output 
GOSU~ Grl!!Ph.,..info . . I Show the procedure to follow 




GRAPHICS ON Just show the already drawn graph 
PAUSE 
I It is going to be printed or plotted 
IF ( Graph_op.:_P1ediuP1S•"PRHN" > OR < Graph_op_MediuMS-"P.RTN" > T 
ALPHA OFF 
GRAPHICS ON 





IF C Graph_op....,P1ediuP1S•."PRtjE") OR C Graph,,..op_P1ediuP1S•"P~TE" 
GOSUB Plot_Plagn_bp 
DUMP DEVICE IS 701,EXPANOED I Size is double~ 
DUMP GRAPHICS 






PLOTTER IS CRT,"INTERNAL" 
PAUSE . 
ENO IF I Print EXPANDED 
ENO IF I NorP1al print out 
END IF I CRT output 




IF Graph_po_f'lags•"YES" THEN' 
GOSUB Plot_po_bp 
UAIT Z ·· ! Allow the user to quickly see the graph 
GOSUB Gph_size_option I Choose on what P1edt41'f to output 
GOSUB Graph_info I Show the procedure ~o follow 











































Just show the already drawn graph 
ELSE 
I It is going to qe printed or plotted 
IF (Graph_op_,.ediu,.s•"PRHN"> OR (Graph_op_Plediu"'S•"PRTN"l T 
ALPHA OFF 
GRAPHICS ON 
DUMP GRAPHICS CRT TO #701 
GRAPHICS OFF 






DUMP DEVICE IS 701 ,EXPAN~D 
DUMP GRAPHICS 
I Size is doubled 
Graph_scale•l .0 
PAUSE 





PLOTTER IS CRT,"INTERNAL" 
PAUSE 
ENO IF ! Print EXPANDED 
END IF ! Nor1J1al print out 








17630 ENO IF I NO GRAPHS 




17655 I ••••••••••••••••••••••~•••••~•••••~•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••,•••• 
17660 Graph_info:I PROVIDE THE USER UITH INFORMATION ABOUT HOU TO PROCEED • 
17665 I ••••••••••••••••••••••••~•••••••~•••••••••~•••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
17670 • 
17675 MODULE NAME: GRAPH_INFO DATE: 6 AUGUST 1985 • 
17680 • 
17685 PURPOSE: Provide the user with infor .. ation about how to proceed • 
17690 when the graph has been plotted/printed/exa,.ined, i.e. • 
17695 how to goto the next graph or feature. Basically, it is • 
17700 done with the key CONTINUE. • 
17705 • 
17710 selection to another on the "'enu. • 
17715 INPUT NIL • 
177Z0 OUTPUT NIL • 
177ZS CALLS NIL • 
17730 SIDE EFFECTS Clear the screen and print a "'essage. • 
17735 The syste"' is then pause. • 















PRINT USING "I" 
PRINT TABXY< 4: Hi> I •• 
PRINT USING i.//" 
PRINT TABXY<4,Z0lr'' 
PRINT USING "//" 
I Clear the alpha portion of the grai:Jh'> 
Your ~equest wHl be executed." 
IJhen you are done," 
PRINT'TABXY<'4,ZSYi"Please press CQNTINUE to go to the next featune" 
PRINT USING "I" . 
PRINT TABXY< 4, 30>1" A'fter you tlave read this , press CONTINUE" 
PAUSE l UAIT UNTIL THE USER HAO REAO IT 
17005 RETURN I Graph info 
17010 I -------------::l'l-----~-----end-of-sub-routine---------------------------
17015 I 
17820 f ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
17825 Gph_size_option: I PROVIDE A CHOICE OF OUTPUT f'IE[J~Ul'f FQ,l:l ft GR/IPH • 
17830 I ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
17835 I • 
17040 I 1100ULE NAl'fE: GRP_S~tE,.,JlPTIIJN · [JftTE: ? AUGUST 1985 • 
17845 I • 
17050 PURPOSE: Provide a choice ta the user ol the different,~utput 111ediuM • 
17855 on which a graph can be genera:t'Jd. !,t no hard copy: outptit. • 
17060 is requir!d the CRT is .,.sed. , • 
17865 • 
17070 INPUT Graph_scale, Gra!Ph_op_111ediu111 • 
17875 OUTPUT Graph_scale, Graph_op_111ediL1P. • 
17080 CALLS NIL • 
17885 SIOE EFFECTS : NIL • 
17890 REMARKS : Ref er to the 111llin DATABASE definition for the valid value • 
17895 of Graph_op_111ediu111. • 
17900 Use KNOB' or KEY 3 and KEY 4 to l'IOVe the 111arfcer TrOPI one) • 
179.05 selection to another on the 111enu. l• 



























LOCAL CATA BASE DEFINITION 
OIM 11arfcerSC41 






CONTROL 1 ,4; 0 
CONTROL 2 , I 10 




Use as pointen.arrow 
Use to alternatll! yiew Graphics/Menu 
To keep tn~c;fc ol ,;vnow position 
l'faxi111u111 nuP1bar ol choices 
Nul'lber ol lines to skip 
Display function OFF, if not already done 
PRINTER AL). OFF,. if not already done 
Just clear the alpha portion of the screen 
l'fax_selection•6 I Only 6 selections are available. 
Point•! I Default selebtion is the CRT 







Use shift and knob to P1ove P1arfcer jo a selac:tion" 



































PRINT " PRINTER HPZ671G 
PRINT " PRINTER HPZ671G 
PRINT " PRINTER THINKJET 
PRINT " PRINTER THINKJET 
PRINT " PLOTTER 
PRINT USING "/" 
NORMAL <HALF PAGE>" 
EXPANDED <FULL PAGE>" 
NORMAL <HALF PAGEl" 
EXPANDED <FULL PAGE>" 
NORMAL <FULL PAGE)" 
PRINT " Use KNOB or KEY 3 and KEY 4 to PIOVe the P1111rker" 
PRINT " Presti KEY 0 to He your graph again and back" 
PRINT " Press KEY !I when a selection is Pll!lde" · 
! 
PRINT TABXY<4,Point+Yert_offsetl1MarkerS1 I Display the starting P1arker 
! 




I DEFINE KEY CHOICE 
I 
CONTROL 1,IZ;0 I Activate the softkeys and its display 
ON KEY 9 LABEL "ENTER CHOICE" GOTO Enter_choice 
ON KEY 0 LABEL " TOGGLE " GOTO Toggle 
ON KEY 1 GOTO ~ot_used_lbl 
ON KEY Z GOTO Not_used_lbl 
ON KEY 3 LABEL " Y COOLIN)" GOTO Gph_option_do1.1n 
ON KEY 4 LABEL " • <UP>" GOTO liph_option_up 
ON KEY 5 GOTO Not_used_lbl 
ON KEY 6 GOTO Not_used_lbl 
ON KEY 7 GOTO Not_used_lbl 






GOTO Spin_whet!tl Llait for knob interrupt 




18Z30 Move_pointerlbl: I Check for direction 




18Z55 ENO IF 
18Z60 IF Point<! THEN Point•Max_selection Keep pointer within lil'lits 
18Z65 IF Point>Max_selection THEN Point•! 
18Z70 PRINT " "; I Erase the old 111arker 
18Z75 PRINT TABXY<4,Point+Yert_offset);MarkerS; I Display the new Merker 




18300 Gph_option_up: I Go up one P1ore selection in the MENU 
18305 Point•Point-1 ! Add one P1ore to the locator 
18310 IF Point<1 THEN Point•Max_selection I Keep pointer within liPlits 
18315 IF Point>Mex_selection THEN Point•! ! Reset to the first one <scroll> 
183Z0 PRINT " "f I Erase the old P1ark er 
183Z5 PRINT TABXY<4,Point+Yert_offsetl;Marker$; I Display the new P1arker 





18350 Gph_option_down: I Go down one PIOr~ selection in the MENU 
18355 Poirit•Point+I I Subtract one PIOre to the locator 
· 18360 IF Point<l THEN Point•Max_selection ! keep pointer within liP1its 
18365 IF Point>Max_selection THEN Point'!' I I Reset. to the +-trst one (scroll l 
18370 PR.INT " "1 . . • . I Erase the old !'larker 
18375 PRINT TABXY(4,Point+Vert_offsetl1MarkerS1 I Display the new !'larker 
18380 GOTO Sp~n_wheel 
18385 I . . 
18390 I -----~---------------~----•------~--------------------------~-------18395 I 
18400 I 
18405 Toggle: I Alternate view between graphs and P1eriu 
18410 IF ToggleS•"t'IE~U " THEN 
t841S ToggleS•1'GRAPHICS" 
18.420 GRAPHICS ON 
18425 .ALPHA OFF 
18430 ELSE 
18435 • • ToggleS•1'11ENU 
18440 GRAPHICS OFF 
18445 ALPHA ON 
18450 END IF 





18480 BEEP 500,.3 
18485 GOTO Move.J!ointerlbl 
The choosen key is undefined 




___ .: __ ;._.;.;... __ .;._, ___________________________________ , ________________ ".""" ___ _ 
~ ;·~~~ Entr _ch.o+ce: Enter the choice l'fZlde 
1~515 Graph_scale•l Standard default is the 111axiP1uP1 scale 

























IF Poirft•Z THEN 
Graph_op_P1ediUP1S•"PRHN" For HPZ671G NorP1al graph 
or any· s1Piilar printer 
ELSE 




IF Point•4 THEN 
I For HPZ671G Expanded graph 
Graph._op_P1ediu111S•"PRTN" I For Thinkjet NorP1al graph 
ELSE . 
IF Paint•5 THEN 
Graph_dp_P.ediu..IS•"PRTE" 
Graph_scale•.750 I For Thinkjet Expanded graph 
ELSE 
Graph_op_P1ediuP1S•"PLOT" I For Plotter 
END IF . I Of point - 5 
END IF I Of point - 4 
ENO IF I Of point • 3 
ENO IF I Of point • Z 
ENO IF I Of point • I 
































































CONTROL l,IZ;I I Turn off the 5oftkey5 and their di5play. 
I 
I 




Insert_bot_line: INSERT LINE AT THE BOTTOM OF THE GRAPH • 
! ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
I " 
I MODULE NAME: INSERT_BOT_LINE DATE: Z7 JUNE 1985 • 
I " 
l PURPOSE : In•ert at the botto" of the graph of tne bea~ pattern a • 
I line of infor"ation indicating the date, 5pacing between • 
I ele"ent•, frequency, •peed, and "ediu" U5ed. • 
I * 
I INPUT. TIMEDATE, Frequency, Spacing, Speed, Mediu", Graph_•cale • 
I OUTPUT Line at botto~ of graph • 
I CALLS ALL PLOTTING SUBROUTINES • 
I SIDE EFFECTS : NIL • 
I REMARKS : NIL • 
• 








I LABEL "Mediu": "; Mediu"S 
LABEL "MODE: ";ModeS 
MOYE 63,Z 
LABEL "Frequency: ";Freq;" Hz" 
MOYE 105,Z 
LABEL "Speed: ";Speed;" "/s" 
I 
output date 
any relevant inf or"ation 
indicate "ediu" being used 
indicate the requested MODE 
! indicate the 5peed of 5ound 








Insert_legend: ! INSERT LEGEND ON THE SIDE OF THE GRAPH • 
I ••••••••••••••••~•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• ,, 
MODULE NAME: INSERT LEGEND DATE: 3 OCTOBER 1985 • 
• 




for the design and the degraded be8" pattern. • 
Graph_scale, Line_type_theo, Line_type_actl 
Line on the side of graph 





































SIDE EFFECTS : NIL 
REMARKS : NIL 
• 
• .. 










LINE TYPE 1 
LABEL: '!DESIGN" 
LINE TYPI; Lin~_type_actl 
MOVE 120,$~ 
ORAi.i I 30. sz 
l'IOVE 1ZS,50 











RETURN I Insert_legend 
I s111aller lettering 
I Even s111aller lettering 
I Output !st curve type 
9utput 2nd curve type 
ORAi.i A BOX AROUND THE LEGEND 
--------------------------end-of-sub-routine-------,-------------------
19100 ·························~······~····~··~······························ 19105 Plot~111111gn_bp:I PLOT NORr'IALIZED l'IA6NITUOE OF THE BEAi'! PATTERN • 
19110 I ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
19it5 .. 
19120 MODULE NAl'IE: PLOT_l'IA6N_BP DATE: 11 SEPTEMBER 1985 • 
t,91Z5 • 
19130 PURPOSE : Plot the graph of the 111egnitude of the bea111 pattern versus • 
19135 Horizontal angle (degrees). • 
J9l40 • 
19145 INPUT Do_plotS, Graph_scoaJe,, Used~111ra, Psi(•), Tneory_1111!!Q_bp, • 
19150 • Actual_111BQ;_bp, Line_tYP,e ... ;.tneo, Li
0
ne_type_actl. • 
19155 OUTPUT Graph of Psi VERSUS the l'lmgnitude of the bea111 pattern • 
19160 CALLS 9r;ap~111mg_label, Insert_bot_line • 
19165 SIDE EFFECTS : NIL • 
19170 REMARKS : 1. PEN 1 EVERYTHING EXCEPT TITLE AND CURVES • 
19175 PEN Z FOR TITLE • 



















IF Do_plotS•"TRUE " THEN 





Clear Graphics Screer:J 

















































LABEL THE GRAPH 
LORG 6 
MOVE 67 ,98 
CSIZE INT<Graph_scale•5.3> 




LABEL "l'IRA : "1Used_"ra1" degrees" 
MOVE 3,50 
LDIR 90 
LABEL "BEAM PATTERN" 
LDIR 0 
I 
I ANO Y • 0 TO 100 
or any positive pen 
I MAIN TITLE 
SUB TITLE 
rotate 90 Degrees 
Y AXIS TITLE (ctd> 





I Insert line of info at the botto" of graph 
I -------------------------------------------------•------------------
! 
GOSUB Insert_legend I Insert the legend for this graph 
I --------------------------------------------------------------------
! 
I LABEL THE X AXIS 
LORG 5 
MOVE 65,7 
LABEL "HORIZONTAL ANGLE (Degrees>" 
19430 I -------------------------------------------------------------------
19435 I 
19440 I CREATE THE FRAME UHICH UILL CONTAINS THE ACTUAL GRAPH 
19445 I 
19450 VIEUPORT INT<Graph_scale•15>,INT<Graph_scale•115>,INT<Graph_scale•1Z>, 
INT<Graph_scale•87l 
19455 UINOOU Left,Right,Botto",Top 
19460 AXES Xsp,Ysp,Left,Right,~aj,Y"aj ,Ma,Jsz draw axes LEFT & RIGHT 
draw axes TOP & RIGHT 
draw axes LEFT & BOTTOM 
19465 AXES Xsp,Ysp,Right,Top,X"a,J,Y"aj.Majsz 
19470 AXES Xsp,Ysp,0,Botto",X"aj,Y"aj,Majsz 
19475 I 
19480 LINE TYPE 4 I dot-ted line 
19485 I No grid line are outputed if a plot is done 
19490 IF Oo_plots•"FALSE" THEN 
19495 GRID Xgrid,Ygrid 
19500 ENO IF 
19505 LINE TYPE 1 I continuous line 
19510 FRAME 
19515 LORG 8 
195Z0 CSIZE INT<Graph_scale•3> 
195Z5 CLIP OFF 
19530 ! 























































IF ABS<L><l.E-6 THEN 










OUTPUT THI; X DIYISION.S FOR HORIZONTAL ANGLES 
LORG 6 
FOR L•Lef t TO Right STEP 
MOYE L, Botto111 








ORAi.i THj: CURVE 
~SIZE I~T<Graph .. sc~le•S) 
CLIP ON . . ., I Keep the cµrve~ intside the. window 
, .................................................. . 
I TJ-lEDRETI~Al1 CU~E 
L~N.P TYPE Lipe.-type~thep. 
PEN 3 
MOYE Psi ( ::-180) , Thepry _Plag ... bp.( :-1 80 > 




I IMPORTANT, RETURN TO THE 1ST PT 
, ......•................................... , ........ . 
I ACTUAL OR DEGRADED CURVE 
LINE TYPE Line_type_actl 
PEN 3. 
MOYE PsiC-180) ,Actual_\"~-bp(-J 80~ 
FOR K•-180 TO 180 STEP 1 
ORAi.i PsiC K >, Actual_Plag_bp( K) 




IF Do_plotS•"TR.IJE" THEN 
GRAPHICS OFF 
I PEN UP 
ALPHA ON 
END IF 
I So the user knows what to do next, i.e., CONTINUE 
RETURN 
--------------------------end-of-sub-routine-----------------... ,....:--------
19800 I •••••~··~••••*:••~••••••••••••••••*•••••••••••,••4;••••*:-*••••••••••t••••••• 
19805 Graph Plag_lebeli' I INITIALIZE ALL MAIN VARIABLES USE FOR DRAYING MAGN. + 
1981~ t ••• ; ••• ~···~·~···································~·~··~················· 
198t5 I + 
19820 I MODULE NAME : GRAPH_MAG_LABEL DATE: 11 SEPTEMBER .1985 + 
19825 f • 
19830 I PURPOSE: To set all the variable us~d by the graph subroutine - for • 
19835 the norP1alize P1agni tude of the beaPI pattern + 
259 
19840 * 
19845 INPUT SEE BELOIJ • 
19850 OUTPUT ALL THE ONE BELOIJ • 
19855 CALLS NIL • 
19860 SIDE EFFECTS : NIL • 
19865 REMARKS : A Scaling factor Sf can be used for al variables • 
19870 •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
19875 LeH•-180 !LEFT origin value of X 
19880 Right•l80 !RIGHT origin value of X 
19885 Botto111•0 !BOTTOM origin value of Y 















!MINOR TICKS spacing for X 
!MINOR TICKS spacing for Y 
!MAJOR TICKS spacing, every 5 111inor ticks 
!MAJOR TICKS spacing, every 5 111inor ticks 
!size or length of 111ajor ticks 
!grid every Xgrid on X 
!grid every Ygrid on Y 
!step to label Y i!l>Cis, sa111e units as top & botto111 




N.B. AXES XTICK,YTICK,XLOCY,YLOCX,XHAJOR,YMAJOR,SIZE 
XLOCY, YLOCX SPECIFY THE LOCATION OF THE INTERSECTION OF 
THE AXES. THE SAME APPLY FOR GRID 
19980 I --------------------------end-of-sub-routine--------------------------
19985 I 
19990 I ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
19995 Plot_db_bp: I PLOT MAGNITUDE IN dB OF THE BEAM PATTERN • 
20000 I ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Z0005 I • 
Z0010 I MODULE NAME: PLOT_OB_BP DATE: 1Z SEPTEMBER 1985 • 
Z0015 I • 
Z00Z0 I PURPOSE : Plot the graph of the 111agnitude of the bea111 pattern versus • 
Z00Z5 I Horizontal angle (degrees> • 
Z0030 • 
Z0035 INPUT Used_111ra, Graph_scale, Oo_plotS, Theory_db_bp, • 
Z0040 Actual_db_bp, Line_type_theo, Line_type_actl. • 
Z0045 OUTPUT Graph of PSi VERSUS Mag_db_bp • 
Z0050 CALLS Gvsblabel, Insert_bot_line • 
Z0055 SIDE EFFECTS : NIL • 
Z0060 REMARKS : I. PEN 1 EVERYTHING EXCEPT TITLE ANO CURVES * 
Z0065 PEN Z FOR TITLE • 




















IF Oo_plotsa"TRUE " THEN 






Clear Graphics Screen 
Initialize default graphics 


























VIEIJPORT 0,INTC Grmph_scale+133l ,0, INT<Graph_:scale• 100) 
FRAME I Main frill'ie is X • 0 TO 









LABEL "MRA : "1Used_"ra1" degrees" 
MOVE 4·,50 
LOIR 90' 
LABEL "liiagnltude in dB" 
LOIR 0 
I 
I ANO Y • 0 TO 
'or ~ny positive pen 
I MAIN TITLE 
SUBTITLE 

























I Insert line of info at the'~otto" of graph 








LABEL THE X AXIS 
LABEL "HORIZONTAL ANGLE (Degrees)" 
20330 I --------------------------------------------------------.:0..:0.----------
20335 I 
20340 I CREATE THE FRAME UHICH UILL CONTAINS THE ACTUAL GRAPH 
20345 I 
20350 VIEl.IPORT INTC6raph_scale•15l ,INTCGraph_scale*11'5l ,INTC6raph_scale•12l, 
INTC6raph_iscale•87) · · 
20355 UINOOU Left,Right,Botto",Top 
20360 AXES Xsp,Ysp,Left,Right,X"aj,YMaj,Majsz 
20365 AXES Xsp,Ysp,Right,Top,X"aj,YMaj,Majsz 
20370 AXES Xsp,Ysp,0,Botto",XMaj,YMaj,Majsz 
20375 I 
draw axes LEFT & RIGHT 
draw axes TOP & RIGHT 
draw axes LEFT & BOTTOM 
20380 LINE TYPE 4 ! dotted'line 
20385 · I No gr'id line ar& 6utputed if a plot is done 
20390 IF Oo_j:Jlots•"FAESE" THEN 
20395 GRID Xgrid,Ygrid 
t0400 ENO IF 
20405 LINE TYPE 1 continuous line 
20410 FRAME 
20415 LORG 8 
20420 CSIZE INTCGraph_scale•3l 



























































Ystepsz indicate Y steps 
I 
I 
OUTPUT THE X DIVISIONS FOR THE HORIZONTAL ANGLE 
LORG 6 









DRAW THE CURVE 
CSIZE INT<Graph_scale•5> 
indicate X steps 
CLIP ON I Keep the curves inside the window 
I IMPORTANT, RETURN TO FIRST POINT MOVE PsiC-180),Theory_db_bpC-180) 
I 
!••·························~······················· 
I THEORETICAL CURVE 
LINE TYPE Line_type_theo. 
PEN 3 





! ACTUAL OR DEGRADED CURVE 
LINE TYPE Line_type_actl 
PEN 3 
MOVE PsiC-180),Actual_db_bpC-180) 
















20685 I •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Z0690 Graph_db_label: !INITIALIZE ALL MAIN VARIABLES USE FOR DRAWING MAGN. • 
Z0695 I *************************••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••***************** 
Z0700 I • 
Z0705 MODULE NAME : GRAPH_DB_LABEL DATE: 12 SEPTEMBER 1985 • 
20710 * 
20715 PURPOSE: To set all the variable used by the graph subroutine - for • 
207Z0 the norl'lalize l'laQnitude of the beal'I pattern • 
Z07Z5 • 






























OUTPUT : ALL THE ONE BELOU • 
CALLS NIL • 
SIDE EFFECTS : NIL • 




















!LEFT origin value of X 
I RIGHT origin. value of X 
! For graph with l'll!IQnitude in dB 
I MINOR TICKS spacing for )( 
!MAJOR TICKS splicing, e.fer-) 5 ~iqor ticks 
!MAJOR TICKS spacing, every 5 1111n.or ticJc.15 
I !Size or length of 111aj or tick~·· 
!grid every Xgrid on X 
!grid every Ygrid on Y 
!step to label x.axi~, ISl!ll'le units~· top & bott~l'I 
I step to label X axia, 118111; Uf!:i-f~ as left & rigtit 
I N.B. AXES XTICK,YTICK,XLOCY,YLOCX,XHAJOR,YMAJOR~SIZE 
! XLOCY, YLOCX SPE~IFY THE LOCRTION.OF THE INTERSECTION OF 
I THE Al<ES. THE.SAME APPl!.Y FOR GR:io' '. . ' ' '• 
--------------------------end-of-sub-ro~tine--~~~--7~~~--:~------~~----
20875 I ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••:*••••.••••'+•••••••~·~·•••• 
Z0880 Plot_po_bp: I PLOT THE POLAR REPRSENTATION OF THE BEAM ~ATTl;RN • 
Z0895 I •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••·~··~••• 
Z0890 I • 
Z0895 I MODULE NAME: PLOT_PO_DB DATE: IZ SEP~MBER 1985 • 
Z0900 I • 
z0i.f'0S I PURPOSE : Piot the POLAR' graph of the l'll!IQnitude of the belill'I pattern • 
Z0910 I in dB as fu11ction of the horizontal ~ngle (plSi). • 
z0915 Y • 
Z09Z0 I INPUT Used...,l'lra, Minil'IUl'l_nn_db, Graph_scale, Theory_db_xaxis, • 
Z09Z5 1 Theory_db_yuis, Actual_d!:i_xaxia, Actual_di:i_yui:s, • 
Z0930 I Fro111_ap~le_l, Frol'l:-:S~le_Z, TC/_angl
1
e_t,. To_aqg~e_Z, • 
Z0935 I Frol'l_angle_t_r, Fro~_angle_Z_r, To_angle_t_r, To_angle_Z_r • 
Z0940 I OUTPUT : Po.lar plot of the horizontal beal'I pattern · • 
20945 1 CALLS ': GraphJ>ci_lai::lel, Insert_bot_l.ine • 
Z0950 I Sig~ EFFECT~ : NIL • 
Z0955 I REMARKS : I. PEN I ALL FEATURES EXCEPT TITLE, AND ORAUING • 
Z0960 Z. PEN Z FOR TITLE • 














I local datilbase 
INTEGER Oblevel 
I 









CLEAR THE SCREEN . . , 
GO TO THE ENO OF THE PAGE 






























































IF Oo_plotS•"TRUE " THEN 
PLOTIER IS 705,"HPGL" 
ENO IF 





IF Grsph_scale>.90 THEN 
VIEUPORT 0,133,0,100 Maxi"u" size 
ELSE 













LABEL ''MAG. OF HORIZONTAL BEAM PATTERN" 






LABEL "MRA :";Used_"ra;" degrees" 
I 
I MAIN TITLE 
I --------------------------------------------------------------------
! 




GOSUB Insert_legend I Insert the legend of this graph 
I 
I --------------------------------------------------------------------
DEFINE THE FRAME UHICH UILL CONTAIN THE ACTUAL GRAPH 
For the following it is i"portant to have 
(Right-Left • Z(Top-Botto.:.). e.g. 1Z3-9 • ZC7Z-15l 









AXES Xsp,Ysp,(Right+Leftl/Z,<Botto"+Topl/Z,X"aj ,Y"aj,Majsz I BOTTOM 
































































I DRAW THE.HALF-CIRCLES 
I 
FOR J•0 TO -<Mini~u""'l'n~_db> §TEP 10 
Arc(<< Right+LeH>IZ l, ( < Bottoiil+Topl/2), < J) ,0, 360> 




I DRAU THE ANGLE LINES 
I 
CSIZE 3 
LINE TYPE 1 
FOR Ai1gle••180 TO 180 STEP 15 
MOVE CRight+Leftl/Z,CBotto~Topl/Z 





INSERT ANGLE LABEL AT THE CORRECT LOCATION 
AROUND THE GRAPH . 
PIVOT 0 I RESTORE NORMAL ORIENTATION OF THE GRAPH 
'CLIP OFF 
IF <Angle<45J AND <Angle>•45l THEN 
ELSE 
IF < Angle<-0> THEN . . 






Y.JJosition•(Right>•TAN(Anglel I For BOTTOM 
ENO IF I <ANGLE<•0) 
LORG Z I LABEL AT RIGHT HAND SIDE OF + 
HOVE Right,Y_:position 
LABEL 90-Angle 
IF <Angle>•45l ANO <Angle(•135l THEN 
LORG 4 I LABEL ABOVE CENTER + 
ELSE 
IF A~glit(( 90-'~ 001 ) . THEN ! 
ELSE 
X_position•Top•TAN(9~Angle) 
MOVE X.J1csitiol1. Top . . 
LABEL 90-Angle 







ENO IF I .ANGLE <• 90 
IF CAngle<-135) OR <Angle>135l THEN 
LORG 8 ! LABEL LEFT HAND SIDE OF + 



































































IF «Angle<180} THEN 
Y_positi~n•(Top>•TAN(180-Anglel I For BOTTOM 
MOVE Left,Y_position 
LABEL 90-Angle 
ENO IF I ANGLE< 180 
ENO IF I <ANGLE<•-135) 
ELSE I Fro" -135 TO +135 
LORG 6 
I 












ENO IF I ANGLE <• 90 
ENO IF 
ENO IF 
END IF ! 
CLIP ON 
! <ANGLE>135l AND <ANGLE<ZZ5l 
I ANGLE >• 45 AND ANGLE <• 135 




' I LABEL THE CENTRAL AXIS 
I 
LORG 4 










I ADD INDICATION OF 0 dB 
I 
MOVE <Left+Rightl,Botto" 
LABEL " 0 DB" 
I 







21925 To_angle_ l•INT«l'o_angle: .. .1.,i' > 
21930 Fro111_angle_2•INTCFro111:al'1Qle_2:...r> 
21935 To_angle_2•INT<To~angle~2_r> 
Z 1940 I •••••*•••••*•••'••••+4++••••••••••••••••••••••••••** 
21945 I THEORETICAL CURVE 
21950 LINE TYPE Line_type::_theo 
21955 MOVE Theory_db_xax1s<Fro111_angle_fl,Theory_db_yaxis(Fro111~angle_1) I IMP 
ORTANT, RETURN TO THE 1ST PT 
21960 FOR J•Fro111_angle_J TO To_angle_1 .STEP 1 
21965 DRAU Theory_db_xaldsCJ), Thliory_db_yaxisC J) 
21970 NEXT J 
21975 IF CFro111_angle_2•0> AND <To_angle_2•0) THEN 
21980 MOYE tkeoFy_ab:xax1s(Fro111_angle_2l,Thaory_db_yaxisCFro111_angle_2> 
21985 FOR J~Fro~_arigle_i to To_angle_2 ·sTEP 1 · 
21990 ORAi.i Theciry_db~xaxiscJ) ,Theo~y_db_yaxisCJ> 
21995 NEXT J 
22000 ENO IF I NO second angle 
22005 I 
ZZ010 1•••••••••••••+ .. -t..•••••••••••**•• .. ••••••••,;•••••••• 
22015 I ACTUAL OR DEGRADED CURVE 
22020 LINE TYPE Line_type_actl 
2Z0Z5 1101/E. Actual_db_xaxis( Fro111_angle_I l ,Actual_db_yaxia( Fro111_arigle_I > 
22030 FOR K•Fro111_angle_l TO To_angle_I STEP 1 
22035 · DRAi.I Actual_db_xaxis( K >, Actt.ial_db_yax is< K) 
22040 NEXT K 
22045 IF C Fro111_angle_2•0) AND CTo_angle_Z•0) l'HEN 
22050 MOVE Actual~db_xoxis<Fro111_angle_2l,Actual_db_yaxis<Fro111~a~gle_2) 
22055 FOR K•Fro111_angle_2 TO To_angle_2 STEP 1 ! . 
22060 ORAU Actual_db_xaxis( K) ,Actual_db_yaxis(f() 
ZZ065 NEXT K 
22070 END IF I NO 1second angle 
22075 PEN 0 
22080 ·· IF Do_plots•"TRUE " THEN 
22085 GRAPHICS OFF 
22090 ALPHA ON So user knows what to do next, i.e .. , t.ONTINUE 
22095 END IF 
22100 RETURN I Plot_po_bp 
22105 I 
ZZ110 I •••••••••••••• .. •••••••••••••••••••••••+•if.++••••*•••••••••••••••••••••• 
22115 I 
ZZ120 I •••••••••••••••••••••••~••••••••••••••••••~••••••••••••••••+•••••••••••• 
ZZ1~5 Sraph_po_llsbel: I INITIALIZE ALL M~IN VARIABLES USE FOR DRAUING PP~AR. • 
ZZ t 30 I •••••••:+•••••••••••••••••••·••••••••••••••••••+'•••••••••••••••,•••'•••••••• 
·22135 I • 
2Z140 MODULE NAME : SRAPH_PO_LABEL OAl'E: 12 SEPTEMBER 1985 • 
22145 • 
22150 PURPOSE: To set all the vm-iable used by the graph subroutine - for • 
22155 the polar plot of thli Bei!ll'I Pattern expressed in dB. • 
22160 • 
22165 INPUT SEE BELOU • 
22170 OUTPUT ALL THE ONE BELOU • 
2Z175 CALLS NI~ • 
2Zl80 SIDE EFFECTS : NIL • 
22185 REMARKS : A Scaling factor Sf can be used for al lim-iables • 
zz 190 ···········••••'•+••····················································· 22195 Left•Mini111uM_nn_db LEFT origin value of X 
































I MINOR ticks spacing for X 
! MINOR ticks spacing for Y 
I MA.JOR TICKS spacing, every 5 l'linor ticks 
!MAJOR TICKS spacing, every 5 l'linor ticks 
!size, or length of l'!Bjor ticks 
!grid every Xgrid on X 
!grid every Ygrid on Y 
Ystepsz•ABS<Ysp) !step to label Y axis, satt1e units as top & botto"' 
Xs1:epsz•Xsp !step to label X axis, satt1e units es left & right 
RETURN I GRAPH_PO_LABEL 
N.B. AXES XTICK,YTICK,XLOCY,YLOCX,XMAJOR,YMAJOR,SIZE 
XLOCY, YLOCX SPECIFY THE LOCATIO~ OF THE IN~SECTION OF 
THE AXES. THE SAME APPLY FOR GRID 
--------------------------end-of-sub-routine---------------------------
ZZ305 •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
ZZ310 Terl'linete:I TEfiMINATE ELEGANTLY THE PROGRAM • 
ZZ315 ! •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
ZZ320 I * 
ZZ325 I MODULE NAME: TERMINATE DATE: ZS NOVEMBER 1985 • 
ZZ330 I • 
ZZ335 PROGRAMMER: Sylvain Fleurant DATE: ZS NOVEMBER 1985 • 
ZZ340 • 
ZZ345 PURPOSE: To terl'linate elegantly the progrBl'I by clearing the screen • 
ZZ350 and inf orl'ling the user about how to re-run the progral'I. • 
zz355 • 
ZZ3S0 INPUT: NIL • 
ZZ3S5 OUTPUT: Message on the screen • 
ZZ370 SIDE EFFECTS: Clear the screen and print a P1essage on the CRT. • 
ZZ375 REMARKS: NIL • 
ZZ380 •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••*•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••~•••••• 
ZZ385 GRAPHICS OFF 
ZZ390 OUTPUT Z1CleerS1 
ZZ395 ALPHA ON 
ZZ400 PRINT "PROGRAM TERMINATION" 
ZZ405 PRINT USING "/ /"" 
ZZ410 PRINT '"Press RUN to r11-s1:art ~h11 progral'I to col'!pute new beel'I pattern" 
ZZ415 PRINT '" •• 
ZZ4Z0 ENO J OF SUB_ARRAY 
ZZ4ZS ! ••••••••••••••,~••••••••••~••••••••••••••••••••••••••~•••••••••••••••••• 
ZZ430 SUB Fft4CSign,Xr(•),Xi(•J,INTEGER N_power,INTEGER NP1axl I • 
22435 I •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++•••••• 
ZZ440 I • 
ZZ445 SUBPROGRAM NAME: FFT4 DATE Z4 JAN 1985 • 
ZZ450 • 
ZZ455 ORIGINAL PROGRAMMER: Prof J. Ual ters • 
ZZ460 • 
ZZ4S5 REV 1.1: CHANGES * 
ZZ470 I. Reverse the type of calculation frol'I indirect to dir11ct • 
ZZ475 and vice and verse. Add basic docu~entation. • 
ZZ480 • 
ZZ485 PURPOSE: To COl'lpute the direct or indirect Fast Fourier Transforl'I • 
ZZ490 of a COl'lplex array (real and i~eginaryl. * 
ZZ495 • 
ZZ500 INPUT XR<•l, XI<•l, SIGN, NMAX, & N_POUER • 













CALLS : NIL 
SICE EFFECTS : NIL 
REMARKS: 
SIGN• -1. Direct Transfor111 
SIGN• +1. Indirect Transfor111 
Xr • The real array 
Xi • The il'laginary array 
N_power •The power of Z·for the transfor111 
N11111X • The size of the Xr and Xi arrays <Z~N_power) 












ZZS65 I ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••*•*••••• 
ZZ570 I 
ZZ575 OPTION BASE I I ALL ARRAYS START AT 1 
ZZ580 INTEGER I,Ii,Ij,J,Layer,Ll,Loc,Nn,Nw,M111,Msk<1:13) 
ZZSBS Pts•N11111X 
ZZ590 Zz•Z.•PI•Sign/Pts 
ZZ595 MskCl)•N11111X CIV Z 
ZZ600 FOR I•Z TO N_power 
ZZ605 Msk<Il•Msk<I-1) CIV Z 
ZZ610 NEXT I 
ZZ615 Nn•N11111X 
ZZ6Z0 l1111•Z 
ZZSZS FOR Layer•! TO N_power 
ZZ630 Nn•Nn DIV Z 
ZZ635 Nw•0 










ZZ690 Xr< Ii >•Xr<I:j l-Xar , 
ZZ695 Xiliil•XiCIJ)-Xai 
ZZ700 Xr<IJ>•XrCljl+Xar 
ZZ705 XiCij )•Xi(ljl+Xai 
ZZ710 NEXT J 
ZZ715 FOR Loc•Z TO N_power 
ZZ7Z0 Ll•Nw-Msk<Locl 
ZZ7Z5 IF Ll<t THEN GOTO Label I 
,zz730 Nw•Ll 
ZZ735 NEXT Loe 
ZZ740 Labell: I 




ZZ765 ENC IF 
ZZ770 NEXT I 
ZZ775 l1111•l1111•Z 
ZZ780 NEXT Layer 
ZZ785 Nw•0 





ZZ810 IF Nwl<I THEN GOTO Label3 






ZZ845 Label3: I 
ZZ850 FOR Loe•! TO N_power 
ZZ855 Ll•Nw-Msk(Locl 
ZZ860 IF Ll<l THEN GOTO Label.4 
ZZ865 Nw•Ll 
ZZ870 NEXT Loe 
ZZ875 Label4: I 




ZZ900 END IF 
ZZ905 NEXT I 
ZZ910 IF Sign<0. THEN 
ZZ915 FOR I•l TO N~ax 
ZZSZ0 Xr<I>•Xr<Il/Pts 
ZZSZS XiCI>•XiCil/Pts 
ZZ930 NEXT I 
ZZ935 END IF 




ZZ960 SUB Polar_for~CXrC•l,XiC•l,Magn_x<•l,Phase_xC•l,INTEGER N~axl 
ZZ965 I +++++++••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
ZZ970 I • 
ZZ975 I SUBPROGRAM NAME: POLAR_FORM DATE: Z4 HAY 1985 • 
rn~1 • 
ZZSSS I PROGRAMMER: Sylvain Fleurant • 
ZZ990 I • 
ZZSSS PURPOSE: To convert a real and i~aginary arrays to polar for~, i.e. • 
Z3000 ~agnitude and phase. • 
Z3005 * 
Z3010 INPUT XR(•), XIC•l, HAGN_X<•>, PHASE_X(•l, NMAX • 
Z3015 OUTPUT MAGN_XC•l, PHASE_XC•l * 
Z30Z0 CALLS NIL * 
Z30Z5 SIDE EFFECTS : NIL • 
Z3030 REMARKS: NIL • 
23035 •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Z3040 ! 
Z3045 I DATABASE DEFINITION 
Z3050 INTEGER Sign 
Z3055 INTEGER I 
USED TO OBTAIN PROPER SIGN OF ANGLE 











I·-N~ax TO N~ax 
Magn_xCil•SQRCXr<I>•XrCll+XiCil•XiCill 
IF <ABS<Xr<Ill<•l.0E-50l THEN 







i.e. both are 0 
+ OR - infinity 
ATN • ARCTAN 
ELSE Z3110 
Z3115 IF <ABSCX1<H><•1.E-50l ANO CXr<Il<0l THEN 
Z31Z0 
z3izs ELSE 
PhplSe .... ~( I !•Pl 
Z3130 Phase_x<I>•ATN(Xi<I>!Xr(Ill ARCTAN 
Z3135 ENO IF 
231.40 E~O IF 
Z3145 Phase_x<Il•Phase_x(I)•180/PI CONVERT TO DEGREE 
Z3150 NEXT I 
Z3155 SUBENO 
Z3160 I ---------,-------...,---------e.nd-of-sub-prog171!11'!"'--:-----7"--.,.--------..,-:------
Z3J1f¥i I . . 
Z3170 I ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••!•••••••••••••·~··~••••• 
Z317S SUB Rect_forl'I( Xr< • hXil.• ~.i;t~ .... x( + l ,Phase_x( • l ,INTEGER N"!ax) 
23180 I ••••••••••••••••••••••••••• ... •••••••,••••••.••••••••••••••·•••••••••••••••• 
23195 I SUBPROGRAl'I' NAl1E; RECTANGULAR_FORl'I DATE: ZS HAY 1985 • 
Z3190 I • 
Z3195 I PROGRAMMER: Sylvain Fleurant • 
23Z~ • 
Z3Z05 PURPOSE: To convert
1 
fro111 polar for111 i.e. l'lagnitude .!Ind phase th' • 
Z3Z10 elel'l~i:tt11 of .• tl'!e ·!1171\'aY ·~ io rectai:ii;iHlar forl'I i.e. real • 
23215 and il'laginary col'IPgnen~~· • 
23220 + 
Z322S INPUT XR< •), XI<•~, MA6N .... X< • >., PtjASE_.X< • >.. NMAX • 
23230 OUTPUT XR< • >,Xti• > • 
23235 CALLS NIL • 
23240 SIDE. EFF;ECTS : NIL . 1 • 










! DATABASE DEFINITION 
INTEGER I .. , . I USED FQR. INDEXING PURPOSES 
I 
RAO 
FOR I~-:-~l'lax !0.Nl'lax .. , 
Xr(Il•Magn_x<I)•COS<Pha11e;..xf~~l 
Xi<Il•Magn_x<Il•SIN<Phase_x<I>> 





Z33Z0 I ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••~!~••••• 
23325 DEF FNis_string_priul'!SCOata_lines> I IS STRING A POSITIVE NUMBER 
Z3330 I •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
l~335 I • 
Z3340 I SUBFUNCTION NAME: IS_STRING_PNUl'I DATE: Z7 JULY 1S85 + 
Z~~4l:i I • 
Z~~~~ I PRQGRAMl'IEf!: Sylvain Fleurant • 
Z3355 l * 
23360 , PURPOSE: To evaluate if the data_line (a long string) is a positiye • 
Z3365 ! nul'lber i.e. not blank or forMed of characters. The nuMber • 
z3370 I can be positive or negative, and, prec~deted by blanks. Only • 
23375 I the first nul'lber is checked, any foHowing !!!Phi!l!'IL11'1eric • 
Z3380 string is discarded. • 
Z3~B? ., 
Z3390 INP4T qata_lineS C.a1115ul'le9. to be up to 160, long) • 
Z3395 <Preferably passed by values) • 
Z3400 OUTPUT ok_input~ C TRUE or FALSE> • 
Z3405 CALLS NIL . • 
271 
Z3410 SIDE EFFECTS : NIL 






P1eans the string is a positive nul'lber 
or a nulltber can be extracted· once); and 
P1eani the string its not a nuMber (i.e. , all 
or nonnul'teric1. 











Z3455 LOCAL DATABASE DEFINITION 
23460 
Z3465 REAL TeMporary_real 
73470 ALLOCATE Ok_inputSC5l 
TeP1porary REAL variable 





Ok_iriputs•"FALSE" I Oefl!lul t value 





























Oata_lineS•TRil'IS(Oata_+ineS) !Rel'tove all leading 
I Check the firtst character of the string 
IF NOT <NUH(Oata_lineSCl,tll•NUMC"-"ll THEN 
TeP1porary_real•NUl'l<Oata_lineS[l,lll 
ELSE 
& trailing blanks 
TIH'lporary_real•NUl'l(Oata_lineSCZ,Zll 
ENO IF ! of not "-" 






Check if the corresponding ASCII of the first char 
is > then 9 or < then 0 
( Te"'Porary_rel!ll>NUM( "9")) OR ( Tel'lporary_real <NUl'I( "0" > l THEN 
I This is a character not a nuMber 
Ok_inputS•"FALSE" 
ELSE I Thits is a nul'leric string 
'ENTER Ol!lta_li neS IT el'tporary _rel!ll 




ENO IF ! of teP1porary_real < 0 
ENO IF I of nul'leric 
ENO IF ! not len 
RETURN Ok_inputS 






Z3655 Arc: SUB Arc( X, Y ,OPTIONAL Radius_,Start_,End_,Intervals_,Penup_,Aspect_l 
Z3~60 I •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Z3665 • 
Z3670 SUBPROGRAM NAME: ARC DATE: 18 JULY 1985 • 
Z3675 • 
Z3680 PROGRAMMER : HP Packages • 
Z3685 • 
Z3690 PURPOSE: This subroutine draws an arc of a circle with the center at • 
Z3695 X, Y and a radius "Radius_". See below for details. • 
zn00 • 



















OUTPUT : ORflWING ARC 
SIDE E~FECTS: NIL 
REMARKS: DETAIL USAGES~ 
• 
.. 
1. The arc 11i:!!ll"t11 at a polli tioit of "Start" degrees and. end11 at • 
"End" degrees and. has .a. total of. ~In:terval "individual line + 
segl'lents. The great~r "In~,;rvals'' ts, the rounder the arc. 1.1ill• 
look, but al110 the longer the routine will take to finish. + 
• 
Z. H "P~nup" is non-zero, the pen will be. picked up !;)afore the • 
arc is started. If. not, it will be left down <as11ul'ling ii: 1.1a11• 
down before), · · · · • 
3. Oftentil'les, you want to dra1.1 a straight line to the arc you 
are si:arting to draw. I{ "Radius" .111 positive, the arc will 




23795 I •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••--..••••••••••••1t••,.••••••••••••~•••• 
Z3B00 I 
Z3B05 ON 9-NPAR GOTQ A11pect_lb~ .r::tl!nup_lbl, Inbrval_lbl ,.E'1d_lbl, Start_lbl ,Redi 
us_lbl, Ste11dard_lbl ! ON (1'1axper1111s>+ 1-l\lf!AR 
z3810 f 
Z3B1 S A11pect_lbl: Aspect-,Aspect._ 
Z3BZ~ Penup,.Jbl ~ Penup·.f'~n~i:!- . 
Z3BZ5 Interval_lbl: Intervals•Intervals_ 
Z3B30 End_lbl: End•End_ 
Z3835 Start_lbl: Start•Start_ 
i~~40 Radius_lb~: Raq~~s'!'Rll!g~us_ .. 
Z3S4S Stindard_lbl: o~ l\lf!A,R-1 GO\p ~edi~s:.J~lZ,S~art..:;lblZ,End_lblZ,Intervals_lb 
lZ,Penup_lblZ,Aspect .. lblZ,Oegre!l .... J.blZ I NAPR+l .. <r;'eq , parl'ls> 
Z3850 I . . 
Z3BS5 I Define the default v~lues according to options · 
Z3BS0 I 
Z3865 Rediu11 lblZ: Radius•i. 
Z3870 Start_lblZ: Start•0. 
Z3875 End lblZ: End'!'360. . . 
Z3880 Int;r~alll_lblZ:I~tervalll•INT<<Eng-S~ll!rt>t5.l 
Z3BB5 Penup_lblZ: Penup•l 
Z3~9' A,sp~c~~lplZ: ~11pect'!'I. 
Z3B95 Oegree_lblZ: OE~ 
Z3900 I 
Z3905 IF Penup THEN PENUP 
Z3910 IF <Radiu11>0.) ANO <End<•Stertl THEN End.,End+360 
Z3915 IF <Radiu11<0.) AND <End>•Start) THEN End•E~p-3S0 
Z39Z0 Step•<End-Startl/Intervals 
Z3925 Redius•ABSCRadiusl 
Z3930 FOR !•Start TO End STEP Step 
Z3935 PLOT X+Redius•Aspect•COSCil,Y+Radius•SIN<I> 
Z3940 NEXT I 
Z:?9~5 SUBEND I End of arc 
23950 I --------------------------end-of-sub-progral'l--------------------.,.•-~---
Z3955 J 
z3960 I ·~•••••••·~~·••••••••••••••••••••••~•··~~·~···~••••••••..-.••••••••••••••• 
Z3S~S pEF FNis.._stril'IQ..nul'IS( Oat!!_lineS) I IS STRING A NUMBER ? ( + or - > • 
Z3970 I •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Z.3975 I SUBFUNCT~ON NflME: IS_STRING_NUl1 DATE: ZS SEPTE11BER 19.85 * 
Z39B0 • 
Z3985 PROGRAMMER: Sylvain Fleurant • 
Z39B0 • 







nul'lber i.e. not blank or forl'led of characters. The nul'lber 
can be positive or negative, and precedeted by blanks. Only 
the first nUl'IQer is checked, any following, alphanu!'leric 
string is discarded. 
Z40Z5 I INPUT Data_lineS (a&&u~ed to be up to 160 long> 
Z4030 I <Preferably passed by values) 
?4035 I OUTPUT Ok_inputs <TRUE or FALSE} 
Z4040 I CALLS NIL 
24045 I SIDE EFFECTS : NIL 
Z4050 I.REMARKS: 1. TRUE !'leans the string is a nu!'lber postive or negative 
24055 I (or a nul'lber can be extracted once); and 
Z4060 I FALSE !'leans the string is not a nul'lber (i.e. all blanks 
Z4065 I or nonnul'leric). 





















Z4090 I LOCAL DATABASE DEFINITION 
Z4095 I 
Z4100 INTESER Ti!llJ:lorary_real 
Z4105 ALLOCATE Ok_inputs£5J 
Tel'!Porary REAL variable 





Ok_inputS•"FALSE" I Default value 

























Data_lineS•TRIMS<Data_lineS) !Rel'lo~e all leading 
I Check the first character of the string 
IF NOT ( NUHCData_lineSC 1, I l l•NUH( "-")) THEN 
TeMporary_real•NUM<Data_lineSCl,IJ) 
ELSE 
& trailing blanks 
TeJ'lporary_real•NUM<Data_lineSCZ,Zl> 
END IF l of not "-" 






Checlc if the corresponding ASCII of the first char 
is > then 9 or < then 0 
( Tel'lporary _real>NUM< "9" )) OR ( T el'!porary _real <NUl'1< "0" )) THEN 
! This ts a character not a nu~ber 
Ok_inputS•"FALSE" 
ELSE I This i& a nul'leric string 
ENTER Data_lineS;Te~porary_~eal 
Ok_inputS•"TRUE " 
END IF I of nu~eric 
END IF I not ien 
RETURN Ok_inputS 




Z4Z65 DEF FNDefine_used_J'lra(Requested_l'lra) I MRA AS DEFINED IN LOOK-UP TABLE • 
24270 I •••••••••••••••*••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Z4Z75 I • 
Z4Z80 SUBFUNCTION NAME: DEFINE USED MRA DATE: Z9 SEPTEMBER 1985 • 
Z4Z85 • 
24Z90 PROGRAMMER : SYLVAIN FLEURANT DATE: Z9 SEPTEMBER f 985 • 
Z4Z95 ! • 
274 
24300 PURPOSE To return the value of a HRA which is defined in the • 
24305 HRA ~ook-up table using a Requested value of HRA. • 
243!0 * 
24315 INPUT: Requested_l'lra • 
24320 OUTPUT: Used_l'lra • 
24~5 SIDE EFFECTS: NIL • 
24330 REMARKS: A REA,L VALUE IS RETURNED IN DEGREES. * 
z4335 •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••··~··••••••••••••••••• 
24340 ! 
2~345 INTEGER Hra_value 
z4350 I . 
Res4lt of the function 
24355 IF ABS(Requested.._l'lra)>•l70 THEN 
Z4360 IF Requuted_~a<0 THEN 
24365 Hra_value•-170 
24370 ELSE 
24375 Hra_value•l70' I Table Look-up define for up to +/- 170. 
24380 END IF 
24lBS ELSE 
24390 IF ABS<Requested_l'lra>>•165 THEN 
24395 Hra_value•INT<Requested_l'lra) Defined for every degrees 
24400 ELSE • 
24405 IF CCABS<Requested_~a HOO 5>><2.5> THEN 
24410 Hra_value•5•<Requested_l'lra DIV 5) I Define every 5 degrees 
24415 ELSE 
24420 IF Requested_l'lra>•0 THEN 
24425 Hra_value•5•<<Requested_l'lra+5) DIV 5> 
2443~ ELSE 
24435 Hra_vali,ie•5.•( ( ~equested_l'lra-5) DIV 5) 
24440 END IF I >'!" 0 
2~5 ENO; IF I HOO 5 < 2.5 
24450 ENO IF I >• 165 
24455 EN[) IF I ABS< Requested_.,.ra> >• 170 
24460 RETURN Mra_value 
24465 I 
24470 FNEND I Oefine_used_l'lra 
2447.5 I ·' 
244s0 I -------------"7--..,--.. -"7----,End-of-Sub-Functi.on-.. ------------------------
24485 I 
24490 I ••••••••••••••••••~••••••••~•••••••'?'•:••f••••,.••••••~•·•~•,•••,••••,•••••••• 
24495 SUB Col'lp_axis_pplot( PsiC • l, Xaxis_db_bp( * l, Yaxi!J_db_bp( * >, Mag.;,.db_bp( •),Mini 
l'IUl'l_nn_db) I COl1PUTE THE VALUE OF X AND Y USED FOR THE POLAR PLOT • 
24500 I •••••••••t:t-,*:•••·~~····~:tt~•••••••••••:4t-~*"~~·•••••,•••••*:•~•••ff••••••~••••• 
24505 I • 
Z4Sf 0 SUBPROGRAM NAME: COMPUTE AXIS POLAR PLOT DATE: 29 SEPTEMBER 1985 • 
~~ . 
24520 PROGRAMMER: SYLVAIN FLEURANT DATE: 29 SEPTEMBER 1985 * 
24525 • 
24530 PURPOSE: To COl'lpute the values of the X-axis and Y":axis to be used to • 
24535 plo.t e. p9~ar (:!lot in dB for angle between -180 to 180. • 
24540 • 
24545 INPUT : Psi, Xaxis_db_bp, Yaxis_db_bp, Hag_db_bp, Minil'lul'l_nn_db • 
24550 OUTP.UT: Xi!J!J.s""df:!_,bp, Yaxis.;..db_bp. * 
24555 SIDE EFFECTS: NIL * 
24560 REMARKS: The angles !'lust vary between -180 to 180 degrees; otheruise, • 







FOR I•-180 TO 180 STEP 










































IF (Pl5iCil<•90l THEN 
Xaxis_db_bp(l)•(-Mini111uP1_nn_db+l1ag:_db_bpCill•COS<90-Psi(Il 
Vaxis_db_bp<Il•(-MiniP1UP1~nn_db+Mag_db_bp(Ill•SINC90-Psi(Il 
ELSE I FOR UP TO MAX_ANGLE i.e. PI 
Xaxis_db_bpCil•C-l1ini111uP1_nn_db+Mag_db_bpCill•COSCPsi(Il-90 
Yaxis_db_bp(IJ•(MiniP1u111_nn_db-Mag:_db_bp<Ill•SIN<PsiCil-90l 
ENO IF IC PSI <• 90 l 
END IF I <PSI <• 0l 
END IF I CPSI <•-90) 
END IF ! Magnitude is <• MiniPIUPl_nn_db 
NEXT I 
SUBENO I Co111p_axis_pplot 
--------------------------End-of-Sub-PrograP1---------------------------
Z47ZS •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••.,.••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Z4730 SUB Co111p_P1ag_in_db( Mag_db_bp( •) ,11agnii:ude_bp( •) ,l1iniP1U111_nn_dbl I • 
Z4735 I COMPUTE THE NORMALIZE MAGNITUDE OF BEAM PATTERN IN dB • 
24740 •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Z4745 • 
Z4750 SUBPROGRAM NAME: COMPUTE MAGNITUDE IN dB DATE: Z9 SEPTEMBER 1985 • 
Z4755 • 
Z4760 PROGRAMMER: SYLVAIN FLEURANT DATE: Z9 SEPTEMBER 1985 • 
Z4765 • 
Z4770 PURPOSE: To co111pute the value of the nor111alize bea111 pattern in decibel • 








INPUT : Mag_db_bp, Magnitude_bp, Mini111UJ11_nn_db. 
OUTPUT: Mao:_db_bp 
SIDE EFFECTS: NIL 
REMARKS: 1. The· arrays are·indexed froPI -180 to 180. 
This value can also be iP1PleP1ented using Max_value as an 
additional pari!lllleter. 















FOR I•-180 TO 180 STEP 1 

















24885 I •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••~••••~•••• 
Z4890 CEF FNUser_sta_"_choiS ! ENTER USER STAVE MENU CHOICE FOR EXECUTION * 
Z4895 I •••••••••••••••••••••..,..•••••••••••••••••••••••••••~··~•••••••••••••~••• 
Z4900 I * 
Z4905 I FUNCTION NAME: USER_STAVE_MENU_CHOICE CATE: 5 NOVEMBER 1985 ~ 
24910 * 
Z4915 PROGRAMMER: Sylvain Fleurant CATE: 5 NOVEMBER 1985 * 
24920 * 
24925 PURPOSE : To display a "essaoe requesting the user weither he wants • 
Z4930 to use the ind stave "enu or not, i.e. does he wants to * 
Z4935 change any individual COP1Plex sensitivities of any hydro- • 
24940 phones. • 
24945 * 
Z4950 INPUT: NIL * 
Z4955 OUTPUT: TRUE or FALSE return to Stave_"enu_f laos * 
24960 S.IDE EFFECTS: Change the key functions. Also, clear the screen. • 
24965 REMARKS: NIL * 




































LOCAL DATA BASE 
ALLOCATE ClearSC2l 
ALLOCATE User_choiceS[5l 
Used to clear the screen 
Answer of user to use the "enu or not 
TRUE • use the "enu 
FALSE.• proceed without usipg the "enu· 
! 
ClearS•CHRSC255>&CHRSC75l • CSHIFT><CLR SCRl key on the keyboard 
User -"enuS•"·FALSE" 
I 
PRINT USING "//" 
PRINT "IT IS POSSIBLE TO CHANGE MANUALLY" 
PRINT "THE INOIV~IDUAL COMPLEX SENSITIVITIES <MAGNITUCE ANO PHASE>" 
PRINT "OF ANY HYDROPHONES USEC AT A GIVEN !'IRA" 
PRINT USING "/ /" 
PtfliNT ~PRE.SS K0 TO LI.SE THIS .. MENU". 
PRINT "PRESS Kl TO. PROCEED IJITHOUT ANY CHANGE" 
I -------------------------------------------""""--------------------•---
!. • 
I DEFINE KEY CHOICE 
·! 
CONTROL 1,1Z10 1 Activate the softkey functions and display the~ 
ON K~Y 0 LABEL "CH,RNGE RQC" GOTO Change_rqd'-lbl 
ON KEY 1 LABEL '!NO CHANGE" ,GOTO No_.change;,..lbl 
ON KEY 2 GOTO Not_used_st_lbl 
ON KEY 3 GOTO Not_used_st_lbl 
ON KEY 4 GOTO Not_uHd_st_lbl 
ON KEY 5 GOTO Not_used_st_lbl 
ON KEY 6 GOTO Not_used_st_lbl 
ON KEY 7 GOTO Not;,..used_st_lbl 
ON KEY B GOTO Not_used_st_lbl 




25150 Spin_stavesl: GOTO Spin_stavesl 
Z5155 














Z5Z05 No_change_lbl: I 
Z5Z10 User_choice!ll•"FALSE" 




Z5Z35 Not_used_st_lbl: I NOT USED - STAVE MENU KEY 
Z5Z40 BEEP 500,.5 





ZSZ70 End_sta_..,_choi: l 
ZSZ75 CONTROL 1,1211 
Z5Z80 OUTPUT Z;ClearS1 
Z5Z85 RETURN User_choice!ll 
Z5Z90 I 
Z5ZS5 FNENO I of User_sta_..,_choiS 
Turn off the softkeys and its display. 
Clear the screen before leaving 
Z5300 l --------------------------End-of-Function -----------------------------
25305 I 
ZS310 I ••••••••••••••••• .. •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Z5315 SUB Angl.e_defn( Used_l'll"a,Frol'l_angle_1, To_angle_t ,Frol'l_angle_Z, To_angle_Z> I 
ZS320 I ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Z53Z5 I • 
Z5330 I SUBPROGRAM NAME: ANSLE_DEFN DATE: ZS NOVEMBER 1985 • 
Z5335 • 
Z5340 PROGRAMMER: Sylvain Fleurant DATE: ZS NOVEMBER 1985 • 
Z5345 • 
Z5350 PURPOSE: To define the angles to be used for the visible region of • 
Z5355 the polar plot. • 
Z5360 • 
Z5365 INPUT: Used_l'lra, Fro..,_angle_I, To_angle_1, Frol'l_angle_Z, To_angle_Z • 
Z5370 OUTPUT: Fro..,_angle_l, To_angle_I, Fro..,_angle_Z, To_angle_Z • 
Z5375 SIDE EFFECTS: NIL • 
Z5380 REMARKS: It assul'les that the l'll!IXil'IUl'I angles are +/- 180 Degrees. • 
Z5385 Return real values are in degrees. • 
Z5390 Visible region is always Used_l'll"a - 90 degrees to Used_Mra + • 
Z5395 90 degrees. • 





















To_angle_z .. 0 I 1 will cover everything 
ELSE 


























END IF I Cused_111ra < - 90) 
END IF I <Used_111ra > -90 ANO < 90) 
I 
!PRINT "USED MRA 
!PRINT "FROM ANGLE 
!PRINT "TO ANGLE 1 
!PRINT "FROM ANGLE Z 
!PRINT ~TO ANGLE Z 
I 
• " ; Used_111re 
• ";Fro111_angle_I 
• "1To_angle_l 
• "1 Fro111_angl e_Z 
• ";To_an~lti!_2 
SUBEND ! Angle_drin . 
-----------------------ENO-OF~SUBPROSRAM•-------------------------•----
Z55SS ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• .. ••••••••••••••••••+••••••• 
25560 SUB Read_actual_c:~< Freq, Al'lp_wg_buf f"'er( •;> iPha_Ug_,.but'f er(•) , Mini111u111_nn..;.db, M 
ax_nn_atavee > I · · · 
ZS565 I •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••*••••• 
Z5570 I SUB-PROGRAM: READ ACTuALCOMPLEX SENSITIVITY DATE: 8 DECEMBER 1985 • 
Z5575 I • 
25580 I PROGRAMMER: Sylvain Fleurant • 
25585 1 • 
25590 I PURPOSE: To read the actual co111plex sen11itivitie11 of all staves for a • 
Z5595 I given frequency. The ~aQnittide is.converted fro111 decibels to• 
Z5600 I linear scale, and the phase fro111 deg~~ee to radians. • 
Z5605 I •• • 
Z5610 I INPUT: Freql.lehcy, Ailtp_wg_buffer,· Pha_i.!i;Lbilffer, Mini111u111_nn_db, • 
Z5615 I 11ax_nn_staves. • 
Z56Z0 I OUTPUT: Al'lp_wg_buffer, Pha_wg_,.buffer • 
Z56Z5 I SIDE EFFECTS: NIL • 
Z5630 I REl1ARKS: 1. Files are stored as a letter F followed by a frequency • 
zss35 1 value: e.!;i., Ft 100: • 
Z5640 I z. The values of frequency very between 50 to 5000 Hz! • 
Z5645 I a. 50 to 100, by steps of ZS1 • 
Z5650 I b. 150 to 1000, by steps o'f Sllfr • 
Z5655 I c. 1100 to Z500, by iitliPs of 1001 and • 
Z5660 I d. 2750 to ~· bv, steps of Z50. • 
Z5665 I • 
25670 I ••••••••••••••••••••••••**•"•••••**"*••*'•*•••••••••••••••••••*••••"••••• 








final value to be used for the disk f1le 
Offset to add to Freq 
For indexing purposes 
I Freq_fileS is the ni!ll'le<of the file to bi read 
I Label$ id the nal'le of the label of the disc of col'lplex sensitivities 
I 
!INPUT "ENTER THE FREQUENCY ?",Freq 


























IF Freq<•6Z.S THEN 
Frequency•S0 
ELSE 






























































I Every ZS Hz 
IF Freq<87.S THEN 
Frequency•75 
ELSE 
! It is 100 hZ 
Frequency•100 
ENO IF ! < 87.5 
I -------------------------------------------------------------------
ELSE 
IF Freq(l050 THEN 
! EVERY 50 Hz 
I 
IF Freq<975 THEN 
Frequency•10•PROUNO(Freq/10,1) 
IF <<Frequency-Freq><0> THEN 




ENO IF I <Frequency-Freq) <• -ZS 
ELSE 
IF <<Frequency-Freq><ZS> THEN 





~NO IF I C frequency-Freq> < ZS 





ENO IF ! < 975 
! --------------------------------------------------------------------ELSE 
IF Freq<ZSZS THEN 
! EVERY 100 Hz 
IF Freq<•Z450 THEN 
I 
IF <<Freq MOO 100)(50) THEN 
Frequency•l(/)0•1NT(Freq DIV 100) 
ELSE 




ENO IF ! < Z450 
ELSE 
IF Freq(4875 THEN 
I EVERY Z50 Hz 




IF <<Frequency-Freq><0> THEN.. 
IF ((Frequency-Freq)(-375) THEN 











































ENO IF I < -1Z6 
Et'O IF I < -375, 
ELSE 
IF ((Frequency-Freql>3'7Sl THEN 
Freq_affset•-500 
ELSE 




ENO IF .J >• Z50 
END IF I < 3'75 
I 
ENO IF I <Frequency-Freql<0 
Frequency•l00t>PROUNO<Freq/100,1l+Freq_affset 
ENO IF I af freq < 2875 . . . 
I ---------------------------------------------------------------
ELSE 
I FOR 4875 ANO UP 
1Frequ!ncy"!S000 
ENO IF I < 4875 
ENO IF I qszs 
END IF I <1050 
ENO IF I <1ZS 
ENO IF I <• 6Z'<li 1 ... I . . 






























PRINT USINS "//" 
PRINT "INSERT THE FLOPPY DISK" 
PRINT "OF RELATIVE COl'IPLEX SENSITIVITY PER FREQUENCY" 
PRINT "IN THE RIGHT DISK DRIVER" 
PRINT " " 
PRINT "Press CONTINUE i.ihen it is done" 
PAUSE 
PRINT USING "I" 
READ LABEL labels FROl'I ":INTERNAL" 
IF LabelS<>"FREQ" THEN 






Freq_f UeS•"F"&VALSC Frequency l 
OISP "READING FILE : ",Freq_ tile$ 
ON ERROR GOSUB Nei.i_dtsc 









FOR I•l TO Max_nn_staves STEP I 
ENTER @Pathl1A111p_wg_buffer<I>,Pha_wg_buffer(l) 
NEXT I 




26415 New_disc: ! A new disc is needed 
26420 I •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••~••••••••••••••••••••••*•••••••••••••••••• 
26425 IOISP "Enter a new Floppy disc, then press CONTINUE" 
26430 PURGE Freq_f ileS 
26435 BEEP 999,.1 
26440 RETURN I New_disc 
26445 ! 
26450 I -----------------------------------------------------------------------
26455 Ter111_cw_io: I 
26460 I -----------------------------------------------------------------------
26465 I CONVERT IN LINEAR SCAL~ ANO RADIANS 
26470 MAT Pha_wg_buffer• Pha_wg_buffer•<3.141592654/180) 
26475 FOR I•I TO Mu_nn_staves 
26480 IF A111p_wg_buffer<I><Mini111u111_nn_db THEN 
26485 A"P_wg_buffer<I>•0. 
26490 ELSE 
26495 A111p_wg_buffer<I>•J0•cA"P_wg_buffer<Il/20l I fro111 dB to linear 
26500 ENO IF 
26505 NEXT I 
26510 MASS STORAGE IS " : INTERNAL, 4, 1 " I LEFT SIDE again 
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